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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(145) through NASA SP-7037(156) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N82-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A82-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
   - AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
   - U PROTUBERANCES
   - FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
   - U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
   - FLOW RESISTANCE
     - NT AERO-DYNAMIC DRAG
     - NT FRICTION DRAG
     - NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For example:

   AIRLINE OPERATIONS
   All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
   Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term

HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

   EMELIANOV, M. D.
   and
   YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 559 will be found in Supplement 156.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing

A-6 Aircraft
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Direct digital design method for reconfigurable multivariable control laws for the A-7 Digital II aircraft
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The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added, separated from the title by three hyphens. The NASA or AIAA accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract. TheNASA or AIAA accession number is insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added. The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter.

A-1
SUBJECT INDEX

The effect of barriers on wave propagation phenomena: With application for aircraft noise shielding
[HASA-CH-169128] p0530 H82-29111

ACOUSTIC CORROSION
2 CORROSION STABILITY

ACOUSTIC DUCTS

Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts
[ASME PAP 81-WA/ASA-13] p0235 A82-24602

The effect of induced sound on the flow around a rectangular body in a wind tunnel
p0276 A82-26194

Node scatterer design for fan noise suppression in two-dimensional ducts
p0551 A82-63002

The Rolls Royce role in aircraft noise reduction
--- jet engines, acoustic lining
[ASHE PAP 80-90069] p0319 H82-21230

Development of an analytical technique for the optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic liners
[HASA-CH-169002] p0409 H82-25256

Circumferentially segmented duct lines optimized for exasymmetric and standing wave sources ---- reducing noise from turbofan engines gallerine method acoustic attenuation
[HASA-CH-169128] p0618 H82-34190

ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
p0013 H82-11149

BDE of composite rotor blades during fatigue testing
[ASHE-CH-712] p0235 A82-24713

Acoustic emission in jet engine fan blading
p0419 A82-35257

"Listening" systems to increase aircraft structural safety and reduce costs
p0492 A82-39539

Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine turbine blades for intergranular corrosion
p054a A82-41914

In-flight acoustic emission monitoring
p0548 A82-42665

Defense for free jets --- supersonic jets
p0359 H82-22962

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

Development and validation of preliminary analytical models for aircraft interior noise prediction
p0484 A82-36077

Vibration of structures excited acoustically
p0307 H82-20243

Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic qualification program in aercoplane
p0346 H82-22162

STOL aircraft structural vibration prediction free acoustic excitation
p0345 H82-22169

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE

Response of nonlinear aircraft structural panels to high intensity noise
p0018 A82-12041

On the sonic fatigue life estimation of skin structures at room and elevated temperatures
p0222 A82-23678

ACOUSTIC GENERATORS
U SOUND GENERATORS

ACOUSTIC IMPEDEANCE

Aircraft absorbers - Promix and practice --- sound attenuation
p0062 A82-14042

Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts
[ASME PAP 81-WA/ASA-13] p0235 A82-24602

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT

ST NOISE MEASUREMENT

Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise
[ASHE PAP 81-20333] p0008 A82-10057

Large scale model measurements of airborne noise using cross-correlation techniques

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

Comparison of acoustic data from a 102 mm conic nozzle as measured in the HAS 20-foot wind tunnel and the NASA Ames 80- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[HASA-CH-71343] p0190 H82-16083

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[HASA-CH-165102] p0193 H82-16081

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[HASA-CH-165102] p0194 H82-16082

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[HASA-CH-165102] p0195 H82-16083

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding two-dimensional model
[HASA-CH-165102] p0196 H82-16086

Prediction of sound radiation from different practical jet engine inlets
[HASA-CH-165102] p0195 H82-16080

Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts
[AD-A109827] p0309 H82-21041

Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hanghouse, HSR 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109828] p0309 H82-21042

Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in hanghouse, HSR 4920-02-070-2722
[AD-A109829] p0310 H82-21043

Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in hanghouse, HSR 4920-02-070-2723
[AD-A109829] p0310 H82-21043

Helicopter noise definition report UH-60A, S-76, H-109, 206-L
[AD-A116403] p0579 H82-32003

Effects of filter response on analysis of aircraft noise data
[AD-A116459] p0602 H82-33167

Acoustic similarity laws for centrifugal fans
p0602 H82-33172

ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

The effect of non-linear propagation in jet noise
[ASHE PAP 82-0416] p0121 A82-17936

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts
[ASME PAP 81-WA/ASA-13] p0235 A82-24602

Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite helicopter rotorblade
[ASHE PAP 81-6093] p0283 A82-26567

SBL and BPBL noise radiation coefficients for the 747 and T-38 aircraft
[HASA-CH-823216] p0042 H82-11860

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[HASA-CH-165105] p0194 H82-16084

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

MT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
MT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
MT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
MT REVIBERATION

In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design propeller at Mach numbers to 0.8
[ASHE PAP 82-1220] p0416 A82-35017

Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability of the NASA Langley V/STOL wind tunnel open test section with acoustically absorbent ceiling and floor treatments
[HASA-CH-165796] p0300 A82-10059

Prediction of sound radiation from different practical jet engine inlets
[HASA-CH-165102] p0195 H82-16080

Effect of facility variation on the acoustic characteristics of three single stream nozzles
[HASA-CH-165102] p0270 H82-19944

Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets
[HASA-CH-169016] p0462 A82-27090

Flow and acoustic properties of low Reynolds number underexpanded supersonic jets
[HASA-CH-169257] p0557 H82-30288

Helicopter noise definition report SB-804, S-76, H-109, 206-L
[AD-A116363] p0579 H82-32003

ACOUSTIC SENSATION
U SOUND WAVES

ACOUSTIC SUPERFICIAL
Airport related residential acoustical insulation demonstration project: Report J720
[PB92-100777] p0268 H82-19396

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
MT REVIBERATION
Scattering of sound by a vortex ring

A method for determination of the aeroelastic behavior of aircraft with active control systems

(ACTTA); design considerations

Aerosol scattering design for fan noise suppression in two-dimensional ducts

(DPLL-81-085)

Maneuver load control for the reduction of design loads and improvement of the maneuverability of modern fighter aircraft

(BMTO-FM01-2)

Design for active and passive flutter suppression and gust alleviation

(NASA-CR-3487)

Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastic stabilization --- forward swept wing flight vehicles

(NASA-CR-165036)

Acoustic simulation

Development of a control law for the alleviation of aircraft flutter suppression and gust alleviation based on the calculation of the physical index

(NASA-TM-76580)

Acoustic vibration

U.S. AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Effects of elastomer additives on the mechanical properties of epoxy resins and composite systems

(ACTTA); study of advanced aerodynamics and active controls technology to an advanced subsonic transport aircraft

(ACTTA-82-37789)

Initial actuation design study

(NASA-CB-159249)

Aircraft configuration design study

(NASA-CB-165939)

Aircraft configuration development on a derivative of the Airbus A300. Part 1: Explanation of a regular in the time zone of vibration isolation and examination of its effectiveness in stochastic gusts

(NASA-CP-172/S/PUB/39-PT-1)

The application of subsonic theoretical aerodynamics to active controls --- aircraft controls

(NASA-CP-32364)

Investigation of new piloting and flight control technologies. Volume 1: Review; active wings

(NASA-CP-32350)

Investigation of new piloting and flight control technologies. Volume 2: Aircraft with reduced lateral stability

(NASA-CP-32352)

A method for determining the aeroelastic behavior of aircraft with active control systems

(ESA-TT-719)

Guidance and control/AICE

Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results for flutter and gust response of a transport wing with active controls

(NASA-TP-2010)

CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High pressure turbine active clearance control

(NASA-CR-165556)

The shock and vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 7

(AD-A117323)

Active control technology in aircraft

(NASA-CR-32301)

Active control technology in aircraft

(NASA-CR-32303)

Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls technology concepts development on a derivative of the B-747

(NASA-CR-3164)

Integrating application of active controls (IAC) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Initial ACT configuration design study

(NASA-CR-3304)

Active flutter suppression using optical output feedback digital controllers

(NASA-CR-165939)

Advanced flutter suppression systems in aeronautical applications (AACS) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Initial ACT configuration design study

(NASA-CR-155249)

Integrated application of active controls (IAC) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Conventional baseline configuration study

(NASA-CR-155248)

Advanced flutter suppression systems in aeronautical applications (AACS) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Conventional baseline configuration study

(NASA-CR-155248)

Active control elements on the transonic wing of the Airbus A-300 (ACTTA-A). Airbus A-300 with reduced longitudinal stability (ACTTA-C) --- advanced control transonic transport aircraft

(NASA-CP-32304)

Active control elements on the transonic wing of the Airbus A-300 (ACTTA-A). Airbus A-300 with reduced longitudinal stability (ACTTA-C) --- advanced control transonic transport aircraft
Considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and adaptive multicyclic control systems

The use of adaptive control for helicopter trajectories in search operations

A multifrequency adaptive radar for detection and identification of objects - Results on preliminary experiments on aircraft against a sea-clutter background

Outline of a multiple-access communication network based on adaptive arrays

Adaptive control of aircraft nose/store flutter

Production weldbonding on the A-10 aircraft

Adhesive bonding

Light weight adhesive joining of composite structures

Compatibility of 350 deg curing honeycomb adhesives with phosphoric acid anodizing

Characterization of composition variations in a structural adhesive

Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding technology from R&D to operational use

Correlation of surface characterization of phosphoric acid anodize oxide with physical properties of bonded specimens

Automated ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonded structures

Applications of structural adhesives in production

Practical design and realization of a digital adaptive flight control system

Role of optical computers in aeronautical control applications

Apparatus for damping operator induced oscillations of a controlled system - flight control

Effect on fuel efficiency of parameter variations in the cost function for multivariable control of a turbofan engine

Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive control

Control laws for adaptive wind tunnels

Electromechanical actuation and control system

An investigation of the effects of smoke suppressant fuel additives on engine and test cell exhaust gas optimality

An investigation of the effects of smoke suppressant fuel additives on engine and test cell operating conditions on the effectiveness of smoke suppressant fuel additives

Apparatus for damping operator induced oscillations of a controlled system - flight control

Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft

Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression

Overview of Honeywell electromechanical actuation programs

Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft flight systems

Aircraft digital input controlled hydraulic actuation and control system

The influence of sensor and actuator characteristics on overall helicopter APCS design

Active flutter suppression in a hot gas, control-surface tubing and cable cutting tool

Electric flight systems integration

Electromechanical actuators

Slotted variable camber flap

Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive control

Control lavs for adaptive wind tunnels

Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression

Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface tubing and cable cutting tool

Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft flight systems

Electromechanical actuation development program

Electromechanical actuators

Slotted variable camber flap

Direct digital drive actuation

Electromechanical Actuation Development Program

Tubing and cable cutting tool

Aircraft digital input controlled hydraulic actuation and control system

The influence of sensor and actuator characteristics on overall helicopter APCS design

Slotted variable camber flap

Overview of Honeywell electromechanical actuation programs

Electrical flight systems integration

Electromechanical actuators

Electromechanical actuators

Direct digital drive actuation

A dual input actuator for fuselage backup flight control
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ADAPTIVE COBTBOL

ADAPTIVE ADDITIVES

ADHESIVE BOIDIBG
ADHESIVES

Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded joints p0328 A82-29032
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight
surface primary structure application (AIAA 82-0676)
p0338 A82-30145
Aeronautical applications of bonding
(SAEIAS-82-551-102) p0339 A82-15010
Laminar flow control SP/06 feasibility
demonstration (NASA-CH-165818) p0322 A82-21532
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area
composite structural bonding with polyamide
adhesives - adhesively bonding
graphite-polyamide structures (NASA-CH-165839)
A82-26465
Titanium surface treatments for adhesive bonding
(AD-A114170) p0560 A82-30378

ADHESIVES

Addition polyamide adhesives containing various
crosslinkers and groups p0329 A82-29098
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
(AIAA PAPW 01-2490) p0058 A82-13919
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Three navigation systems and their costs of
acquiring remote sensing data p0061 A82-10049
Weather impact on low-altitude imaging infrared
sensors in Europe - An availability model
p0072 A82-18779
Current aerial cameras p0081 A82-15655
A VHFR mapping system with VHFR radiotelegraphy for
area-representative strip-survey flights conducted, as part of combined forest
inventory pilot campaigns, with light aircraft carrying 70 and
35 mm cameras p0082 A82-15748
A field guide for scanner and photographic missions
p0551 A82-43668
Loran-C navigation as an aid to aerial photographic operations
p0551 A82-43669
Photointerpretation key for pane regeneration
analysis using high-altitude color infrared, panoramic photography
(P882-164450) p0562 A82-30606
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE

Offshore uses of the airship p0173 A82-20553
Studies of modern technology airships for maritime
patrol applications p0173 A82-20554
The airship - Its application and developmental
activity p0173 A82-20555
The uses of airships in the Royal Navy
p0173 A82-20556
A surveillance airship for the New Zealand
environment p0173 A82-20556
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAR/
performance in the detection of search and
rescue targets p0293 A82-27641
The utilization of aircraft in fighting forest
fires - French experience p0331 A82-29581
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 A82-32920
Opto-electronic push-broom scanners for navigation,
reconnaissance and generation of
digital data bases p0494 A82-29747
The optical recognition of sea targets as a
function of surrounding and observation
parameters in air to water observations
(BWAC-FMAT-81-10) p0167 A82-15930
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Itzlikpuk River quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
(A822-000341) p0399 A82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota,
volume 1 [A822-0004150] p0399 A82-26269
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota,
volume 2 [A822-0004169] p0399 A82-26260
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Barrow quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
(A822-000342) p0413 A82-25623
Some potential novel approaches to the automatic
airborne detection and identification of ground
targets p0477 A82-27296
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path
recovery utilizing the Litton LTN-76 inertial
navigation system [A822-000355] p0514 A82-29292
AERIAL RADAR

Design, fabrication and qualification of the Z-2
composite rudder p0495 A82-39894
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface
actuator - for an aircraft rudder
[RMB-84-599-01-08] p0320 A82-21219
AEROACOUSTICS

Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
(AIAA PAPW 01-2001) p0008 A82-10455
Design predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic National Transonic Facility
p0108 A82-12025
Workshop report for the AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics
Conference p0103 A82-16091
Aerospace highlights 1981
p0103 A82-16135
Scattering of sound by a vortex ring
p0104 A82-16148
The German-Dutch wind tunnel as aeroacoustic
experimental installation
p0110 A82-17136
Current investigations regarding noise research in the
Braunschweig Center of the German Institute
for Research and Experimentation in Aeronautics
and Astronautics p0111 A82-17137
High frequency sound emission from moving point
multipole sources embedded in arbitrary
transversely sheared mean flows
p0277 A82-26318
On the generation of side-edge flap noise
p0277 A82-26319
Comments on 'Nature of inlet turbulence and strut
flow disturbances and their effect on
turbomachinery rotor noise'
p0277 A82-26320
Model study based on various configurations of jet
forcing a cavity - Application to the CSBF 19
wind tunnel of CEPR
p0393 A82-33627
The prediction of helicopter rotor discrete
frequency noise
p0503 A82-40553
Helicopter model scale results of blade-vortex
interaction impulsive noise as affected by blade
planform
p0503 A82-40556
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust
interaction
[AIE-81-7] p0338 A82-11071
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USF hash
structure models at elevated temperature
[AIAA-82-603] p0259 A82-19570
Aeroacoustic performance of an externally blown
flap configuration with several flap noise
suppression devices (NASA-TP-1995)
p0400 A82-24942
On the design and test of a low noise propeller
[NASA-CH-165938] p0462 A82-27089
The effect of barriers on wave propagation
phenomena: With application for aircraft noise
shielding (NASA-CH-169128)
p0530 A82-29111
Some comments on the prediction of forward flight
effects on jet noise
[AFIS-20/1981] p0531 A82-29118
Noise measurement in wind tunnels, workshop summary
[NASA-TM-84219] p0614 A82-34188
AERODYNAMIC AXIS

AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

A-6
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
Development of new lifting parachute designs with increased trim angle  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2192] p0006 A82-10407
Application of the concept of dynamic truss control and nonlinear system inverses to automatic control of a vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft  
[AIAA 81-2238] p0007 A82-13466
Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft  
[AIAA 81-1658] p0127 A82-16583
Evaluation and wind tunnel tests of the 9,000 lb (normal-force) pitch/gas and roll dynamic stability balance system for measuring direct, cross, and cross-coupling derivatives  
[AD-A105122] p0085 A82-12007
Evaluation of an experimental technique to investigate the effects of the engine position on engine/pylon/wing interference  
[AIAA PAPER 81-13090
Experimental trim drag values for conventional and supercritical wings  
[NASA CR-168500] p0198 A82-17126
A general purpose program for rotor blade dynamics  
p248 A82-18151
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance system to measure cross and cross-coupling derivatives  
[AD-A116811] p0538 A82-29333
AERODYNAMIC BLADES
U PLUNGE
U AERODYNAMIC CENTER
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
U AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
U AERODYNAMIC DRAG
U AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
U INTERFERENCE DRAG
U INTERFERENCE LIFT
U JET LIFT
U LIFT
U BURT LIFT
U SUPERSONIC DRAG
U EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FLOWS PAST A WING
A study of subsonic and transonic flows past a wing  
p0005 A82-10363
Aerodynamics and performance of cruciform parachute canopies  
[AIAA PAPER 81-1919] p0006 A82-10405
Development of new lifting parachute designs with increased trim angle  
[AIAA PAPER 81-1921] p0006 A82-10407
Propfan installation aerodynamics of a supercritical swept wing transport configuration  
[AIAA 81-1561] p0099 A82-19466
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet-flapped airplane  
p0149 A82-11459
Divergence of a sweptforward wing  
p0535 A82-13560
HIAT aerodynamic design and flight test experience  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2423] p0555 A82-13071
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and their application to maneuvering aircraft technology  
P0611 A82-13971
AD-1 oblique wing aircraft program  
[AIAA PAPER 81-1354] p0609 A82-13890
Symmetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular wings  
p1022 A82-16093
Experience with high performance V/STOL fighter projects at NBB  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2614] p0107 A82-16901
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2628] p0107 A82-16902
Advanced technology airfoil development for the XV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle  
[AIAA PAPER 81-1623] p0108 A82-16906
Trailing edge flap influence on leading edge vortex flap aerodynamics  
[AIAA PAPER 81-0215] p0115 A82-17799
Recent improvements in prediction techniques for supersonic weapon separation  
[AIAA PAPER 80-0170] p0116 A82-17820
An experimental investigation of the influence of vertical wind shear on the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0214] p0117 A82-17863
Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Mach number 8 and angle-of-attack of 180 deg  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0250] p0118 A82-17864
Viscous flow - Numerics of the theorician in pursuit of higher order accuracy  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0389] p0120 A82-17920
Evaluation of supersonic missile aerodynamic prediction techniques  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0360] p0120 A82-17920
Concerning the calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of mechanized wings  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0360] p0120 A82-17920
Simplified wing procedures in connection with the lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method  
[AIAA PAPER 82-18195
Use of high conical flow theory for the determination of the pressure distribution on the wave rider and its agreement with experimental results for supersonic flow  
[AIAA PAPER 82-19197
Ground effect hover characteristics of a large-scale twin tail-scowe V/STOL model  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2609] p0155 A82-19201
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics of fighter aircraft  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2612] p0155 A82-19203
Low-speed testing of the inlets designed for a tandem-fan V/STOL nacelle  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2627] p0156 A82-19210
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology studies for single-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft  
[AIAA PAPER 81-2647] p0157 A82-19216
Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type wing-fuselage assembly  
[ONERA, TP NO. 1981-122] p0164 A82-19738
Aerodynamic characteristics of waveriders at subsonic flight speeds  
[AIAA PAPER 81-19810
A perspective of computational aerodynamics from the viewpoint of airplane design applications  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0018] p0183 A82-22028
Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-fuselage-nacelle-ponson configurations with powered jet exhausts  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0255] p0184 A82-22077
Aerodynamic characteristics of airscrews with ice accretions  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0262] p0184 A82-22081
Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvering flaps  
[AIAA PAPER 82-22110
Aerodynamic evaluation of winglets for transport aircraft  
[AIAA PAPER 81-1215] p0186 A82-22445
p236 A82-25651
Numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel liner for the NASA swept-wing LFC test  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0248] p236 A82-25466
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance system to measure cross and cross-coupling derivatives  
[AIAA 82-0595] p237 A82-25469
Status and capabilities of the National Full Scale Facility 90- by 80-foot wind tunnel modification  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0607] p238 A82-24476
Angle of downwash behind a wing in unsteady flow  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0281] p239 A82-24970
Wing/control surface flutter analysis using experimentally corrected aerodynamics  
[AIAA PAPER 82-25659
A-7
Heavy rain penalties for a flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 82-2013] p0268 A82-27093
A computer-controlled oscillation mechanism for
unsteady aerodynamics experiments
[p0268 A82-29018
Development of a homebuilt powered sailplane
[p0330 A82-29416
Computational aerodynamics - Its coming of age and
its future
[p0332 A82-29773
A wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a blunted versus smooth-shape
supercritical wing
[[AIAA PAPER 82-0642] p0337 A82-30139
Supersonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics of
several wings calculated by the SUGSIA F1.1
panel method
[AIAA PAPER 82-0727] p0341 A82-30193
The equivalent ellipsoid body /ERB/ method for
transonic wing analysis
[ASHP PAPER 82-0936] p0374 A82-31923
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
[AIAA PAPER 82-0957] p0374 A82-31933
Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a
wing-body-stall simulation in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 82-0958] p0374 A82-31934
Incompressible symmetric flow characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular wings
[p0379 A82-32850
Aerodynamics. Part 2 - Methods of aerodynamic
design /3rd revised and enlarged edition/ ---
Russian book
[p0382 A82-33387
The ubiquitous helicopter
[p0385 A82-33913
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings
with sweep discontinuities
[p0385 A82-33997
Periodic boundary value problem for the equations of the ha-mononic oscillation of a rotor blade
about the axis of a flapping hinge
[p0387 A82-34127
Detached flow past V-shaped aspect-ratio wings
[p0387 A82-34136
Transonic flow past bodies of the type
wing-fuselage with allowance for boundary effects
[p0388 A82-34166
Comparison of aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft models with forward and aft swept wings
at Mach number 0.5
[OKER, T. F. 1962-9] p0389 A82-34497
Ultra light airplanes
[p0419 A82-35233
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
[ASHP PAPER 82-0722] p0428 A82-35409
Heat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ASHP PAPER 82-0727] p0428 A82-35426
Heat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - An
experimental study using transient techniques
[ASHP PAPER 82-GT-304] p0430 A82-35469
Transonic wind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
[AIAA PAPER 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Current techniques for jet engine test cell modeling
[p0439 A82-37712
General purpose research rotor
[AMS PREPRINT 81-9] p0441 A82-37777
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tail-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAA PAPER 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
Symposium on Flows with Separation, Stuttgart,
West Germany, November 23-25, 1981, Reports
[p0483 A82-38701
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for low observables mission profiles
[AIAA PAPER 82-1298] p0487 A82-39085
An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on
an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 82-1311] p0487 A82-39092
High angle-of-attack characteristics of a
forward-swept wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 82-1322] p0487 A82-39099
Optimal three-dimensional turning performance of
supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 82-1326] p0488 A82-39103
Unique flight characteristics of the AD-1
Aerodynamic characteristics of the AD-1
[AIAA PAPER 82-1329] p0488 A82-39106
Use of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
[AIAA PAPER 82-1364] p0489 A82-39129
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation
and its uses in flight test
[AIAA PAPER 82-1373] p0489 A82-39135
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[AIAA PAPER 82-1385] p0489 A82-39141
The unsteady motion of a wing traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
[p0541 A82-39358
The rectangular wing with semicircular span in non-linear theory
[p0541 A82-39359
Optimal control application in supersonic aircraft
performance
[p0541 A82-39374
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGARD Lecture/
[AIAA PAPER 82-1363] p0495 A82-39836
Advanced aerodynamic design for future combat
aircraft
[p0504 A82-40079
Some aerodynamic/flightmechanic aspects for the
design of future combat aircraft
[p0504 A82-40080
Recent advances in the performance of high bypass
ratio fans
[p0505 A82-40081
Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept wings using distributed suction through porous surfaces
[p0505 A82-40084
Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation
[p0506 A82-40087
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack
[p0508 A82-40092
Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport
aircraft
[p0511 A82-40097
Variable geometry airfoils as applied to the
Boeings 8- and 6- seatliners
[p0512 A82-40096
Aircraft design for fuel efficiency
[p0512 A82-40093
Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial
transports - Review of a technology program in
the Netherlands
[p0514 A82-40095
Recent airfoil developments at DPIL
[p0514 A82-40096
Wing-tip jets aerodynamic performance
[p0518 A82-40097
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
[p0518 A82-40098
Vortex formation over double-delta wings
[p0518 A82-40099
Wind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three
aeroelastically tailored wings
[p0515 A82-41001
Upper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings
[p0515 A82-41002
An initial look at the supersonic aerodynamics of
twin-turbofan aircraft concepts
[p0516 A82-41008
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
configuration at high angles-of-attack and
sidelip
[p0517 A82-41020
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation aircraft
[p0517 A82-41024
Analysis of flight data in the frequency domain
[p0583 A82-41796
Processes and procedural approaches in the
eaerodynamic design of the Alpha Jet aircraft
[p0585 A82-43320
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
[p0550 A82-43330
A8-8
AERODYNAMIC CHORDS


NASA TM-83447

p0048 882-26236

Proceedings of the 12th Navy Symposium on Aeroballistics, volume 1

[AD-1117763]

p0063 882-27225

IA-59A ARC technology demonstrator altitude expansion and operational tests

[AD-1111114]

p0069 882-27282

Proceedings of the 12th Navy Symposium on Aeroballistics, volume 2

[AD-1111115]

p0072 882-27312

A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods

NASA TM-82865

p0521 882-28249

Bearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation characteristics of a large-scale turret model

[AD-1113160]

p0529 882-28624

Aerodynamics of an airfoil with a jet issuing from its surface

NASA TM-84625

p0531 882-29267

User's manual for the Automated Paneling Technique (APT) and the Wing Body Aerodynamic Technique (WABAT) programs

[AD-1111115]

p0566 882-31297

Materials and design criteria for Kevlar-29 ribbons

[AD-1113160]

p0567 882-31308

Dyamic System Coupling (DYSOC) program. Volume I: User's manual

[AD-1118003]

p0573 882-31974

Long duct nacelle aerodynamic development for DC-10 derivatives

NASA CR-163095

p0586 882-32315

Energy efficient engines: High pressure turbine uncooled rocket technology report

[AD-1113160]

p0593 882-32383

Propeller flow visualization techniques

[AD-1111137]

p0597 882-32672

User's manual for interfacing a leading edge, vortex roller program with two linear panel methods

NASA TM-76504

p0604 882-33340

The aerodynamic performance of rotor blade taper, twist, airfoils and solidity on hover and forward flight performance

[AD-1117397]

p0605 882-33357

A simulation language approach to structural interaction problems

[AD-1110003]

p0614 882-33758

AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

U AIRFOIL PROFILES

The effects of flexibility on the steady-state performance of small ribbon parachute models

[AIAA PAPER 81-1923]

p0006 882-10408

Analysis of escape systems at 678 KIAS

[AD-1117770]

p0079 882-14978

Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg swept Gothic wing

[AIAA PAPER 82-0231]

p0117 882-17856

Effect of the leading type on the aerodynamic damping of blade vibrations with allowance for the profile curvature

[AD-1111128]

p0127 882-18684

Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability to dynamic inflow

[AD-1111128]

p0273 882-25773

Prediction of aerodynamically induced vibrations in turbomachinery blading

[AD-1111128]

p0327 882-26986

Aerodynamic coefficient identification of time-varying aircraft system and its application

[AD-1111128]

p0390 882-36645

Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept delta wings

[AD-1111128]

p0515 882-41003

Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flow aerodynamics

[AD-1111128]

p0516 882-41006

Aerelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic forces

[AD-1111128]

p0547 882-42809

Transonic flutter and response analyses of two 3-degree-of-freedom airfoils

[AD-1111128]

p0555 882-44245

Finite element approach to the calculation of unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients in dynamic aerelastic analysis

[AD-1111128]

p0581 882-45849

Determination of airplane model structure from flight data by using modified stepwise regression

[AD-1111128]

p0620 882-10064

Wind-tunnel results for a modified 17-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section

[AD-1111128]

p0620 882-11033

ACTA Mechanics Simics (selected articles)

[AD-1111128]

p0731 882-14060

Lifting surface theory for wings at low frequency small amplitude yawing and side slipping oscillating motions at low speeds

[AD-1111128]

p0731 882-14061

Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a high-aspect-ratio supercritical-wing transport model equipped with full-span slat and part-span double-slotted flaps

[AD-1111128]

p0839 882-15015

High lift selected concepts

NASA CR-159693

p0139 882-15017

Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of stalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans

[AIAA PAPER 81-2611]

p0267 882-19223

A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at side walls

[AIAA PAPER 81-2611]

p0198 882-17123

Experimental verification of an aerodynamic parameter optimization program for wind tunnel testing

[AD-1117770]

p0199 882-17134

Theoretical investigations on the influence of different strake, tail unit, and conventional BLN arrangement as well as of CCV on the aerodynamic characteristics of fighter aircraft configurations

[AD-1117770]

p0255 882-18211

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of uninstalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans

[AIAA PAPER 81-2611]

p0267 882-19223

Influence of strakes on coefficients of longitudinal stability

[AIAA PAPER 81-2611]

p0319 882-21215

Real time digital filtering test in the S1 continuous wind tunnel at 6000 KIAS

[AD-1117770]

p0343 882-22152

Effect of nacelles on aerodynamic characteristics of an executive-jet model with simulated, partial-chord, laminar-flow-control wing glove

[AIAA PAPER 82-0231]

p0349 882-22217

Approximate method for predicting supersonic normal force coefficient very-low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces

[AD-1111128]

p0405 882-25223

Leading edge flap system for aircraft control augmentation

[AIAA-CONF-12707-1]

p0407 882-25200

Hurricane-induced wind loads

[PB82-132267]

p0476 882-27548

Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite lifetimes using quasi-dynamic atmosphere models - application to a proposed Brazilian satellite

[BASA-PB-84825]

p0530 882-29347

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS

ST WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS

Analyses of escape systems at 678 KIAS

[AD-1111128]

p0079 882-14978

Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems

[AD-1111128]

p0105 882-16404

Development and validation of the V/STOL aerodynamics and stability control manual

[AIAA PAPER 81-2611]

p0107 882-16903

Optima configuration for a 10 passenger business turbofan jet airplane

[AIAA PAPER 82-0365]

p0119 882-17905

Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a finite-thickness wing

[AIAA PAPER 82-0365]

p0165 882-19813

SUBJECT INDEX

Recent advances in applying free vortex sheet theory to the estimation of vortex flow aerodynamics. (AIAA PAPER 82-0095) p0183 AS2-22045

Rotor preliminary design trade-offs for the Advanced Scout Helicopter. p0280 AS2-26395

Aerodynamics at the 1981 Le Bourget show. p0332 AS2-29789

Investigation of the aerodynamic-control method with control functions in the form of smooth constant-sign contours of a model rotor in hover. p0333 AS2-29831

An experimental investigation of a bearingless rotor design. p0334 AS2-11016

The principles and methods for shaping the wing root regions of a wing-body combination at transonic and low supersonic speeds. p0495 AS2-04012

Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust interaction. p0498 AS2-21107

Subsonic and supersonic airfoils for given pressure distribution. p0635 AS2-23031

Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for flight research. (NASA-CR-166266) p0201 AS2-17152

The airfoil heat transfer for an air to air mission. (NASA-ND-317-81-0) p0201 AS2-17150

Parametric criteria and impact on design trends. p0297 AS2-18139

The effect of a well on the aerodynamics of a spoiler --- wind tunnel flow visualization and pressure measurements. (LU-268) p0263 AS2-19194

Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a 1/26 scale F-111 aircraft model with three external store loadings. (AD-H010094) p0302 AS2-20158

Effect of heavy rain on aircraft. p0303 AS2-21149

Minutes of physical configuration audit for the F-16 Electronic Warfare Training Device. (AD-H110021) p0320 AS2-21222

Predictions of aerodynamic characteristics of highly maneuverable configurations. p0348 AS2-22199

Tail configurations for highly maneuverable combat aircraft. p0349 AS2-22201


An experimental and theoretical investigation of the interaction between the engine jet and the surrounding flow field with regard to the pressure drag on afterbodies. p0360 AS2-23158

Experimental study of a jet deflector. p0362 AS2-23173

Fine ice accretion and its effect on airfoil performance. (NASA-CR-165599) p0393 AS2-24166

F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack range of 8 to 10 deg. (NASA-CR-3878) p0393 AS2-24168

Rotary balance data for an F-15 model with conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack range of 8 to 10 deg. (NASA-CR-3516) p0393 AS2-24169

Wind tunnels of the institute of mechanics of Moscow State University. (NASA-TM-76909) p0398 AS2-24213

Flight management computer. (SKAIAS-821-111-110) p0399 AS2-24042

An analytical procedure for computing smooth transitions between two specified cross sections with applications to blended wing body configurations. (NASA-TP-2012) p0400 AS2-25193

F-16 program overview and wind tunnel/flight correlation. (NASA-AD-25913) p0400 AS2-25207

Water tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel data analysis of the F/A-18 --- leading edge extension vortex effects. (NASA-AD-25912) p0400 AS2-25207

Aircraft excrescence drag. (AIAA-AGARD-AG-266) p025 AS2-10200
**AERODYNAMIC FORCES**

- Wind tunnel test and analysis techniques using powered simulators for civil nacelle installation drag assessment p0095 A82-13088
- Establishment of an experimental technique to provide accurate measurement of the installed drag of close coupled civil nacelles/airframe configurations, using a full span model with turbine powered engine simulators p0096 A82-13089
- Prop-fan integration at cruise speeds p0097 A82-13097
- Optimization and performance calculation of dual-rotation propellers [NASA-TF-1468] p0131 A82-14049
- Comparison of experimental and theoretical turbulence reduction characteristics for screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen combinations [AD-A100926] p0131 A82-14055
- An afterbody drag balance --- transonic wind tunnel gusts [NASA-TW-66506] p0135 A82-14103
- Supersonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices (data reports) [NASA-CL-165606] p0139 A82-15014
- Experimental trim drag values for conventional and supercritical wings [NASA-CL-166500] p0198 A82-17126
- Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization, volume 2: Fighter design [AD-A110036] p0315 A82-21182
- Studies on wind tunnel straighteners [NASA-TR-7-1469] p0356 A82-22284
- Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft fuselages and nacelles [NASA-CL-168913] p0368 A82-23238
- Review of the 1980 Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation Panel p0403 A82-25198
- Experimental analysis of the effects of sweep and aspect ratio in incompressible flow about forward swept wings [AD-A111128] p0405 A82-25223
- Supersonic cruise/transonic maneuver wing section development study [AD-A111129] p0448 A82-26256

**AERODYNAMIC FORCES**

- NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
- NT AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
- NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS
- NT BLAST LOADS
- NT GUST LOADS
- NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
- NT JET LIFT
- NT LIFT
- NT MOTOR LIFT
- NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
- NT WING LOADING

**AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER**

- NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER

**AERODYNAMIC HEATING**

- In-situ calibration of flight heat transfer instrumentation [ASRAE PAPER 98-05-13] p0111 A82-10901
- Radome aerodynamic heating effects on boresight error p0281 A82-26465
- Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using the Central receiver Test Facility solar furnace p0281 A82-26468
- Approximate method of predicting heating on the windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and comparisons with flight data [AIAA PAPER 82-0823] p0373 A82-31853
- An experimental study at high-speed Mach 5 of the aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of plane wings of various planform p0380 A82-31449

**SUBJECT INDEX**

- Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of complex planform under unsteady motion p0388 A82-34157
- An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on an airplane model under steady state spin conditions [AIAA PAPER 82-1311] p0487 A82-39902
- Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading edge separation [AIAA PAPER 82-1386] p0490 A82-39942
- Inlet and airframe compatibility for a T/STOL fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets p0507 A82-40908
- Aerodynamic interactions between a 1/6-scale helicopter rotor and a body of revolution p0510 A82-40947
- Reduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft p0516 A82-41009
- Aerelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic forces [SHERA, TP NO. 1982-33] p0547 A82-42809
- Reducing aircraft's mechanics - Bombs away -- weapons delivery of fighter aircraft at transonic speed p0556 A82-44467
- An influence coefficient method for the application of the nodal technique to wing flutter suppression of the DAST ARW-1 wing [NASA-CL-165772] p0538 A82-11070
- An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces at transonic Mach numbers with emphasis on model scale effects [AD-A106905] p0591 A82-12392
- Calculation of quasi-stationary aerodynamic force acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in subsonic flow p0612 A82-15051
- A method for force determination from vibration response measurements --- application to transomachine blades p0613 A82-15055
- Calculation of nonstationary force ratios on bladed of a rotating row in incompressible flow p0614 A82-15061
- The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a cascade blade p0644 A82-15063
- Accounting for thickness effects in the calculation of subcritical unsteady aerodynamic forces: Application to wing-fuselage interactions [SHEAS-82-111-106] p0394 A82-21483
- Experimental verification of force determination and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter [SHEAS-82-111-11] p0395 A82-24499
- Aerodynamic interactions between a 1/6 scale helicopter rotor and a body of revolution [NASA-TR-04247] p0521 A82-28252

**AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER**

- Heat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle guide vane [ASRAE PAPER 82-GT-247] p0428 A82-35462
- A durable, intermediate temperature, direct reading heat flux transducer for measurements in continuous wind tunnels [AD-A107729] p0213 A82-17483

**AERODYNAMIC LIFT**

- Results of recent measurements on an oscillating aerofoil p0185 A82-22112
- Unsteady response of rectangular wings in openwise uniform shear flow p0276 A82-26223
- Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces [AIAA 82-0728] p0277 A82-26340
- Forward-swept-wing technology p0381 A82-33309
- Finite element calculation of the aerodynamic forces on a vibrating wing in supersonic flow p0387 A82-34128
A crack growth model under stresses loading

Determination of load spectra and their application for keeping the operational life of structural components

The role of the scale parameter in service load assessment and simulation of aircraft flight loads

The external balance system of the German-Dutch wind tunnel DFW and its strain gage load cells

Processes and procedures approaches used in the dimensioning of the supporting structure and the demonstration of the airworthiness

A simplified method for predicting rotor blade airloads

Maneuver load control for the reduction of design loads and improvement of the maneuverability of modern fighter aircraft

Predication of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with external stores at transonic speeds

Lifting surface theory for wings in low frequency small amplitude yawing and side slipping oscillating motions at low speeds

Effect of mean blade loading on supersonic cascade flutter

NASA Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility

Study of ground handling characteristics of a maritime patrol airship

Flight dynamics technology development: Structures and dynamics, vehicle equipment/subsystems, flight control and aero-mechanics

Landing cycles and material data for the layout of a wind tunnel of special subsonic design

Developments in rotary wing aircraft aerodynamics

Some unsteady aerodynamic effects on helicopter rotors

A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover

Rat mounted visual aids

Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a 1/24 scale F-111 aircraft model with three external store loadings

A surface singularity method for rotors in hover or climb

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization, Volume 2: Part 2: Fighter design

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete acre engine

On the aerodynamics of windblast

Statistical review of casting accelerometer data for Navy and marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 30 June 1981

An analytical study of turbulence responses, including horizontal tail loads, of a control configured jet transport with relaxed static stability

Performance deterioration due to acceptance testing and flight loads: JT9D jet engine

A generalized Hill's method for the stability analysis of parametrically excited dynamic systems

Aerodynamic moments

Determination of stability derivatives

Aerodynamic noise

Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise

Scattering of sound by a vortex ring

Comments on Nature of inlet turbulence and strut flow disturbances and their effect on turbo-charged engine noise

Node scatterer design for fan noise suppression in two-dimensional ducts

Airbus Industrie and community noise

Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise

Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex whirls: Another blade buster

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding

Wind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise

Prediction of blade vortex interaction noise from measured blade pressure

The role of coherent structures in the generation of noise for subsonic jets

Aircraft engine trailing-edge noise

Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-wing/ flap interactions of the external USB configuration of STOL aircraft. Part 1: Eight percent scale cold-flow model analysis

Aircraft aerodynamic noise during approach

Aerodynamic performance of an externally blown flap configuration with several flap noise suppressing devices

On the design and test of a low noise propeller

Airbus Industrie and community noise

The effect of barriers on wave propagation phenomena: with application for aircraft noise shielding

Noise reduction in centrifugal fans by the use of lambda/4 resonators

Aerodynamic stability

Experimental determination of parasite apparent mass and its significance in predicting dynamic stability

Numerical treatment of helicopter rotor stability problems

Acceptance testing of the Calpan variable stability Larjet

Dynamic stability of a buoyant quad-rotor aircraft

Review of support interference in dynamic tests

Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements on the standard dynamics model at AEDC

Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability to dynamic inflow
Aerospace Vehicles

WY FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT

Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) - IPAD user requirements [NASA CR-28965] p014 A82-15034

AEROSPACEPLANS

A concept for light-powered flight [AIAA PAPER 82-1216] p014 A82-35067

Inflated wings p012 A82-40696

Structures testing analysis real-time network (STARNET) [AD-A111636] p013 A82-25827

AEROSTATICS

Analysis of tapered-land hybrid aerostatic journal bearings p054 A82-47944

AEROSTARs

U AIRSHIPS

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Design analysis of high temperature transparent windshields for high performance aircraft [AIAA PAPER 81-ENAA-5] p011 A82-10893

Qualification of the thermal environment for externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance p019 A82-12100

Technical innovations in testing and analysis of heat and pressure models in hypersonic wind tunnels [AIAA 82-0578] p023 A82-24660

Inverse heat-transfer problems - Domains of application in the design and testing of technical systems p027 A82-25971

Radiation enhancement by nonequilibrium during flight through the Titan atmosphere [AIAA PAPER 82-0878] p03 A82-31083

Gas turbine aerothermodynamics with special reference to aircraft propulsion --- Book p036 A82-33650

An experimental study at free-stream Mach 5 of the aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of plane wings of various platforms p038 A82-34149

Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology [AIAA PAPER 82-1179] p017 A82-35044

Test facility and data handling system for the development of axial compressors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>AIR FLOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental verification of force determination and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter</td>
<td>Air-cooling cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(USAF/RADECOM-TA-87-D-11)</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIB HELICOPTER</td>
<td>Throat and flow analyses of a conventional, air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept for turbine exhausts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TADS/PNVS &quot;eyes&quot; for the AH-64 attack helicopter</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIB CABG O</td>
<td>Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine combustor development problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of strapdown inertial technology to Attitude and Heading Reference System requirements — for TAH-64 advanced attack helicopter</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced attack helicopter fatigue testing — Overview</td>
<td>The operational characteristics of turbojets, giving particular attention to the cooled high-pressure turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TAH-64A composite flexbeam tail rotor</td>
<td>Transient two-dimensional temperature distributions in air-cooled turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural design of a crashworthy landing gear for the AH-64 Attack Helicopter</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of the AH-64 Structural Demonstration</td>
<td>Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine airfoils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache to provide night/bad weather capability</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor for the Rotor System Research Aircraft (RSRA) --- integrating the TAH-64 main rotor</td>
<td>Air cooled engine test facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-166154)</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AILERONS</td>
<td>Air cooling of gas turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT Spoiler Slot Ailerons</td>
<td>The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a small engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tria tab excitation system for the Bae 146</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite aileron</td>
<td>An experimental study of total pressure loss in air-breathing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 81-0634]</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural optimization of a swept wing on the basis of the aileron efficiency condition</td>
<td>Air-breathing engine test facilities register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-TN-D-9194)</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited evaluation of an F-14A airplane utilizing an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in the landing configuration</td>
<td>Air-breathing engine test facilities register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-166152)</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation on rotating ailerons</td>
<td>Air-breathing engine test facilities register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-166152)</td>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR COCOMSERS</th>
<th>NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT Compressed Air</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQB-34V remote piloted vehicle</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 81-1917]</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a supported airbag ejection restraint (SAERS) for windblast protection</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-A109807)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR BEARINGS</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AGAM-AG-269]</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple pure tone elimination strut assembly — air breathing engines</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-SEC-11062-1]</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR CARGO</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLA air cargo service</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling air freight in the 1990s — Meeting the challenge</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-AFOSR-80-122)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced internal cargo system concept demonstration and evaluation</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-A111935)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioning equipment</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards ultimate power for environmental control in transport aircraft</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASA PAPER 81-058-8]</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-A116192)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0602 A82-33159</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR COOLING</th>
<th>AVAIL FLOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air-fill cooling returns to the fore.</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASA PAPER 81-058-8]</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal and flow analyses of a conventional, air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept for turbine exhausts</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine combustor development problems</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The operational characteristics of turbojets, giving particular attention to the cooled high-pressure turbine</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient two-dimensional temperature distributions in air-cooled turbine blades</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine airfoils</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air cooled engine test facilities</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air cooling of gas turbine blades</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a small engine</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An aerodynamic design and the overall stage performance of an air-cooled axial-flow turbine</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASL-3323)</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in bosh house, for 4920-02-070-2721</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-A109809)</td>
<td>Air-flow cooling returns to the fore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR CUSHION VEHICLES</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis of air cushion landing gear twist flutter</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CS-3476)</td>
<td>GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR DEFENSES</th>
<th>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT ANTI-SURFACE DEFENSE</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMAT - An air battle simulation of the USAF Tactical Air Control System /TACS/ with Advanced Tactical Radars</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PATRIOT Radar in tactical air defense</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics research program in the United States Air Force</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive aircraft location</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array Lynx: Product development matched to military combat development</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A light helicopter for night firing</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tethered rotorplatforms and their mission potential</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-mission V/STOL with vectored thrust engines</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-speed, high-altitude aircraft</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR DROP OPERATIONS</th>
<th>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation of the interaction between airdrop platforms and aircraft rollers</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-A116170)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0569 A82-31324</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR DUCTS</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The excitation of compressor/duct systems</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0387 A82-25893</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR FILTERS</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herringbone filter-absorber — agricultural aircraft</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0099 A82-13139</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR FLOW</th>
<th>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental investigation of total pressure loss and airflow distribution for gas turbine combustors</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASA PAPER 81-058-8)</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0081 A82-15606</td>
<td>VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section flow quality in the Calpan 8-ft transonic wind tunnel
[I AIA 82-0571] p0234 882-24658
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffetting flow
[I AIA 82-0681] p0337 882-30138
Feedback control of a cantilever wing in steady airflow
[I AIA 82-0729] p0340 882-30177
Aerodynamic: the science of air in motion /2nd edition/ --- Book
p0383 882-33671
Experimental study on discharge and loss coefficients of combustor nozzles
p0390 882-34644
Sem - empirical analysis of liquid fuel distribution downstream of a plane orifice injector under cross-stream air flow
[I AIA 82-0766] p0420 882-35285
Gas turbine airflow control for optimum heat recovery
[I A S B P A P 82-02-02] p0423 882-35329
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to distorted inflow
p0510 882-40985
Wind tunnel testing of V/STOL configurations at high lift
p0510 882-40989
A miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
p0543 882-41850
Laser Doppler anemometry applied to the study of the airflow in the wake of an helicopter rotor
[ORBIA, TP NO. 1982-61] p0552 882-43755
A vapour cycle cabin cooling system for the Sea King NK-50 helicopter
[AD-105241] p0608 882-12079
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic tests on air intakes
[NASA-TN-76666] p0131 882-14056
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume 1: Correlation of reacting and non-reacting flow characteristics
[AD-A106061] p0136 882-14316
Somac wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid Mechanics of lille
ALF-164 POD/AV/6C environmental evaluation flight test
[AD-A101198] p0314 882-21178
Studies on wind tunnel straighteners
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel research at NASA-Ames Research Center
Development of a spinning wave heat engine
[NASA-CP-16511] p0570 882-31328
Active Clearance Control system for a turbomachine
[NASA-CASE-LW-12938-1] p0591 882-32366
AIR FREIGHT
PT AIR CARGO
AT INFLUES
ST ENGINE INFLUES
ST INFLU AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS
ST SUPERSONIC INFLUES
Three-dimensional calculation of the flow in helicopter air intakes
Low speed testing of the intakes designed for a tandem-fan YSTOL nacelle -- conducted in the Lewis 10 by 10 foot wind tunnel
Transonic flows in an air inlet with large incidence and the effect of a blowing trap
p0094 882-13071
An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic tests of air inlets
p0095 882-13082
Studies of air inlets at Reynolds numbers comparable to flight in ORBIA’s F1 and S18A wind tunnels
p0096 882-13091
Airframe-propulsion system aerodynamic interference predictions at high transonic Mach numbers including off-design engine airflow effects
p0097 882-13098
Wind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[NASA-T8-76764] p0134 882-14091
Helicopter Propulsion Systems
[AGARD-CP-302] p0206 882-17203
Helicopter air inlets
p0208 882-17217
Aerodynamic analysis of VTOI inlets and definition of a short, blowing-lip inlet
[NASA-CA-165617] p0349 882-22211
AIR JETS
Plain-jet airl blunt atomization of alternative liquid petroleum fuels under high ambient air pressure conditions
[ASB PAPBB 82-07-12] p0420 882-35293
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of impinging circular air jets
[ASB PAPBB 82-07-211] p0427 882-35401
Digital spectral analysis of the noise from short duration impulsively started jets
p0434 882-36191
AIR LAUNCHING
Wind tunnel studies of store separation with load factor - Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0383 882-33626
AIR LAW
Consequences of American airline deregulation - Legislative theory in a concrete example
p0165 882-19947
Air transportation of handicapped persons
p0220 882-24338
Predicting the application of vicarious liability to fixed base operators - Still guesswork after all these years
p0377 882-32056
Aviation accident investigation - Functional and legal perspectives
p0377 882-32059
Factors influencing settlement of personal injury and death claims in aircraft accident litigation
p0377 882-32062
Aviation negotiations and the U.S. model agreement
p0377 882-32063
The DC-10 Chicago crash and the legality of SPAB 40
p0463 882-37312
The recognition of air worthiness of aircraft - Comments to a remarkable judicial decision
p0464 882-38025
Noise pollution and airport regulation
p0496 882-40051
O’Hare International Airport - Improvisation to proposed state efforts to limit airport noise
p0496 882-40052
Extracts from Problems of Air Law, a collection of works of the Section of air law of the Aviakhim Sociey of the USSR and Aviakhim RSFSB
[NASA-TR-76911] p0565 882-31153
AIR NAVIGATION
NT ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
NT AREA NAVIGATION
NT BIP-OFF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION
Three navigation systems and their costs of acquiring remote sensing data
p0001 882-10049
Navigation task partitioning in distributed-processing avionics systems
p0009 882-10646
Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing system
p010 882-10650
Fast and accurate gyrocompass using strapdown tuned rotor gyro as a solution to combat helicopter navigation problems
p016 882-11927
National Aerospace Meeting, Trefose, PA, April 8-10, 1981, Proceedings
p021 882-12626
Satellite geometry considerations for low cost GPS user equipment
p021 882-12630
A solution to the static geometry problem for JITS relative navigation
p022 882-12634
Memory requirements for future navigation systems
p022 882-12637
A navigation systems planning model
p022 882-12640
The integrated inertial sensor assembly /TISA/ - A redundant strapdown system for advanced aircraft
computerized weather service
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and control research using the Microwave Landing System (MLS) - Part 2: BNAV/MLS transition problems for aircraft
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A ground-based component of air navigation services systems
Integration of inertial sensors in helicopters
FAA/FCC coordination procedures for FM broadcast stations
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on stored terrain data processing
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and technologies for future military helicopters
Low cost development of IDS sensors for expendable projectiles
Integrated Flight/Weapon Control design and development
POS Programmable pilot-oriented display air navigation
The PROD Project --- error detection codes
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio University, 1981 --- loran
Loran-C plotting program for plotting lines of position on standard charts
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
Investigation of air transportation technology at Princeton University, 1981
Modification of OB-258/OBN Tactical Air Navigation System in terminal areas
A-24
Performance analysis of enroute air traffic control computers in the National Airspace System
(AIAA 81-2203)  p0003  A82-10740

Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing system
p0005  A82-10396

Fuel efficient flight profiles in an AIC flow management environment
p0010  A82-10650

Technical/operational AIC scenarios for future TMA navigation
p0043  A82-13078

Some Italian research for developing new primary
ATC radars
p0071  A82-14774

Performance evaluation of target report extractor in the monopolistic ATCBEBS — Air Traffic Control
Radar Beacon System
p0071  A82-14775

A multimicroprocessor system for ATCBEBS monopulse
data processing
p0071  A82-14776

A new approach to radar plot extraction for ATC
applications
p0075  A82-14908

Extended-time radar video recording
p0075  A82-14909

Large terminal maneuvering areas: Operational problems — Possible development of solutions
p0081  A82-15625

Computer-animated predictive displays for
microwave landing approaches
p0082  A82-15816

Air traffic management for fuel economy
p0110  A82-17279

The shape of the air traffic control system of the future — A U.S. perspective
p0111  A82-17280

Air traffic control problems and solutions
p0111  A82-17283

Real-time simulation of helicopter IFR approaches
into major terminal areas using NAVAID, MLS, and
CDTI
(AIAA PAPER 82-0260) p0118  A82-17660

Data communications within the Air Navigation
Services system
p0125  A82-18272

Modernizing the Egyptian A.T.C. system
p0125  A82-18273

Airport radar systems — Russian book
p0151  A82-18975

The significance of electronics for air traffic control at the present time and in the future
p0163  A82-19649

Consequences of American airline deregulation —
Legislative theory in a concrete example
p0165  A82-19947

Movement in Category III conditions — all
weather air traffic operations
p0166  A82-20221

The PS2 BAA Bedford civil flight research programme
--- on components and system integration for
optimum AIC
p0170  A82-20519

Helicopters and Navstar/GPS
p0182  A82-21592

Utilization of radio equipment at airports and on
airways — Russian book
p0699  A82-22407

Stereographic projection in the National Airspace System
p0210  A82-23031

Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Fall
Conference, 25th, Arlington, Va., October 19-24,
1980, Proceedings
p0219  A82-23309

The requirements for reduced IFR separations on
final approach
p0219  A82-23310

Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
p0219  A82-23312

Reducing reflections on the front surface of air
traffic control displays
p0219  A82-23314

Utilizing the helicopter's versatility to improve
the AIC system
p0219  A82-23316

International plans for civil and military co-
ordination
p0220  A82-23317

Operational air traffic in the Federal Republic of
Germany
p0220  A82-23318

Distributed data processing modeling for future
AIC systems
p0220  A82-23319

Lightweight AIC systems
p0220  A82-23321

Discrete Address Beacon System /DABS/
A Microwave Landing System simulation
Voice communications — The vital link
Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 37th,
U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD, June 9-11,
1981, Proceedings
Scanning strategies for air traffic control radars
p0235  A82-24643

Beyond the horizon coverage for air
navigation/traffic control
p0235  A82-24647

Conflicts between random flights in a given area
p0235  A82-25213

On-board computers save fuel and help ATC
p0275  A82-26046

Automating air-traffic control
p0282  A82-26511

Modernizing air traffic control in France
p0285  A82-27048

The investigation of aircraft accidents and
incidents — Some recent national and
international developments
p0329  A82-29275

Air Traffic Flow Management and Air Traffic Flow
Control
p0334  A82-29523

Improvements to secondary radar for air traffic
control
p0341  A82-30311

Justification for, and design of, an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
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Advanced general aviation engine/airframe integration study
[SASA-CB-165562-VOL-3] p0354 882-22268
RB211 powerplant deterioration: Review of current situation and lessons learned
[SASA-TH-82772] p0355 882-22270
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine
[SASA-TH-82772] p0355 882-22271
Encounters with surge: Some experiences of development of axial compressors for aero gas turbines
[SASA-TH-82772] p0355 882-22272
Reliable power --- RB211 aircraft engines
[SASA-TH-82772] p0355 882-22275
Collaborative development of aero-engines
[SASA-TH-82772] p0355 882-22276
Powder metallurgical innovations for improved hot section alloys in aero-engine applications
[SASA-TH-82772] p0357 882-22258
Evaluation of anelastic constitutive models for nonlinear structural analysis --- for aircraft turbine engines
[SASA-TM-82845] p0398 882-24502
Gas path analysis of commercial aircraft engines
[SASA-TH-82772] p0402 882-25184
Analysis of transient data from aircrft gas turbine engines using AIDS
[SASA-TH-82772] p0403 882-25189
Propulsion/ACEE
[SASA-FACTS-93/8-81] p0408 882-25251
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials technologies for future aircraft turbine
engines; Materials for advanced turbine engines
[BASA-Ch-167869] p0068 A82-25256
Development potential of intermittent combustion
(L-C) aircraft engines for computer transport
applications
[BASA-TN-82866] p0053 A82-26297
NASA research in supersonic propulsion: a decade
of progress
[BASA-TN-82862] p0056 A82-26300
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LUCID), volume 2
[AD-A11946] p0055 A82-26310
Research and development on wear metal analysis
[AD-A112100] p0056 A82-26446
Rocessing aircraft condensation trails
[AD-A111076] p0061 A82-26539
Aircraft engines for trainer subsonic aircraft
[AD-A116712] p0065 A82-27077
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, US general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138918] p0065 A82-27250
Performance deterioration due to acceptance
testing and flight loads; JT90 jet engine
diagnostic program
[BASA-TN-82708] p0072 A82-27309
Advanced stratified charge rotary aircraft engine
design study
[BASA-Ch-165398] p0076 A82-27743
Mechanical property characterization and modelling
of structural materials for airframes and
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-A113041] p0076 A82-27784
Control of air pollution from aviation: The
emission standard setting process
[AD-A107435] p0076 A82-27669
Advances in high-speed rolling-element bearings
[BASA-TN-82959] p0076 A82-28644
QCER over-the-wing engine acoustic data
[BASA-TN-82708] p0076 A82-29324
Estimated airplane noise levels in an averaged
decibel
[AC-36-3B] p0064 A82-30029
A method for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
interactive computer program
[AD-A116504] p0056 A82-31325
A description of methodologies used in estimation
of a-weighed sound levels for FAA Advisory
Circular AC-36-3B
[AD-A116504] p0056 A82-32084
Some design considerations for solar-powered
aircraft
[BASA-TN-16757] p0059 A82-32350
Replacement of aboard naval aircraft
[AD-A115782] p0059 A82-32356
High pressure bleed for STOL and STO-VL
performance: A conceptual examination
[AD-A115782] p0059 A82-32357
Integrated airframe propulsion control
[BASA-TN-82369] p0059 A82-32382
Survey and update of P-14A mission profiles for
TP40 engine usage
[AD-A116031] p0061 A82-33373
Advanced turboprop tested systems study
[BASA-Ch-167855] p0067 A82-33375
Structural tailoring of engine blades (STEBEL)
[BASA-Ch-167949] p0060 A82-33391
Exhaust emissions reduction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
[BASA-Ch-167914] p0060 A82-33392
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct
model technology report
[BASA-Ch-167996] p0060 A82-33394
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs and
improve readiness
[AD-A117925] p0015 A82-34296
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
MT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
MT AIRCRAFT PUMPS
MT AIRCRAFT FILTERS
MT BOSSING EQUIPMENT
MT EJECTION SEATS
MT ELICTION SEATS
New APUs for medium class aircraft environmental
control systems
[AIEEE PAPER 81-HNAS-1] p010 A82-10889
Air-foam integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
[AIEEE PAPER 81-HNAS-33] p0112 A82-10920
New separators for battery systems
[AD-A115915] p0115 A82-11715
Sealed lead-acid batteries for aircraft applications
[AD-A115915] p0115 A82-11716
A hidden advantage of permanent magnet electrical
generating systems
[AD-A115915] p0116 A82-11720
60 kVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
[AD-A115915] p0116 A82-11721
Design and development of a low cost aeroshear rate
gyro for unmanned aircraft
[AD-A115915] p0116 A82-11932
Digital avionics - Promise and practice;
Proceedings of the Joint Symposium, London,
England, March 20, 1980
[AD-A115915] p0117 A82-11934
The all digital military aircraft
[AD-A115915] p0117 A82-11937
The Augusta A129
[AD-A115915] p0045 A82-12327
The development and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment
[AD-A115915] p0060 A82-13946
Fighters - Improving the breed
[AD-A115915] p0062 A82-14354
Fove Nober Flight Test Program
[AD-A115915] p0063 A82-14360
The all electric airplane - Its development and
logistic support
[AD-A115915] p0067 A82-14709
New all-electric-system technology
for electromechanical actuators for aircraft
[AD-A115915] p0067 A82-14710
A modular multiplexed digital voice
intercommunications system
[AD-A115915] p0068 A82-14721
Computer modeling of an aircraft HVDC electrical
system
[AD-A115915] p0073 A82-14819
Digital simulation of aircraft electrical
generating system by means of Scpectre program
[AD-A115915] p0073 A82-14820
Computer simulation of an advanced aircraft
electrical system
[AD-A115915] p0073 A82-14821
Aircraft electrical equipment - Design and operation
--- Training book
[AD-A115915] p0151 A82-18998
Helicopters - Night operations
[AD-A115915] p0153 A82-19017
Procurement of the new flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning
[DGLR PAPER 81-095] p0159 A82-19266
Simulation of modern radar installations in
full-mission flight and tactics simulators
[DGLR PAPER 81-101J p0160 A82-19272
Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
[AD-A115915] p0178 A82-20766
Recent improvements in aircraft Ni-Cd cells
[AD-A115915] p0225 A82-24205
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
[AD-A115915] p0228 A82-24354
EIL-STD 1553B - Aircraft RS environmental
susceptibility effects
[AD-A115915] p0229 A82-24357
Aircraft electrical power systems; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Anaheim,
CA, October 5-8, 1981
[SAE SP-500] p0229 A82-24376
Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft
generation systems
[AD-A115915] p0229 A82-24377
Advanced generating system technology
[AD-A115915] p0230 A82-24380
The effect of critical design parameters on the
selection of a VSCF system
[AD-A115915] p0230 A82-24381
Evolution and development of high voltage S/70
volt/ dc aircraft electric systems in the United
States
[AD-A115915] p0230 A82-24382
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Characterization of an Experimental Reference Broader Spectral (ERBS) aviation terrain fusion and BBF fuel blends [NASA-TR-520803] p0055 882-32504
Impact of advanced propellant technology on aircraft/gasoline misfiring characteristics of several general aviation aircraft [NASA-CR-167006] p0064 882-33347

AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Fuel efficient flight profiles in an ATC flow management environment p0043 882-13078
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon signals for aircraft collision hazard warning [AIAA 81-2328] p0052 882-13525
Commentary on facilities used in the development of a Sea/Carrier all weather operations capability [AIAA Papers 81-2407] p0056 882-13992
Development of an NLS lateral autoland system with automatic path definition [AIAA Papers 81-1751] p0062 882-13993
Helical helicopter approaches with microwave landing system guidance [AIAA Papers 81-2654] p0109 882-16914
Flight measurements of area Navigation System performance using various combinations of ground aids and airborne sensors p0123 882-18147
NLS flare low elevation angle guidance considerations p0175 882-20586
An automatic map reader suitable for use in helicopters p0035 882-37035

PCN - A commercial flight management computer system [AIAA 82-1515] p0044 882-38930
The control and guidance unit for MACH 2.5 p0043 882-39747
A terrain following system, an algorithm and a sensor p0049 882-39760
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of laterally segmented approaches in an NLS environment p0059 882-09941
A concept for UH-guidance of transport aircraft in the TMA --- Terminal Manoeuvring Area p0059 882-40942
Investigations concerned with shifting pilot activities to a higher hierarchical stage of flight control - Gerhard thesis p0059 882-14153
Image processing in tactical flight guidance p0059 882-44221
Requirements for independent and dependent parallel instrument approaches at reduced runway spacings [AD-A105673] p0132 882-14000
NLS vertical guidance and navigation for a STOL airborne landing on an elevated STOLport [NASA-TR-81383] p0135 882-14101
Automation of on-board flightpath management [NASA-PW-84212] p0191 882-16088
Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude on the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable system for aircraft guidance during rollout and taxi [NASA-TP-978] p0251 882-22229
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on stored terrain data processing p0362 882-23183
Optimal inertial navigation using terrain correlation: An attractive solution to the ground attack aircraft navigation problem p0362 882-23184
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and technologies for future military helicopters [NASP-81-23186] p0363 882-23187
Production Verification Testing (PVT) of guidance and control systems for high reliability p0363 882-23187

SUBJECT INDEX

Sas sensing guidance system for high altitude aircraft [NASA-CR-92-11052-1] p0367 882-23231
Guidance and control/AFAE [NASA-PAC-95-0-81] p0409 882-25261
Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept development p0606 882-33363
AIRCRAFT HAZARDS

Detection and display of wind shear and turbulence p0004 882-10222
Wire strike protection p0046 882-13246
Assessment methodology of the lightning threat to advanced aircraft p0069 882-14759
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm penetration test flights during project Storm Hazards '80 p0076 882-1495a
A criterion for determining the causality of wind shear at Punta Rasa airport, on the basis of statistical data from barograph records p0080 882-15460
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to hazardous wind shear [AIAA Papers 82-0215] p0117 882-17894
The influence of turbulence models on computer-simulated aircraft landing [AIAA Papers 82-0342] p0119 882-17896
Airborne warning systems for natural and aircraft-initiated lightnings p0227 882-24313
The effects of hard orientation on load profile and damage level p0227 882-24316
Lightning detection and ranging p0277 882-26367
Sudden changes in wind velocity - Their effect on aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I p0334 882-29071
Aircraft lightning protection [NASA-TP-1982-51] p0362 882-3354a
Trigged lightning --- resulting from aircraft atmospheric electricity interactions p0393 882-35727
Airborne warning systems for natural and aircraft-initiated lightnings p0432 882-35729
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft p0432 882-35730
The operation of aircraft and helicopters in difficult meteorological and environmental conditions --- Russian book p0491 882-39295
System safety program plan --- electromagnetic pulse testing of the A-7E aircraft [AD-A106557] p0041 882-11354
Investigation of severe lighting strike incidents to two USAF F-106 aircraft [NASA-CR-16579a] p0086 882-12052
Test and evaluation of UV fiber optics for application for aircraft fire detector systems [AD-A106129] p0195 882-16850
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection [NASA-CR-165526] p0260 882-17139
Workshop on Mathematical Fire Modelling [AD-A106876] p0268 882-19343
Safety (aviation material) [AD-A110361] p0303 882-20165
Full-scale flammability test data for validation of aircraft fire mathematical models [NASA-TP-58244] p0313 882-21666
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird hazards at airports p0413 882-26184
Proceedings of the 1st Annual Workshop on Aviation Related Electricity Hazards Associated with A-52
SUBJECT INDEX

Atmospheric Phenomena and Aircraft Generated Inputs
[AD-A107326] p0662 A82-27237
Software functional description of mesoscale weather
dissemination system exploatory engineering model
[AD-A112762] p0477 A82-27573
Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front
[AD-A115047] p0562 A82-30804
Summary of federal aviation administration
correspondence to National Transportation Safety Board
safety recommendations
[AD-A111696] p0568 A82-31316
Examination of aircraft interior emergency
lighting in a postcrash fire environment
[AD-A117629] p0605 A82-33360
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3.
Volume II: Physical description
[AD-A117905] p0605 A82-33361

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
Fluid power technology for the '80s --- Book
[AD-A10010] A82-10851
High-efficiency hydraulic power transfer units for
multipurpose aircraft
[AD-A10010] A82-10853
'Quiet please' --- aircraft hydraulic systems
noise reduction
[AD-A10010] A82-10859
Will power-by-wire replace power-by-hydraulics?
[AD-A10010] A82-14707
Efficient use or working fluids in aviation
hydraulic systems
[AD-A10010] A82-15726
Cavitation inception in spool valves
[AD-A10010] A82-16428
Hydraulic actuator mechanisms to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[NASA-Case-Lang-12412-1] p0396 A82-24205
Corroison tests with MIL-E-83282 and MIL-E-6803
aircraft hydraulic fluids
[AD-A112347] p0475 A82-27506
Hydraulic Universal Display Processor System (HUDP5)
[AD-A114426] p0525 A82-28294

AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
Computer flight planning for fuel efficiency
[AD-A10010] A82-17289
Airbus Industrie - The year of progress
[AD-A10010] A82-21189
Considerations for international joint venture
development of very large aircraft
[ADIA-PAPER 82-0809] p0376 A82-31982
Beyond 2000 - The airlift challenge ahead
[ADIA-PAPER 82-0815] p0377 A82-31980
The beginning of the AIA 62 program and its
importance
[AD-A10010] A82-33543
Military aircraft and international policy
[AD-A10010] A82-34108
Aircraft BfiD in Europe - A perspective view
[AD-A10010] A82-42594
The sporty game --- on wide body commercial
airliner business history
[AD-A10010] A82-42572
Aeronautical research and development in Europe -
Perspectives
[AD-A10010] A82-43588
Why GE made a moteur de\nAviation
[AD-A10010] A82-45499
The airplane manufacturer and meteorology --- in
production of weather effects on aircraft
[AD-A10010] A82-45821
Advantages and limitations of various materials
used in the construction of modules --- aircraft
construction
[SWIA-81-551-103] p0048 A82-12072
Control methodology: Nondestructive testing in
the aeronastics industry
[SWIA-81-551-11u] p0137 A82-14527
Helicopter development in France
[AD-A10010] A82-17216
Corroison prevention measures used in the
construction of an aircraft airframe: The case
of 2014 and 2214 alloys
[AD-A10010] A82-19210
Experience during the development of the
German-Japanese helicopter BK 117
[AD-A10010] A82-19210
Future of general and commuter aviation technology
and trade

A-53
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS

{AIAA 82-2760} p0336 A82-30119
Next generation trainer /HCT/ engine requirements - An application of lessons learned {AIAA PAPER 82-1188} p0418 A82-35089
Development and application of Barner gas tungsten arc welding for repair of aircraft engines, seal teeth {AIAE PAPER 82-07-55} p0422 A82-35310
U.S. Marine Corps AV-8A maintenance experience {AIAA PAPER 81-2657} p0442 A82-34466
Rationalization of the maintenance process for helicopter KA-26 {AIAA 82-39246}
Civl helicopter propulsion system reliability and engine monitoring technology assessments {AIAA 82-40518
Age exploration in naval aviation - Reliability Centered maintenance program {AIAA 82-40962
Composite structures repair {AIAA 82-41015
Principles of achieving damage tolerance with flexible maintenance programs for new and aging aircraft {AIAA 82-41016
Repair-discard concepts in design {AIAA 82-42178
F-16 Centralized Data System /CDS/ {AIAA 82-42210
Computer Monitored Inspection Program /CMIP/, a key to increased aircraft and personnel productivity {AIAA 82-42217
Mathematical model for the maintenance program of modern jet aircraft - crack detection, inspection intervals [DFVLR-FB-81-14] p0255 A82-10002
Aircraft Corrosion [AGARD-CP-315] p0211 A82-17349
US Naval fleet aircraft corrosion p0211 A82-17350
Detection and prevention of corrosion in Royal Air Force aircraft p0211 A82-17351
An airline view of the corrosion problem p0211 A82-17352
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at the air force base in Sandikra, Turkey p0211 A82-17353
The experience of corrosion on French military aerodynes p0211 A82-17354
Design and maintenance against corrosion of aircraft structures p0211 A82-17355
Potential reductions in aircraft operation and maintenance costs by using thrust computing support equipment [AD-108463] p0254 A82-18207
Military maintenance policies and procedures for high-temperature parts. Will they be adequate? p0345 A82-22173
Engine depot maintenance repair technology p0345 A82-22174
Maintenance experience with civil aero engines p0345 A82-22176
Concept studies of an advanced composite helicopter fin [SMAIS-82-21-106] p0353 A82-22257
The Sortie-Generation Model system. Volume 5: Maintenance subsystem [AD-110815] p0487 A82-26225
Application of wear debris analysis to aircraft hydraulic system [AD-111066] p0508 A82-10305
Maintenance support resource forecasting models. Volume 2: Equivalence testing of reliability and maintenance model and expected values model [AD-1117149] p0505 A82-12307
Mathematical model for a maintenance program for modern jet aircraft {ESA-TT-728} p0565 A82-32308
Reliability and maintainability improvement program for the AV-8A/MAY-8A Harrier low-bay display set, development of the signal data converter, CT-3600/AVU-30(V), Volume 3 [AD-111555] p0591 A82-32365
Survey and update of F-14A mission profiles for TF30 engine usage [AD-111683] p0603 A82-33337
Airplane threat/power management can save defense fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs and improve readiness [AD-1117935] p0615 A82-34296
SUBJECT INDEX

Real-time, on-line digital simulation of optimum maneuvers of supersonic aircraft [AIAA 81-21750
Performance estimation from non-steady maneuvers {AIAA PAPER 81-2424} p0022 A82-10127
NAVY aerodynamic design and flight test experience {AIAA PAPER 81-2433} p0054 A82-13863
Application of a microprocessor controlled cockpit display for enhanced pilot control of flight test maneuvers {AIAA PAPER 81-2510} p0057 A82-13908
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and their application to maneuvering aircraft technology p0061 A82-13971
Technical/operational ATC scenarios for future TMA navigation p0071 A82-14774
Study of the effects of maneuver compensation on beam pointing accuracy p0072 A82-14780
The Maneuvering Flight Path Display - A flight trajectory solution display concept p0074 A82-14824
Navy master evaluation of the A-7 airplane configured with automatic maneuvering flaps p0076 A82-14933
Large terminal maneuvering areas: Operational problems - Possible development of solutions {AIAA 82-15625
An investigation of the use of a propulsive wing/tail concept for improved maneuvering {AIAA PAPER 81-2622} p0107 A82-16905
A binary matrix technique for aircraft collision threat recognition and avoidance {AIAA PAPER 82-0104} p0116 A82-17028
The feasibility of turnback from a low altitude engine failure during the takeoff-climb-out phase {AIAA PAPER 82-0464} p0121 A82-17928
Maneuver Dependent component error models and synchronized reset filters for inertial navigation systems p0122 A82-18139
Analysis of data from a wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale model of a highly maneuverable supersonic F/STOL fighter - STO1 configuration {AIAA PAPER 81-2620} p0155 A82-19207
An analytical technique for the analysis of airplane spin entry and recovery {AIAA PAPER 82-0243} p0164 A82-19786
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test challenge of the eighties p0178 A82-20768
Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvering flap systems p0185 A82-22110
Utilizing the helicopter's versatility to improve the ATC system p0219 A82-23316
Efficient combinations of numerical techniques applied to aircraft turning performance optimization p0261 A82-24814
Aerial combat simulation in the U.S. Air Force p0295 A82-27920
The stability of maneuverable flight vehicles - A flight simulation for training p0333 A82-28027
Development of a control law for the alleviation of maneuver loads on an elastic aircraft p0336 A82-36144
Air-to-air missile avoidance {AIAA 82-1516} p0408 A82-38919
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers {AIAA 82-1519} p0408 A82-38940
Optimal three-dimensional turning performance of supersonic aircraft p0408 A82-38940
AIRCRAFT NOISE

Reduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft p0516 A82-16009
An improved propulsion system simulation technique for scaled wind tunnel model testing of advanced fighters p0517 A82-16019
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale canard-configured general aviation aircraft p0517 A82-16024
A restrained model helicopter, which is able to fly, for investigations regarding human multi-parameter control behavior -- German thesis p0543 A82-16067
Implicit model-following technique -- Application to the design of longitudinal stability augmentation systems p0551 A82-16071
Determination of airplane model structure from flight data by using modified stepwise regression [NASA-TN-10041] p0028 A82-16084
Wind tunnel test and analysis techniques using powered simulators for civil nacelle installation drag assessment p0095 A82-16088
Establishment of an experimental technique to provide accurate measurement of the installed drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe configurations, using a full span model with turbocharged engine simulators p0096 A82-16089
Development of an efficient procedure for calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform variation [NASA-CR-3409] p0137 A82-14529
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding [NASA-CR-165102] p0193 A82-16001
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding [NASA-CR-165103] p0194 A82-16002
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding [NASA-CR-165105] p0194 A82-16004
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding development of a 3-dimensional model [NASA-CR-165106] p0194 A82-16005
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding development two-dimensional model [NASA-CR-165107] p0194 A82-16006
Prediction of off-design performance of turbo-shaft engines a simplified method p0264 A82-18132
Measurement techniques used to assess the installed power of a helicopter engine p0264 A82-18133
Parametric criteria and impact on design trends p0264 A82-18133
Interpretation and construction of a dynamic similarity model of the A 310 wings [MBB-PR-17/S/MBR/02] p0255 A82-18122
Design study into a high endurance mini-rotorcraft [BA-265] p0266 A82-19216
Structural system identification technology verification [4B-109181] p0269 A82-19503
Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical wind tunnel models [NASA-TM-7-108] p0356 A82-22285
Alternatives for jet engine control p0359 A82-23247
System identification of nonlinear aerodynamic models p0590 A82-29996

AIRCRAFT NOISE IN JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

'Sound please' -- aircraft hydraulic systems noise reduction p0610 A82-10854
Model helicopter rotor impulsive noise p0113 A82-11300
The FAA's proposed helicopter certification rules p0046 A82-12342
Costs of noise abatement from aircraft p0046 A82-13314
Aircraft absorbers -- Promise and practice --- sound attenuation p0062 A82-12042

S SUBJECT INDEX

An advanced facility for processing aircraft dynamic test data [AIAA PAPER 81-2398] p0063 A82-14377
Workshop report for the AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics Conference p0103 A82-16091
Noise control measures in the new Singapore International Airport p0107 A82-16746
Current investigations regarding noise research in the Braunschweig Center of the German Institute for Research and Experimentation in Aeronautics and Astronautics p0110 A82-17137
Propeller tip vortex -- A possible contributor to aircraft cabin noise p0113 A82-17603
Reduction of the acoustic environment in an F100-PW-100 engine test cell p0128 A82-18727
Acoustical response of fuselage sidewall panels on a twin-engine, light aircraft p0129 A82-18729
Noise monitoring in airport communities p0129 A82-18731
Quantification of airport community noise impact in terms of noise levels, population density, and human subjective response p0129 A82-18732
The city and aviation -- A Russian book p0149 A82-18889
A comparative study on mechanical vibration and noise during patient transportation p0153 A82-19013
Ground reflection effects in aircraft noise measurements p0166 A82-19970
Comparison of aircraft and ground vehicle noise levels in front and backyards of residences p0166 A82-20058
Helicopter transmission philosophy -- The way ahead p0173 A82-20546
We have just begun to create efficient transport aircraft p0180 A82-21373
Direct comparison of community response to road traffic noise and to aircraft noise p0218 A82-22974
Methodology for multisite aircraft minimum noise impact landing trajectories p0218 A82-23037
Model helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise p0273 A82-25772
On the generation of side-edge flap noise p0277 A82-26319
Large scale model measurements of airplane noise using cross-correlation techniques p0284 A82-26966
The status of airport noise prediction, with special reference to the United Kingdom and Europe p0329 A82-29165
Feel efficient and lack 0.8, too p0332 A82-29774
No-tail-rotor helicopter tests continue p0360 A82-33095
Development and validation of preliminary analytical models for aircraft interior noise prediction p0364 A82-36077
Noise pollution and airport regulation p0494 A82-40051
O'Hare International Airport -- Impervious to proposed state efforts to limit airport noise p0496 A82-40052
Helicopter model scale results of blade-vortex interaction impulsive noise as affected by blade plaform p0503 A82-40556
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to distorted inflow p0510 A82-40945
The determination of the duration of an exposure to aircraft noise --- German thesis p0570 A8-45221
Aircraft safety contd

A system safety program for aircraft production and deployment
Effect of fleet size on estimates of safety against airframe fatigue
Determination of the flammability characteristics of aerospace hydraulic fluids
Techniques for overhead-wire detection to prevent helicopter wirestrikes
Why safety — fuel conservation through aircraft safety

Accident prevention — A regulators view
The shape of the air traffic control system of the future — A U.S. perspective
Air traffic control problems and solutions
Productivity and safety — reducing transport aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
Flight crew management and cockpit performance systems
A binary matrix technique for aircraft collision threat recognition and avoidance
Conductive prepregs for lightning strike protection on aircraft
Minimal cost performance monitoring of turboshaft engines
Airworthiness of airships
The case for helicopter bonding
R&D-1 overview — aircraft maintenance programs development
Designing for continued airworthiness — General aviation
Scanning strategies for air traffic control radars
Standardization of helicopter fatigue methodology — A manufacturer's view
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
The reliability and safety of small passenger aircraft

Design for the operating environment — Ring-fm
Tail rotor program
Automating air-traffic control
No-Tail-Rotor helicopter
Sudden changes in wind velocity — Their effect on aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I
Secondary radar for airborne collision avoidance

Runway end intersection design
Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic protection
Airframe fire safety research with antistatic fuels — Status report
Wall hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe
Airborne warning systems for natural and aircraft-initiated lightning
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| AT ANGLE OF ATTACK
Non-linear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack | A82-11359
A large-scale investigation of engine influence on
inlet performance at angle-of-attack | A82-12008

SUBJECT INDEX
[AIAPA PAPER 81-2481] | p0059 A82-13939
The USAP Test Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training program | A82-14932
F/A-18A high angle of attack/spin testing | A82-14934
Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynamics
at high angles of attack | A82-15596
Wind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
multiple bodies at high angles of attack | A82-17755
Sensitivity analysis of nonlinear stability of aircrafts
at high angles of attack | A82-17862
Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Mach number 8
and angle-of-attack of 160 deg | A82-20250
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of a sting-supported
V/STOL fighter model at high angles of attack | A82-21208
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft | A82-21213
High angle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft -
camber-wing-horizontal tail configuration for
greater stability and control | A82-21204
Measurements of a three-dimensional tail configuration
on a sharp cone at Mach 3 | A82-21209
Steady and unsteady nonlinear boundary layer
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack | A82-21204
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high
incidence | A82-21204
Review of support interference in dynamic tests | A82-21205
[AIAPA PAPER 82-0245] | p0184 A82-22074
[AIAPA PAPER 82-0289] | p0185 A82-22083
[AIAPA PAPER 82-0351] | p0185 A82-22094
Wind-tunnel wall interference corrections for
two-dimensional flows | p0379 A82-32847
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack | A82-39081
An estimate of aerodynamic forces and moments on
an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions | A82-39082
[AIAPA PAPER 82-1311] | p0087 A82-39092
Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurement of static
pressure | A82-39108
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy | A82-39141
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading
edge separation | A82-39142
[AIAPA PAPER 82-1869] | p0490 A82-39142
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGARD Lecture/ | A82-39085
[AIAPA PAPER 82-1316] | p0489 A82-39108
Flight-determined correction terms for angle of
attack and sideslip | A82-40290
[AIAPA PAPER 82-1374] | p0497 A82-40290
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack | A82-40555
[AIAPA PAPER 82-2098] | p0508 A82-40528
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
craft under spin and heading conditions | A82-40553
Estimation of airplane stability and control
derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal
maneuvers | A82-40426
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F/A-18 roll rate improvement program
the ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
Turbulent boundary layer on a porous surface with
OOF gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
Velocity and flow angle measurements in the
Bough analysis of installation effects on
Some STF laser velocimeter installation and
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack
Air data measurement using distributed processing
Tunnel-to-tunnel correlation
Water tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel
data analysis of the F/A-18 --- leading edge
extension vortex effects
[NASA-CH-16580]
[NASA-CH-16581]
Air data measurement using distributed processing
and fiber optics data transmission
Effects of wing-leading-edge modifications on a
Full-scale, low-wing general aviation airplane;
Wind-tunnel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics
--- conducted in Langley 30- by 60-foot tunnel
[NASA-TP-2011]
Rough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[NASA-TP-82926]
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical wing
[NASA-TP-82376]

ANGLES (METERET)
MT ANGLE OF ATTACK
MT ELEVATION ANGLE
MT SLEEPRACK
Turbulent boundary layer on a porous surface with
injection at various angles to the wall
Velocity and flow angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
Some MT laser velocimeter installation and
operation considerations

ANGULAR ACCELERATION
The ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
not E/0
[ALLA 82-1606]
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
ANGULAR VELOCITY
F/A-18 roll rate improvement program
3 DOP gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
--- hypersonic reentry simulation test
[ALLA PAPER 82-0189]
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ARCHAEOLOGY
Radar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use

Archaeology [NASA-CR-169531] p0041 A82-11514

ARCHITECTURE
Airport related residential acoustical insulation
demonstration project: Report 1720

[PB82-100777] p0268 A82-19396

ARCHITECTURE [COMPUTERS]
HiMAT onboard flight computer system architecture
and qualification

(AIAA 81-2107) p0081 A82-10062

Airborne associative processor /ASPRO/ --- for
early warning radar surveillance, command, and
control applications

(AIAA 01-2145) p0062 A82-10104

An advanced programmable/reconfigurable color
graphics display system for crew station

technology research

(AIAA 81-234) p0051 A82-13516

Advanced weapon systems - Integration technology
--- Digital Avionic Information System

(AIAA 81-2313) p0053 A82-13533

Advanced integrated CII architectures: ---
Communications, Navigation and Identification
avionics for tactical aircraft and attack

helicopter

p0070 A82-14763

APC automation - A look forward:

Technology architecture

p0220 A82-23320

Discrete Address Beacon System /DABS/
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A tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications

p0196 A82-17069

Economic considerations for real-time naval
aircraft/avionics distributed computer control
systems

p0196 A82-17057

Stage-state reliability analysis technique

p0196 A82-17104

Analysis of computing system configurations for
highly integrated guidance and control systems

p0363 A82-23169

Electronic Warfare Avionic Integration Support
Facility master processor

[AD-A111641] p0400 A82-25249

At assessment of the real-time application
capabilities of the SIST computer system

[NASA-TM-84482] p0413 A82-25611

Computer architecture study for VITaS simulators
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Design of a microprocessor-controlled linkage for
simulator applications
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Use of Space Shuttle technology in conventional
aircraft

[AIAA 81-2176] p0002 A82-10125

Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing
system

p0100 A82-10650
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performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
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non-procurement approaches within the State of
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Flight evaluation of Loran-C for general aviation
area navigation
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Applications of a multiplexed GRS user/SET
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Waystar - Global Positioning System: A
revolutionary capability

p0435 A82-37040
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NASA/PAA Helicopter ARC simulation investigation
of HAY/IBS instrument approaches
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[AD-A102373] p0025 A82-10023
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U.S. Marine Corps AT-6A maintenance experience

[AIAA PAPER 81-2657] p0482 A82-38466
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The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polyisocyanates in a research combustor
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AT STIMULABLE ANTENNAS

Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets

[ASBE PAPEB 82-02-211] p0427 A82-35401

ARRESTING GEAR

Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems

[AD-A107576] p0188 A82-16056

Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures

[AD-A106149] p0258 A82-18232

ARROW WINGS

Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing

[ASME PAPEB 82-GI-46] p0422 A82-35304

[AD-A115791] p0033 A82-11013

ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) nozzle
improvement evaluation
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Infrared emissions from turboshaft with h. ph aspect
ratio nozzles
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Secondary flow effects and mixing of the wake
behind a turbine stator

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-46] p0422 A82-35304

Development and application of a performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffuser

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-122] p0425 A82-35352
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a high-aspect-ratio supersonic-wedge transport model equipped with full-span mist and part-span double-slotted flaps [NASA-TP-1504].

The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a cascade blade [NASA-TP-1505].

Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic compressor with rotator and stator aspect ratios of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design pressure ratio of 1.82 [NASA-TP-1574].


Low-speed measurements of the static pressure distribution and overall forces on a cascade and a symmetric mild gabled wing of aspect ratio 1.4 --- in a wind tunnel [NASA-TR-80106].
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Tail assemblies

Advanced concepts for composite structure joints and attachment fittings. Volume 2: Design guide [AD-1111726].

Assembly of aircraft instruments --- Russian book [APA-862-36950].

The technology of the assembly of engines for flight vehicles --- Russian book [APA-862-45765].
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ST Garage Assessment

ST Technology Assessment

Reduced performance and increased cost warrant reexamination of the multiple atomic ejector rack [AD-1121776].

Astronomical Society requirements for future navigation systems [APA-862-12637].

ASTROBATS

Studies in the history and theory of development of aviation and rocketry and space science and technology --- Russian book [APA-862-27285].

Romanian professor Elena Carafoli --- 55 years devotion on modern aeronautics and astronautics [JAF-PAPER-862-280].

Astronomical spectroscopy

The motion to forty micro spectroscopy from the NASA Lear Jet [NASA-CR-168666].

Astrology

ST X Ray Astronomy

Journal of Aeronautics and astronomy [AD-1109611].

Astronomical methods

A stable decentralized filtering implementation for JPL's Bellwag --- stable community relative navigation [APA-862-20140].

Torsional vibrations of a wing carrying a concentrated load/asympotic behavior/ [APA-862-18156].

The stability of maneuverable flight vehicles [APA-862-23527].

Evaluation of an asymptotic method for helicopter rotor analysis [APA-862-20059].

As asymptotic theory of separated flow past low-aspect-ratio wings [APA-862-46135].

Helicopter rotor loads using a matched asymptotic expansion technique [NASA-CR-165742].

Asymptomatic motors

Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of higher frequency with voltage and frequency stabilization devices --- aircraft electric equipment [APA-862-22875].
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

tracks - Some interim results of the study [APA-862-43550].

Atmospheric absorption

U PRINT ATRIBUTION

Atmospheric absorption: 1-band vs 2-band aircraft radar - The relative effects of beamwidth and attenuation in severe store situations [APA-862-19858].

Atmospheric chemistry

Radiation enhancement by nonequilibrium during flight through the Titan atmosphere [APA-PAPER-862-06780].


Atmospheric circulation

Multiple Doppler radar observations of PBL structure [APA-862-10292].

Aircraft measurements and analysis of severe storms: 1976 field experiment [NASA-CR-168619].

Atmospheric composition

Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of aircraft exhaust emissions on tropospheric ozone [APA-862-40124].

In situ ozone observations for comparison with laser absorption remote sensor: 1980 PEPE/HEROS program [APA-862-25661].

Beta experiment flight report [NASA-CR-170622].

Atmospheric conditions

U METEOROLOGY

Atmospheric electricity

Preflight estimates of near Earth satellite lifetimes using quasi-dynamic atmosphere models - application to a proposed Brazilian satellite [APA-862-29347].

Astronomy

Updated station selection procedures to support automatic Omega receiver operations [APA-862-14712].

Constant L/O glide trajectories [APA-PAPER-862-0362].

Aerocommission problems of the TAF-P-5 aircraft [APA-862-17354].

New concepts in multifunctional corrosion for aircraft and other systems [APA-862-17362].

Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems [APA-862-17363].


Meteorological impact on aviation fuel efficiency [APA-862-21139].

Meteorology impact on ATC system design [APA-862-21140].

Effect of heavy rain on aircraft [APA-862-21144].

Prototype Regional Observation and Forecast System [FIPFS].

Atmospheric electricity

Electrical ground testing of aircraft antistatic protection [APA-862-10022].

Direct strike lightning measurement system --- for aircraft [APA-PAPER-862-2513].

Calculations of lightning return stroke electric and magnetic fields above ground [APA-862-17114].

Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic protection [OERPA, TP No. 1982-7].
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Influence of meteorological processes on the verticality of electric fields [APA-862-21150].
Computer-program model for predicting horizontally and vertically polarized VLF atmospheric radio noise at elevated receivers

The interaction of radio frequency electromagnetic fields with atmospheric water droplets and applications to aircraft ice protection

A criterion for determining the causes of wind shear at Punta Raisi airport, on the basis of statistical data from barograph records

The influence of turbulence models on computer-simulated aircraft landing

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on a quadrotor heavy lift airship

The role of the scale parameter in service load assessment and simulation — of aircraft flight

Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere

Turbulence and wind shear experiments related to aircraft operation in the terminal area

Categorization of atmospheric turbulence in terms of aircraft response for use in turbulence reports and forecasts

The determination of gust loads on nonlinear aircraft using a power spectral density approach

Analysis of vibration induced error in turbulence velocity measurements from an aircraft wing tip boom

Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse Doppler radar

Aircraft parameter identification in the presence of atmospheric turbulence

The role of the scale parameter in service load assessment and simulation — of aircraft flight

The influence of turbulence models on computer-simulated aircraft landing

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on a quadrotor heavy lift airship

The role of the scale parameter in service load assessment and simulation — of aircraft flight

Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere

Turbulence and wind shear experiments related to aircraft operation in the terminal area

Categorization of atmospheric turbulence in terms of aircraft response for use in turbulence reports and forecasts

The determination of gust loads on nonlinear aircraft using a power spectral density approach

Analysis of vibration induced error in turbulence velocity measurements from an aircraft wing tip boom

Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse Doppler radar
Comparison between the surveillance performances of the Air Traffic Control Radar Beac System made in the German Democratic Republic

Technical/operational 4TC scenarios for future TMA

Problems relating to the classical rate-gyro

The effects on simulators of advances in aircraft technology

Automation of flight operational control in the terminal area

The automation of processes for producing aircraft engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book

Application of nonlinear systems inverses to automatic flight control systems

The digital civil aircraft

Digital control for flexible aircraft using reduced order models

F/A-18A weapon system - 1976 state of the art

Application of the concept of dynamic trim control and nonlinear system inverses to automatic control of a vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft

Integrated Flight/Weapon control design and evaluation

Parallel processing applied to digital flight control systems - Some perspectives

Microprocessor flight control application study

A synthesis technique for highly uncertain and interacting multivariable flight control systems

Flight crew management and cockpit performance systems

Automatic controlled terrain following flights

Digital avionics - Advances in maintenance designs

Operational and performance aspects of fuel management in naval aircraft

The F52 BAE Bedford naval flight research programme --- on components and system integration for optimum AOC

Thrust management - Current achievements and future developments

The effects of simulators of advances in air combat technology
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AUTOMATIC PILOTS

The design of exact nonlinear model followers ---
with application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
A gust damper --- for light passenger aircraft
Electronic stabilization of an aircraft
The control and guidance unit for BACBAC
Designs and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
Simulation of ILS using a laser tracker
Electronic stabilization
Optimization of autopilot equations for rapid
estimation of helicopter control settings
Gust response of commercial jet aircraft including
Electronic aircraft stabilization
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control
autopilot concepts for a powered lift STOL
aircraft

AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS
U COMPUTORIZED SIMULATION
U IMPACT PREDICTION

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Air supply system kite for Boeing 767 airplane ---
Built-In-Test-Equipment
Commercial RMS considerations for small gas
engines --- automated engine monitoring systems
Information technology and its impact on test and
evaluation at the Naval Air Test Center
Automated radar performance evaluation in the
Radio Frequency Simulation System /RFSS/
facility at Micron
Automatic Low Speed Test System /ASLTS/
International Automatic Testing
Proceedings
Airline maintenance strategy
Airline ATE requirements
The role of software in commercial ATE
The modular ATE --- for cost effective maintenance
of new generation avionics
AWATS - Realistic not futuristic --- an Advanced
Electronic Warfare Test Set
ATE logistics in the United States Air Force
BACBAC Test data provision for the Tornado BACBAC
- A challenging task
Naval Air Systems Command /NAFAIR/ ATE program -
Standardized ATE for the carrier environment
Configuration maintenance techniques for automatic
testing
Poker Comet II jet engine test system
Automated ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonded
structures
A laboratory mock-up ultrasonic inspection system
for composites
A simple, low cost application of a flight test
parameter identification system
Analysis of Built-in-test accuracy
Computer Monitor Inspection Program /CMIP/, a key
to increased aircraft and personnel
productivity

Vibration test procedures for accessory angle
drive gearboxes on Atar 09C engines --- turbojet
engines
BOLI computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
P29 aircraft
Aircraft interrogation and display system: A
ground support equipment for digital flight
systems
Estimation of the number of in-flight aircraft on
instrument flight rules
A modular automated approach to airfield weather
systems
The Modular Automated Weather System (MAWS) concept
----- airfield weather support
Automation
Automated Paint and Process Line /APPL/ --- for
aircraft production
Automation in flight simulation of data handling and
validation testing
Automation of flight operational control in the
German Democratic Republic

AUTOMOBILES ENGINE
Future auto engines - Competition heats up
Ceramic components for automotive and heavy duty
turbocharged engines - CAST and ADT 100
Cold-air performance of a 15.41-tip-diameter
axial-flow power turbine with variable-area
stator designed for a 75-kW aviation gas
turbine engine
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine

AUTOMOBILES FUELS
BY LIQUID FUELS
Technological innovation for success - Liquid
hydrogen propulsion

AUTOMOBILES
BY ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
Aerodynamic effects of shape, canard, push, and
ground proximity on idealized ground-vehicle
bodies
Slotted wall test section for automotive
aerodynamic test facilities

AUTOPILOTS
O AUTOMATIC PILOTS
AUTOMATION
An evaluation of helicopter automation assist
concepts

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
BY FLIOTTERS
BY PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)

AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
BY SNAP
A new APU for medium size aircraft environmental
control systems

Electronic Flight Systems

Electrical Flight systems, overview
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AVIONICS

Aircraft separation assurance avionics
[AIAA 81-2229]
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
[AIAA 81-2229]
LRU - an advanced avionics system design
[AIAA 81-2229]
F/A-18 'HorNET' - One man operability
[AIAA 81-2229]
ABNC 429 digital data communications on the Boeing 757 and 767 commercial aircraft
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Communications, Navigation and Identification

Navigation for helicopters by multiple use of inertial sensors
[AIAA 81-2366]
Future directions in CHI integrated avionics
[AIAA 81-2372]
A modular multiplexed digital voice intercommunications system
[AIAA 81-2372]
The influence of smart computers on the cockpit of the future
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Assessment methodology of the lightning threat to advanced aircraft
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New advances in signal processing technology for integrated CHI avionics --- Communication, Navigation, and Identification
[AIAA 81-2376]
Advances integrated CHI architectures --- Communications, Navigation and Identification
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Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using the NASA computer program
[AD-A116357] p0070 B82-27291

Cockpit display of traffic information and the measurement of pilot workload: An annotated bibliography
[AD-A113637] p0070 B82-27291
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[NASA-TM-84674] p0061 B82-33405
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REPLICATION (MATHEMATICS)
U REPLICATION (MATHEMATICS)

BILLET
Lucas stretched acrylic
p0227 B82-24318

BIHABIBS
A binary matrix technique for aircraft collision threat recognition and avoidance
[IAIA PAPER 82-0164] p0016 B82-17828

BIHABIBS MIXTURES
MT HABIBIBS ALLOYS

BIHABIBS SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
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BIHABIBS SYSTEMS (MATERIALS)
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BIHABIBS
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird hazards at airport
[ASBL-TB-194-4] p0098 B82-17127

BILGES
MT PIGEONS
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird hazards at airport
p0413 B82-26184

BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronous fault-tolerant flight control systems
[IAIA 81-2109] p0001 B82-10003

BLACKOUT (PROPAGATION)
MT ATMOSPHERES
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
MT WHISTLEBS

BLADE SLAP NOISE
Model helicopter rotor impulsive noise
p0013 B82-11300

The prediction of helicopter rotor impulsive frequency noise
p0503 B82-40555

A semiempirical high-speed rotor noise prediction technique
p0503 B82-40554
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BLADE TIPS
Propeller tip vortex - A possible contributor to aircraft cabin noise
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p0279 B82-26387
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p0248 B82-18147

A-95
The problem of calculation of the flow around helicopter rotor blade tips

As analytical investigation of the free-tipped rotor for helicopters
[NASA-TR-81345] p0250 #82-18160

On the calculation of transonic blade tip flow for helicopter rotors
[BBP-DR-320-81-0] p0252 #82-18179
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Damage from High explosive (HE) projectiles
[BBP-DR-330-81-0] p0202 #82-17164
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Effect of cross-flows on the discharge coefficient of full cooling boles
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Demonstration of radar reflector detector and ground clutter suppression using airborne weather and mapping radar

[p0500 882-40532

Maximum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter

[p0384 882-47407

CMI

Compressed automatic gain control system

[p0446 882-26209

COAL

HT LIGHTS

HT SOLTHER REFINED COAL

COAL DERIVED LIQUIDS

Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of coal-derived fuels on storage stability of Jet A turbine fuel

[p1016 882-22241

Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and oil shales by advanced catalytic processes

[DB82-001127] p0213 882-17401

Low NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program

[PB82-165637] p0412 882-25635

COAL GASSIFICATION

Laboratory-scale simulation of underground coal gasification: Experiment and theory

[DB82-000102] p0528 882-28470

COAL LIQUEFACTION

Jet fuel from carbon

[p0010 882-12021

Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and oil shales by advanced catalytic processes

[DB82-001127] p0213 882-17401

Performance of SBC II fuels in gas-turbine combustors. Alternative-fuels-utilization program

[p0995 882-32510

COAL UTILIZATION

Jet fuel from carbon

[p0010 882-12021

COAM EFFECT

Aerodynamic characteristics of the external DSA powered lift system using side fences for enhancement of Coanda flow attachment

[p0349 882-22212

COASTAL WATER

A surveillance airship for the New Zealand environment

[p0173 882-20558
Application of image processing techniques to fluid flow data analysis
[NSF-TR-82-62760] p0197 882-16049
New techniques in data retrieval and display
[CSU, TR No. 901-103] color graphics p0161 882-25174
A color video display technique for fluid field surveys p0596 882-32669
COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
Photointerpretation key for pine regeneration analysis using high-altitude color infrared panoramic photography [882-164450] p0562 882-30606
COLOR PERCEPTION
U COLOR VISION
COLOR VISIOH
Airborne color CRT displays p0073 882-14823
COLORATION
U COLOR
COLOURATION
U EMBRISON
COLORS (SUPPORTS)
On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a rigid surface [AIAA 82-0735] p0340 882-30162
The behavior of composite thin-walled structures in dynamic buckling under impact p0513 882-40976
COMBAT
Air-to-air combat analysis - Review of differential-gaming approaches p0984 882-13115
The application of bifurcation theory to the study of loss of control over combat aircraft [CBDA, TR No. 1907-102] p0129 882-18037
Evolution of the aerocost p0239 882-24706
The cargo helicopter - A logistical vehicle p0240 882-24717
Aerial combat simulation on the G.S. Air Force p0205 882-27920
Combat training imagery p0424 882-31179
Military aircraft p0387 882-34121
Combat survivability in the Advanced Technology Engine Study [AIAA] p0419 882-35101
Navistar - Global Positioning System: A revolutionary capability p0435 882-37040
The correlation of flight test and analytic 8-in-w air combat exchange ratios - day-on-day [AIAA PAPER 82-1328] p0408 882-39105
Energy methods used in air combat performance comparisons p0501 882-45050
Use of a helmet-mounted matrix display for presenting energy-meanaverability information during simulated close combat p0092 882-13061
Combat Aircraft Maneuverability
[AGARD-CP-319] p0346 882-22187
Review of practical experience on combat aircraft maneuverability p0346 882-22189
The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness using a new computational method p0346 882-22194
Evaluation of direct force node fighters by combat simulation p0346 882-22200
The study of combat aircraft maneuverability by air to air combat simulation p0346 882-22204
Influence of maneuverability on helicopter combat effectiveness p0346 882-22205
Validation of zero-order feedback strategies for medium range air-to-air interception in a horizontal plane [AGARD-TR-82-62371] p0365 882-22312
Simulator for air-to-air combat versus real world: Visual computer analysis for simulated air-to-air combat training [AD-A110576] p0410 882-25270
Aviation Materiel Combat Ready In-Country (AMCRIC) (AD-A107451) p0469 882-27263
Force Rower added advanced strike avionics system p0471 882-27298
Adaptive multifunction sensor concept for air-ground mission [AD-A1115676] p0594 882-32389
Survey and update of F-14A mission profiles for TF30 engine usage [AD-A1116831] p0603 882-33337
COMBUSTIBILITY
U FLAMMABILITY
COMBUSTION
U PARTICULAR BURNING
U FUEL COMBUSTION
U SOLID PROPULSANT COMBUSTION
U SUPERSONSIC COMBUSTION
Laboratory-scale simulation of underground coal gasification: Experiment and theory [AD-A22-001063] p0528 882-28470
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
One reason for the onset of high-frequency self-excited oscillations in combustion chambers of aircraft engines p0014 882-11448
The CIVIC - A concept in vortex induced combustion, II [AIAA PAPER 81-017-12] p0017 882-11957
Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine combustor development problems p0019 882-12118
On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in axisymmetric combustor geometries p0019 882-12120
Validation studies of turbulence and combustion models for aircraft gas turbine combustors p0020 882-12267
Experimental investigation of total pressure losses and airflow distribution for gas turbine combustors p0031 882-15606
Widely-spaced co-axial jet, diffusion-flame combustion - Isothermal flow calculations using the two-equation turbulence model [AIAA PAPER 82-0191] p0115 882-17791
Development and operating characteristics of an advanced two-stage combustor [AIAA PAPER 82-0191] p0116 882-17833
Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in a gas turbine combustor p0166 882-19566
Diffusion jet behavior in the turn section of a reverse flow combustor [AIAA PAPER 82-0192] p0167 882-20291
Quantitative interpretation of recirculated flow visualization by the analysis of video pictures p0286 882-27109
Advanced engine technology and its influence on aircraft performance p0298 882-26515
Experimental study on discharge and loss coefficients of combustor swirlers p0390 882-36444
Energy efficient engine /ET/ technology status [AIAA PAPER 82-1052] p0415 882-34580
Experimental study of the effects of secondary air on the emissions and stability of a lean premixed combustor [AIAA PAPER 82-1072] p0415 882-34952
Numerical and experimental examination of a propaporized/premixed combustor [AIAA PAPER 82-1074] p0416 882-34994
AIAA Good Specification Floe Combustion Technology program - Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Phase II results and status [AIAA PAPER 82-1086] p0416 882-34999
Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to control carbon and soot formation in small GT combustors p0416 882-34999

A-113
COBUSTION CONTROL

SUBJECT INDEX

[AIAA PAPER 82-11795] p0041 A02-35041
Characteristics of a side dump gas generator ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 82-1258] p0049 A02-35089
Acoustic control of dilution-air mixing in a gas
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-35] p0021 A02-35296
The potential impact of fuel gases on small gas
Turbine combustor
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-133] p0025 A02-35362
A procedure for evaluating fuel composition
reasons on combustor life
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-296] p0030 A02-35465
A spark ignition system for liquid fuel sprays
Models for a turbulent premixed dump combustor
[ASME PAPER 82-1261] p0036 A02-37220
Turbulence measurements in a confined jet using a
[ASME PAPER 82-1262] p0039 A02-37709
Effect of fuel injector type on performance and
inlet/combusotor interfaces
Report of the JANAF Workshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
[AD-A108116] p0058 A02-18349
Dilution jet behavior in the side section of a
reverse flow combustor
[NASA-TP-7874] p0066 A02-19220
FP 102 in-ductor combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 1
[NASA-TP-15656-VOL-1] p0039 A02-21031
FP 102 in-ductor combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 2
[NASA-TP-15656-VOL-2] p0039 A02-21032
FP 102 in-ductor combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 3
[NASA-TP-15656-VOL-3] p0039 A02-21033
Factors influencing velocity distributions at
inlet/combusotor interfaces
Factors influencing velocity distributions at
[NASA-TP-21405] p0031 A02-21406
Report of the JANAF Workshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
[AD-A1108213] p0034 A02-22265
Investigation of soot and carbon formation in
small gas turbine combustors
[NASA-TP-167853] p0035 A02-22267
Nonlinear structural and flow analyses of a
[ASME PAPER 82-0846] p0038 A02-25001
Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot
section components
[NASA-CR-16896] p0049 A02-25257
Coastal dump Ramjet combustor combustion
NOS NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program
[NASA-CR-163567] p0043 A02-25635
Proceedings of the 12th Navy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 2
[ASME-P-111763] p0047 A02-27312
Nonlinear constitutive theory for turbine engine
structural analysis
[NASA-TP-33744] p0063 A02-33744
AIAA PAPER 82-11008] p0046 A02-34999
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbogressed ramjet combustion engine
[NASA-TP-82772] p0036 A02-21194
Effect on fuel efficiency of parameter variations in
the cost function for multivariable control
[AD-A110614] p0045 A02-26301
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Ramjets. Volume
[AD-A110796] p0045 A02-26303
The Schicksal fuel injector: An initial
performance evaluation without burning
[AD-A1113612] p0047 A02-27315
Radiation/catalytic augmented combuston
[AD-A112376] p0047 A02-27434
COBUSTION HEAT
UHEAT OF COMBUSTION
COBUSTION STABILITY
UHEAT OF COMBUSTION
COBUSTION STABILITY
COBUSTION PHYSICS
The combustion of a fuel jet in a stream of lean
gasol ine fuel-air mixtures
[AD-A107441] p0048 A02-28692
An investigation of the combustion process in
[AD-A114603] p0040 A02-11232
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AD-A110430] p0038 A02-21202
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 1: Properties
in SI units
[NASA-TP-1906] p0057 A02-32166
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions
corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules
in part 1
[NASA-TP-1907] p0057 A02-32187
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 3: Properties
in US customary units
[NASA-TP-1908] p0057 A02-32188
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 4: Compositions
corresponding to Rankine temperature schedules
in part 3
[NASA-TP-1909] p0057 A02-32189
COBUSTION PRODUCTS
Damage of turbine blades due to interaction with fuel
renormalization products
[AD-A105401] p0012 A02-18479
The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polymeric aromatics in a research combustor
[AIAA PAPER 82-0299] p0014 A02-18971
Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in
a gas turbine combustor
[AD-A111355] p0049 A02-25259
The formation of benzpyrene during the combustion of
aviation fuels
[AD-A110796] p0047 A02-26303
Modeling solid-fuel Ramjet combustion including
radiation heat transfer to the fuel surface
[AD-A107441] p0047 A02-27436
Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
inertial materials
[NASA-CR-166390] p0059 A02-32899
COBUSTION STABILITY
UFLAME STABILITY
One reason for the onset of high-frequency
self-excited oscillations in combustion chambers of aircraft engines
A-114
Research and development program for non-linear structural modeling with advanced relationships. 

Variability design study for a fault-tolerant aircraft. 

Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the fail-safe concept. 

Reliability model for planetary gear. 

Commercial aircraft airframe fuel systems survey and analysis. 

Efficient part removal processes. 

Composite materials: 
- Alumina boron composites 
- Boros reinforced materials 
- Carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
- Carbon-carbon composites 
- Ceramics 
- Epoxy matrix composites 
- Epoxy-based composites 
- Fiber composites 
- Fiber reinforced composites 
- Glass fiber reinforced plastics 
- Graphite-epoxy composites 
- Graphite-polyimide composites 
- Laminates 
- Metal matrix composites 
- Polyester matrix composites 
- Reinforced plastics 
- Resin matrix composites 
- Weibull composites 

Some possibilities for composite light aircraft. 

Light aircraft structural design in non-metals. 

Energy technologies in aerospace structures. 

Design, structural dynamics and materials. 


Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites. 

Aircraft composite materials and structures. 


Protection testing. 

Preliminary design development for a fuselage composite structure. 

Application of advanced composite materials to helicopter airframe structures. 

Statistical analysis methods for characterizing composite materials. 

Effects of defects on tension composites undergoing an accelerated environmental spectrum. 


Characterization of composite variations in a structural adhesive. 

Utility of a probability-density-function curve and F-maps in composite-material inspection.
**SUBJECT INDEX**

- A significant role for composites in energy-efficient aircraft
  - Performance of PTFE lined composite journal bearings [ASLE PAPER 82-AP-1A-1]
  - Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures
- Calculations of the cross section properties and shear strains of composite rotor blades

**STRENGTHS**

- **COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)**
  - HT ATOMIC COMPOSITION
  - HT ATOMIC MOISTURE
  - HT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
  - HT MOISTURE CONTENT

- **COMPRESSED AIR**
  - Influence of airblast atomizer design features on mean drop size [AIAA PAPER 82-1073]
  - Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake effects [NASA-TR-82019]

- **COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS**
  - Theoretical investigations and experimental researches for higher subsonic two-dimensional compressor cascade

- **COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER**
  - Calculations of viscous transonic flow over aerofoils [AIAA PAPER 82-0997]
  - Accurate numerical solution of compressible, linear stability equations
  - The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional spatial stability and transition of flat plate boundary layer at Mach 3

- **COMPRESSIBLE FLOW**
  - Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high angles in subsonic compressible flows [AIAA PAPER 82-0940]
  - A contribution to the hodograph method for shock-free transonic airfoil sections
  - A vortex sheet method for calculating separated two-dimensional flows at high Reynolds number
  - Modern compressible flow with historical perspective

- **COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS**
  - Study on pressure distribution on rotor blades with three-dimensional nonsteady theory of compressible fluid

- **COMPRESSING**
  - Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation [ASEB-004922]

- **COMPRESSOR LOADS**
  - HT IMPACT LOADS
  - The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal aluminium-alloy supporting element, subjected to a compressive stress, in the postbuckling region

- **COMPRESSOR WAVES**
  - Experimental investigation of a transonic potential flow around a symmetric airfoil

- **COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS**
  - Seven years experience with Kevlar-69 in the
COHPBESSOB SLIDES

COHPBESSOB BLADES

Optimal shape design of turbine blades

On unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments of the circular cascading blades /Experiments of the outward-flow case/

Design procedures for compressor blades

Optimal shape design of turbine blades

[ASSE PAPER 06-CT-128] p0162 A82-19342

Rotating stall in blade rows operating in shear flow to the tuning of the natural frequencies

[ASSE PAPER 06-CT-125] p0141 A82-15039

 Aeroelasticity of compressor blades - Subsonic stall flutter

p0285 A82-26993

Sub energetic of compressor blade tip seals

p0285 A82-27078

Casing wall boundary-layer development through an isolated compressor rotor

[ASSE PAPER 06-CT-16] p0420 A82-35267

The use of performance-monitoring to prevent compressor and turbine blade failures

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-66] p0422 A82-35316

Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-81] p0423 A82-35327

Liquid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-66] p0423 A82-35332

An inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial compressors with leading edge normal shock waves

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-125] p0425 A82-35363

The use of optimization techniques to design controlled diffusion compressor blade

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-109] p0426 A82-35373

The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface finish on the performance of a small axial flow turbine

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-222] p0428 A82-35409

Application of the sequential optimization method to design gas-turbine engine compressor blades

[ASSE PAPER 02-CT-160] p0429 A82-35444

Sliced disc design - A composite concept for a turbo engine axial compressor

[OSA PAPER 81-160] p0515 A82-60995

An experimental examination of compressor blade flutter

[OSA PAPER 81-31] p0547 A82-12068

An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial flow compressor stage

[IRIS CASC-1970] p0332 A82-10964

Subsonic cascade wind tunnel tests using an aerodynamic compressor configuration of DCA blades

[AF-A 1005/97] p0330 A82-11069

The use of optimization techniques to design controlled diffusion compressor blade

[OSA PAPER 79-18] p0334 A82-14094

Computer program for aerodynamic and design of multistage axial-flow compressors

[OSA PAPER 79-1466] p0141 A82-15039

Survey on diffusion factors and profile losses

[IS (81) 160] p0204 A82-17166

Survey on the effect of blade surface roughness on compressor performance

[OSA PAPER 82-CT-17191]

Deviation/turning angle correlations

p0205 A82-17191

BBC/Sulzer. 4 stage transonic compressor

[OSA PAPER 82-CT-17197]

Evaluation of profile loss predictions based on diffusion factors

p0206 A82-17200

Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design pressure ratio of 1.82

[OSA PAPER 79-18] p0334 A82-14094

Aeroelasticity of compressor blades - Subsonic stall flutter

p0414 A82-26189

Blade tip gap effects in turbomachines: A review

[AD-1111092] p0455 A82-26308

Compressor vane exit stage study, volume 6

[IRIS CASC-1970] p0872 A82-27310

Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2

[AD-1111092] p0873 A82-27313

Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3

[AD-1111092]
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

BY TURBOMACHINES

Large scale aerospace compressor test facility
(AIAA PAPER 82-2695)

A stage-by-stage dual-speed compressor system
(AIAA PAPER 82-2721)

Study of air compressor hazards at underground and
surface mines
(PRE-105164)

Open-cycle water compression heat pump
(PRE-110503)

Foundations for computer simulation of a low
pressure oil flooded single screw air compressor
(AD-A108230)

Evaluation of cast titanium alloy compressor
components
(AD-A111431)

Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
[NASA-CR-169004]

Blade tip gap effects in turbomachines: A review
(AD-A111092)

High pressure bleed for STOL and STO-VL
performance. A conceptual examination
(AD-A115762)

USAP Bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
1: CPC-20 compressor
(AD-A116199)

Numerical stability analysis of a compressor model
(AD-A116078)

COMPUTATION

The through flow calculations
(AD-A111092)

Blade-to-blade computations and boundary layer
corrections in axial compressors and turbines
(AD-A111092)

A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
(AD-A111092)

Computational aerodynamics and design
(AD-A111092)

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

The use of the Weber method for microcomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
(AD-A111092)

Theoretical analysis of parachute inflation
including fluid kinetics
(AD-A111092)

Strong matching method for computing transonic,
viscous flows including wakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
(AD-A111092)

Multiple-scale turbulence modeling of free
turbulent flows
(AD-A111092)

Control laws for adaptive wind tunnels
(AD-A111092)

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
(AD-A111092)

Validation studies of turbulence and combustion
models for aircraft gas turbine combusters
(AD-A111092)

Overview of flight and ground testing with
emphasis on the wind tunnel
(AD-A111092)

The operational characteristics of turbojets,
giving particular attention to the cooled
high-pressure turbine
(AD-A111092)

Rapid elliptic solvers
(AD-A111092)

Remarks on the calculation of transonic potential
flow by a finite volume method
(AD-A111092)

Supersonic nozzle without shocks
(AD-A111092)

Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems
(AD-A111092)

A summary of jet-impingement studies at McDonnell
Douglas Research Laboratories
(AD-A111092)

Computation of the steady viscous flow over a
tri-element 'cambered wing' airfoil
(AD-A111092)

A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffuser
(AD-A111092)

Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
(AD-A111092)

A more-accurate transonic computational method for
wing-body configurations
(AD-A111092)

Transonic three-dimensional viscous-inviscid
interaction for wing-body configuration analysis
(AD-A111092)

Computations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil with shock-induced separation
(AD-A111092)

Viscous flow - Necessity of the theoritician in
pursuit of higher order accuracy
(AD-A111092)

Responses of oscillating wings in weak shear flow
(AD-A111092)

A contribution to the holograph method for
shock-free transonic airflow sections
(AD-A111092)

Technical evaluation report of the AGARD Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium on computation of
viscous-inviscid interactions
(AD-A111092)

Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type
wing-fuselage assembly
(AD-A111092)

Three-dimensional calculation of the flow in
a helicopter air intake
(AD-A111092)

Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
viscous-inviscid flow over wings including
inviscid/viscous interactions
(AD-A111092)

Real gas flows over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
(AD-A111092)

Nose approximation applied to flow past thin
airfoils
(AD-A111092)

A perspective of computational aerodynamics from
the viewpoint of airplane design applications
(AD-A111092)

Recent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flow
aerodynamics
(AD-A111092)

Isolated nacelle performance - Measurement and
simulation
(AD-A111092)

A split coefficient/locally monotonic scheme for
antisymmetric flows
(AD-A111092)

Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
(AD-A111092)

Design of supersonic swept wings
(AD-A111092)

Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 16 --- Book
(AD-A111092)

International Conference on Numerical Methods in
Fluid Dynamics, 7th, Stanford University,
Stanford and Moffett Field, Ca, June 23-27,
1980, Proceedings
(AD-A111092)

Transonic flow past thin wings
(AD-A111092)

Aerodynamics - Retrospect and prospect /The 21st
Lancaster Memorial Lecture/
(AD-A111092)

Supercritical flow past asymmetrical airfoils
(AD-A111092)

Effect of wakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flow compressor
(AD-A111092)

Unsteady response of rectangular wings in separation
uniform shear flow
(AD-A111092)

Computational fluid dynamics - The coming revolution
(AD-A111092)

Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
field
(AD-A111092)

More than meets the eye - The oil dot technique
(AD-A111092)
A computational design method for transonic semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a potentiality assessment of a parallel structure accurate numerical solution of compressible, aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet closed-form solutions of supersonic wing-body interaction.

Subject Index:

- A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure based on a power series expansion of potentiality assessment of sub- and transonic viscous attached flows around wing-body configurations.
- The equivalent simple body /SDS/ method for transonic wing analysis.
- A high-frequency transonic small disturbance code for unsteady flows in a cascade.
- Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional potential flow around a propeller.
- Calculations of the flow-field velocities of a wing-body-stores combination in transonic flow.
- Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. 1 - Steady flow over a slender wedge wing.
- Subsonic 3-D surface panel method for rapid analysis of multiple geometry perturbations.
- Calculations of viscous transonic flow over aerofoil.
- A numerical study of the turbulent flow past an isolated airfoil with trailing edge separation.
- Vortex sheet method for calculating separated two-dimensional flows at high Reynolds number.
- Design of finite element grids for the computation of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a wing.
- Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge flows at transonic Mach numbers.
- A vortex sheet method for calculating separated two-dimensional flows at high Reynolds number.
- Wind-tunnel wall interference corrections for three-dimensional flows.
- Closed-form solutions of supersonic wing-body interference.
- Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinate systems for wing/wing-tip geometries using the elliptic solver method.
- Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet exhaust plumes.
- Accurate numerical solution of compressible, linear stability equations.
- Potentiality assessment of a parallel structure for the solution of partial differential equations.
- A new method for constructing two-dimensional orthogonal and non-orthogonal meshes.
- The initial lift and drag of an impulsively started airfoil of finite thickness.
- Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes procedure.
- Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel distribution downstream of a plain orifice injector under cross-stream air flow.
- CFD technology for propulsion installation design - Forecast for the 80's --- computational fluid dynamics in aerospace applications.
- A computational design method for transonic turbomachinery cascades.
- The calculation of deviation angle in axial-flow compressor cascades.
- Transonic design using computational aerodynamics.
- Application of computational methods to transonic wing-design.
- A-7 transonic wing designs.
- Transonic computational experience for advanced tactical aircraft.
- Extension of PLG codes to transonic flow prediction for fighter configurations.
- A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft.
- Applied computational transsones - Capabilities and limitations.
- Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the design and analysis of transport wings.
- On the vortex flow over delta and double delta wings.
- Approximate boundary condition procedure for the two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex wakes.
- A grid interfacing rosal algorithms for three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft configurations.
- Design and analysis of transport wings.
- Application of computational methods to transonic wing-design for multiple configuration perturbations.
- Transonic small disturbance code for body-wing configuration coupled with full potential code for wing alone.
- A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods.
- Computational and experimental studies of light twin aerodynamic interference.
- An experimental and numerical study of 3-D rotor wakes in hovering flight.
- Estimation of simulation errors in the European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW).
- Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept delta wings.
- Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected control surfaces by using a combination of 2- and 3-D methods.
- Modern compressible flow with historical perspective --- Book.
- Corrections for wall effects in OREAA industrial wind tunnels.
A computer program for variable-geometry single-stage axial compressor test data analysis (AD-A106676)

A system for parallel computation for developing nonlinear control procedures (AD-A107914)

A method for designing inlet distortion screens for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an interactive computer program (AD-A116584)


The application of small propellers to EPV propulsion (NASA TM-84757, NASA TM-84509)

A computer program for variable-geometry single-stage axial compressor test data analysis (AD-A106676)

Parallel computation for developing nonlinear control procedures (AD-A107914)

Integrated control design techniques (AD-A108223)

A short takeoff performance computer program (AD-A109665)

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization, volume 3: Part 2: User's guide to fighter design computer program (AD-A110037)


A computer program for variable-geometry single-stage axial compressor test data analysis (AD-A106676)
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p0263 A82-26569
Analysis of a multifingered espenasse with allowance
for shear strain p0333 A82-29384
Method for the measurement of elastic deformations
of aircraft models in a wind tunnel
p0386 A82-34162
The use of differential pressure feedback in an
automatic flight control system
[AIAA 82-1596] p0405 A82-18981
Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods p0517 A82-41022
On the kernel function collocation method in
steady subsonic flow for wing with control
surfaces p0642 H82-12023
Force and moment, flow-visualization, and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model
at Mach 6 [NASA-TP-1952] p0997 H82-13110
Pressure distributions on three different
crusieflor aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless airplane at Mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume I: Trapezoidal tail
[NASA-TR-80097] p0998 H82-13110
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials
[NASA-CR-163466] p0191 H82-16089
Influence of stroke on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
[BB-PE-122/SPUB/22] p3319 H82-21215
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-168321] p3396 A82-29206
Use of the Pseudo-inverse for design of a
reconfigurable flight control system
[AD-A111712] p0409 H82-25264
ElectroMechanical Actuation Development Program
(EADP). Power control development
[AD-A111724] p0572 H82-31694

CONTROL SYSTEMS
CONTROL THEOREY
Design considerations for the direct digital
control of dry-tuned gyroscope
p0017 A82-11933
Control of electromechanical actuator elements for
flight vehicles -- Russian book p0020 A82-12170
Robust flight control -- A design example
p0082 A82-15845
An application of total synthesis to robust
coupled design -- turbojet engine control
p0154 A82-19601
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
unmanned flight vehicles -- Russian book
p0001 A82-22398
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 82-0320] p0262 A82-26526
Development of a control law for the alleviation of
maneuver loads on an elastic aircraft
p0388 A82-34184
A practical approach to the design of
saturable variable control strategies for gas turbines
[AIAA PAPER 82-01-150] p0426 A82-35374
Application of saturable model following
method to flight controller
[AIAA PAPER 82-1349] p0488 A82-39120
A modern approach to pilot/vehicle analysis and
the Heav-Smith criteria p0489 A82-39125
Control of the operations of a 'flight complex'
--- Russian on ground installations to aid air
and space navigation p0577 A82-45213
Theory and applications of optimal control in
aerospace systems
[AD-A116-251] p0338 H82-11073
An introduction to stochastic optimal control theory
p0338 H82-11076
Computational methods of robust control design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-164983] p0889 H82-12080
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
[AD-A104877] p0889 H82-12081
Parallel computation for developing nonlinear
control procedures
[AD-A107516] p0209 H82-17227
The influence of sensor and actuator
characteristics on overall helicopter AFCS design
p0251 H82-18171
Digital command augmentation for
lateral-directional aircraft dynamics
[AD-A110274] p0319 H82-21214
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-TR-62015] p0354 A82-22262
Application of modal control to wing-flutter
suppression
[NASA-TP-1983] p0396 H82-24209
Tactical systems approach to interdiction of 2nd
echelon moving targets using real time sensors
p0472 H82-27306
Digital command augmentation for lateral
directional aircraft dynamics
[AD-A107246] p0474 H82-27321
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[NASA-TR-84239] p0580 H82-30013
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume I
[AD-A115510] p0570 H82-31313
Design of analytical failure detection using
secondary observers
[NASA-TR-84284] p0590 H82-32362
System optimization by periodic control
[AD-A117815] p0611 H82-33402

CONTROL VALVES
Cavitation inception in spool valves
p0105 A82-16428
An ejector suggested choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flows
p0336 A82-29469
Flight tests of a GE and DCI direct drive fly by
wire flight control system
[AD-A117246] p0611 H82-33401

CONTROLLIBILITY
Flight test experience with high-alpha control
system techniques on the F-14 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 81-2505] p0507 A82-13906
Comparison of low-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[AIAA PAPER 81-2478] p0509 A82-13936
Modeling procedures for handling qualities
evaluation of flexible aircraft
p0601 A82-13968

A-135
COBTBOLLED ATBOSBBBS

Requirements and possible design choices for
Flying qualities requirements for roll CAS systems
Guidance for the use of equivalent systems with
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
Analytical control law for desirable aircraft
Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by
lateral handling qualities
Handling qualities criteria for flight path
In-flight investigation of large airplane flying
Guidance for the use of equivalent systems with

In-flight deflection measurement of the HiHAT
aeroelastically tailored wing
Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by
longitudinal dynamics mode decoupling
Analytical control law for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for helicopter terrain flight
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
Handling qualities criteria for flight path
controller of V/STOL aircraft
In-flight investigation of large airplane flying
qualities for approach and landing
Guidance for the use of equivalent systems with
HIL-F-7095C --- for airplane flight control systems
Flying qualities requirements for roll CAS systems
Requirements and possible design choices for
improving the operation of aircraft in the
terrestrial control area
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of
an aircraft with direct lift control
Limited evaluation of an F-14a airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in the
landing configuration
In-flight investigation of the effects of pilot
location and control system design on airplane
flying qualities for approach and landing
Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
A translational velocity command system for V/STOL
low speed flight
A review of recent NASA Supersonics on the angle of
attack capability of Combat aircraft
Helicopter Handling Qualities
V/STOL and V/STOL handling qualities specifications,
as an overview of the current status
A helicopter handling-qualities study of the
effects of engine response characteristics,
height-control dynamics, and excess power on
nap-of-the-Earth operations
Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain flight
An assessment of various side-stack
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the human pilot
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport
systems
A discussion of the flying quality requirements of
a basic training aircraft
Effects of higher order control systems on
aircraft approach and landing longitudinal
handling qualities

In-flight investigation of large airplane flying
qualities for approach and landing

Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of
an aircraft with direct lift control

Feedback and minimal sensitivity

Development of multivariable controllers for
cruise turbine engines
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
An investigation of multi-axis isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
Self-tuning regulators for multicyclic control of
helicopter vibration
An assessment of various side-stack
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
Some piloting experiences with multifunction
isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter
Active flap suppression using optical output
feedback digital controllers
Universal turret system model determination and
controller performance testing

CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core

CONVEX CORBETS

Considerations for optimum siting of NEXRAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to
terminal air navigation, part I ---
meteorological radar

CONVEX FLOR

Reconfigurable cockpit systems and avionics
operations

CONVEXV HAY TURF TRANSFER

Finite element thermal analysis of
convection-cooled aircraft structures

Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. I -- Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technique for
use in hostile environments
Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II -- Applications of the
technique described in part I and comparisons
with results from a conventional measuring
technique and predictions
The use of analog computers in solutions of
inverse problems of heat conduction for the
temperature at the surface of gas-turbine-engine parts on the
basis of temperature-measurement results

A-136
Corrosion and prevention of corrosion in aircraft.

- Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct observations and experience with aerospace structures.
- Corrosion control measures for military aircraft: Present UK requirements and future developments.
- Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct experience with aerospace structures.
- Corrosion prevention measures used in the construction of an aircraft airframe: The case of 2014 and 2214 alloys.

Recent developments in materials and processes for aircraft corrosion control.

- Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of signals from sampling-phase radio-navigation systems.
- Design and maintenance against corrosion of aircraft structures.

Corrosion Resistance:

- A new approach to the problem of stress corrosion cracking in 7075-T6 aluminum.
- Materials aspects of aircraft ECS design.
- Aircraft surface coatings for drag reduction/erosion protection.
- Where is cobalt irreplaceable?

Recent developments in materials and processes for aircraft corrosion control.

- Attack on superalloys by chemical and electrolytic processes.
- Corrosion inhibiting engine oils.
- Corrosion test methods for avionic components.

Corrosion tests:

- Engine experience of turbine rotor blade materials and coatings.
- Corrosion control test method for avionic components.

Corrugated plates:

- Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer structural design.

Cost analysis:

- Costs of noise nuisance from aircraft.
- The Federal Aviation Administration Plan.

Cost benefit studies of advanced materials technologies for future aircraft turbine engines: Materials for advanced turbine engines.
COUPLING

Dynamic analysis of a rotor blade with flap and lag freedom and flap-lag-pitch coupling
[ISO-271] p0214 A82-17661

COUPLING Scatter Analysis

A finite element analysis of coupled rotor fuselage vibration
[AIAA PAPER 81-21] p0442 A82-37792

Aircraft Applications of Dynamic System Coupling (DISCO) program Volume 1: Users manual
[AD-A115003] p0573 A82-31974

Aircraft Applications of Dynamic System Coupling (DISCO) program Volume 2: Theoretical manual
[AD-A115004] p0573 A82-31975

COUPLING COUPLERS

Aeroelastic characteristics of a stabilized bladed-disc assembly
[p0301 A82-20142

COUPLING COUPLERS

Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling technology at the Naval Air Test Center
[AIAA PAPER 81-2005] p0056 A82-13891

COTANGENTS

Applications of covariance analysis simulation to avionics flight testing
[p070 A82-14676

COVARIANCE

Co-pol order time sharing filters for IHS
in-flight alignment
[p0482 A82-38439

COWELL METHOD

U MECHANICAL INTEGRATION

COUPLINGS

Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a tandem-fan Y/SVL nacelle --- conducted in the Lewis 10 by 10 foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TR-82-2728] p0004 A82-11042

Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine --- for turbofan engines
[NASA-CASE-LV-13199-1] p0453 A82-26293

CRACK CLOSURE

A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack growth under aircraft spectra loading
[p0168 A82-20509

A simple crack closure model for prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under variable-amplitude loading
[p0284 A82-26630

CRACK FORMATION

U CRACK INITIATION

Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics
[p0273 A82-25550

COVARIANCE

Covariance analysis of surface-flawed aircraft attachment logs - A new, inexpensive, 3-D alternating method
[AIAA 82-0742] p0013 A82-12119

Covariance analysis of turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[AIAA PAPER 82-1056] p0415 A82-34981

COVARIANCE

An analogy method for crack initiation life prediction
[p0577 A82-45192

COVARIANCE

Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact damage
[p0202 A82-17167

CORROSION

Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminum alloys
[p0210 A82-17345

CRACK PROPAGATION

Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
[2: Theoretical manual]

Crack growth evaluation of a method to convert real-time loads history to a simplified engineering spectra --- for aircraft structural analysis
[p0018 A82-12043

Study of the load-carrying capacity of aviation gas-turbine engine impellers under low-cycle loading at normal and high temperatures
[p0038 A82-15482

Crack edge instability - A criterion for safe crack propagation limit in thin sheets
[p0012 A82-15482

Inclusions and service induced cracks in a mature population of gas turbine engine bearings
[AIAA PAPER 81-1284-98] p027 A82-1844

Methods and models for predicting fatigue crack growth under random loading --- Book
[p0168 A82-20506

A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack growth under aircraft spectra loading
[p0168 A82-20509

COUPLING COUPLERS

Multi-parameter yield zone model for predicting spectrum crack growth
[p0168 A82-20510

Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels under random spectrum loading
[p0169 A82-20511

Random spectrum fatigue crack life predictions with or without considering load interactions
[p0169 A82-20512

Low-frequency eddy current inspection of aircraft structure
[p0103 A82-21900

Application of fatigue, crack propagation and strain survey testing to the CH-46 aft rotor drive shaft
[p0238 A82-24705

Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics
[p0273 A82-25550

A simple crack closure model for prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under variable-amplitude loading
[p0284 A82-26630

Fracture mechanics technology applied to individual aircraft tracking --- durability and structural life estimates
[p0284 A82-26637

Evaluation of crack growth rates for service life tracking
[p0284 A82-26652

Prediction of cyclic growth of cracks and debonds in aluminum sheets reinforced with boron/epoxy
[p0288 A82-27151

A multidimensional-crack-growth prediction methodology for flaws originating at fastener holes
[p0327 A82-28932

Material flow and defect formation in forging an airfoil shape from metal-matrix composites
[p0328 A82-33995

A review and assessment of fatigue crack growth rate relationships for metallic airframe materials
[p0391 A82-36879

A procedure for evaluating fuel composition effects on combustor life
[p0430 A82-35465

Cracks interacting with contact forces - A finite element study on loaded holes
[p0511 A82-40959

In-flight acoustic emission monitoring
[p0548 A82-42865

A fatigue crack growth theory based on strain energy density factor
[p0552 A82-43782

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane specimen and thin-walled structural elements of aircraft wing skin under programmed loading
[p0584 A82-44729

Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminum alloys
[p0210 A82-17345

Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft structural materials under biaxial loading
[AD-A100950] p0269 A82-19587

Acera Aeronautica et Astronautica Sistemas
[AD-A100282] p0312 A82-21153

Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in the Netherlands, March 1979 - February 1981
[MLK-NP-81006-0] p0343 A82-22153

Engineering property comparisons of 7050-T73651, 7070-T72631 and 7070-T73651 aluminum alloy plate --- for aircraft construction

Subject Index

Crew Procedure (Inflight)

Crew Procedure (Inflight)
Characterization of a Paris-New York flight on board the Concorde

Crew Stations
An advanced programmable/reconfigurable color graphics display system for crew station technology research

Tanker Avionics/Aircr 0 Complement Evaluation (TACE), Phase 1: System evaluation

Volume 2: Crew system design

Crews


t Flight crews

Criteria

#2 structural Design criteria

Critical Flow
Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical aerofoils

Critical Loading
Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites

The stability of monocoque panels under bending

Variational equation of an eccentrically reinforced panel with allowance for nonuniform heating

Critical Mach Number

U Mach number

Critical Reynolds Number

u Re yolds number

Critical Stress

U Critical loading

Critical Temperature

Development of the automated AFAPL engine simulator test for lubricant evaluation

Crop Dosing
Agricultural airplane mission time structure

Characteristics

[NASA-TH-84070] p0537 N82-29329

Crop Coupling

The coupling of electromagnetic interference into aircraft systems

The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance system to measure cross and cross-coupling derivatives

[ASA-82-0559] p0237 N82-24659

Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements on the standard dynamics model at NADC

[ASA-82-0559] p0237 N82-24670

Evaluation and wind tunnel tests of the 6,000 lb. (normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dynamic stability balance systems for measuring direct, cross, and cross-coupling derivatives

[AD-1105122] p0205 N82-12047

The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance system to measure cross and cross-coupling derivatives

[AD-1114811] p0538 N82-29333

Cross Flow

Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a subsonic crossflow

[ASA PAPER 81-2610] p0155 N82-19202

Crossflow shock on the suction side of a flat delta wing with supersonic leading edges

[ASA-82-29659] p0332 N82-29659

Seal-empirical analysis of liquid fuel distribution downstream of a plain orifice injector under cross-stream air flow

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-16] p0420 N82-35265

Effect of crossflows on the discharge coefficient of film cooling holes

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-16] p0426 N82-35371

Two-dimensional apparent senses for cross-flow sections of wing/store configurations

[AD-1114811] p0538 N82-296801

A numerical three-dimensional turbulent simulation of a subsonic F50L jet in a cross-flow using a finite element algorithm

[AD-1105122] p0366 N82-11055

Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar boundary layer on swept wings with suction

[ASA-TP-1902] p0041 N82-11391

Aircraft Fire Protection

Cryogenic wind tunnel for high Reynolds number testing

Abstracts

Cryogenic equipment

Cryogenic technology, parts 1 and 2 conference proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and instrumentation

[ASABE PAPEB 82-GT-147] p0426 N82-35371

Cryogenic technology, parts 2 conference proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and instrumentation

[ASA-TH-84070] p0537 N82-29329

Cryogenic cooling

The cryogenic wind tunnel for high Reynolds number testing

A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics

A computer program for the prediction of near field noise of aircraft in crossing flight

[NASA-CP-308] p0360 N82-22175

Cruise Airplane

Aerodynamic design for cruise performance efficiency

Wind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise

A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics

A computer program for the prediction of near field noise of aircraft in crossing flight

[NASA-CP-308] p0360 N82-22175

Cruise Flight

Energy savings with today's technology --- aircraft fuel management through in-flight monitoring

Minimal cost atmospheric cruise control - most efficient airspeed for a given wind component

Checking and calibrating variometers in place in the missile instrument panel

Commercial transports - aerodynamic design for cruise performance efficiency

Wind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise

A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics

A computer program for the prediction of near field noise of aircraft in crossing flight

[NASA-CP-308] p0360 N82-22175

Cruise Missiles

Performance considerations in the design of subsonic cruise missiles

Prediction of cruise missile inlet peak instantaneous distortion patterns from steady state and turbulence data using a statistical technique

The cruise missile era dawns

Optimal terrain-following feedback control for advanced cruise missiles

Cryogenic Wind Tunnel Design

Design predictions for noise control in the cryogenic National Transonic Facility

Cryogenic Cooling

The cryogenic wind tunnel for high Reynolds number testing

Cryogenic Equipment

Cryogenic technology, part 1 conference proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and instrumentation

[ASABE PAPEB 82-GT-147] p0426 N82-35371

Cryogenic technology, part 2 conference proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and instrumentation

[ASABE PAPEB 82-GT-147] p0426 N82-35371

Cryogenic Fluids

Liquid hydrogen

Cryogenic Rocket Propellants

Liquid hydrogen propulsion

Cryogenic Wind Tunnel Design

Design predictions for noise control in the cryogenic National Transonic Facility

A-142
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and their application to maneuvering aircraft technology

Recent sidewall boundary-layer investigations with suction in the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA Paper 82-0234]
p0117 AB2-17656

Investigation of a cryogenic blending process to produce antistatic diesel fuels
[AD-A1110917]
p0425 AB2-35346

Cryogenic wind tunnels: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-PF-46747]
p0611 AB2-33405

Cryogenics

Cryogenic turbine testing
[ADPE Paper 82-GT-113]
p0425 AB2-35346

Performance of the ABDC Mark 1 aerospace Environmental Chamber without oil diffusion
[AD-A1114066]
p0457 AB2-26322

Cryopumping

Implementing aircraft identification schemes by

Cryotubing

Cryogenic turbine testing

Cryogenic tunnel utilization

Cryophysics

Cryopumping

Cryograph

Implementing aircraft identification schemes by

Cryptography
DATA ACQUISITION

New estimation method for flutter or divergence boundary from random responses at subcritical speeds [NRL-TR-5671]

Experiments and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems [NASA-CR-3476]

Development and trial of a runway balance for the three low-speed wind tunnels in the Federal Republic of Germany [DREP-P-9-61-022]

Conditions of generation and methods of damping the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine [NASA-TD-7678]

Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results for flutter and gust response of a transport with active controls [NASA-TP-2010]

A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes. Influence of depressurization and damping material on the noise reduction characteristics of flat and curved stiffened panels [NASA-CR-169035]

Damping blade node damping identification from random components using a recursive maximum likelihood algorithm [NASA-CR-3600]

DAMPING FACTOR

U DAMPING

DAMPING IN PITCH

U DAMPING

U PITCH (INCLINATION)

DAMPING IN ROLL

U DAMPING

U ROLL

DAMPING IN TAW

DAMPING

U TAW

DAMPING TESTS

Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades [NASA PAPER 82-GT-162]

Study of noise reduction characteristics of composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior panel configurations, and the application of the tuned dumper concept [NASA-CR-168943]

Development of experimentally compatible subsystem methods for the analysis of aircraft structures [AD-A111262]

The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller shaft. Part 4: Fatigue tests of a rotating propeller shaft in a rubber stern tube bearing — ship propellers [JWSS-5072208-81-PT-2]

DARPNESS

U BIOLITE CONTENT

DRAG

U HAZARDS

DARK TURBOPROP ENGINES

U TURBOPROP ENGINES

DASSAULT AIRCRAFT

AT KIRAGE AIRCRAFT

DATA ACQUISITION

A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for steel/spin research [AIAA 81-2177]

FAD developing new collision avoidance, data acquisition and transmission systems [AIAA 81-2177]

The development and use of a computer-interactive data acquisition and display system in a flight environment [AIAA PAPER 81-2371]

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system [AIAA PAPER 81-2371]

Data systems organization — a change for the better — flight test data acquisition

Color graphics based real-time telemetry processing system

Flow visualization using a computerized data acquisition system

Flight test data acquisition and interpretation

Advanced medium scale real-time system --- for Army helicopter tests

ATLAS/test data provision for the Tornado ATC - a challenging task

Test facility and data handling system for the development of axial compressors [ASME PAPER AG-6777-73]

Acquisition of F-100/J high pressure compressor entrance profiles [ASME PAPER AS-962-215]

A single-frequency multitransmitter telemetry technique

The detection of low level wind shear. II

Economic analysis for data base management

APFIC standard airspeed calibration procedures [AD-A108830]

An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic tests of airfoils [NASA 82-13082]

NASA Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility

Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data processing installation. Part 9: Pressure measurements updated [AD-A106271]

A versatile data acquisition system for a low speed wind tunnel [AD-A106269]

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system [NASA-CR-168438]

Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2: Crash 1 and crash 2 raw data [PB-82-11132]

Review of rotorcraft accidents 1977-1979 [NBB-115601]

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system [NASA-CR-168943]

V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 1: General information, revision C [NASA-CR-166347]


V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 4: CER technical data [NASA-CR-166350]

On-line experiments in acquiring and exploiting ADES data for ATC purposes [PB-82-25175]

Hardware and software integration for concurrent data acquisition and reduction of photon correlated laser Doppler velocimetry [AD-A111166]

Source assessment system [AD-A111223]

Design of a data acquisition and reduction system for fatigue testing [AD-A110612]

Advanced trending analysis/EDS data processing [AD-A113511]

Reduction and analysis of mode C attitude data collected at high altitudes over the continental United States [NASA-TH-84510]

Data acquisition system for NASA Langley research facility [NASA-TR-84510]

Reliability, availability, maintainability data Tracking Plan improved GBDRAIL 5 [AD-A117933]

DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATORS/MONITOR

U DATA PROCESSING

U DATA REDUCTION

U DATA TRANSFORMATION

DATA ANALYSIS

U DATA PROCESSING

U DATA REDUCTION

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Opto-electronic push-broom scanners for
DATA BASES

- Navigation, reconnaissance and generation of digital data bases
- Economic analysis for data base management
- Electronic Warfare Avionics Integration Support Facility support processor
- Source assessment system

DATA BASICS

- Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
- Data base generation for digital external view systems
- Analysis of system problems using aviation safety reporting system data
- Airborne data analysis/monitor system
- ADS/B executive and operating system
- Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A digital executive and operating system
- Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
- Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat transfer. Volume 1: Description of experimental hardware and test conditions
- Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat transfer. Volume 2: Experimental data
- A recursive terrain height correlation system in the ultra high frequency air traffic control air/ground communication band

DATA BOUNDARIES

- Data compression
- Data correlation
- Signal analysis

DATA CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)

- Data compression
- Data correlation
- Signal analysis

DATA PROCESSING

- Electronic Warfare Avionics Integration Support Facility support processor
- Source assessment system

DATA BASES

- Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
- Data base generation for digital external view systems
- Analysis of system problems using aviation safety reporting system data
- Airborne data analysis/monitor system
- ADS/B executive and operating system
- Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A digital executive and operating system
- Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
- Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat transfer. Volume 1: Description of experimental hardware and test conditions
- Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat transfer. Volume 2: Experimental data
- A recursive terrain height correlation system in the ultra high frequency air traffic control air/ground communication band
DEICING

Transparencies - What an aircraft designer should know
[ NASA-CS-169266 ]

DEVICES

DEPLOYS

DELIVERY

DEPOT

DEPOT WEAPONS DELIVERY

DELTA DAVT AIRCRAFT

U 7-106 AIRCRAFT

DELTA WINGS

Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix
using sliding interpolation

Increasing the lift:drag ratio of a flat delta wing

Use of high conical flow theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the wave rider and its agreement with
experimental results for supersonic flow

Aerodynamic characteristics of wave riders at
subsonic flight speeds

Clarification of the subsonic pitch-up of
delta wings with supersonic leading edges

Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree delta wing at B = 0.9

On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta wings

Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender wings

Leading edge separation at delta wings with curved
leading edges in supersonic flow

Measurements and visualisation of skin friction on
the leeside of delta wings in supersonic flow

Measurements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta wing by the
laser-Doppler procedure

Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations

Lateral aerodynamic of delta wings with leading
edge separation

Flow formation over double-delta wings

Upper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings

Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta wings

Spanwise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in supersonic flow

Fuselage effects on leading edge vortex flap

Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)

Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift ---
conducted in Langley 7 by 10-foot high-speed tunnel

Finite difference computation of delta wing

Pressure distributions on some delta wings at M = 4

SUBJECT INDEX

Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at B = 0.9 ---
conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel

DRAPE (ECONOMICS)

Selection of telecommunication equipment - A new
approach to the equivalent cost concept

Energy environment study

DENSITY (MATTER/QUANTITY)

MT ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

Flow field studies using holographic interferometry at Langley

DENSITY MEASUREMENT

Formation and characterization of polystyrene
resilient foams of various densities for
aircraft seating applications

DEPOT

Thermal decomposition of aviation fuel

Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels

Thermal decomposition of aviation fuel

Deposition of aircraft seating components

DEPICTED

U PRESSURE REDUCTION

DEPRESSED

U SPACE PERCEPTION

DESCENT

MT PARACHUTE DESCENT

Descent-rate cues for carrier landings: Effects
of display gain, display noise and aircraft type

DESCENT TRAJECTORIES

MT BECKET TRAJECTORIES

Flight investigations of integrated descent rate
control systems

DESIGN

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Orientation description of air traffic control in
the Netherlands

DESIGN ANALYSIS

Development of new lifting parachute designs with
increased triaxiality

Design analysis of high temperature transparent
windshields for high performance aircraft

Parachute technology under pressure

Air-to-ground MTI radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array

The history of the development of the Gy
aeroclonal parachute - 1971-1989

A look at the Hoffman Triangular parachute - The
first successful glidable parachute

Mathematical modelling in engineering design
problems

Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems

Design and performance of airborne radomes - A
review

Flight mechanics - Modern aircraft design and
control concepts --- 'German book
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
Helicopter design synthesis
A design criterion for highly augmented general purpose research rotor
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
Performance analysis of the test results on a computational design method for transonic design and investigations of a three dimensionally improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology
A comprehensive method for preliminary design optimization of axial gas turbine stages
On the influence of the number of stages on the efficiency of axial-flow turbines
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology
A comprehensive method for preliminary design optimization of axial gas turbine stages
On the influence of the number of stages on the efficiency of axial-flow turbines
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally twisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors
A computational design method for transonic turbomachinery cascades
Performance analysis of the test results on a two-stage transonic fan
Helicopter design synthesis
General purpose research rotor
A design criterion for highly augmented fly-by-wire aircraft
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control system design
Development of the advanced composite ground spoiler for C-1 medium transport aircraft
Analytical design and validation of digital flight control system structure
Analysis and validation of digital flight control system structure
Configuration Development System for aircraft
Configuration Development System for aircraft
Damage tolerant design using collapse techniques
Design considerations and experiences in the use of composite material for an aeroelastic aileron
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading. I. Aerodynamic and mechanical design report
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas turbine
Deviation/turning angle correlations
Single stage transonic compressor and equivalent plane cascade
Results of calculations
Design philosophy of the Hughes model 600 helicopter
A design study of the Marshall light twin-engined aircraft
Configuration Development System for aircraft
Maintenance training simulator design and acquisition: SSD-derived training equipment design
On the design and test of a low noise propeller
The determination of gust loads on nonlinear aircraft using a power spectral density approach
Design basis for a new transonic wind tunnel model
Advanced casting: Today and tomorrow - aerospace industry components casting
Problems related to the integration of fault tolerant aircraft electronic systems
Design and implementation of SBP advanced integration support facilities
Functional design to support C.TI/DBS flight experiments
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

Design of advanced digital flight control systems via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume 1
(AD-A115510) p0570 882-11331

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

O EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

DESIGN TO COST

Productivity and safety -- reducing transport aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
p0111 882-17284

Advanced composite integral structures meet the challenge of future aircraft systems
p0200 882-27133

Combat survivability in the Advanced Technology Engine Study Program
[AIAA PAPER 82-1287] p0419 882-35101

The promise of laminated metals in aircraft design
p0506 882-40903

Design and experience with a low-cost digital fly-by-wire system in the SAAB JAS39 Vagen A/C
p0507 882-40905

Optimizing aerospace structures for manufacturing cost
p0516 882-41014

Design to life cycle cost capability of the PEICE models
p0556 882-44695

Task analytic techniques: Application to the design of a flight simulator instructor/operator console
[AD-A106724] p0257 882-18227

DESIGNING U SPIN REDUCTION

DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Experimental structural testing on a composite aircraft Canard and its applications
[AIAA PAPER 82-0409] p0121 882-17930

DETECTION

N AIRCRAFT DETECTION

N CORELATION DETECTION

N RADAR DETECTION

N REMOTE SENSING

N SIGNAL DETECTION

N TARGET RECOGNITION

N ULTRASONIC FLAT DETECTION

Sensor failure detection system --- for the F100 turbofan engine
[NASA-CR-165515] p0100 882-13145

Find and evaluation of fiber optic fiber for application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A106129] p0195 882-16850

NASA research programs responding to workshop recommendations
p0311 882-21146

The effect of isosceles variability on the accuracy of high frequency position location
[AD-A107425] p0650 882-26274

A result in the theory of spiral search
[AD-A112481] p0666 882-27262

Response of cloud microphysical instruments to aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A112317] p0669 882-27284

Utilization of AC/APS-94 side-looking airborne radar systems in search and rescue
[AD-A114484] p0561 882-30437

DETERMINATION

RO-3 structures --- inspection program for aircraft maintenance
p0228 882-24011

SB 211 powerplant deterioration -- Review of current situation and lessons learned
[SAB PAPER 811053] p0231 882-24393

DETERMINATION

U MEASUREMENT

DEBRIS SYSTEMS

U CYROGENIC EQUIPMENT

DIAGRAMS

N EIGHT DIAGRAMS

N S-W DIAGRAMS

DIAMOND WINGS

U LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

U SWEEP WINGS

DICE X-RAY"S

A study of potentially low cost millimeter-wave radiometric sensors
Radio metric measurements at 80 GHz
p0151 882-18542

p0151 882-18543

DICKE TYPE RADIONET

U DICKE PHOTONET

DIELECTRIC MATERILAS

U DLECTRICS

DIELECTRICKS

U RADAR MATERIALS

Leaky wave antenna using an inverted strip
dielectric waveguide --- for aircraft application
p0163 882-19552

UDT analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the presence of non-dielectric layers

Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight simulation applications
[AD-A110928] p0413 882-26005

DIERS

U DETAILERS

DIESEL ENGINE

Lightweight diesel engine designs for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-165470] p0037 882-11068

Advanced general aviation comparative engine/airframe integration study

[AD-A116147] p0601 882-33154

DIESEL FUELS

U LIQUID FUELS

Development of catalytic systems for the conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel and higher alcohols
[DB82-000667] p0030 882-12255

Investigation of the application of a cryogenic blending process to produce antistatic diesel fuels
[AD-A110917] p0411 882-25399

Mobility fuels for the Navy
[AD-A112511] p0459 882-26485

Development of Army high-energy fuel diesel/turbine-powered surface equipment, phase 2
p0459 882-26487

DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA

U MATRICES (RAHTHEONIC)

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS

U ANALOG COMPUTERS

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

U ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

U FLARKEN-SCH EQUATION

U GAUSS EQUATION

U PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

U HARTLY EQUATION

A generalization of Hill's method for the stability analysis of parametrically excited dynamic systems
p0274 882-25923

Implementable differential equations for nonlinear filtering --- radar tracking
[NLR-8P-81037] p0600 882-33120

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

U TENSOR ANALYZES

DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

The use of differential pressure feedback in an automatic flight control system
[AD-A182-1596] p0405 882-38981

A program to evaluate a control system based on feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials

DIFFRACTION

U WAVE DIFFRACTION

Elevation plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas
[AD-A112372] p0460 882-26554

The AES/P-1B diffractive HUD
[AD-A116026] p0608 882-33382

DIFFRACTION PATHS

Geodesic paths of an ellipsoid-mounted antenna
[AD-A116453] p0596 882-32573

DIFFRACTION PATTERNS

Diffraction by a finite strip
glideslope model with application to the glide slope
p0303 882-20166

DIFFUSION

Optical subsonic diffuser wall design for arbitrary entry conditions
[AIAA PAPER 82-0132] p0115 882-17800

A-152
Determination of losses in a channel with a sudden expansion behind a diffuser
Experimenal investigation of turbulent wall-jets in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in a rectangular diffuser
Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes procedure
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
Efects of shape components for small gas turbine engines
Design and investigations of a three-dimensionally twisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors
Development and application of a performance prediction method for straight rectangular diffuser
Studied of controlled diffusion stator blading. I.
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally shaped components for small gas turbine engines
Chemistry of combustion of fuel-air mixtures
HOx formation in flat, laminar, opposed jet
Evaluation of profile loss predictions based on primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes procedure
Operational day delays forecasts for the 20 air traffic control centers for the year 1982 through 2011
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for aircraft simulators
Digital command augmentation for lateral directional aircraft dynamics
Digital data
Digital data digital gain ranging --- for flight test telemetry data
Airborne Electronic Terrain Map System
Digital spectral analysis of the noise from short duration impulsively started jets
Flight data recovery under adverse conditions
Real time digital filtering test in the SI continuous wind tunnel at Norden
Manipal order time sharing filters for INS in-flight alignment
Altitude estimation using asynchronous alpha-beta tracking filters
La Recherche Aerospatiale, bi-monthly Bulletin
The agile transversal filter - A flexible building block for ICAO --- Integrated Communications, Navigation and Identification Avionics
Real time digital filtering test in the SI continuous wind tunnel at Norden
Digital integrators
Techniques for interfacing multiplex systems
Digital navigation
Digital redesign of existing milliloop continuous control systems --- with application to YF-16 aircraft flight controller
Digital control for flexible carucraft using reduced order models
F-4 Advanced Avionics Flight Test
Future directions in CHI integrated avionics
FACs - a commercial flight management computer system
The Shiryayev sequential probability ratio test
Digital communication --- Problems in the simulation of correlation-extremal navigation systems
Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of signals from sampling-phase radio-navigation systems
The control and guidance unit for MACBAS
Integration of controls and displays in U.S. Army helicopter cockpits
Digital radar systems
The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using REACT --- Rain Echo Attenuation Compensation Hardware
Radion hostile fire location
DIRECT POWER GENERATORS

Development and evaluation of automatic landing control laws for light wing loading STOL aircraft [NASA CR-166160] p0028 N82-10043

DIRECT POWER GENERATORS

BY FUEL CELLS
Phoenix airport solar photovoltaic concentrator project p0577 A82-4940

DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO)
U RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
MT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
MT BORN ANTENNAS
MT LOOP ANTENNAS
MT PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
MT RADAR ANTENNAS
MT SLOT ANTENNAS
MT STEERABLE ANTENNAS

Study of the effects of maneuver compensation on beam pointing accuracy p0072 A82-14780

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
MT THROTTLE VECTOR CONTROL

Design and flight test of a lateral-directional command augmentation system [AIAA 81-2331] p0052 A82-13527

Results of NASA/FAA ground and flight simulation experiments concerning helicopter LPA airworthiness criteria p0366 N82-23219

Pilot opinions of sampling effects in lateral directional control p0563 N82-30849

DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)

In situ' composites for jet propulsion and stationary gas turbine applications p0082 A82-15824

Directional solidification: Project B2 --- of gas turbine rotor blade alloys [PB-80-009] p0356 N82-22279

DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
MT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

Interpretation and construction of a dynamic similarity model of the A 310 wings [W-PE-47-7/AF/92] p0255 N82-18212

DIRECTIVES
U AIRSHIPS

Importance of a tactical cargo aircraft in an emergency relief p0243 A82-25499

DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

Experimental study on discharge and loss coefficients of combustor swirlers p0390 A82-34644

Effect of crosswinds on the discharge coefficient of fins cooling holes [ASRE PAPER 82-07-197] p0926 A82-35371

An experimental study of flow rate and thrust characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector with flow twist p0581 A82-46140

DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM

Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing systems p0010 A82-10650

Performance evaluation of target report extractor in the monopulse ATCRBS --- Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System p0071 A82-14776

A multimicroprocessor system for ATCRBS monopulse data processing p0071 A82-14777

Discrete Address Beacon System /DABS/

Joint US/SSR mode S compatibility test program, volume 1 [PB82-126616] p0314 N82-21173

Joint US/SSR mode S compatibility test program, volume 2 [PB82-126624] p0314 N82-21174


Surveillance simulation testing of terminal and en route mode S sensors [AD-A112250] p0946 N82-27265

Body S system accuracy [AD-A112269] p0967 N82-27266

Cost analysis of the discrete Address Beacon System for the low-performance general aviation aircraft community [AD-A112957] p0523 N82-28274

DISCRIMINATION

U TACTILE DISCRIMINATION

DISEASES

U PARABOLIC REFLECTORS

DISES (SHAPES)

MT ACTUATOR DISSES

MT ROTATING DISSES

Hot isostatically pressed manufacture of high strength REEL 76 disk and seal shapes p0858 N82-26439

DISLOCATIONS (MATERIALS)

MT EDGE DISLOCATIONS

DISPERSION PRECIPITATION HARDENING

U PRECIPITATION HARDENING

DISPERSIONS

MT AERDOS

MT Emissions

MT FOG

MT SMOKE

The dispersion of drop sizes in gas turbine fuel nozzle sprays p019 N82-12107

DISPLACEMENT

Large displacements and stability analysis of non-linear propeller structures [NASA-TR-82850] p0572 N82-31707

DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT

Optical sensors for displacement measurement [AD-A112936] p0063 A82-14381

DISPLAY DEVICES

MT AEROMETERS

MT APPROACH INDICATORS

MT FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS

MT HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

MT HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAYS

MT HOI-FLD AEROMETERS

MT PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICES

MT POSITION INDICATORS

MT RADSCEOPES

MT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

MT SPEED INDICATORS

MT WIND VAINES

Improving the MLS through enhanced cockpit displays p0909 A82-10649

Digital aviation - What a pilot expects to see [AIAA 81-2217] p0047 A82-13455

Aircraft separation assurance avionics [AIAA 81-2239] p0047 A82-13467

Aircraft alerting systems standardization study [AIAA 81-2242] p0048 A82-13468

The application of large screen CRT's, touch panels, and voice to the flight stations of the 1990's [AIAA 81-2263] p0049 A82-13482

Electronic flight deck displays for transport aircraft [AIAA 81-2266] p0048 A82-13483

The electronic terrain map - A new aviation integrator [AIAA 81-2289] p0049 A82-13498

The interface of multifunction controls and displays to tomorrow's avionics [AIAA 81-2290] p0049 A82-13499

Pilot panel developments for future military aircraft [AIAA 81-2302] p0050 A82-13507

An integrated control panel utilizing a programmable varistor-multiplexed diodecronic liquid crystal display [AIAA 81-2303] p0050 A82-13508

Digital avionics display processor [AIAA 81-2311] p0051 A82-13513

Advanced display systems for crew stations of tactical aircraft [AIAA 81-2312] p0051 A82-13514

A-156
Computer graphics for aircraft control
[IAIA 81-2313] p0051 A8Z-13515
An advanced programmable/configurable color
graphic display system for crew station
technology research
[IAIA 81-2316] p0051 A8Z-13516
Application of a microprocessor controlled cockpit
display for enhanced pilot control of flight
test scenarios
[IAIA PAPER 81-2510] p0057 A8Z-13908
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
[IAIA PAPER 81-2490] p0058 A8Z-13919
The development and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment
[IAIA PAPER 81-2371] p0060 A8Z-13946
The integration of control and display concepts
for improved pilot situational awareness
p0061 A8Z-13972
Software considerations in the design of computer
generated flight displays
p0069 A8Z-14742
A methodology for missile launch envelope display
evaluation
p0069 A8Z-14744
Airborne color CRT displays
p0073 A8Z-14823
The maneuvering flight path display - A flight
trajectory solution display concept
p0074 A8Z-14824
Computer image generation for flight simulation
p0081 A8Z-15599
Computer-aniimated predictive displays for
microwave landing approaches
p0082 A8Z-15816
Experimental evaluation of a perspectiveunless
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0003 A8Z-15047
Data base generation for digital external view
systems
[SGL PAPER 81-101] p0015 A8Z-19270
The use of dynamic mock-ups in the design of
advanced systems -- USAF's Digital Avionic
Information System and NAFY's Advanced
Integrated Display System
p0699 A8Z-22902
Combined multisensor displays - Image
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
p0218 A8Z-22905
Loran for precise position location - The VSS/NAV
system
p0235 A8Z-24688
Advanced electronic displays and their potential
in future transport aircraft
p0242 A8Z-25216
Electronic flight instrument systems EFIS, the
instrumentation of the 1980s
p0242 A8Z-25324
Advanced display-control concepts for power plant
operation
p0275 A8Z-25612
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV
displays of the external scene observed by the
pilot --- German book
p0297 A8Z-20395
The detection of low level wind shear ---
p0463 A8Z-38063
Analysis of in-trail following dynamics of
CBI-equipped aircraft --- Cockpit Displays of
Traffic Information
[IAIA PAPER 82-1330] p0488 A8Z-39107
Conceptual design of the LNX integrated cockpit
p0530 A8Z-40527
Future helicopter cockpit design
p0500 A8Z-40529
Evaluation of an automatic subsystem parameter
monitor --- for aircraft
p0502 A8Z-40552
Design and construction of a flexible autonomic
electronic display device --- for flight control
p0503 A8Z-40569
The evolution of display formats for advanced
fighters using multi-mode color CRT displays
p0505 A8Z-40888
Visual scene simulation concerning the landing of
sporting aircraft in connection with
in investigations regarding the control and
learning behavior of the pilot --- German thesis
p0519 A8Z-41047
New image generators for the next generation of
civil aircraft
[IEEE PAPER 1711767] p0555 A8Z-44236
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
[AD-1040243] p037 A8Z-11064
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
[AD-1040244] p037 A8Z-11065
Electronic Master Monitor and Advisory Display
System (EMADS)
[AD-1050502] p0088 A8Z-12607
The impact of new guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[AGARD-CP-312] p0091 A8Z-13048
Electronic flight deck displays for military
transport aircraft
p0092 A8Z-13050
Color CRT displays for the cockpit
p0092 A8Z-13051
Integration of controls and displays in US Army
helicopter cockpits
p0092 A8Z-13053
A standard control display unit for multi-aircraft
application
p0092 A8Z-13054
Tanker avionics and aircrew complement evaluation
p0093 A8Z-13063
F/A 18 Hornet crew station
p0093 A8Z-13064
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system test and demonstration report
[AD-105317] p0099 A8Z-13411
A prototype interface unit for microprocessor
based Loran-C receiver
[MAMA-CH-164887] p0132 A8Z-14078
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
crate-enhanced instrument landing system
[MAMA-TP-1960] p0133 A8Z-14085
Bargoded minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLM
HEL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
[MAMA-CP-2206] p0138 A8Z-14629
System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
displacement, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[MAMA-CASE-PROC-11005-1] p0169 A8Z-16075
Threat perception while viewing single intruder
conflicts on a cockpit display of traffic
information
[MAMA-TP-0131] p0190 A8Z-16076
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Volume 2: Aircraft alerting system design
guidelines
[AD-1016732] p0190 A8Z-16077
The multi mode matrix flat panel display:
Technology and applications
p0251 A8Z-18169
Analytical study of cockpit information requirements
[AD-1018524] p0256 A8Z-18218
Descent-rate cauing for carrier landings: Effects
of display gain, display noise and aircraft type
[AD-1018001] p0264 A8Z-19206
Transport aircraft cockpit standardization
[Federal aviation regulations part 25]
[AD-1018924] p0264 A8Z-19207
Simulator study of a pictorial display for general
aviation instrument flight
[MAMA-TP-1963] p0304 A8Z-20180
Integration of controls and displays in U.S. Army
helicopter cockpits
[AD-1019590] p0306 A8Z-20191
Aircraft interrogation and display system: A
ground support equipment for digital flight
systems
[MAMA-TP-01770] p0314 A8Z-21175
The 1981 image 2 Conference Proceedings
[AD-1010226] p0320 A8Z-21223
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of
helicopters
[BBN-D-319-810] p0354 A8Z-22260
State-of-the-art cockpit design for the HH-65A
helicopters
p0356 A8Z-22220
Performance evaluation of a kinesthetic-tactile display p036 | 882-23221
Cockpit integration from a pilot's point of view p036 | 882-23224
Integrated cockpit for A-129 p036 | 882-23225
Environmental fogg/rain visual display system for aircraft simulators [NASA-CSP-AHC-11159-1] p037 | 882-24212
New technique in database retrieval and display --- color graphics p040 | 882-25174
The DPVLB Digital Flight Data Readout and Processing Station and its utility p042 | 882-25180
Gathering and analyzing data on the British Airways Boeing 757 aircraft p042 | 882-25186
Conceptual design study for an advanced cab and visual system, volume 1 [NASA-CH-166235] p041 | 882-25266
Conceptual design study for an advanced cab and visual system, volume 2 [NASA-CH-166236] p041 | 882-25267
Source assessment system [AD-A111223] p041 | 882-25613
A prototype interface unit for a microprocessor-based Lanot-C receiver p046 | 882-26210
Visual technology research simulator, visual and motion system dynamics [AD-A111801] p045 | 882-26325
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study, Volume 1: Candidate system validation and time-critical display evaluation [AD-A107225] p046 | 882-27236
Scenarios for evolution of air traffic control [AD-A112566] p046 | 882-27270
Cockpit display of traffic information and the measurement of pilot workload: An annotated bibliography [AD-A113637] p047 | 882-27291
Advanced technology and fighter cockpit design: Which drives which? p047 | 882-27302
Influence of contrast on spatial perception in TV display of moving images [FB-50] p047 | 882-27609
Electronic/electric technology benefits study --- avionics [NASA-CH-165690] p052 | 882-28243
Hydraulic Universal Display Processor System (HUDPS) p052 | 882-28294
Computer program for analysis of spherical screen distortion [AD-A111316] p052 | 882-28309
Terminal information display system benefits and costs [AD-A111937] p053 | 882-29291
Displays p053 | 882-29300
Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data base for flight simulator use [AD-A115545] p055 | 882-30315
Evaluation of the FAA/AMTI weather data display [AD-A114646] p056 | 882-30800
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation p056 | 882-30838
Application of a pilot control strategy identification technique to a joint FAA/HASA ground based simulation of head up displays for CTV aircraft p056 | 882-30857
Designs, analysis and evaluation of advanced display concepts for the F-16 control configured vehicle p056 | 882-30859
Separation monitoring with four types of predictors on a cockpit display of traffic information p056 | 882-30860
Functional design to support CPD/F/DABS flight experiments p056 | 882-30860
[NASA-CH-165690] p0569 | 882-31326
Wide-angle, multiviewer, infinity display system [AD-A116308] p0571 | 882-31336
The B-52/F-18 diffusive HUD [AD-A116026] p0600 | 882-32382
Non-complex item development specification for a feasibility model of an electronic aircraft monitor and advisory display system (EMADS) [AD-A117919] p0609 | 882-33386
Speech Command Auditory Display System (SCADS) [AD-A117986] p0609 | 882-33387
DISPLAv SYSTEMS | $ DISPLAY DEVICES
# DISPOSAL
# WASTE DISPOSAL
# DISINUPTION
# ENERGY DISSIPATION
# DISOLVED GASES
Investigation of spray characteristics for flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved air and superheated fuels p0453 | 882-26295
# DISTANCE
# MISS DISTANCE
# RADAR RANGE
# RADIO RANGE
Gaseous footprints and boiling range of terminal guidance munition [BMV-F111-81-5] p0146 | 882-15111
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
# ALTIMETERS
# LASER RANGE FINDERS
# NAVIGATION RANGES
Navigation system integrity and reliability for civil aviation p0124 | 882-18159
MRS flare low elevation angle guidance considerations p0175 | 882-20566
Locan-C RVV in mountainous areas p0225 | 882-24066
Ground speed measurement from DME/VHF omnirange navigation (FOR) data p0402 | 882-25185
L-band DME multipath environment in the Microwave Landing System (MLS) approach and landing region [FAA-AD-82-19] p0568 | 882-32330
DISTANCE PERCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
Distillation Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation [DBR-82-00492] p0538 | 882-29393
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force distilled and high density fuels [AD-A115949] p0595 | 882-32512
DISTORTION # FLOW DISTORTION
Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing effects on F100 response to distortion [NASA-CH-167879] p0369 | 882-23246
DISTORTED PARABOLIC SYSTEMS
Tactical airborne distributed computing and networks [AAGD-CP-301] p0195 | 882-17086
Distributed data processing: What in it? p0196 | 882-17087
The effect of increasingly more complex aircraft and avionics on the method of system design p0196 | 882-17088
A tutorial on distributed processing in aircraft/avionics applications p0196 | 882-17089
Functional versus communication structures in modern avionic systems p0196 | 882-17092
Economic considerations for real-time naval aircraft/avionics distributed computer control p0196 | 882-1909
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Enhancements and algorithms for avionic information processing system design methodology
[AD-A117928]

DISTRIBUTION (PROPOSITION)
NT ATOMENT RADIATION PATTERNS
NT CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
NT DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
NT FORCE DISTRIBUTION
NT ROLE DISTRIBUTION (MECHANICS)
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)
NT MASS DISTRIBUTION
NT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
NT RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
NT STRESS CONCENTRATION
NT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
NT VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
NT VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION MODE
NT ADHESIVE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Final regulatory evaluation: Metropolitan Washington Airports Policy
[AD-A110583]

DISTURBANCE THEORY
U PERTURBATION THEORY

DITCHING (LANDING)
Improving air carrier water survival
[AD-A117297]

DIVERGENCE
Divergence of a sweptforward wing
[AD-A110560]

DOPPLER EFFECT
Doppler test results of experimental GPS receiver
[AD-A113507]

DOPPLER NAVIGATION
Position extrapolation quality calculation for inertial and Doppler-INS navigation systems
[AD-A112615]

DOORS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
NT RADOMES
Bearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation characteristics of a large-scale turret model
[AD-A113910]

DOORS
Developments on graphite/epoxy T-2 nose landing gear door
[AD-A110861]

DOUBLET EFFECT
Distributed intelligence for air fleet control
[AD-A111507]

DRAFTING
U ADDITIVES

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
C-9 AIRCRAFT
DC 8 AIRCRAFT
DC 10 AIRCRAFT

DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
DC-8 AIRCRAFT

DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT
DC-9 AIRCRAFT

DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT

DOVAP
U DOPPLER EFFECT

DOWNSWASH
Angle of downsun behind a wing in unsteady flow
[AD-A112633]

DOWNSWASH
Effect of downsun on the induced drag of canard-wing combinations
[AD-A112697]

DOWNSWASH
Downsun behind a wing with spanwise blowing
[AD-A112611]

DOWNSWASH
Surveys of flow-field around empennage of the F-111 STOL-research-aircraft model
[AD-112677]

DOWNSUN
Helicopter rotor downwash: Results of experimental research at the DPML rotor test
[AD-A112674]
stand and their comparison with theoretical results

An accurate method for evaluating the kernel of the integral equation relating lift to downwash in unsteady potential flow

[NASA-TM-812681] p0363 B82-23194

Drag

MT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
MT FRICTION DRAG
MT INTERFERENCE DRAG
MT MINIMUM DRAG
MT PRESSURE DRAG
MT SUPERSONIC DRAG
MT VISCOUS DRAG

Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain on the performance of aircraft

[NASA-TP-81272] p0301 B82-20145

Effects of canopy geometry and cloth permeability on the drag coefficient of a cross parachute in the fully open and reefed conditions for a W/A ratio of 0.3

[AD-A115046] p0557 B82-30293

Kevlar/PFR-15 reduced drag DC-9 reverser sting fairing

[NASA-CH-165448] p0571 B82-31448

Drag Balance

U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
U LIFT DRAG BALANCE

Drag Devices

MT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
MT LEADING EDGE SLATS
MT SPLIT FLAPS
MT SPOILERS
MT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
MT WING FLAPS

Drag Effect

U DRAG

Drag Measurement

Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft

Model testing techniques for measuring inlet drag

Wind tunnel investigations of sailplane fuselages with different lacing and wing settings -- aerodynamic drag measurement

Resea vertical drag test report --- rotor systems research aircraft

[NASA-CH-64390] p0587 B82-32241

Drag Reduction

Reductions in parachute drag due to forebody wake effects

[AIAA PAPER 81-1939] p0007 B82-10417

Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS

[NASA-CH-14978] p0079 B82-19798

Three-dimensional calculation of the flow in an Inlet on an air turbine

[ONERA, TP No. 1981-124] p0164 B82-19790

Wing-canard aerodynamics at transonic speeds -- Fundamental considerations on minimum drag spanloads

[AIAA PAPER 82-0097] p0183 B82-22046

Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvering flaps

[NASA-CH-64390] p0587 B82-32241

Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, commuter and business aircraft

[NASA-CH-7251] p0226 B82-24304

Aircraft surface coatings for drag reduction/sensor protection

[SIR PAPER 611070] p0232 B82-24001

Selected results of the F-15 propulsion interactions program

[AIAA PAPER 82-1041] p0415 B82-34976

A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft

[NASA-TP-81272] p0432 B82-35565

Kevlar/PFR-15 polyimide matrix composite for a complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing

[AIAA PAPER 82-1047] p0437 B82-37670

Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch stability augmentation system for a relaxed stability L-1011

[AIAA PAPER 82-1292] p0437 B82-39004

The use of small strikes to reduce interference drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane

[AIAA PAPER 82-1292] p0437 B82-39004

NASA research on viscous drag reduction

[p0505 B82-40896

Optimization of canard configurations -- an integrated approach and practical drag estimation method

Minimum induced drag of canard configurations

Taking the drag out of hoists

The principles and methods for shaping the wing root region of a wing-body combination at transonic and lower supersonic speeds

Comparison of experimental and theoretical turbulence reduction characteristics for screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen combinations

[NASA-TP-1958] p0131 B82-14055

Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active controls concepts for subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended span development and flight tests

[NASA-CE-159097] p0145 B82-15076

Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge devices for drag reduction at high lift --- conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed tunnel

[NASA-CH-165448] p0571 B82-31448

Developments in rotary wing aircraft aerodynamics

[NASA-TP-81272] p0245 B82-19120

Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft

[NASA-TP-81272] p0252 B82-19190

On the design of some airfoils for sailplane application --- additions to existing wings for inflight testing

[VT-LR-8-326] p0265 B82-19213

Investigation of passive shock wave-boundary layer control for transonic airfoil drag reduction

[NASA-CE-164049] p0369 B82-22209

Drag reduction using pneumatic turbulators --- laminar airfoils

[NASA-TP-81272] p0350 B82-22223

Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft fuselages and nacelles

[NASA-CE-164049] p0368 B82-23238

Aerodynamics/CACES: Aircraft energy efficiency

[NASA-FACTS-90/6-81] p0407 B82-25241

Reduction in parasite drag due to forebody wake effects

[DE61-030124] p0567 B82-31309

Investigation of the interference effects of mixed flow long duct nacelles on a DC-10 wing

[NASA-CE-159202] p0586 B82-32319

NASA research on viscous drag reductions

[NASA-CH-84518] p0604 B82-33344

Dragelantes

U BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOUTH)

Drawings

MT ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
Y/TOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 4: CPF technical data

[NASA-CH-165350] p0395 B82-24197

Drawings

U TONED ROBES

DRONE AIRCRAFT

Development of a nylon-Kevlar recovery system for the CL-289 AW/USD 50/2/surveillance drone

[AIAA PAPER 81-1952] p0008 B82-10427

Aquila - Robot eye in the sky

[p0584 B82-40025

A design for a 32-channel multiplexer -- for unmanned aircraft navigation sensors

[BAA-IAN-BAD-VAY-145] p0259 B82-18503

DRONE HELICOPTERS

U DRONE AIRCRAFT
U HELICOPTERS
DRONE FLIGHTERS
MT DRONE AIRCRAFT

Drop sizes

The dispersion of drop sizes in gas turbine fuel nozzle sprays

[p0519 B82-12107

Water ingestion into jet engine axial compressors

[AIAA PAPER 82-0196] p0117 B82-17836

Helicopter icing spray system

[p0177 B82-20754

Influence of airblast atomizer design features on fog droplet size

[AIAA PAPER 82-1073] p0516 B82-34993

SUBJECT INDEX
An introduction to stochastic optimal control theory

Dynamic Loads

Aerodynamic Loads

Cyclic Loads

Cust Loads

Impact Loads

Landing Loads

Shock Loads

Vibration Loads

Wind Loading

Quasi-static and dynamic crushing of energy absorbing materials and structural components with the aim of improving helicopter crashworthiness

Measured pavement response to transient aircraft loadings

Aircraft fuel tank slosh and vibration test

Comparison of different fighter aircraft load spectra

Experimental investigation of active loads control for aircraft landing gear

Aerodynamic forces acting on the blades of stall regulated propeller type windmills

Performance estimation from non-steady manoeuvres

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine

Application of structural optimization technique to reduce the external vibrations of a gas-turbine engine

Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior as a crash environment

The maximum flying range problem for an aircraft

Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and vibration

Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters from flight data at high angles of attack

Reduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft

Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation

New holding method of three-dimensional hollow photoelastic model and centrifugal stress analysis of an cooled turbine blade model

Wind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high dynamic pressure escape

Gunfire blast pressure predictions

Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50 degree clamped delta wing at M = 0.9 --- conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel

Dynamic Proprieties

U Dynamic Characteristics

Dynamic Response

Transient Response

Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun shock loads

Dynamic response of blades and vanes to wakes in axial turbo machinery

Optimum journal bearing parameters for maximum color imbalance response is synchronously whirl

An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a sustained bladed-disk

A parametric study of dynamic response of a discrete model of turbo machinery bladed disk

Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques

Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques

Analysis methods for predicting structural response to projectile impact

Problems of engine response during transient maneuvers

Rotor model for the verification of computational methods

Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems --- conducted at the Langley aircraft landing loads and traction facility

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery characteristics of spinning aircraft

Acoustic fatigue endurance test of 018 lb structure models at elevated temperature

Vibration of structures excited acoustically

Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface actuator --- for an aircraft rudder

Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques --- conference

Development and use of dynamic qualification standards for Air Force stores

Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced vibration

Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced vibration

Application of modal synthesis techniques to the dynamic qualification of wings with stores
A complete method for computation of blade node characteristics and responses in forward flight [SEISIA 92-210-101]

A method for determining the aerelastic behavior of aircraft with active control systems [ESA-TT-719]

Roll response criteria for transport aircraft with advanced flight control systems in the landing approach and touchdown [ERA-LS-702-A]

An analytical study of turbulence responses, including horizontal tail loads, of a control-configured jet transport with relaxed static stability [NASA-CS-163310]

Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results for flutter and gust response of a transport wing with active controls [NASA-TF-2010]

Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with applications to helicopter vibration control problems [AA-11-12239]

The dynamic cleralular response of proprotor blades [NASA-CS-166380]

Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics interface analysis, volume 1 [NASA-CS-166380]

DYNAMIC STABILITY

Aerodynamic Stability
- Aircraft Stability
- Attitude Stability
- Boundary Layer Stability
- Contraction Stability
- Control Stability
- Directional Stability
- Flame Stability
- Flow Stability
- Frequency Stability
- Gyroscopic Stability
- Hovering Stability
- Lateral Stability
- Longitudinal Stability
- Low Speed Stability
- Motion Stability
- Rotary Stability

Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynamics at high angles of attack

Robust flight control - a design example

Mechanism for the elimination of instability as a sticky problem

Self-oscillations of the front center wheel strut for a given track width under the assumption of the wheel draft hypothesis

The residue-measure criterion for model reduction in the analysis of the NASA Space Shuttle's digital flight control system

Stability of a three-stage dynamic system

Dinamic stability of low effective flap hinge BM concepts

Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a sensor vault to monitor pad stability

Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing aircraft

Maneuver stability of a vehicle with a towed body

A contribution to the stabilization of flight vehicle parachute systems - mathematical models

Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics of roll aircraft

Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical wind tunnel models [81AST-78-18]

DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures

Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures


A set of finite elements developed for the dynamic computation of composite helicopter blades

Application of the NASA dynamic stability model to a helicopter blade in forward flight

Modal analysis using helicopter dynamic test data

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine

Natural frequencies of rotating bladed discs using clamped-free blades

On the formulation of coupled/un-coupled dynamic analyses of blade-disc assemblies

Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine blades

Aircraft transparanent fluid impact analysis using the MAGNA computer program

High speed VSCF generator design consideration --- computer aided design for Variable Speed Constant Frequency generator

A generalized Hull's method for the stability analysis of parametrically excited linear systems


Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled pressure vessel loaded by contact with a plane

Rigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward swept wing aircraft

Active control of aerelastic divergence

Application of a transonic potential flow code to the static aerelastic analysis of three-dimensional wings

Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash environment

Flutter analysis using nonlinear aeroelastic forces

Component coupling with time-invariant mass matrix for nonsymmetric rotating and nonrotating systems

On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a rigid surface

Trends in structural analysis at NASA

Blade load transient dynamic analysis of turbomachinery

Structural dynamics of shrouded, hollow, fan blades with composite airfoils

Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite element codes, II - Bearing element implementation, overall numerical characteristics and benchmarking

Analysis of rotating structures using image derotation with multiple pulsed lasers and moire techniques

Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure when modified by the addition of mass, stiffness or dynamic absorbers
A unified approach to helicopter NASTRAN modeling (AIAA PAPER 83-2398) p0494 A82-37793
Which mode stability of the main rotor of the TAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter p0498 A82-40513
BAJIF-II – A program system for the dynamic analysis of aeroelastic structures p0504 A82-40984
Experimental and theoretical investigation of joint-structural damping interaction for airplane construction p0516 A82-41013
An examination of the dynamics of rotary machines --- French thesis p0552 A82-43724
Analysis of tapered-land hybrid aerostatic journal bearings p0584 A82-47944
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9 (AD-A105062) p0603 A82-10421
Structural dynamics: Modified calculations --- natural and harmonically excited vibrations of modified structures; increased computation efficiency [NASA-DB-81-1] p0101 A82-13457
Study of ground handling characteristics of a maritime patrol aircraft (NASA-Ch-166253) p0191 A82-16690
Design Manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft structure (AGARD-AC-238) p0202 A82-17160
Dynamical analysis of a rotor blade with flap and lag freedom and flap-pitch coupling (ISS-271) p0214 A82-17641
Static and dynamic investigations for the model of a wind rotor (ISS-272) p0214 A82-17642
Vibration qualification of external aircraft stores and equipment (ISS-PE-173/9/904/46) p0320 A82-21218
Application of a transonic potential flow code to the static aeroelastic analysis of three-dimensional wings (NASA-TM-83296) p0363 A82-23193
Historical perspectives on thermostructural research at the NASA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory from 1948 to 1956 p0371 A82-23944
Development of experimentally compatible subsystem methods for the analysis of aircraft structures (AD-A111242) p0395 A82-26198
Hybrid state vector methods for structural dynamic and aeroelastic boundary value problems (NASA-Ch-36591) p0567 A82-31304
Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics interface analysis, volume 1 (NASA-Ch-166300) p0591 A82-32368
A simulation language approach to structural interaction problems p0614 A82-33758

DYNAMIC TESTS

An advanced facility for processing aircraft dynamic test data (AIAA PAPER 81-2398) p0494 A82-37793
Review of support interference in dynamic tests (AIAA 2-0594) p0237 A82-24768
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations (AIAA Paper 82-1220) p0487 A82-39098
Analytic extrapolation to full scale aircraft dynamics (AIAA Paper 82-1307) p0490 A82-39143
An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic tests of air inlets p0605 A82-13082
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic tests on air intakes (NASA-TM-76646) p0131 A82-14056
Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment p0346 A82-22159
The dynamic qualification of equipment and external stores for use with rotary winged aircraft p0344 A82-22167

DYNAMETERS

The use of dynamometer readings for damping of the natural vibrations of twin-rotor gyrocompasses p0298 A82-28475

DYNAMICS

U ROTATING GENERATORS

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

Airborne associative processor /ARSPO/ — for early warning radar surveillance, command, and control applications (AIAA 81-2145) p0002 A82-10104
NEAR Miradol — The Mission System Avionics p0105 A82-16556
Management of a large avionics project p0105 A82-16557
Sea-based remotely piloted vehicles. I - Issues and concepts p0332 A82-29714

EARTH ATMOSPHERE

NT IONOSPHERE
NT STRATOSPHERE
NT THIPOSPHERE

EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)

NT SATELLITE OBSERVATION

EARTH RESOURCES

NT CRUDE OIL
NT FORESTS
NT FOSSIL FUELS
NT LIGNITE
NT SOLVENT REFINED COAL

EARTH SATELLITES

NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
NT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES
NT RCA SATELLITES

EARTH THERMAL SATELLITES

U.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle supporting technology program p0494 A82-39739

EBF

U EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS

ECBOMB

NT CLUTTER
NT RADAR ECHOB
NT SIGNAL REFLECTION

ECOENOMICS

Selection of telecommunication equipment — A new approach to the equivalent cost concept p0293 A82-25510
ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS

Greenlandair VTOL transportation study (AIAA PAPER 81-2642) p0100 A82-16912
VTOLs — We can build them, but can we sell them? p0296 A82-28281
Economical analysis for data base management p0545 A82-42208
Why GE made a moteur d'aviation p0578 A82-45499
Aviation meteorology in the 1980’s - A trend forecast p0580 A82-45827
Transportation systems evaluation methodology development and applications, phase 3 (NASA-CS-160999) p0805 A82-12051
Economical considerations for real-time naval aircraft/avionics distributed computer control systems p0196 A82-17097
Historical research and development inflation indices for Army fixed and rotor winged aircraft (AD-A114368) p0525 A82-28290

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Scenarios of economic development within the European community up to the year 2000 p0603 A82-33286
ECONOMIC FACTORS

Adaptation and equipment for aircraft for the fighting of forest fires p0331 A82-29584
Air Traffic Flow Management and Air Traffic Flow Control
EJECTORS

Physiological acceptability tests of the 530-5/4 ejection seat: Second physiological acceptability demonstration (AD-A105056) p0253 862-18194
Development of an ejection seat ballast kit for the 5-3A aircraft (AD-A105056) p0303 862-20161
Development of a supported airbag ejection restraint (SABER) for blast protection (AD-A105057) p0303 862-20162
Development of a backpack survival kit for ejection seat (AD-A110357) p0464 862-27242
Comparative vertical impact testing of the F/1B-111 crew restraint system and a proposed modification (AD-A111357) p0522 862-28247
Investigation of aircrew protection during emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 psi (AD-A117556) p0605 862-33359

EJECTORS

A high strength ejector release unit for the Tornado (AD-A01602) p100 862-16025
Application of thrusting ejectors to tactical aircraft having vertical lift and short-field capability (AD-A01602) p0156 862-19211
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section flow quality in the CalSPAN 8-ft transonic wind tunnel (AD-A02-0571) p0236 862-26658
Ejector powered propulsion and high lift subsonic wing (AD-A01602) p0512 862-40970
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet thrust augmenting ejectors (AD-A01602) p0101 862-13635
Technology overview for advanced aircraft armament system program (AD-A01602) p0201 862-17155
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/STOL technology (AD-A01602) p0360 862-23150
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the application of jet mechanics to V/STOL aircraft propulsion (AD-A01602) p0361 862-23169
Theoretical optimization and experimental verification of an ejector (AD-A01602) p0361 862-23170
Unsteady ejectors (AD-A01602) p0362 862-23171
Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by pulsating or flapping jets (AD-A01602) p0362 862-23172
Turbojet and turbojet ejector optimization (AD-A01602) p0362 862-23174
An experimental investigation of the flow field of an ejector jet design employing a photon correlation laser velocimeter (AD-A01602) p0394 862-24182
An experimental study of rectangular and circular thrust augmenting ejectors (AD-A01602) p0454 862-26304
Diffuser/ejector system for a very high vacuum environment ([NASA-CASE-SPS-15791-1]) p0613 862-33712

ELASTIC DAMPING

The stability of sandwich panels under bending (AD-A06083) p0334 862-29836
ELASTIC BODIES

An algorithm for calculating the compliance matrices of aircraft structures by the substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity (AD-A06083) p0388 862-34161
Calculation of the lift distribution and aerodynamic derivatives of quasi-static elastic aircraft (AD-A06083) p0390 862-34639
Reduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft (AD-A06083) p0516 862-41009

ELASTIC BUCKLING

Calculation of the stability and post-buckling behavior of thin shell structures using the finite element method — German thesis (AD-A06083) p0577 862-45219

ELASTIC CONSTANTS

U ELASTIC PROPERTIES

SUBJECT INDEX
Airborne warning systems for natural and magnetic fields above ground
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric strength for airborne antennas in the LF/BF range
Triggered lightning — resulting from aircraft atmospheric electricity interactions
A look into the future: The potential of the all-electric secondary power system for the all-electric aircraft
Power systems engineering and technology—A program overview — Variable Speed Constant Frequency
Cost of ownership advantages with a shared oil system
The effect of critical design parameters on the selection of a VSCF system
Packaging the VSCF system for an aircraft engine environment
Aircraft electric system development and test facilities
Electric Flight Systems
A propulsion view of the all-electric airplane
Potential propulsion considerations and study areas for all-electric aircraft
A look into the future: The potential of the all-electric secondary power system for the energy efficient transport
The 400-Hertz constant-speed electrical generation systems
USAF aerospace environmental noise data handbook. Volume 162: MD-80 generator set
A look into the future: The potential of the all-electric secondary power system for the electric motors

Overview of Honeywell electromechanical actuation

High speed PUG containment study for VSCF system

Electric flight systems integration

Digital flight controls

Engine technology

Power systems

Electromechanical actuators

Digital flight controls

Electric flight systems integration

USAF base environmental noise data handbook. Volume 162: AD-480 generator set

Vehicle (BPY)

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body potential on the characteristics of ion attitude transmitters

Aircraft potential variations in flight

ELECTRIC POWER

Will power-by-wire replace power-by-hydraulics

The all electric airplane - Its development and logistic support

ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

ET NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES

Applications of finite element method in aerospace power system design

Advanced aircraft electric power system

Variable speed constant frequency /VSCF/

electrical system costs cost of ownership

High voltage surge and partial discharge test to evaluate aerospace equipment parts

Conceptual design of an integrated power and avionics information system

60 KVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator system - A program overview --- Variable Speed Constant Frequency

High speed PUG containment study for VSCF system

Computer simulation of an advanced aircraft electrical system

The all-electric airplane - A new trend

Helical rail glider launcher

Air aircraft equipment - Design and operation

--- Russian book

Power system design optimization using Lagrange multiplier techniques

Recent improvements in aircraft Na-Cd cells

Aircraft electrical power systems; Proceedings of the Aerospace Congress and exposition, Anaheim, CA, October 5-8, 1981

Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft generation systems

The effect of critical design parameters on the selection of a VSCF system

Evolution and development of high voltage p/c70 volt/ dc aircraft electric systems in the United States

Aircraft electric system development and test facilities

Preliminary design of an advanced integrated power and avionics information system

Models for the motor state of VSCF aircraft electrical power system --- Variable Speed Constant Frequency

Development of accelerated fuel-engines qualification procedures methodology, Volume 1

Development of accelerated fuel-engines qualification procedures methodology, Volume 1: Appendices

Delta electrical load analysis C-141B JACC/CF

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft electrical power distributed system

System data communication structures for active-control transport aircraft, Volume 1

ELECTRIC PROPELLION

ST LASER PROPELLION

ST SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPELLION

Electric propulsion for a man B747 system

ELECTRIC PULSES

Transient measurements under electric pulse excitation in 27 Viggen aircraft

ELECTRIC SWITCHES

Improvement program for the C-141 Navigation Selector Panel

ELECTRIC WELDING

ST ELECTRODE WELDING

ST GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

ST PLASMA ARC WELDING

ELECTRIC WIRE

The use of 'Kapton' polyamide film in aerospace applications

ELECTRICAL Baking

U ELECTRIC WIRE

U WIRING

U ELECTRICAL CONNECTIVITY

U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

ELECTRICAL M wound

ELECTRICAL POWER

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Compilation of abstracts of dissertations theses, and research papers submitted by candidates for degrees, 1 October 1979 - 30 September 1980

Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical publications announced in 1981

USAF Summer Faculty Research Program. Volume 1: 1981 research reports

USAF Summer Faculty Research Program. Volume 2: 1981 research reports

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

The use of 'Kapton' polyamide film in aerospace applications

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

Electric field detection and ranging of aircraft
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE MEASUREMENT

NT WHISTLERS
Tongential sensitivity of EN receivers p0012 A82-11020
Efforts of high voltage transmission lines on non-directional beacon performance
[AD-A112311] p0466 A82-27261
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE MEASUREMENT
Aircraft electronics for electromagnetic compatibility facilities p0234 A82-24304

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
NT CAPACITANCE
NT COLOR
NT ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
NT OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NT OPTICAL REFLECTION
NT PHOTOELASTICITY
NT RADIANTI
NT REFLECTANCE
NT SKY BRIGHTNESS
NT TRANSPARENCY
Astronomical electricity hazards - analytical model development and application. Volume I: Lightning environment modeling
[AD-A114615] p0539 A82-29800
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Coaxial ram jet combustor combustion

[NASA-CE-8750]

Low noise diesel fuel combuster concept program

[NASA-CE-165367]

Propulsion opportunities for future commercial aircraft

[NASA-TR-02915]

Advanced stratified charge rotary aircraft engine design study

[NASA-CE-165398]

QCEE over-the-wing engine acoustic data

[NASA-CE-87269]

Development of a spinning wake heat engine

[NASA-CE-165611]

Advanced turboprop testbed systems study. Volume 1: Testbed program objectives and priorities, drive system and aircraft design studies, evaluations and recommendations and wind tunnel test plans

[NASA-CE-167928-VOL-1]

Automated procedure for developing hybrid computer simulations of turbofan engines. Part 1: General description

[NASA-TP-1851]

Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite element codes. Part 2: Bearing element implementation, overall numerical characteristics and benchmarking

[NASA-CE-167944]

Structural tailoring of engine blades (STEBL)

[NASA-CE-167949]

ENGINE FAULTS

The feasibility of turnaround from a low altitude engine failure during the takeoff climb-out phase

[NASA-TP-1851]

Process monitor helps make jet engines reliable

[NASA-182-23255]

Monitoring engine wear by oil analysis

[NASA-182-24012]

Effect of the rear stage casing treatment on the overall performance of a multistage axial-flow compressor

[NASA-PAPER 82-07-110]

Electronic stabilization of an aircraft

[NASA-PAPER 82-35344]

Damage from engine debris projectiles

[NASA-PAPER 82-35322]

A digital simulation program describing the motion of an aircraft undergoing engine failure during its takeoff ground roll

[NASA-TP-02920]

Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall

[NASA-TR-02920]

Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing effects on F100 response to distortion

[NASA-PAPER 82-22266]

Rotor fragmen protection program: Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1978

[NASA-CE-165388]

Results of jet engine performance monitoring trial in Hercules aircraft, February - July 1977

[ABL-RECF-ENG-TECH-8520-409]

ENGINE INLETS

A large-scale investigation of engine influence on inlet performance at angle-of-attack

[PRH-90082]

An iterative finite element-integral technique for predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets in steady flight

[AIAA-PAPER 82-0124]

Three-dimensional calculation of the flow in a helicopter air intake

[DOHA, TP 80, 1981-124]

An experimental investigation of 5-duct diffusers for high-speed propfans

[DOHA-PAPER 82-1123]

F-14 inlet development experience

[ASME-PAPER 82-GT-5]

Small engine inlet air particle separator technology

[ASME-PAPER 82-GT-40]

Prediction of cruise missile inlet peak instantaneous distortion patterns from steady state and turbulence data using a statistical technique

[AIAA PAPER 82-1065]

A summary of VSTOL inlet analysis methods

[AIAA-PAPER 82-02725]

Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on TF34 fan performance

[NASA-CE-165456]

Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation

[AGARD-CP-361]

Performance of highly integrated inlets for supersonic aircraft

[NASA-182-23255]

Some NASA research on shielded and unshielded funnelling mounted air intakes at subsonic and supersonic speeds

[NASA-182-23255]

Prediction and measurement of time-variant, three-dimensional flows in military aircraft intakes

[NASA-182-23255]

Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot probe pressure measurements of supersonic aircraft

[NASA-182-23255]

Performance of highly integrated inlets for supersonic aircraft
**ENGINE NOISE**

Monitoring engine wear by oil analysis

Propulsion multiplexer /FMUX system - The missing link

[AE AER PAPER 81-1078] p0233 A82-24611

FMUX - The interface for engine data to AIDS --- propulsion multiplexer in Aircraft Integrated Data System

[IAIA PAPER 82-1127] p0417 A82-35022

Acquisition of F-100/J. high pressure compressor entrance profiles

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-215] p0427 A82-35402

Design concepts of an advanced propulsion monitoring system

[IAIA PAPER 82-1130] p0638 A82-37690

Caval helicopter propulsion system reliability and engine monitoring technology assessments

[IAIA PAPER 82-204] p0649 A82-40518

Research on the behavior of a turboshaft engine during normal and external disturbances with respect to early recognition of damage --- German thesis

[IAIA PAPER 82-1140] p0503 A82-40561

High temperature electronic requirements in aeropropulsion systems

[AE AER 80-12] p0146 A82-15313

An alternative approach to engineering structures using monitoring systems

[IAIA PAPER 82-2049] p0209 A82-17223

Gas path analysis of commercial aircraft engines

[IAIA PAPER 82-121] p0402 A82-25184

**ENGINE NOISE**

Rotor wake characteristics relevant to rotor-stator interaction noise generation

[IAIA PAPER 81-2031] p0068 A82-10456

Workshop report for the IAIA 6th Aeroacoustics Conference

[IAIA PAPER 82-1121] p0103 A82-16091

An iterative finite element-integral technique for predicting sound radiation from turbomachinery in steady flight

[IAIA PAPER 82-0124] p0115 A82-17796

Shock associated noise of supersonic jets from convergent-divergent nozzles

[IAIA PAPER 82-2049] p0270 A82-32022

Interior noise considerations for advanced high-speed turboprop aircraft

[IAIA PAPER 82-1121] p0416 A82-35018

Multiple pure tone elimination strut assembly --- air breathing engines

[IAIA-CASE-PRC-10026-1] p0193 A82-16800

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding

[IAIA-CASE-165102] p0193 A82-16801

[IAIA-CASE-165103] p0194 A82-16802

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding

[IAIA-CASE-165104] p0194 A82-16803

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding development of a 3-dimensional model

[IAIA-CASE-165105] p0194 A82-16804

Analytical study of twin-jet shielding two-dimensional model

[IAIA-CASE-165106] p0194 A82-16805

Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise prediction methods

[IAIA PAPER 82-1121] p0283 A82-18148

Aerodynamic noise generated by jet wing/flap interactions of the external USB configuration of STOL aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model experiment using FJ710 turbofan engine

[IAIA-TR-6807-FT-2] p0270 A82-19945

YF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a turbine nozzle, volume 1

[IAIA-CASE-165562-1-VOL-1] p0309 A82-21031

YF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a turbine nozzle, volume 2

[IAIA-CASE-165562-2-VOL-2] p0309 A82-21032

YF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a turbine nozzle, volume 3

[IAIA-CASE-165562-3-VOL-3] p0309 A82-21033

Fluctuating pressures on fan blades of a turbofan engine: Static and wind-tunnel investigations

[IAIA-TP-1976] p0309 A82-21037

QFSE under-the-wing engine acoustic data

[IAIA-TM-82691] p0682 A82-27311

Static noise tests on modified augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft

[IAIA-TM-81231] p002 A82-28295

QFSE over-the-wing engine acoustic data

[IAIA-TM-82701] p0036 A82-29234

Estimated airplane noise levels in A-weighted decibels

[AC-36-3B] p0540 A82-30029

Forward velocity effects on fan noise and the suppression characteristics of advanced technologies as measured in the NASA Area 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel

[IAIA-CASE-152528] p0540 A82-30030

Far-field acoustic data for the Texas AEE, Inc. high house

[AB-1416564] p0540 A82-30032

Airport/Community Noise

[IAIA-CASE-2241] p0564 A82-31070

Airport noise

[IAIA-PAPER 82-1130] p0564 A82-31071

Baffle analysis of installation effects on turboprop noise

[IAIA-TM-82914] p0574 A82-32002

Noise measurement in wind tunnels, workshop summary

[IAIA-PAPER 82-162] p0576 A82-32410

ENGINE PARTS

Power powder engine components; controls employed to assure high quality hardware

[IAIA PAPER 82-149] p0921 A82-12456

Strength of the turbine components of a gas-turbine engine under complex loading and associated problems

[IAIA PAPER 82-1050] p0293 A82-27526

Precision casting for gas turbine engines

[IAIA PAPER 82-2049] p0297 A82-28313

The gas turbine engine

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0325 A82-28537

Gas turbine engines used in aviation: Design and construction of components /5th revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0341 A82-30697

Ches-Braze adaptable seal practical

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0341 A82-31048

Effect of operating life on the mechanical properties of the materials and load-bearing capacity of the rotor elements of gas-turbine engines

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0342 A82-31643

The superalloys - Materials for gas turbine hot section components

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0364 A82-33503

Large scale aerogas turbine compressor test facility

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0391 A82-34953

Ceramic component development for limited-life propulsion engines

[IAIA PAPER 82-1045] p0415 A82-34979

Development and application of Dabber gas tungsten arc welding for repair of aircraft engine, seal teeth

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-55] p0422 A82-35310

Net shape components for small gas turbine engines

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-96] p0422 A82-35318

The effect of NaCl on high temperature oxidation

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-106] p0424 A82-35362

Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static components in a radial flow turbine

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-104] p0427 A82-35392

Next generation turboshaft engines

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-236] p0428 A82-35418

Ceramic components for automotive and heavy duty turbine engines - CATE and MGT 100

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-253] p0429 A82-35432

Interim review of the Energy Efficient Engine /E3/ Program

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-271] p0429 A82-35467

NASA-SCI programs - Benefits to Pratt and Whitney engines

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-272] p0429 A82-35468

Progress in the development of energy efficient engine components

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-275] p0429 A82-35450

Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite element codes. II - Bearing element implementation, overall numerical characteristics and benchmarking

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-292] p0430 A82-35462

Ceramic turbine housings

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-293] p0430 A82-35463

Development of counter-rotating intershaft support bearing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines

A-178
A-179

[5555 PAPEB 82-1054] p0437 AS2-37679
A cost modeling approach to engine optimization
[5555 PAPEB 82-1055] p0439 AS2-37698
Propulsion opportunities for future commuter aircraft
[5555 PAPEB 82-1049] p0497 AS2-40018
Third generation turbo fans

Maintanance posture for quick start

60 kVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator

USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 162: #8-60 generator set

ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES

Increased capabilities of the Langley Mach 7 SonSane Jet Test Facility
[5555 PAPEB 82-1240] p0418 AS2-35080

ENGINE TESTS

Nit Cold Flow Tests

History of flight testing the L-1011 Tristar jet transport. II - Testing highlights since Initial certification of the L-1011-1
p019 AS2-12069

Recent propulsion system flight tests at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
[5555 PAPEB 81-2438] p0555 A82-13874
Performance assessment of an advanced reheaterd turbofan
[5555 PAPEB 81-2497] p0555 A82-13879

J58/JSF-71 propulsion integration or the great adventure into the technical unknown
p0112 A82-17418

Development and operating characteristics of an Advanced two-stage compressor
[5555 PAPEB 82-0191] p0116 A82-17833
Performance calibration results for a Compact Multimission Aircraft Propulsion Simulator

[5555 PAPEB 82-0254] p0118 A82-17666
F101DFE in Tocat - Preliminary test results
p0116 A82-18346

2037 - Pratt & Whitney tests new turbofan
p0125 A82-18347
Reduction of the acoustic environment in an F100-PW-100 engine test cell
p0128 A82-18727

Air cooled engine test facilities
p0223 A82-24004

Pacer Jet II jet engine test system
p0295 A82-27903

New processes and methods of technical diagnostics and prognostics in the case of the engine

[5555 PAPEB 82-0944] p0335 A82-29225

Large scale aeropneumatic compressor test facility
p0391 A82-29453

Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust calculation method for a J85-21 afterburning turbojet engine in an altitude facility
[5555 PAPEB 82-1044] p0415 A82-29478

Ceramic comporession development for limited-life propulsion engines
[5555 PAPEB 82-1050] p0415 A82-29479

T700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons learned and results
[5555 PAPEB 82-1183] p0418 A82-35048

Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine test stands
[5555 PAPEB 82-1027] p0418 A82-35078

Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance curves considering non-similar flow conditions
[5555 PAPEB 82-0254] p0421 A82-35300

Application of high bypass turbofan computer simulation to flight and test data processing
p0426 A82-35366
Status report of the USAF's Engine Model Derivative Program
[5555 PAPEB 82-CF-143] p0427 A82-35391

Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static components in a radial flow turbine
[5555 PAPEB 82-CF-148] p0427 A82-35392

Engine experience of turbine rotor blade materials and coatings
[5555 PAPEB 82-GT-275] p0429 A82-35450

Progress in the development of energy efficient engine components
[5555 PAPEB 82-GT-275] p0429 A82-35450

Current techniques for jet engine test cell modeling
[5555 PAPEB 82-1272] p0439 A82-37712

800 Shaft Horsepower Advanced Technology Demonstrator Engine /ATDE/ status update
p0299 A82-40520

Research on the behavior of a turbojet engine during internal and external disturbances with respect to early recognition of damage
p0503 A82-40561

Aerodynamic approach and landing thrust reverser impacts on usage and LCC - life cycle cost
p0505 A82-40892
The nonsynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in aerjet engines

Intake swirl - a major disturbance parameter in engine/intake compatibility

Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine turbine blades for intergrular corrosion

Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT), Appendix B

Adaptation of a turbine test facility to high-temperature research

Aircraft engine technologies program small jet aircraft engines, phase 3

Development of the automated APPL engine simulator test for lubricant evaluation

Development test programs adapted to helicopter engines

Measurement techniques used to assess the installed power of a helicopter engine

Preliminary results on performance testing of a turbocharged rotary combustion engine

CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High pressure compressor clearance investigation

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines -- Rolls Royce engines

Coaxial dump Ramjet combustor combustion instabilities. Part I: Parametric test data

Performance deterioration due to acceptance testing and flight loads: J390 jet engine diagnostic program

Ramjet combustor combustion instabilities. Part II: Experimental results and discussion

Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine uncooled rig technology report

Maintenance training simulator design and acquisition: JSF-derived training equipment design

Organizing and training for innovative flight test management

Aircraft engines

Air extracting engines

Boeing 757-200 engine

Control rockets

V-2700 engines

Controlled combustion engines

J-58 engines

J-79 engines

J-85 engines

Jet engines

Piston engines

Pulsejet engines

Ramjet engines

Rocket engines

Supercharged combustion Ramjet engines

T-28 engines

TF-34 engines

Turbine engines

Turbofan engines

Turbojet engines

Turboprop engines

Turboshaft engines

Turboelectric engines

Variable cycle engines

Nuke engines

Expansion engines

Environmental effects

Atmospheric damage: An environmental analysis technique

Transportation system evaluation methodology development and applications, phase 3

Pollution of the soil by aviation gasoline

The optical recognition of sea targets as a function of surrounding and observation parameters in air to water observations

Radar frequency radiation

Transportation noise, its impact, planning and regulation

The noise impact of proposed runway alternatives at Craig Airport

Environmental pollution

Oil pollution

Environmental simulation

Acoustic simulation

Space environment simulation

THERMAL SIMULATION

Helicopter icing

Radar environment simulation for software test

Helicopter icing spray systems

Mechanical rain erosion test apparatus

Electroemagnetic interaction of lightning with aircraft

Lighting simulation and testing

Assessment of aircraft susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and development of lightning-protection design criteria

NASA/FAA Helicopter ATC simulation investigation of EH/LS instrument approaches

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) nozzle improvement evaluation

Meteorological inputs to advanced simulators

Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical models

Environmental simulators

Space simulators

JTIDS distributed TDMA/DTDMA/terrestrial development results with emphasis on relative navigation performance

The design of an RPV ground station simulator

Environmental chambers

Test chambers

Environmental chemistry

Atmospheric chemistry

Environmental control

A new ARP for medium place aircraft environmental control systems

Closed loop environmental control systems for fighter aircraft

Towards minimum power for environmental control in transport aircraft

Environmental chambers

A-180
Air-to-air integrated environmental conditioning system for trainer subsonic aircraft  
(ADMR-PAPER-81-BDIA-13)  
p0012 A82-10920  
Electric Flight Systems  
[NASA-CP-2209]  
p0260 A82-19134  
Electric ECS  
Environmental Control Systems  
Electric flight systems integration  
p0261 A82-19144  
p0261 A82-19114  
p0261 A82-19150  
Environmental Monitoring  
Aeronautics and Space report of the President:  
1981 activities  
[NASA-TM-845715]  
p0603 A82-33332  
Environmental Quality  
Environmental Tests  
ST COLD WEATHER TESTS  
ST CORROSION TESTS  
ST HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS  
ST LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS  
EEVQ impossible  
Quantification of the thermal environment for  
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance  
p0019 A82-12100  
The Global Positioning System Evaluator  
--- facility for testing in simulated wide range  
environments  
p0181 A82-21588  
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into  
aircraft systems  
p0228 A82-24354  
The variation of induced currents in aircraft wiring  
p0228 A82-24355  
HBC clearance of modern military aircraft  
p0229 A82-24359  
Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in  
composites to load/environmental spectrum  
variations  
Analyzing stable transitions and disturbance of a  
sensor vault to monitor pad stability  
AIAA-82-1585  
p0868 A82-39011  
Moisture gradient considerations in environmental  
fatigue of CFRP  
p0578 A82-95479  
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9  
[AD-105062]  
p0031 A82-10421  
Environmental exposure effects on composite  
materials for commercial aircraft  
[AIAA-CR-3502]  
p0193 A82-16178  
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs  
for large aircraft  
p0212 A82-17357  
AEQ-164 POD/AV-BV environmental evaluation flight  
test  
[AD-110198]  
p0314 A82-21178  
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force  
distillate and high density fuels  
[AD-111549]  
p0595 A82-32512  
Environments  
HT AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT ICE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT IONOSPHERE  
HT LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT MARINE ENVIRONMENTS  
HT SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES  
HT THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS  
The work environment  
p0534 A82-29299  
EPNL  
V EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS  
EPOXY COMPOUNDS  
ST NON-EPOXY COMPOUNDS  
EPOXY BAKELITE COMPOSITES  
Kevlar composites; Proceedings of the Symposium,  
El Segundo, CA, December 2, 1980  
p023 A82-12666  
The TAN-644 composite flexible tail rotor  
p078 A82-26386  
Design of a composite main rotor blade spar for  
fabrication by tubular braiding  
p0279 A82-26389  
Light weight adhesive joining of composite  
structures  
p0291 A82-27040  
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties  
of glass/epoxy composites  
p0329 A82-20936  
A significant role for composites in  
energy-efficient aircraft  
p0435 A82-37065  
A one-shot autoclave manufacturing process for  
carbon epoxy components  
p0509 A82-40935  
Development of manufacturing technology for  
fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor  
spar by tubular braiding  
[AD-105377]  
p0265 A82-19209  
Materials and structures/CACE  
[NASA-PACT-115/5-81]  
p0407 A82-25282  
EPOXY RESINS  
Effects of elastomeric additives on the mechanical  
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems  
p0113 A82-17538  
A new resin for field repair  
p0291 A82-27412  
EQUATIONS OF MOTION  
ST HILBER EQUATIONS OF MOTION  
ST NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION  
Optimal flight paths for winged, supersonic flight  
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust  
can be vectored  
p0005 A82-10310  
On the question of trailing aircraft motion  
p0015 A82-11470  
Numerical computation of optimal atmospheric  
trajectories involving shaped vehicles  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0360]  
p0119 A82-17902  
An analytical technique for the analysis of  
airplane spin entry and recovery  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0243]  
p0164 A82-19786  
The dynamic behaviour of propeller anemometers  
p0276 A82-26184  
Computational aerodynamics - Its coming of age and  
its future  
p0332 A82-29773  
Transformation relations for singularity avoidance  
in three-dimensional trajectory optimization  
p0178 A82-32137  
Computer-aided derivation of equations of motion  
for rotary-wing aerelastic problems  
p0504 A82-40883  
The nonasynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in  
aeroplane engines  
p0510 A82-40944  
Reduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic  
structure aircraft  
p0516 A82-41009  
ACTA Mechanica Sinica (selected articles)  
[AD-107322]  
p0131 A82-10406  
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics or extensional and  
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in  
forward flight  
[AIAA-CR-165078]  
p0139 A82-15013  
Planar equations of motion for an aircraft  
with free or steerable landing gears  
p0168 A82-23244  
An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system  
[AIAA-CR-165076]  
p0407 A82-25236  
User's manual for the AEREX flight path-trajectory  
simulation code  
[0282-007004]  
p0538 A82-29343  
EQUATIONS OF STATE  
On computing Floguet transition matrices of  
rotocraft  
p0013 A82-11225  
Equipment  
The impact of new guidance and control systems  
on military aircraft cockpit design  
[AGARD-CP-312]  
p0091 A82-13048  
Equipment Specifications  
A natural parameter-controller specification  
procedure for an integrated radio/dead recconer  
navigation system  
p0128 A82-18155  
Practical aspects of instrumentation system  
installation, volume 13  
[4452-TM-800617]  
p0099 A82-13140  
Advanced recorder design and development  
[2881-241057]  
p0193 A82-16385
EROSION

V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 4:
CFE technical data
A new all-purpose digital flight data recorder
p0401 682-25177

EROSION

U CONSTRUCTION

EROGONICS

U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

EROSION

MT HAIR EROSION

MT WATER EROSION

ERROR ANALYSIS

Evaluating sources of error in RAR/GEAR
navigation using a Kalman postprocessor
Electronically scanned Radar/Gimballed Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne Navigation System
p0006 682-14739

Coordinate transformation in PLRS --- algorithm
and error analysis of Position Location and
Reporting System
p0124 682-18518

Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
p0219 682-23312

The reliability of height and identity data ---
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
p0301 682-30312

Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing
[AAS PAPER 82-07-126] p0425 682-35558

Compressor stall inducing installation effects of
an engine control parameter for the CF-5 aircraft
p0905 682-13685

Methodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital avionic microprocessor
p0196 682-17105

A descriptive study of the application of analysis
of variance and regression techniques in an
error analysis program for test data obtained in a
16 foot transonic tunnel
p0309 682-20997

Technical approaches for measurement of human errors
[NASA-CR-166316] p0352 682-22249

Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AD-111328] p0467 682-27272

Reduction and analysis of node altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United States
[AD-1114655] p0532 682-29276

Establishment of a rotor model basis
[NASA-TF-2026] p0535 682-29311

ERROR BAND

U ACCURACY

ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES

Observability of the parameters of an inertial
navigation system for a 360-deg coordinated turn
p0803 682-67093

Flight data recovery under adverse conditions
p0802 682-25183

ERROR DETECTION CODES

Methodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital avionic microprocessor
p0196 682-17105

The P-POD Project --- error detection codes
p0445 682-26292

Control optimisation, stabilization and computer
algorithm for aircraft applications
[NASA-CR-169015] p0461 682-27009

Design of analytical failure detection using
secondary observers
[NASA-TF-64264] p0590 682-32362

ERRORS

U BORESIGHT ERROR

U INSTRUMENT ERRORS

U PHASE ERROR

U PILOT ERRORS

U POSITION ERRORS

U RANGE ERRORS

U VELOCITY ERRORS

ESCAPE CAPSULES

Current ADM restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
Marines Performance Ejection System (MPES)
[AD-1112645] p0464 682-27238

ESCAPE SYSTEMS

Escape system decelerator technology
[AIAA PAPER 81-1913] p0061 682-13966

SUBJECT INDEX

Emergency in-flight egresses for general aviation
aircraft
p0777 682-14953

Wind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high
dynamic pressure escape
p0779 682-14979

A ballistic design model for initiators for
aircraft personnel escape systems
p0800 682-14984

Analytical and experimental characterization of the
J-4/A cartridge actuated initiator for use in an
aircrew escape system performance evaluation
p0800 682-14985

Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crew escape from the T-38 aircraft
[AIAA 82-0705] p0335 682-30096

Leaf fan 2100 egress system
p0499 682-37970

Problems with the use of percentages in the
analysis of AAES data --- Aircrew Automated
Escape Systems
p0556 682-44293

Investigation of aircrew protection during
emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 Q
[AD-111552] p0605 682-33359

ESTERS

MT POLYCARBONATES

MT SUBERANES

ESTIMATES

MT COST ESTIMATE

Real time estimation and prediction of shape
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-CR-165264] p0572 682-31637

A description of methodologies used in estimation
of a k-weighted sound levels for FAA Advisory
Circular AC-36-3B
[AD-111554] p0574 682-32045

ESTIMATING

MT PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

MT SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Comparison of various elevation angle estimation
techniques
p0175 682-20589

New estimation method for flutter or divergence
boundary from random responses at subcritical
speeds
[WTM-3-677] p0030 682-11034

Statistical analysis and time series modeling of
air traffic operations data from flight service
stations and terminal radar approach control
facilities: Two case studies
[AD-110973] p0304 682-20172

Application of adaptive estimation to target
tracking
[AD-1112036] p0450 682-26272

ETHERS

Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
--- for aircraft fuel tanks
[NASA-CR-166377] p0560 682-30400

ETHANOL ALCOHOL

Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation
[822-004092] p0538 682-29333

EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

MT ANGLE OF ATTACK
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MT CARTESIAN COORDINATES

MT ELEVATION ANGLE

MT GEODESIC LINES

MT RECTANGLES

MT SWEEPBACK

MT TANGENTS

MT TORSUSES

EUCLIDEAN EQUATIONS OF MOTION

An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Euler equations
[OMEGA, TP NO. 1982-59] p0552 682-43753

Damped Euler-equation method to compute transonic
flow around wing-body combinations
[OMEGA, TP NO. 1982-59] p0553 682-44092

Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
[NASA-TR-04506] p0615 682-34191

EUROPE

The status of airport noise prediction, with
special reference to the United Kingdom and Europe
p0296 682-28149
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Survey and update of F-14A mission profiles for TF310 engine usage</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Fighters - Improving the breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status and tracking system for flight test data products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of rotary balance data for the F-15 airplane including the effect of conformal fuel tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated flight and fire control demonstration on an F-15A aircraft: System development and ground test results</td>
</tr>
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<td>F-15/79 test program</td>
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<td>F-16/79 test program</td>
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<td>Fighter - Improving the breed</td>
</tr>
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<td>Advanced fighter technology integration AFIT/FS program overview</td>
</tr>
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<td>The design and implementation of a caucaded scenario function for the F-16 dynamic system simulator</td>
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<td>Design of direct digital flight-mode control systems for high-performance aircraft</td>
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<td>YR-16 design concept and philosophy</td>
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<td>A new angular deviation measurement device for aircraft transparencies</td>
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<td>F-16 active flutter suppression program</td>
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<td>Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept development</td>
</tr>
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<td>Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer structural design</td>
</tr>
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<td>F-16 Centralized Data System /CDS/</td>
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<td>New nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft</td>
</tr>
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<td>New nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft</td>
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<td>Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment</td>
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<td>Integration of avionics and advanced control technology</td>
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A roadmap toward a fatigue qualification process for modern technology helicopters

Design and experimental verification of the USB-flap structure for HAL STOL aircraft

Upper Surface Blowing

A crack growth model under spectrum loading

Fatigue crack growth theory based on strain energy density factor

An analogy method for crack initiation life prediction

Moisture gradient considerations in environmental fatigue of CFPR

Effect of fighter attack spectrum on composite fatigue life

[AD-A105038] p0089 A82-12143

Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USB flag structure models at elevated temperature

[NALL-78-682] p0269 A82-19570

Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the fail-safe concept

[NASA-TP-76671] p0304 A82-20175

Engine component retirement for cause

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs

p0286 A82-22178

Engineering property comparisons of 7050-173651, 7010-27651 and 7010-773651 aluminum alloy plate

--- for aircraft construction

[NLL-MP-80047-01] p0357 A82-22360

Comparison of different fighter aircraft load spectra

[PPA-HW-1902-02] p0470 A82-27288

Development of a Structural Integrity Recording System (SIRS) for US Army AH-15 helicopters

[AD-A116027] p0591 A82-32364

Fatigue tests

Superalloy superalloy powders by the rotating electrode process

Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate reams for use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes

p0113 A82-17531

Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration on rolling-element bearing life

[AIAA PAPER 81-1093-35] p0127 A82-18436

Fatigue behavior of selected non-woven fiber composites for helicopter rotor blades

p0170 A82-20524

Process monitor helps make jet engines reliable

p0183 A82-21897

The challenge of standardizing fatigue methodology

[NASA CR-228] A82-24703

NDE of composite rotor blades during fatigue testing

p0238 A82-24713

Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life determination

p0239 A82-24714

Fatigue test of the typical main rotor control component

p0240 A82-24715

Advanced attack helicopter fatigue testing - Overview

p0240 A82-24720

Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite airframe

[AIAA PAPER 81-0063] p0283 A82-26567

Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in composites to load/environmental spectra variations --- in fighter aircraft structures

p0289 A82-27158

Production welding on the A-10 aircraft

p0299 A82-28995

Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded joints

p0328 A82-29032

A comparison of properties of single overlap tension joints prepared by ultrasonic welding and other means

[AIAA PAPER 82-1061] p0335 A82-30091

T700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons learned and results

[AIAA PAPER 82-1183] p0418 A82-35048
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Practical application of a computerized flight by flight fatigue test system

p0440 A82-37768

Fasteners for composite structures

p046 A82-39929

A roadmap toward a fatigue qualification process for modern technology helicopters

p0501 A82-40542

Application of a new hybrid material [AIAA in aircraft structures

p0513 A82-40975

Structural strength of materials and parts of gas turbine engines --- Russian book

p0548 A82-42063

Modeling of thermal effects when integrating the thermal fatigue life of the blades of a gas-turbine engine

p0583 A82-44682

Matrix analysis of wings

p0032 A82-10996

Design of a data acquisition and reduction system for fatigue testing

[AD-A110612] p0461 A82-26720

FAULT ACIDS

A protective additive for jet fuels

p0618 A82-12022

Antioxidant properties of additives based on higher fatty acids --- for jet fuels

p0548 A82-42893

FAULT MECHANICS

FAULT TOUGHNESS

Synchronous fault-tolerant flight control systems

[AIAA 81-2109] p0001 A82-10083

Fault detection for two physically separated, communicating inertial measurement units

p0045 A82-13142

Fault isolation methodology for the L-1011 digital avionic flight control system

[AIAA 81-2223] p0047 A82-13450

Computer-in-control selection logic for a triple digital flight control system

[AIAA 81-2236] p0047 A82-13455

The SIFT computer and its development -- Software Implemented Fault Tolerance for aircraft control

[AIAA 81-2278] p0049 A82-13490

A failure detection and isolation system for tactical aircraft with separated IU's

p0066 A82-14684

Formal specification and mechanical verification of SIFT -- A fault-tolerant flight control system

p0436 A82-37484

Reliability design study for a fault-to-tolerant electronic engine control

p0438 A82-37689

Generic faults and design solutions for flight-critical systems

[AIAA PAPER 82-1125] p0436 A82-13490

The Shiryayev sequential probability ratio test

[AIAA PAPER 82-1223] p0485 A82-38900

An analytical design and validation of digital flight control system structure

[AIAA PAPER 82-1626] p0486 A82-38998

Hierarchical specification of the SIFT fault tolerant flight control system

p0497 A82-40434

SIPT: An ultra-reliable avionic computing system

p0197 A82-17106

Analysis of computing system configurations for highly integrated guidance and control systems

p0197 A82-17115

Production of reliable Flight Control Software: Validation Methods Research for Fault Tolerant Avionics and Control Systems Sub-Working Group Meeting

[NASA-CP-2222] p0490 A82-24845

An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system

[NASA-CR-15876] p0497 A82-25236

Control optimization, stabilization and computer algorithms for aircraft applications


Problems related to the integration of fault tolerant aircraft electronic systems

[NASA-CR-165926] p0530 A82-29022

Advanced reliability modeling of fault-tolerant computer-based systems

[NASA-TM-84501] p0564 A82-30962
Cost and benefits design optimization model for fault tolerant flight control systems  
[AIAA-CR-159281]  p0593 882-32379
Fault trees  
Fault isolation bits for increased productivity  
AIAA-CR-159281  p0545 882-42210
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Implementing the DAS executive --- Digital Avionics Information System software feasibility for aircraft systems  
AEIS - Realistic not futuristic --- Advanced Electronic Warfare Test Set  
Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation  
Transportation systems evaluation methodology development and applications, phase 3  
FEATURE EXTRACTION
U PATTERN RECOGNITION
FEDERAL BUDGETS
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1981, part 1  
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
U WEST GERMANY
FED SYSTEMS
Helicopter air inlets  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-10]  p0542 882-43776
FEEDBACK CONTROL
Cost and evaluation of a state-feedback vibration controller  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-10]  p0542 882-37783
Rotors state estimation for rotocraft  
A simple system for helicopter individual-blade-control and its application to stall-induced vibration alleviation  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-12]  p0542 882-37785
Considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and adaptive multivariable control systems  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-13]  p0542 882-37786
Modal control of relaxed static stability aircraft  
The use of differential pressure feedback in an automatic flight control system  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-16]  p0485 882-39061
Flight control systems using robust output observers  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-17]  p0486 882-39016
Application of multivariable model following method to flight controller  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-18]  p0488 882-39120
Design and analysis of a multivariable control system for a CCV-type fighter aircraft  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-19]  p0488 882-39121
Design of a longitudinal ride-control system by Zakai's method of inequalities  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-20]  p0510 882-41114
Optimization in multivariable design  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-21]  p0546 882-42565
Comparative study of flare control laws  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-22]  p0527 882-10032
Multivariable analysis and design techniques  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-23]  p0529 882-10048
The need for multivariable design and analysis techniques  
Characteristics and principal gains and phases and their use as multivariable control design tools --- generalizing Nyquist and root-locus diagram techniques  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-25]  p0529 882-10050
Multivariable design techniques based on singular value generalizations of classical control  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-26]  p0529 882-10051
Limitations on achievable performance of multivariable feedback systems  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-27]  p0529 882-10052
LQG-based multivariable design: Frequency domain interpretation  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-28]  p0529 882-10053
LQG multivariable design tools  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-29]  p0530 882-10054
Design of high integrity multivariable control systems  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-30]  p0530 882-10055
A geometric approach to multivariable control system synthesis  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-31]  p0530 882-10056
Multivariable design: The optimization of approximate inverses  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-32]  p0530 882-10057
Feedback and matrix sensitivity  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-33]  p0530 882-10058
Design techniques for multivariable flight control systems  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-34]  p0539 882-11078
Practical design and realization of a digital adaptive flight control system  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-35]  p0539 882-11079
Experimental and analytical studies of advanced air cushion landing systems  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-36]  p0587 882-12065
Computational methods of robust controller design for aerodynamic flutter suppression  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-37]  p0589 882-12080
A program to evaluate a control system based on feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-38]  p0591 882-16089
Identification of multivariable high performance turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data  
Optimal terrain-following feedback control for advanced cruise missiles  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-40]  p0514 882-21179
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface actuator --- for an aircraft rudder  
[IES-PB-EPBT 81-41]  p0520 882-21219
Multivariable closed loop control analysis and
synthesis for complex flight systems.
[AD-A102-2193]

Optimization of auto-pilot equations for rapid
estimation of helicopter control settings
[AD-A10739]

Use of entire eigensystem assignment with high-gain error-actuated flight control systems
[AD-A111098]

Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(MASCALS) investigation
[AD-A10738]

Active flutter suppression using optical output
feedback digital controllers
[NASA-CR-16539]

Integrated energy management study. Energy
efficient transport program
[NASA-CR-156900]

FIBEROPTICS

G0 and 8 of the F-16 20ns ammunition loading system's ability to upload/download 10-70 aircraft
[AD-A108007]

FELLOWSHIP AIBCEAFT

U F-20 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

FERROALLOYS

F-40 ALLOYS

FERROGRAPHY

Monitoring engine wear by oil analysis
[AD-A102-24012]

Mechanical wear assessment of helicopter engines by ferrography
[AD-A10772]

Application of wear debris analysis to aircraft hydraulic systems
[AD-A115060]

FIBER COMPOSITES

FT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS

FT GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS

Carbon-fiber composites - A fiber composite
material for highly stressed light-construction components
[AD-A102-24005]

Processing and uses of carbon fibre reinforced
plastics --- Book
[AD-A102-24630]

Technical and economic comparison of carbon fiber tape and woven fabric applications
[NASA-CR-165207]

Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCR engines
[NASA-CR-165208]

Tallor-made structures; today, and tomorrow: New materials, an exploratory investigation into their potential use --- in aircraft
[BAK-SID-054/106/005]

Design considerations and experiences in the use of composite material for an aeroelastic research wing
[NASA-TM-83291]

FIBER OPTICS

Optical sensors for displacement measurement
[AD-A102-11407]

Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics applications
[AD-A102-13518]

Fiber-optic immunity to BAE/ERP for military aircraft
[AD-A102-13529]

A preliminary investigation of Individual Blade-control Independent of a Swashplate
[AD-A102-23682]

Electronic master monitor and advisory display system, data transmission study
[AD-A104243]

Portable air driven variable speed fiber optic
cable termination polishers
[AD-A104797]

Study of fiber optics to enhance an environmental lighting laboratory
[AD-A106177]

Role of optical computers in aeronautical control applications
[AD-A10738]

Test and evaluation of UV fiber optics for application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A106177]

Air data measurement using distributed processing and fiber optics data transmission
[AD-A10738]

FIBER OPTICS

Optical sensors for displacement measurement
[AD-A102-11407]

Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics applications
[AD-A102-13518]

Fiber-optic immunity to BAE/ERP for military aircraft
[AD-A102-13529]

A preliminary investigation of Individual Blade-control Independent of a Swashplate
[AD-A102-23682]

Electronic master monitor and advisory display system, data transmission study
[AD-A104243]

Portable air driven variable speed fiber optic
cable termination polishers
[AD-A104797]

Study of fiber optics to enhance an environmental lighting laboratory
[AD-A106177]

Role of optical computers in aeronautical control applications
[AD-A10738]

Test and evaluation of UV fiber optics for application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A106177]

Air data measurement using distributed processing and fiber optics data transmission
[AD-A10738]
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FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft

Joint Tactical Microwave Landing System /JTMLS/
airborne signal processing

An update of an integrated CHI system - YES ---
Communication, Navigation, and Identification
provided by Tactical Information Exchange Systems

The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft technology

Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

High temperature composites. Status and future
directions

Aerostucture nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field detection, phase 1: Fundamental
information and basic technique development

FIBER STRENGTH

Report from the Working Party on New Fiber Materials
--- standardization and strength

FIBERGLASS

U GLASS FIBERS

U CARBON FIBERS

U GLASS FIBERS

U REINFORCING FIBERS

Report from the Working Party on New Fiber Materials
--- standardization and strength

FIBER MATERIALS

U FIBER

FIDELITY

U ACCURACY

FIELD OF VIEW

The LANTIRN wide field-of-view raster Head-Up
Display --- Low Altitude Navigation and
Targeting in the future

Wide field of view laser beacon system for three
dimensional aircraft range measurements

Wide angle raster head up display design and
application to future single seat fighters

FIELD STRENGTH

U ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH

FIELD THEORY (ALGEBRA)

U QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)

Antenna theory and design _ Book

Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

HT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT

HT F-4 AIRCRAFT

HT F-5 AIRCRAFT

HT F-6 AIRCRAFT

HT F-15 AIRCRAFT

HT F-16 AIRCRAFT

HT F-18 AIRCRAFT

HT F-27 AIRCRAFT

HT F-100 AIRCRAFT

HT F-106 AIRCRAFT

HT F-111 AIRCRAFT

HT HARRIER AIRCRAFT

HT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT

HT MEBAE AIRCRAFT

HT SAAJ 37 AIRCRAFT

Analysis of augmented aircraft flying qualities
through application of the Neal-Smith criterion

Closed loop environmental control system for
fighter aircraft

Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun
shock loads

The case for a defensive air-to-air fighter

Air-to-air combat analysis - Review of

Wing/store flutter - An active adaptive control
application

Fault detection for two physically separated,
communicating inertial measurement units

Avionics applications from weapon system
operational utility studies on manned Air Combat
Simulators

Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
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FILM COOLING

Air-film cooling returns to ramjets

ASME PAPER 81-EMAS-8

p0011 AB3-10896

Effect of crossflows on the discharge coefficient of film cooling holes

(ASTM PAPER 82-GT-147)

p0426 AB3-35371

The effect of temperature ratios on the film cooling process

(ASTM PAPER 82-GT-305)

p0430 AB3-35470

Advanced turbine study -- airfoil cooling in rocket turbines

[AIAA-CP-162003]

p0369 AB3-22349

Heat transfer in turbines (AD-A111586)

p0455 AB3-26307

FILTERING

S FILTRATION

FILTERATION

NT FILTERING

Filter design problems associated with jet aircraft fuels

p0112 AB3-17268

Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration on rolling-element bearing life

[ASM PAPER 81-1DIF-35]

p0127 AB3-16436

FINANCE

The marketing, organization and financing of aeroelastic evacuation by a rotating organization

p0151 AB3-10002

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The sporty game on wide body commercial airliner business history

p0547 AB3-42572

FINISHES

NT GLAZES

FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY

A simple finite difference procedure for the vortex controlled diffuser

[AIAA PAPER 82-0409]

p0115 AB3-17788

Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal problems by finite differences

p0181 AB3-21391

A split coefficient/locally monotonic scheme for unstructured supersonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 82-0287]

p0180 AB3-22062

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts

[AIAA PAPER 81-MC-WA/CA-13]

p0235 AB3-26602

Finite difference computation of the steady transonic flow around airplanes

p0331 AB3-10981

Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in subsonic and transonic potential flow

p0097 AB3-13095

Numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow field by using two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

[NAVF-TP-1940]

p0099 AB3-13142

Finite difference computation of the conical flow field over a delta wing

[AFIT-TK-140]

p0199 AB3-17155

Azim-thrust turbine machine through flow calculation methods

p0206 AB3-17201

A harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic flow and its application to the flutter of airfoils

[AIAA-CP-3537]

p0403 AB3-25194

A finite difference method for the calculation of transonic flow about a wing, based on small perturbation theory

[SAE-TE-81031-D]

p0522 AB3-28263

Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake effects

[NAVF-TP-94200]

p0604 AB3-33345

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Applications of finite element method in aerospace power systems design

p0115 AB3-11717

An iterative finite element-integral technique for predicting sound radiation from turbomfan inlets in steady flight

[AIAA PAPER 82-02124]

p0115 AB3-17796

Application of the finite element method to the calculation of the modes and frequencies of natural vibrations of aircraft structures

p0128 AB3-18612

Transient two-dimensional temperature distributions in air-cooled turbine blades

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine

[ASM PAPER 81-DEFT-74]

Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine blades

[AIAA PAPER 81-DEFT-129]

Numerical computation of unsteady subsonic aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to travelling gusts

p0185 AB3-22112

The role of finite element analysis in the design of birdstrike resistant transparencies

p0272 AB3-24314

High speed VSCF generator design consideration -- computer aided design for Variable Speed Constant Frequency generator

p0320 AB3-24379

Torsional vibrations of non-uniform rotating blades with attachment flexibility

p0276 AB3-26313

Finite element thermal analysis of convectively-cooled aircraft structures

p0325 AB3-28565

Finite element analysis of through the canopy emergency crew escape from the T-38 aircraft

[AIAA-82-0705]

p0335 AB3-30096

Integrity analyses of surface-flamed aircraft attachment lugs -- A new, inexpensive, 3-D alternating method

[AIAA-82-0742]

p0336 AB3-30107

Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plate -- dynamic response of aircraft structures

[AIAA-82-0753]

p0336 AB3-30114

Design of finite element grids for the computation of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a wing

[AIAA PAPER 82-1019]

p0375 AB3-31972

Finite-element modeling of a fighter aircraft canopy acrylic panel

p0383 AB3-32484

Finite element analysis of some aeroelastic shell structures

p0384 AB3-33515
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fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs and
improve readiness
[AD-1117513]
p0615 H82-34296

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Fueling problems associated with jet aircraft fuels
p0172 H82-17288

The use of Doppler spectroscopy to study the
characteristics of the polydispersed
microparticles in aviation fuels
p0186 H82-22198

Determination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography
[AD-8105168]
p0125 H82-16432

FUEL CONTROL

A fuel control system designer's approach to gas
engine computer control system modeling
p0158 H82-19253

Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation
for helicopter applications
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-205]
p0247 H82-35460

Electronic control for small engines
[AILA PAPER 82-1126]
p0438 H82-37668

Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation
[AILA PAPER 82-1126]
p0438 H82-37668

Dualchannel fuel control program, phase 2
[AD-109715]
p0105 H82-20165

FUEL CONVERSION

A protective additive for jet fuels
p0018 H82-12022

Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
p0218 H82-23250

Commercial aircraft airframe fuel systems surveys
[AD-112201]
p0476 H82-27524

FUEL FLOW

Statistical cost performance monitoring of turboshaft
engines
p0172 H82-20544

Determination of fuel efficiency of twin fluid atomizers for
gas turbines
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-61]
p0422 H82-35314

The Schladitz fuel injector: An initial
performance evaluation without burning
[AD-113612]
p0473 H82-27315

FUEL NOX

Advanced fuel flowmeter for future naval aircraft
[AD-10964]
p0037 H82-11063

FUEL INJECTION

Influence of airplane atomizer design features on
mean drop size
[AILA PAPER 82-1073]
p0416 H82-34953

Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to
control carbon and soot formation in small jet
combustors
[AILA PAPER 82-1175]
p0417 H82-35041

Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream of a plain-orifice
injector under cross-stream air flow
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-16]
p0420 A82-35285

Thermal decomposition of aviation fuels
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-27]
p0420 A82-35292

Atomization quality of twin fluid atomizers for
gas turbines
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-61]
p0422 A82-35314

NOx and CO emission abatement via selective fuel
injection
[ASME PAPER 82-DT-178]
p0426 A82-35390

Pollution reduction technology program small jet
aircraft engines, phase 3
[NASA-CR-165386]
p0134 H82-14095

External fuel vaporization study
[NASA-CR-16513]
p0136 H82-14171

Effect of fuel injector type on performance and
emissions of reverse-flow combustor
[AD-1118932]
p0411 H82-15100

Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved
air and superheated fuels
[NASA-CR-3561]
p0453 H82-26295

The Schladitz fuel injector: An initial
performance evaluation without burning
[AD-1118931]
p0473 H82-27315

FUEL OILS

LIQUID FUELS

Fuel for future transport aircraft
[ASME PAPER 81-DT-60]
p0012 H82-10965

Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil mazes by advanced catalytic processes
[DOE-001127]
p0213 H82-17401

Fuel quality processing study, volume 1
[NASA-CR-165127-VOL-1]
p0399 H82-24649

Fuel quality processing study. Volume 2:
Appendix. Tables and charts
[NASA-CR-165127-VOL-2]
p0399 H82-24650

An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1:
Preliminary process analyses
[AD-1112661]
p0527 H82-28462

An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2:
Process variable analyses and laboratory scale
production
[AD-1112662]
p0528 H82-28463

An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3:
Production of specification of JP-4 fuel from
gasololnics shale oil
[AD-1112663]
p0528 H82-28464

Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation
[DOE-000892]
p0538 H82-29393

United States Air Force shale oil to fuel, phase 2
[AD-1114531]
p0530 H82-29476

FUEL SPRAYS

The dispersion of drop sizes in gas turbine fuel
nozzle sprays
p0019 H82-12107

An experimental study of the combustion of liquid
hydrocarbons fuel sprayed into a diffusion
hydrogen-air jet
p0104 H82-16267

A spark ignition model for liquid fuel sprays
applied to gas turbine engines
p0436 H82-37220

FUEL SYSTEMS

LIQUID FUELS

Maintenance problems associated with the operation of
the F402/Pegasus engine in the AV-8A
[AILA PAPER 81-216]
p0109 H82-16195

Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/fuel
isolation system
[AMS PREPRINT 81-16]
p0442 H82-37788
Fusion Welding

LTA/EWP problem --- Lightning Threat Analysis

Acceleration response of fuselage sidewall panels
on a twin-engine, light aircraft

Boeing's bigger narrowbody

Preliminary design development AV-88 forward
fuselage composite structure

Design concepts for composite fuselage structure
A crashworthiness test for composite fuselage structure
The design, construction, and performance of composite fuselage components for the Boeing 234 helicopter

Why twin-fuselage aircraft
Structural integrity of an adhesively bonded aircraft fuselage
Transonic flow past bodies of the type wing-fuselage with allowance for boundary effects
A finite element analysis of coupled rotor fuselage vibration
& nonlinear response analysis for coupled rotor-fuselage systems
Use of optimization in helicopter vibration control by structural modification
Development and validation of preliminary analytical models for aircraft interior noise prediction
Toward all-composite helicopter fuselage
Numerical solution of a problem concerning transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration
Design and fabrication of a composite rear fuselage for the OH-60/Black Hawk

Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flap aerodynamics
An initial look at the supercruising aerodynamics of twin-fuselage aircraft concepts
An optimum design of fuselage structure
Generation of boundary-conforming grids around wing-body configurations using transfinite interpolation
Exterior noise on the fuselage of light propeller driven aircraft in flight
Experimental modal analysis of the fuselage panels of an Aéro Commandeur aircraft

Structural analysis of fuselages with cutouts by finite element method
Some RAE research on shielded and unshielded fuselage mounted air intakes at subsonic and supersonic speeds
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced high-speed wing
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine installation on a fuselage afterbody
Flight characteristics design and development of the AH-64/RAH-66 helicopter
Separated flow around helicopter bodies
A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover
On the calculation of separated flow on helicopter fuselages

FUSION WELDING

SUBJECT INDEX

[880-UD-321-0-0] p0252 882-18188
Structural system identification technology verification [AD-A103981]
Full-scale flammability test data for validation of aircraft fire mathematical models
[HASA-TH-58244] p0313 882-21166
Analytical prediction of the interior noise for cylindrical models of aircraft fuselages for prescribed exterior noise fields. Phase 2: Models for sidewall trim, stiffened structures and cabin acoustic with floor partition
[HASA-CH-166869] p0358 882-22952
Wind tunnel investigations of multiplane fuselages with different layups and wing settings --- aerodynamic drag measurement
[880-CB-165750] p0026 H82-10028
Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft fuselages and nacelles
[880-CB-166913] p0368 882-23238
Experimental verification of force determination and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter
Adapter for mounting microphone flush with the external surface of the skin of a pressurized aircraft
[HASA-CASP-FEC-11072-1] p0398 882-24474
Fuselage structure using advanced technology fiber reinforced composites
[HASA-CASP-LAB-11680-11] p0458 882-26384
Elevation plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas
[AD-A112373] p0460 882-26554
Crasworthy airframe design concepts: Fabrication and testing [NASA-CB-3603] p0613 882-33735
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MT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MT PLASMA ARC WELDING

Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird hazards at airport

G
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GAGES
G MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
G APLIFICATION
G AMPLIFICATION

Aircraft
U C-5 AIRCRAFT

GALILEI METHOD

Torques and translational forces on composite blade with attachment flexibility

GAMES

MT SADDLE POINTS (GAMES THEORY)

Air-to-air combat analysis - Review of differential-gaming approaches
Game-theoretical method for the synthesis of aircraft control during landing approach

GANGU RAY SPECTROMETERS

Airborne gamma- ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. I'ikpikpuk River quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DBB-000314] p0399 882-24620
Airborne gammaray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota, volume 1
[DBB-000416] p0399 882-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota, volume 2
[DBB-000416] p0399 882-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Barrow quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DBB-000342] p0413 882-25623

GARBAGE
GAS CHBOHiTOGB&PBT
GAS ABALISIS
GAS GBHEBAIOBS
CAS 6E8EBATOB EH6IBES
GAS 6ABHEHTS
GAS COOHIG
GAS FLO!
GAS DTHAHICS
HI IIR FLO?
HI HYPEBSONICS
HT AEBODIHAHICS
-- loss models for the stator and rotor of a mixed
NT VEB1ICAL AIB COBBENTS
HI IBANSITIOM FLOH
NT B010B AEBODYHAHICS
Characteristics of a side dump gas generator ramjet
[AILA PAPER 82-1250]
p0419 A82-35089
Comparison of HP turbine 'deep blade design'
effects in turbofan engine gas generators with
different bearing structure configurations
[AILA PAPER 82-1250]
p0419 A82-35089
GAS INJECTION
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[AILA PAPER 82-0979]
p0014 A82-26479
Investigation of the aerodynamics of axisymmetric
bodies in supersonic flow in the presence of
localized injection
p0515 A82-40996
GAS LASERS
ST CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
ST EXCIMER LASERS
ST HELIUM-NEON LASERS
Starting transients in supersonic nozzles and
diffuser-assemblies
[AD-A111193]
p0406 A82-25226
GAS LIQUBICATION
U CONDENSING
GAS LIQUIDATED BEABIHGS
GAS NODERUED BEABIHGS
GAS BLEVE
GAS DENSITIES
- K COMPRESSED AIR
catch reflection of a shock wave from an inclined
wall
p0391 A82-34748
GAS PRESSURE
Determination of losses in a channel with a sudden
expansion behind a diffuser
p0282 A82-26492
GAS REFVIS
Gas turbine airflow control for optimum heat
recovery
p0423 A82-35329
GAS STOEARS
The combustion of a fuel jet in a stream of lean
gaseous fuel-air mixtures
p0326 A82-26892
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combustor
[AILA-TR-02776]
p0266 A82-19220
GAS TEMPERATURE
Study of reingestion of exhaust gases with
different initial temperature in a reversed
nozzle-diffuser assemblies
p0304 A82-11644
Control of gas turbine power transients for
improved turbine airfoil durability
[AILA PAPER 82-1162]
p0418 A82-35047
GAS TURBINE ENGINE GENERATORS
U GAS GENERATORS
GAS GENERATORS
Characteristics of a side dump gas generator ramjet
[AILA PAPER 82-1250]
p0419 A82-35089
Comparison of HP turbine 'deep blade design'
effects in turbofan engine gas generators with
different bearing structure configurations
[AILA PAPER 82-1250]
p0419 A82-35089
A-229
Coatings in the aero gas turbine --- sprayed coatings
(PN9-90049) p0318 882-21204

Processes development and evaluation of gas turbine engine components in RE 826 --- titanium alloy
(PN9-90050) p0318 882-21205

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines --- Rolls Royce engines
(PN9-90070) p0319 882-21211

Teleometry in aero engine development --- from operating engines
(PN9-90055) p0321 882-21217

Maintenance in Service of High Temperature Parts
[ADAB-CR-337] p0345 882-22172

Military maintenance policies and procedures for high-temperature parts. Will they be adequate?
(PN9-90073) p0345 882-22173

Engine depot maintenance repair technology
(PN9-90074) p0345 882-22174

Maintenance problems in gas turbine components at the Royal Naval Aircraft Yard, Fleetlands --- helicopter and marine gas turbines
PN9-90075 p0345 882-22215

Maintenance experience with civil aero engines
PN9-90076 p0345 882-22216

Engine component retirement for cause
PN9-90077 p0345 882-22217

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs
PN9-90078 p0346 882-22218

The influence of protective treatment on the mechanical properties of superalloy parts
PN9-90079 p0346 882-22219

Repair and regeneration of turbine blades, vanes and discs
PN9-90080 p0346 882-22220

Investigation of soot and carbon formation in small gas turbine combustors
[NASA CR-167853] p0346 882-22267

BB211 powerplant deterioration: review of current situation and lessons learned
(PN9-90073) p0355 882-22270

The contribution of thermal barriers coatings to the life and performance of gas turbine components
(PN9-90076) p0355 882-22271

Reliable power --- BB211 aircraft engine
(PN9-90078) p0355 882-22275

Directional solidification: Project B2 --- of gas turbine rotor blade alloys
(PN9-90080) p0356 882-22279

A helicopter handling qualities study of the effects of engine resonance characteristics, height-control dynamics, and excess power on nap-of-the-earth operations
PN9-90081 p0365 882-23214

Analysis of high load dampers
[NASA CR-166503] p0369 882-23248

A report study of synthetic and alternative fuel usage in Army aircraft propulsion systems
[AD-A111046] p0398 882-24355

Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for nonlinear structural analysis --- for aircraft turbine engines
PN9-90082 p0398 882-24502

Analysis of transient data from aircraft gas turbine engines using AIDS
PN9-90083 p0403 882-25189

Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials technologies for future aircraft turbine engines: Materials for advanced turbine engines
[NASA CR-167849] p0408 882-25254

Low NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program
[NASA CR-165367] p0413 882-25365

Transient simulation of gas turbines including the effects of heat capacity of the solid parts

Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In Design (LUCID), Volume 1
[AD-A111046] p0455 882-26309

Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In Design (LUCID), Volume 2
[AD-A111046] p0455 882-26310

Depot support of gas turbine engines
[AD-A107161] p0462 882-27217

Rotor fragment protection program: Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1978
[AD-A107161] p0462 882-27217

Mechanical property characterization and modeling of structural materials --- for airplanes and aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-A111881] p0478 882-27744

Ceramic applications in turbine engines
[NASA CR-165197] p0565 882-31158

A method for designing inlet distortion screens for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an interactive computer program
[AD-A116594] p0569 882-31325

Active clearance control system for a turbomachine
[NASA-CARD-198-129234] p0569 882-32366

Performance of SBC fuels in gas-turbine combustors. Alternative-fuels-utilization program
[AD-A92-03471] p0595 882-32518

Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite element codes. Part 2: Bearing element implementation. Overall numerical characteristics and benchmarking
[NASA CR-167946] p0609 882-33390

Energy-efficient engine: Turbine transition duct model technology report
[NASA CR-167936] p0610 882-33394

Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in a gas turbine combustor
[AD-A159566] p0616 882-29188

Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges of a cooled nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
PN9-90084 p0625 882-30120

Air cooling of gas turbine blades
[NASA CR-166503] p0369 882-23248

A comprehensive method for preliminary design optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[AD-A110831] p0419 882-35091

Atomization quality of twin fluid atomizers for gas turbines
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-61] p0422 882-35134

The use of performance-monitoring to prevent compressor and turbine blade failures
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-66] p0422 882-35316

Gas turbine airflow control for optimum heat recovery
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-83] p0423 882-35329

Development of hybrid gas turbine hacket technology
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-94] p0424 882-35337

A critical appraisal of some current incidence loss models for the stator and rotor of a mixed flow gas turbine
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-120] p0425 882-35350

Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and centrifugal compressor performance testing
[AD-PAPER 82-GT-128] p0425 882-35358

Oxidation-resistant materials for hot-gas turbine and jet engines
[AD-A1011584] p0433 882-41725

Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with connection-coated porous metal core
[AD-TF-52-142] p0314 882-15067

Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex whirls: Another blade buster
[AD-A115084] p0333 882-33371

Bristle materials design, high temperature gas turbine
[AD:1109670] p0191 882-16005

Duct channel fuel control program, phase 2
[AD-A109715] p0305 882-20165

Basic technology of squeeze-film dampers for rotor dynamics control
[AD-A110842] p0369 882-23250

Evaluation of cast titanium alloy compressor components, volume I
[AD-A111431] p0396 882-24204

Performance of multiple, angled nozzles with short mixing stack eductor systems
[AD-A101817] p0454 882-26302

Heat transfer in turbines
[AD-A111508] p0455 882-26307

Sears and update of F-14A mission profiles for TF30 engine usage
[AD-A116831] p0603 882-33337

Numerical stability analysis of a compressor model
[AD-A116878] p0610 882-33394

GAS TURBINES

SUBJECT INDEX
GLASS FIBERS

Fatigue behavior of selected non-woven fiber composites for helicopter rotor blades p0170 A82-20523
A study of the suitability of the all fiberglass X-15A aircraft for fuel efficient general aviation flight research p0170 A82-20524
CB-47 fiberglass rotor blade design and fabrication p0200 A82-26397
Design and production of fiberglass helicopter rotor blades p0289 A82-27153
Composite fasteners - A compatible joining technique for fibrous composites in structural design - aircraft construction materials p0289 A82-27159
Composite materials - with emphasis for aircraft gas turbine parts p0325 A82-28590
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties of glass/epoxy composites p0329 A82-29036
Mechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg system at cryogenic and other temperatures [AIAA-82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Use of CGPBF in transport --- Carbon and Glass Hybrid Reinforced Plastics p0435 A82-37061
A significant role for composites in energy-efficient aircraft p0435 A82-37065
A 6 D on composite rotor blades at Augga p0439 A82-37764
CPC drive shaft and CPC coupling for the tail rotor of the Boeing 105 p0439 A82-37766
Aeaging of composite rotor blades p0440 A82-37771
Adaptation of pultrusion to the manufacture of helicopter components p0501 A82-40537
Determination of load spectra and their proof for keeping the operational life understanding of sporting airplanes p0516 A82-41010
Evolution in airplane construction? Grob G110: The first modern fiber glass composite airplane shortly before its maiden flight [NASA-TH-76705] p0532 A82-22246
Development of materials and manufacturing technology over the past 20 years: Composite materials [EB-UD-341-82-0] p0527 A82-26365
GLASS FIBERS
CB-46 fiberglass rotor blade repair program p0278 A82-26384
Operational experience with the fiberglass rotor blade p0279 A82-26386
GLASSFIBER COEFFICIENT
U AEROSPACE FORCES U RACH NUMBER
GLASSES
B.A.C. One-Eleven flight deck glazing product improvement p0220 A82-24225
Concorde glazings - 5 years of Each 2 service p0220 A82-24226
Transparent polyolefin film error [AD-A107562] p0213 A82-17377
GLIDE ANGLES U GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LANDINGS
GLIDE PATHS
Constant L/D glide trajectories [AIAA PAPER 82-0362] p0119 A82-17904
A new end-fire ILS glide slope p0122 A82-18143
Development of a digital integrated automatic landing system/DIALS/ for steep approach and landing p0168 A82-20297
GLIDE PATHS
Gtd terrain reflection model applied to ILS glide scope --- Geometrical Theory of Diffraction p0119 A82-30137
Determination of the glide path of an aircraft with power off p0388 A82-24154
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of laterally segmented approaches in an ILS environment p0509 A82-40961
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) at Newark International Airport, New Jersey p0132 A82-14076
Optimal dolphin hang glider flight p0201 A82-17157
GTD terrain reflection model with application to ILS glide slope p0303 A82-20166
Flight experiments using the front-side control technique during piloted approach and landing in a powered lift STOL aircraft [NASA-TH-83137] p0456 A82-26314
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and control research using the Microwave Landing System (MLS). Part 4: Transition path reconstruction along a straight line path containing a glideslope change waypoint [NASA-DB-43576-PP-4] p0222 A82-26269
Analysis of several glideslope and speed control autopilot concepts for a powered lift STOL aircraft [NASA-TH-1-0282] p0611 A82-33400
A-236
GRAPHITE-POLYIMIDE COMPOSITES

Fracture control in ballistic-damaged graphite/epoxy wing structure

Composite wing substructure technology on the F-16 advanced aircraft

Design concepts for composite fuselage structure

Advanced composites integral structures meet the challenge of future aircraft systems

Continuous filament advanced composite winggrid - A promising structural concept

A crashworthiness test for composite fuselage structure

Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid configurations

Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic pulse on an advanced composites aircraft

Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor hub for the CH-60 Black hawk

Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims as a high capacity laminate helicopter bearing

Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box structure

Growth of four flaw types in graphite/epoxy composites due to fully reversed fatigue

Flight service evaluation of advanced structures

A new resin for field repair

Characterization of composition variations in structural adhesive

Composite bonds improve thermal integrity

Effects of 50,000 hours of thermal aging on graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites

On the characterization of damages in graphite-epoxy composites

Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates

A giant step toward composite helicopters

System study of application of composite materials for future transport aircraft

Fabrication and test of integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy components

Application and testing of metallic coatings on graphite/epoxy composites

Evaluation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection of disbonds in graphite/epoxy to metal joints

Developmental on graphite/epoxy T-2 nose landing gear door

Development of the advanced composite ground spoiler for C-1 airbus transport aircraft

Development status of a composite vertical stabilizer for a jet trainer

Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer structural design

Design and fabrication of co-cured composite hat-stiffened panels

Application of composite materials and new design concepts for future transport aircraft

In-service inspection methods for graphite-epoxy structures on commercial transport aircraft

A study of the effects of long-term exposure to fuels and fluids on the behavior of advanced composite materials

Study of noise reduction characteristics of composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior panel configurations, and the application of the tuned damper concept

Concept studies of an advanced composite helicopter fuselage

AIAA-82-210-106

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service evaluation

NASA-CR-165826

Standard tests for toughened resin composites --- for aircraft structures

NASA-3P-1092

Environmental exposure effects on composite materials for commercial aircraft

NASA-CR-165981

GRAPHITE-POLYIMIDE COMPOSITES

Effects of 50,000 hours of thermal aging on graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites

NASA-2-0657

High temperature, short time tensile strength of C6000/PMR-15 graphite/polyimide

AIAA-0-0711

Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites

AIAA-82-30125

Development and demonstration of manufacturing processes for fabricating graphite/LAM 160 polyimide structural elements

NASA-CR-165809

Develop. demonstrate, and verify large area composite structural bonding with polyimide adhesives - adhesively bonding graphite-polyimide structures

NASA-CR-165839
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Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Ishlipak River quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2

AIAA-82-00316

Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota, volume 1

DE82-004150

Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer survey. Jamestown quadrangle, North Dakota, volume 2

DE82-004169
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MT GRAVITY ANOMALIES

MT REDUCED GRAVITY

GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS

Stability and response to gravity of the flap lag motion for a rigid rotor blade with flap-pitch coupling

NASA-CB-16589

Study and design of high G acceleration devices for flight simulators

NASA-CB-165826

GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS

Gravity induced position errors in airborne inertial navigation

AD-A119283

The Earth's gravity field to degree and order 180 using SASSAT altimeter data, terrestrial gravity data and other data

AD-A113098

AD-A113823

AD-A113923

GRAVITY ANOMALIES

Gravity induced position errors in airborne inertial navigation

AD-A113823

The Earth's gravity field to degree and order 180 using SASSAT altimeter data, terrestrial gravity data and other data

AD-A113923

AD-A113923

AD-A113923
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A Schwaert-Christoffel method for generating
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Halogen Compounds

NT ALKALI HALIDES
NT CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
NT CHLORINE COMPOUNDS
NT POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE
NT SODIUM CHLORIDE

Harmsdene Aircraft

NT C-160 AIRCRAFT
NT HBP-120 AIRCRAFT

Harmsdene HBP-320 AIRCRAFT

SUBJECT INDEX

Halogen Compounds

Optimization of blade pitch angle for higher harmonic rotor control

Harmonics

A method of characteristics solution for a finite oscillating supersonic cascade with thickness effects

Harmonics

A new safety harness for mobile aircraft

Harasses

Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CT

Harasses

Evaluation of a proposed modified PPB-111 crew seat and restraint system

Harasses

Comparative vertical impact testing of the PPB-111 crew restraint system and a proposed modification

Harasses

Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft electrical power distributed system

Harpoon Missiles

Harpoon missile capture-carry-dynamic environments on the A-6X aircraft

Harrier Aircraft

Commentary on facilities used in the development of a Sea Harrier all weather operations capability

Harrier Aircraft

AV-8B technical update - Leading edge control extension development

Harrier Aircraft

Advanced cockpit for tactical aircraft

Harrier Aircraft

Maintenance problems associated with the operation of the F402/Pegasus engine in the AV-8A /Harrier/ aircraft

Harrier Aircraft

AV-8B Harrier II

Harrier Aircraft

A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation

Harrier Aircraft

An oxygen enriched air system for the AV-8A Harrier

Harrier Aircraft

Reliability and maintainability improvement program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Harrier head-up display set, development of the signal data converter, CT-3600/AQ-30(V), Volume 3

Hawk Side-Elevator Aircraft
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Application of the finite element method to rotary wing aerelasticity     
[NASA-CH-165586]
Progress on low altitude cloud icing research     
[NASA-CH-165586]
Helicopter rotor loads using a matched asymptotic expansion technique     
[NASA-CH-165742]
Aerelastic analysis of the elastic gimballed rotor     
[NASA-CH-165727]
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H with hot metal plus     
infrared suppressor and infrared jammer     
[AD-A110211]
Advanced concepts for composite structure joints and attachment fixtures. Volume 1: Design and evaluation     
[AD-A110112]
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques conference     
[AGAB-CH-2318]
Maintenance problems in gas turbine components at the Royal Naval Aircraft Yard, Fleetlands     
[AD-A108215]
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a rotocraft simulator and     some advances in platform motion utilization     
[NASA-CH-166322]
BDIE simulation for aircraft instruments     
[PHI-C-40136-A3]
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter transmission     
[NASA-TR-62857]
Opportunities exist to achieve greater standardization of aircraft and     helicopter seats     
[AD-A111178]
Helicopter night vision system simulation evaluation     
[AD-A110505]
The annoyance of impulsive helicopter noise     
[NAV-CH-169123]
Improved 243 MHz homing antenna system for use on helicopters     
[AL-F-81002-2-U]
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight handling qualities     
[AD-A114004]
Kinematic investigation Hughes Helicopter 7.62mm chain gun     
[AD-A113114]
HS55 calibration, ice phobias and FAA 8/0 evaluations     
[AD-A114435]
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with applications to helicopter vibration control     
[AD-A111321]
Reliability model for planetary gear     
[NASA-TE-628591]
Flight trials of the Litton LNS-211 Omega Navigation System in a Wexler     helicopter     
[KA-TR-RM-184-167]
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation     
[50562-82-30838]
Dynamic Systems Coupling (DISCO) program. Volume 2: Theoretical manual     
[AD-A115004]
Helicopter noise definition report 80-668, 8-76, A-105, 206-U     
[AD-A101636]
Foreign (turbine powered) helicopter production: A threat to the United States production base     
[AD-A116755]
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced airfoil sections. Volume 1: Summary of the experiment     
[50573-82-31975]
HOVERING STABILITY

Performance testing of a main rotor system for a utility helicopter at 1/4 scale [NASA-TH-82376]
p0352 A82-22251
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their implications for VTOL research p0360 A82-23151
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL fighter type aircraft p0361 A82-23168
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and inextensional rotor blades in hover and an forward flight [NASA-CR-165078] p0359 A82-29312
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade taper, twist, airfoils and solidity on hover and forward flight performance [AD-A117397] p0605 A82-33357
HOVERING STABILITY
Dynamic stability of a buoyant quad-rotor aircraft --- for airlifting payloads externally on a sling [AIAA PAPER 82-0242] p0117 A82-17861
Performance and aerelastic tradeoffs on recent rotor blade designs
Turbulence-excited flapping motion of a rotor blade in hovering flight p0280 A82-26396
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the implementation of a VTOL control system during hover [AIAA 82-1611] p0485 A82-38990
An experimental investigation of a bearingless model rotor in hover p0490 A82-40512
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor blade aerelasticity p0499 A82-40517
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and inextensional rotor blades in hover and an forward flight [NASA-CR-165078] p0139 A82-15013
Hover tests of a model A-force rotor [NASA-CR-166359] p0250 A82-18159
A nonlinear instability in the implementation of a VTOL control system [NASA-TH-84220] p0356 A82-22281
HBD-1 HELICOPTER
U CH-46 HELICOPTER
HBD-2 HELICOPTER
U SH-3 HELICOPTER
U OH-1 HELICOPTER
HBD-3 HELICOPTER
Development of the Triflex rotor head p0013 A82-11222
Main rotor hub electromagnetic signature reduction p0270 A82-26393
Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor hub for the UH-60A Black Hawk p0289 A82-27154
Mosofilair - a dual frequency rotorhead absorber [AIAA PREPRINT 81-20] p0442 A82-37791
Aerelastic analysis of the elastic global rotor [NASA-CR-166287] p0312 A82-21157
Investigation of a rotor system incorporating a constant lift tip [NASA-CR-166261] p0531 A82-29271
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
MT AH-6 HELICOPTER
Pave Dover Flight Test Program [AIAA PAPER 82-2465] p0061 A82-14380
Hughes helicopters - fatigue life methodology p0239 A82-24710
HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U HUGHES AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
HUMAN ENGINEERING
U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Digital avionics - what a pilot expects to see [AIAA 81-2217] p0047 A82-13455
Electronic flight deck displays for transport aircraft
HOVERING STABILITY

Subject Index

[AIAA 81-2264] p0048 A82-13483
F/A-18 'Hornet' - One man operability [AIAA 81-2266] p0048 A82-13484
'Little people' problem /As-2 torso harness/ p0788 A82-19458
Computer image generation for flight simulation p0681 A82-15599
Combined multisensor displays --- image preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot workload p0218 A82-22905
Justification for, and design of, an economical programmable multiple flight simulator p0940 A82-36969
The effects of the delays on systems subject to annual control p0484 A82-38943
The system of 'objective control'
Evaluation of an automatic subsystem parameter monitor --- for aircraft p0502 A82-40552
The evolution of display formats for advanced fighters using multiside color CRT displays p0505 A82-40888
Electronic master monitor and advisory display system, human engineering summary report [AD-A100244] p0337 A82-11065
Computer Air Carrier Symposium [AD-A100459] p0086 A82-12054
Color CRT displays for the cockpit p0992 A82-13051
Use of voice control onboard combat aircraft p0992 A82-13056
Experimental investigation of a helmet mounted sight/display for helicopter p0992 A82-13060
Tanker avionics and aircrew complement evaluation p0993 A82-13063
F/A 18 Hornet crew station p0993 A82-13064
Raven aircraft filter-absorber --- agricultural aircraft [AD-1098962] p0099 A82-11319
Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the calculation of the propulsive index [NASA-TH-76580] p0137 A82-14674
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach lighting system [NASA-GSE-ARC-10990-1] p0188 A82-16059
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study. Volume 2: aircraft alerting system design guidelines [AD-8106732] p0190 A82-16077
Point of view of a helicopter manufacturer on airworthiness regulations p0247 A82-19137
Multiple ejection effects analysis [AD-A106277] p0252 A82-18192
Design of a catadioptric VCASS helmet-mounted display [AD-A109431] p0305 A82-20811
Technical approaches for measurement of human errors [NASA-CR-166314] p0352 A82-22249
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of helicopters [NDD-DF-319-81-0] p0354 A82-22260
Current AAM restraint system status, trade-off constraints and long range objectives for the Maximum Performance Ejection System (MFES) [AD-111265] p0464 A82-27238
Proposed research tasks for the reduction of human error in naval aviation mishaps [AD-1112397] p0464 A82-27261
Development of a backpack survival kit for ejection seats [AD-1113653] p0464 A82-27262
Advanced technology and fighter cockpit design: Which drives which? p0471 A82-27302
Human factors in air traffic control [AGAE-A-275] p0534 A82-29293
The air traffic control system p0534 A82-29294
Human factors contributions to air traffic control systems p0534 A82-29295
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS O HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS

Flow visualization techniques for the study of high incidence aerodynamics
[OMEGA, TP No. 1982-5] p0309 882-34493

Use of the cavitation tunnel at the Dutch Naval Experimental station (NSP), Wageningen for the determination of the acoustic source strength of propeller cavitation
[TP-908-720] p0530 882-29116

HYDRAULIC VALVES O HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC

Australasian Conference on Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics, 7th, Brisbane, Australia, August 10-12, 1980, Preprints of Papers
p0275 882-26176

HYDRODYNAMICS U AERODYNAMICS

HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION

An experimental study of the combustion of liquid hydrocarbon fuel sprayed into a diffusion hydrogen-air jet
p0104 882-16267

The sooting tendency of fuels containing polycyclic aromatics in a research combustor
[AI AA PAPER 82-0299] p0164 882-19791

Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in a gas turbine combustor
p0166 882-19966

Fire formation in flat, laminar, opposed jet methanol diffusion flames
p0326 882-28660

Numerical and experimental examination of a propaerfized/pressurized combustor
[AI AA PAPER 82-GT-178] p0416 882-34994

HC and CO emission abatement via selective fuel injection
[ASRE PAPER 82-GT-178] p0426 882-35390

Thermodynamic and transport properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 1: Properties in SI units
[NASA TP-1906] p0574 882-32166

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in part 1
[NASA TP-1907] p0575 882-32107

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 3: Properties in US customary units
[NASA TP-1908] p0575 882-32188

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 4: Compositions corresponding to Rankine temperature schedules in part 3
[NASA TP-1909] p0575 882-32189

HYDROCARBON FUEL PRODUCTION

Jet fuel from carbon
p0018 882-12021

Jet fuel locks to shale oil: The 1980 technology review
[AD-A104414] p0040 882-12218

Development of catalytic systems for the conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel and higher alcohols
[NSRS-000067] p0090 882-12255

HYDROCARBON FUELS

NT DIESEL FUELS

NT FOSSIL FUELS

NT GASOLINE

NT JET ENGINE FUELS

NT JP-4 JET FUEL

NT JP-5 JET FUEL

NT JP-6 JET FUEL

NT LIQUID FUELS

NT RP-1 MONO PROPELLANTS

Deposition formation in hydrocarbon fuels
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-49] p022 882-35307

Carbon formation by the pyrolisis of gas turbine fuels in preflame regions of gas turbine combustors
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-84] p0423 882-35330

Development and testing of dry chemicals in advanced extinguishing systems for jet engine nacelle fires
[NASA CR-165011] p0101 882-13106

Atmospheric chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels. Volume 2: Outdoor chamber data tabulations
[AD-A113665] p0530 882-28842

Additional experiments on flowability improvements of aviation fuels at low temperatures. Volume 2
[NASA CR-167912] p0571 882-31546

HYDROCARBONS

NT ALKANES

NT BUTADIENE

NT ETHANE

NT NATURAL GAS

NT PROPANE

NT PROPENES

The effect of fuel composition on groundfall from aircraft fuel jetting
[AD-A116305] p0321 882-21424

Exhaust emissions reduction for intermittent combustion aircraft engines
[NASA CR-167914] p0610 882-33392

Hydrocarbon fuel chemistry: Sediment water interaction
[AD-A117280] p0612 882-33552

HYDROCRACKING

Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[ASRE-001127] p0213 882-17401

Evaluation of hydrocracking catalysts for conversion of whole shale oil into high yields of jet fuels
[AD-A11820] p0476 882-27523

HYDROCARBON COEFFICIENTS

Experimental methods for the prediction of the effect of viscosity on propeller performance
[AD-A105846] p0308 882-20472

HYDROCARBON EMB EFFECT

Hydrodynamic ram damage
[AD-A114883] p0149 882-16999

HYDROCARBON STABILITY U FLOW STABILITY

HYDROCARBON TUNNELS O PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS

HYDRODYNAMICS

NT MAGNETIC HYDRODYNAMICS

HYDROFOILS

Accidents of surface effect ships and hydrofoil craft
--- Russian book
p0189 882-18899

HYDROGEN

NT LIQUID HYDROGEN

NT TRITIUM

HYDROGEN FUELS

NT LIQUID FUELS

Fuel for future transport aircraft
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-80] p0112 882-19065

An experimental study of the combustion of liquid hydrogen fuel sprayed into a diffusion hydrogen-air jet
p0104 882-16267

Technological innovation for success - Liquid hydrogen propulsion
p0114 882-16734

Liquid hydrogen - an outstanding alternate fuel for transport aircraft
p0112 882-17290

The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
p0166 882-20137

The potential for long-range high-payload aircraft with alternate fuels
[AI AA PAPER 82-0814] p0376 882-31987

Will hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe
[AI AA PAPER 82-1236] p0418 882-35077

HYDROGEN ISOTOPEs NT TRITIUM

HYDROGEN 3 O TRITIUM

HYDROGEOBASED ENERGY

HYDROGEN ECONOMY ASSESSMENT FOR LONG-TERM ENERGY SYSTEMS IN JAPAN
p0378 882-32159

HYDROGEOHABRICATION

Jet fuel from carbon
p0118 882-12021

Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[ASRE-001127] p0213 882-17401

HYDROGEOGRAPHY

The Hypothesis Airborne Laser Sounder (HALS)
[AD-A111027] p0860 882-26660
ICE FORMATION

HYPERSONICS

U HYPERSOUND PROJECTILES
U PROJECTILE CATEORIATION
U HYPERSONIC IMPACT
Description of projectile threats
Hydrodynamic ram damage
HYPERSONIC PROJECTILES
The electromagnetic theta gun and tabular
p0125 A82-10162
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
U CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC JET WIND TUNNELS

HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNELS

HYPERSONIC FLIGHT

Use of high conical flow theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the wave rider and its agreement with
experimental results for supersonic flow
p0154 A82-19197

HYPERSONIC FLOW

Real gas flows over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
[AI\A PAPER 82-0392] p0165 A82-19901
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high
incidence
p0223 A82-23020
Hyersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[AI\A PAPER 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944
Comparison of numerical results and measured data
for smooth and indented nozzles
[AD-111794] p0460 A82-26619

HYPERSONIC SPEED

3 DOF gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
--- hypersonic reentry simulation test
[AI\A PAPER 82-0189] p0116 A82-17831

HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC JET WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNELS

HYPERSONIC STRATUM

U HYPERSOUND PROJECTILES
U PROJECTILE CATEORIATION
U HYPERSONIC IMPACT
Description of projectile threats
Hydrodynamic ram damage
HYPERSONIC PROJECTILES
The electromagnetic theta gun and tabular
p0125 A82-10162
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
U CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC JET WIND TUNNELS

HYPERSONICS

What has hyperonics research led to - Some
examples of progress and spin off /17th Handley
Page Memorial Lecture/
p0552 A82-43583

HYPERSONIC MATERIALS

ICE FORMATION

HYPERSONIC SCATTERING

A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
p0205 B82-18126

HYPERSONICS

Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0309 A82-34157
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGARD Lecture/
p0495 A82-39036

ICE COMPUTERS

In analysis of selected enhancements to the en
route central computing complex
[AD-1113575] p0279 B82-28044

ICE PROBABILITY

Probability of laminar flow loss because of ice
crystal encounters
p0302 B82-20153

ICE ENVIRONMENTS

NASA/Lewis Research Center Icing Research Program
p0311 B82-21148

ICE FORMATION

NT CLOUD GLACIATION

Helicopter icing spray system - Improvements and
flight experience
p0203 B82-12696
Helicopter icing
p0496 A82-13243
Icing analysis of an unsupported aircraft radome
[AI\A PAPER 82-0281] p0118 A82-17874
A Microwave Ice Accretion Measurement Instrument
-MIAI-
[AI\A PAPER 82-0285] p0118 A82-17875
F-16 ground and inflight icing testing
p0177 A82-20753
Helicopter icing spray system
p0177 A82-20754
Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils with ice
accretions
[AI\A PAPER 82-0282] p0184 A82-22081
Mathematical modeling of ice accretion on airfoils
[AI\A PAPER 82-0284] p0286 A82-27098
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor systems
due to rime ice accretion
[AI\A PAPER 82-0286] p0297 A82-28322
Thermodynamic performance of an airplane wing
leading edge anti-icing system
[AI\A PAPER 82-0851] p0373 A82-31871
Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine
test stands
[AI\A PAPER 82-1237] p0442 A82-35078
Yokos rotor helicopter characteristics in a
continuous icing environment
p0299 A82-40523
Selected bibliography of NASA/NASA aircraft icing
publications
[NASA-TR-86-1651] p0305 B82-11053
Motorcraft icing: Status and prospects
[AGARD-AR-166] p0306 B82-11056
Operational environment, meteorological conditions
and weather forecasting
p0306 B82-11057
Technology base for icing instrumentation and
mathematical modelling
p0306 B82-11058
Facilities for development and clearance
p0306 B82-11059
Ice protection systems technology
p0306 B82-11060
Proposed standard requirements and procedures for
icing clearance
p0306 B82-11061
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-100135] p0200 B82-17139
Intake design with particular reference to ice
protection and particle separators
p0208 B82-17218
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HSS) nozzle
improvement evaluation
[AD-4109005] p0269 B82-19208
NASA/Lewis Research Center Icing Research Program
p0311 B82-21148
Fine ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance

ICE OBSERVATION

ICE OBSERVATION

Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine test stands
[AIAA PAPER 82-1237] p0418 A82-315078

Analysis of an airplane windshiedl anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPER 82-1372] p0409 A82-39134

Icing tunnel tests of a composite porous leading edge for use with a liquid-ice system --- Lewis icing research tunnel
[AIAA CR-164966] p0355 A82-11052

Selected bibliography of NACA-NASA aircraft icing publications
[AIAA-TM-81991] p0355 A82-11053

Ice phobics blade tracking and comparison of vibration analysis techniques
[AD-A108121] p0189 A82-16074

AirCraft icing avoidance and protection
[FB2-108135] p0200 A82-17139

Progress on low altitude cloud icing research
[AIAA 82-3111] p0211 A82-21147

Microwave ice prevention
[AD-A104521] p0445 A82-26203

Limited artificial and natural icing tests production UM-60A helicopter (re-evaluation)
[AD-A112562] p0452 A82-36287

Aircraft icing research at NASA
[AIAA CR-829193] p0558 A82-30297

A survey of melting layer research
[AIAA 82-5224] p0562 A82-30806

ICE REPORTING

Response of cloud microphysical instruments to aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A112317] p0469 A82-27204

ICING

ICING FLUIDS

Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a finite-thickness wing
[AD-A105816] p0165 A82-19813

Calculation of level flow using radial grating
[AD-A112308] p0484 A82-38922

The effect of a weak shock wave on a wing of complex planform at supersonic velocities
[AD-A112531] p0568 A82-46132

IDENTIFYING

IDENTIFYING

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

An update of an integrated CMI system - TIES --- Communication, Navigation, and Identification provided by Tactical Information Exchange System
[AIAA 81-2292] p0049 A82-13500

Implementing aircraft identification schemes by public key cryptosystems
[AD-A1115440] p0570 A82-31335

IMAGE PROCESSING

IMAGE PROCESSING

BY GEOMETRIC SPECIFICATION (IMAGERY)

Computational considerations for fusion in target identification systems --- multisensor correlation
[AD-A104489] p0609 A82-47135

Algorithm for an adaptive dynamic window in electronic map systems
[AD-A104714] p0701 A82-14769

Inverse SAR and its application to aircraft classification
[AD-A104714] p0705 A82-4871

Combined multisensor displays --- image preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot workload
[AD-A104714] p0218 A82-22905

Effect of contrast on space perception in TV displays of the external scene observed by the pilot --- German book
[AD-A104714] p0297 A82-28395

Effect of contrast on space perception in TV displays of the external scene observed by the pilot --- German book
[AD-A104714] p0297 A82-28395

Combat training imagery
[AD-A104714] p0342 A82-31170

Image processing in tactical flight guidance
[AD-A104714] p0554 A82-44221

Application of image processing techniques to fluid flow data analysis
[AIAA CR-827670] p0187 A82-16049

Visual technology research simulator, visual and motion system dynamics
[AD-A111801] p0457 A82-26325

Some potential novel approaches to the automatic airborne detection and identification of ground targets
[AD-A104714] p0471 A82-27296

Digital image processing for acquisition, tracking, hand off and ranging
[AD-A104714] p0471 A82-27303

Scanner imaging systems, aircraft
[AD-A104714] p0529 A82-28715

Wide-angle, multiviewer, infinity display system
[AD-A116368] p0571 A82-31336

IMAGE RESOLUTION

Airborne measurements with a sensitive high resolution 90 GHz radiometer
[AD-A104714] p0151 A82-18940
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BY COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY

BY ELECTRO-OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

BY HOLOGRAPHY

BY INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY

BY SATELLITE-Borne PHOTOGRAPHY

BY SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY

BY SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY

BY STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY

BY STEREOSCOPY

BY THERMOMETER

Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data base for flight simulator use
[AD-A115557] p0559 A82-30315

IMAGES

The 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
[AD-A115226] p0320 A82-33222

Operational flow visualization techniques in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
[AD-A115547] p0597 A82-32671

IMAGING RADAR

IMAGING RADAR

BY SYSTOMATIC APERTURE RADAR

IMAGING TECHNIQUES

BY IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

BY RADAR IMAGERY
WEATHER IMPACT ON LOW-ALTITUDE IMAGING INFRARED SENSORS IN EUROPE — AN AVAILABILITY MODEL. p0072 AB2-14797

Computer-generated imagery for simulators - The cost of technology. p069 AB2-22081

Laser application in weapon guidance and active imaging. p0432 AB2-35767

Head up displays p0092 AB2-13052

Application of image-processing techniques to fluid flow data analysis. [NASA-TR-82760] p0187 AB2-16049

Advanced training techniques using computer generated imagery. [AD-8111579] p0479 AB2-28007

Computer image generation: Advanced visual/sensor simulation. [AD-8107098] p0479 AB2-28016

Computer program for analysis of spherical screen distortion. [AD-1113136] p0527 AB2-28309

High-altitude imagery user guide. [PB82-158533] p0562 AB2-30608

Transonic applications of the Wake Imaging System. p0597 AB2-32676

IMPACT ECOnOmIC IMPACT

MT HYPER VELOCITY IMPACT

IMPACT ACCELERATION

Limiting payload deceleration during ground impact. [AIAA PAPER 81-918] p0006 AB2-10404

IMPACT DAMAGE

MT MAIN IMPACT DAMAGE

Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites. p0918 AB2-12028

Wire strike protection p0046 AB2-13246

The effects of bird orientation on load profile and damage level. p0227 AB2-24316

Fracture control in ballistic-damaged graphite/epoxy wing structure. p0284 AB2-26639

Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid configurations. p0280 AB2-27141

Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine fan blades. [AIAA 82-9656] p0339 AB2-30162

Design Manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft structure. [AGARD-AD-238] p0202 AB2-17160

Description of projective threats. p0202 AB2-17161

Analysis methods for predicting structural response to projectile impact. p0202 AB2-17162

Analysis methods for ballistic damage size and type. p0202 AB2-17163

Damage from high explosive (HE) projectiles. p0202 AB2-17164

Damage from engine debris projectiles. p0202 AB2-17165

Hydrodynamic ram damage. p0202 AB2-17166

Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact damage. p0202 AB2-17167

Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure. p0202 AB2-17168

Strength degradation of impact damaged structure. p0203 AB2-17169

Analysis of multiple load path panels containing impact damage. p0203 AB2-17170

IMPACT DECeleration

U DECeleration

IMPACT LOADs

Impact loads. p203 AB2-17171

Coupied fluid/structure response predictions for soft body impact of airfoil configurations — ice and bird impact on aircraft engines. p0010 AB2-12039

On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a rigid surface. [AIAA 82-0735] p0340 AB2-30162

Transient vibration of high speed lightweight rotor due to sudden imbalance. [ASME PAPER 82-GE-231] p0289 AB2-35613

The behavior of composite thin-walled structures in dynamic buckling under impact. p0513 AB2-40976

IMPACT PREDICTION

An analytical methodology to predict potential aircraft losses due to canopy birdstrikes. p0227 AB2-24313

IMPACT PRESSURES

U IMPACT LOADs

IMPACT RESISTENCE

Seven years experience with kevlar-49 in the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar. p0023 AB2-12647

The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to a compressive stress, in the postbuckling region. p0065 AB2-18418

The role of finite element analysis in the design of birdstrike resistant transparencies. p0227 AB2-24314

Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid configurations. p0289 AB2-27141

Commercial jet transport crashworthiness. p0364 AB2-23207

Solid state flight incident recorder. p0001 AB2-25172

Environmental and High-Strain Rate effects on composites for engine applications. [NASA-TM-62882] p0571 AB2-31449

IMPACT SENSITIVITY

U IMPACT RESISTANCE

IMPACT STRENGTH

Strength degradation of impact damaged structure. p0203 AB2-17169

Analysis of multiple load path panels containing impact damage. p0203 AB2-17170

IMPACT TESTs

Airbag impact attenuation system for the AEG-304 remote piloted vehicle. [AIAA PAPER 81-1917] p0006 AB2-10403

Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint systems. [NASA-CC-165849] p0364 AB2-23207

Evaluation of a proposed modified F/8-111 crew seat and restraint system. [AD-A111808] p0313 AB2-21167

Comparative vertical impact testing of the F/8-111 crew restraint system and a proposed modification. [AD-A113957] p0522 AB2-28267

IMPACT TOlerANCes

Design manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft structure. [AGARD-AD-238] p0202 AB2-17160

Analysis methods for predicting structural response to projectile impact. p0202 AB2-17162
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Antenna (selected articles). [AD-1088174] p0269 AB2-19448

IMPPELLER BLADES

U ROTOR BLADES (TURBORAMPS)

IMPPELLERS

Army's int FPI progress begins - blade impeller followups - integral blade-disk. p0377 AB2-31999

Investigation of blade vibration of radial impellers by means of telemetry and holographic interferometry. [ASME PAPER 82-GE-31] p0421 AB2-35295

Experimental investigations on the flow in the impeller of a centrifugal fan. [ASME PAPER 82-GE-37] p0421 AB2-35298

Secondary flow mixing losses in a centrifugal impeller. [ASME PAPER 82-GE-44] p0421 AB2-35302
The influence of flow rate on the wake in a centrifugal impeller
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On the performance prediction of a centrifugal compressor scaled up
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Effect of impeller extended shrouds on centrifugal compressor performance as a function of specific speed
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-228]  p0428 AB2-35411
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INSULATION
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Initial experimental research into the response of aerojet engine compressors to distortion of intake pressure p0032 882-11006
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Intake design with particular reference to ice protection and particle separators p0208 882-17218
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Current status of inlet flow prediction methods (NASA-AI11784) p0655 882-26311
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[NASA-TH-84625] p0531 N82-29267

Operational evaluation of a propeller test stand in the quiet flow facility at Langley Research Center
[NASA-TH-84523] p0600 N82-33149

Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
[NASA-TH-84506] p0615 N82-34191

JET FLUIDS

U Jet Engine Fluids

JET IMPELLER

Study of reingestion of exhaust gases with different initial temperature in a reversed turbojet engine
p0014 N82-11444

A summary of jet-impeller studies at McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories
[AAIA PAPER 82-119] p017 N82-16504

Impeller cooling of concave surfaces of turbine airfoils
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Correlation system
Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance
(IAA Paper 82-0370)
Maneuver dependent constant error models and
synchronized reset filters for inertial
navigation systems
Post-flight assessment of the JTIDS Belflyx
A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JTIDS Belflyx -- stable community relative
navigation
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
Optimal control and estimation for strapdown
seeker guidance of tactical missiles
Rotor state estimation for rotorcraft
(IAE PREPRINT 81-11)
Adaptive filtering for an aircraft flying in
turbulent atmosphere
Robust Kalman filter design for active flap
suppression systems
Research on an adaptive Kalman filter for solving
the radar tracking problem --- German thesis
Application of Kalman filtering technique to
aerodynamic derivatives for a helicopter
Extension of proportional navigation by the use of
optimal filtering and control methods
(K-15-TT-663)
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
(IAE TR-00-18)
Real time estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
(NASA CR-169284)
Designs of analytical failure detection using
secondary observers
(K-15-TR-029a)
Kalman-Schmidt Filtering
Digital command augmentation for
lateral-directional aircraft dynamics
(AD-A110274)
Kapton (trade name)
The use of "kapton" polyimide film in aerospace
applications
(SAE Paper 811091)
KC-130 AIRCRAFT
U C-130 AIRCRAFT
KC-135 AIRCRAFT
U C-135 AIRCRAFT
Kevlar/Phenolic stability analysis of air cushion
landing gear trunk flapper
Performance evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
(K-A-CE-165841)
Materials and Structures/ACE
(K-A-FECTS-1178-6/81)
Materials and design criteria for Kevlar-29 ribbon
parachutes
(AD-A116357)
Keval/Phen-15 reduced drag DC-9 reverser stang
fairing
(NASA CR-169484)
KETING
HT FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
KINEMATICS
Analytical determination of undercarriage
retraction kinematics
(K-15-TR-921)
Kinematic investigation Hughes Helicopter 7.62mm
chain gun
(AD-A113114)
Kinematic precision of gear trains
(NASA TR-82847)
KINETICS
U PROPOGATION
KINETIC FRICITION
KT SLIDING FRICITION
KINETIC HEATING
KT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
KINETIC THEORY
KT MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
KINETICS
KT ELECTROKINETICS
KT ELECTRIFICATION
KT CHAPPOFF-SUGERSON PRINCIPLE
KT DIFFRACITION
KT WAVE PROPAGATION
KITS
Development of a backpack survival kit for
ejection seats
(AD-A113653)
KRONIENUS PRODUCT
U ORTHOGONALITY
KU BAND
U SUPERHIG FREQUENCY
KUPPER AIRCRAFT ORDINATARY
U C-141 AIRCRAFT
KUTTA-JOOGOWSKI CONDITION
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
(IAE Paper 81-2628)
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
(NASA TR-82805)
L
L BAND
U ULTRAREH FREQUENCIES
L-1011 AIRCRAFT
History of flight testing the L-1011 Tristar jet
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L-1011-1
Seven years experience with Kevlar-49 in the
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar
Seven years experience with Kevlar-49 as the
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar
Skyship 500 - The development of a modern
production airship
Design of an advanced composite main rotor blade spar for
fabrication by tubular braiding
Kevlar/Phen-15 polyimide matrix composite for a
complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing
(IAE Paper 82-1047)
Development of manufacturing technology for
fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor
spar by tubular braiding
(AD-A953777)
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior
panel configurations, and the application of the
tuned damper concept
(K-A-CE-167845)
Concept studies of an advanced composite
helicopter fan
(M-K-CE-82-1106)
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
(K-A-CE-165841)
Materials and Structures/ACE
(K-A-FECTS-1178-6/81)
Materials and design criteria for Kevlar-29 ribbon
parachutes
(AD-A116357)
Kevlar/Phen-15 reduced drag DC-9 reverser stang
fairing
(NASA CR-169484)
Fault isolation methodology for the L-1011 digital avionic flight control system  
[AIAA 81-2223] p0047 A82-13458

Digital active control system for load alleviation for the Lockheed L-1011  
[AIAA 81-0636] p0283 A82-26567

Sonar fatigue testing of an advanced composite  
[AIAA PAPER 81-0636] p0283 A82-26567

Advanced technology PFC control panel for the L-1011  
[AIAA PAPER 82-1257] p0487 A82-39084

Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch stability augmentation system for a relaxed stability L-1011  
[AIAA PAPER 82-1257] p0487 A82-39084

Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active control concepts for subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended span development and flight tests  
[AIAA-CR-159097] p0165 A82-15076

Flight service evaluations of Kevlar-49 epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft  
[AIAA-CR-165041] p0357 A82-22316

LABORATORIES

NT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY  
NT ENGINEERING TESTING LABORATORIES

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

Proposed multipurpose flying radio-physical laboratory using an IL-18 aircraft  
LABIBFLOI4

LABRINTH SEALS

Design and testing of a new double labyrinth seal  
[AIAA PAPER 81-LDF-50] p0127 A82-10452

Sealing effects on leakage losses in labyrinth seals  
[AIAA PAPER 82-GT-157] p0426 A82-35380

Labyrinth seal effects on rotor bearing system stability  
[AIAA-T-116774] p0599 A82-32742

LAMAR ING COORDINATES

Nodeal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite element approach and measurement by ground vibration test  
LABIBFLOI4

LAMAR ING MULTIPLIERS

Mathematical programming in engineering design problems  
AIAA PAPEB 82-LDF-18 A82-15864

Power system design optimization using Lagrange multiplier techniques  
AIAA PAPEB 82-LDF-18 A82-20743

LAMAR IN A

U LAYERS

LAMAR IN BOUNDARY LAYER

The effect of the cooling of the wing surface on laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition at supersonic flow velocities  
LABIBFLOI4

Visualization of laminar separation by oil film method  
LABIBFLOI4

Numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel liner for the NASA swept-wing LFC test  
LABIBFLOI4

Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on swept wings using distributed suction through porous surfaces  
LABIBFLOI4

External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow control glove on a Lockheed JetStar wing  
LABIBFLOI4

Heat transfer from nozzles under the conditions of flow laminarization  
LABIBFLOI4

Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar boundary layer on swept wings with suction  
[AIAA-TT-1902] p0091 A82-11391

Probability of laminar flow loss because of ice crystal encounters  
LABIBFLOI4

LAMAR IN BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

U LAMAR IN BOUNDARY LATEX

LAMAR IN FLAMES

U LAMAR IN FLAME

LAMAR IN FLOW

On low-speed wind tunnels with deformable boundaries  
LABIBFLOI4 A82-13458

A simple finite difference procedure for the vortex controlled diffuser  
[AIAA PAPER 82-20109] p0115 A82-17788

Box formation in flat, laminar, opposed jet methane diffusion flames  
LABIBFLOI4

Calculation of level flow using radial grating  
LABIBFLOI4

Observations and implications of natural laminar flow on practical airplane surfaces  
LABIBFLOI4

Natural laminar flow airfoil analysis and trade studies  
LABIBFLOI4

Laminar flow control SFF/GC feasibility demonstration  
LABIBFLOI4

Effect of modification of the trailing edge of a separating wall on the downstream mixing of parallel flowing streams  
[AIAA-T-111124] p0394 A82-24181

Laminar flow control; 1976 - 1982: A selected annotated bibliography  
LABIBFLOI4

Surface flow visualization requirements for testing in NF  
LABIBFLOI4

NASA research on viscous drag reduction  
LABIBFLOI4

LAMAR IN FLOW AIRFOILS

The NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment  
LABIBFLOI4

Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on swept wings using distributed suction through porous surfaces  
LABIBFLOI4

External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow control glove on a Lockheed JetStar wing  
LABIBFLOI4

Program at Douglas on laminar flow control applied to commercial transport aircraft  
LABIBFLOI4

Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft  
[AIAA-DF-550] p0252 A82-18190

Laminar Flow Control. The Research and Technology Studies 1981  
[AIAA-CF-2218] p0301 A82-20149

NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment  
LABIBFLOI4

Status of NASA advanced LFC airfoil high-lift study  
LABIBFLOI4

Stability of boundary layers with porous suction strips: Experiment and theory  
LABIBFLOI4

Probability of laminar flow loss because of ice crystal encounters  
LABIBFLOI4

SPF/GC titanium concepts for structural efficiency for HC  
LABIBFLOI4

SPF/GC titanium LPC porous panel concept  
LABIBFLOI4

Drag reduction using pneumatic turbulators --- laminar airfoils  
LABIBFLOI4

LAMAR IN FLOW CONTROL

U BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

U LAMAR IN BOUNDARY LATEX

LAMAR IN HEAT TRANSFER

Approximate method of predicting heating on the windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and comparisons with flight data  
[AIAA PAPER 82-0823] p0373 A82-36853

LAMAR IN JETS

U JET FLOW

U LAMAR IN JET FLOW

LAMAR IN MATERIALS

LAMAR IN LAMINATES

LAMAR IN LAMINATES

Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites  
LABIBFLOI4

Improvement of the first-ply-failure strength in laminates by using softening strips  
LABIBFLOI4

On the track of practical forward-swept wings  
LABIBFLOI4
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Design of the composite spar-wingskin joint
Boiled field repair of graphite/epoxy wing skin laminates
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by laminate tailoring
Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims in a high capacity laminate helicopter bearing
On the bearing strengths of CFRP laminates
The promise of laminated metal in aircraft design
Material identification for the design of composite rotary wings
Application of a new hybrid material in aircraft structures
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCS engines
Fuselage structure using advanced technology fiber reinforced composites
Standard tests for toughened resin composites
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCS engines
The promise of laminated metal in aircraft design
On the bearing strengths of CFBP laminates
Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims in a high capacity laminate helicopter bearing
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by laminate tailoring
Landing gear
The possibility of using deformable rubber components in landing gear
Mechanisms for the elimination of instability in a shimmy problem
Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut for a given track width under the assumption of the wheel drift hypothesis
Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis of air cushion landing gear
development
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3 operations experience in Air Inter
The birth of precision NEE
A tower approach to slant visual range observation and prediction
Comparative study of flight control laws
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) at Newark International Airport, New Jersey
[DOT/FRA/58-81/95]
Real time simulation of computer-assisted sequencing of terminal area operations
Development of a clear air radar to detect meteorological hazards at airports
Airfield visual aids research at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
Landing Gear
SUBJECT INDEX

Faceproof brake hydraulic system
[AD-A111319] p0407 N82-25245
Experimental investigation of active loads control for aircraft landing gear
[NASA-TP-2042] p0556 N82-31321
Description of a simple model to determine landing gear forces during the takeoff of aerodynamically unstable aircraft
[18-228] p0570 N82-31333
ASBA vertical drag test report — rotor systems research aircraft
[NASA-CS-145599] p0587 N82-32341
LANDING LOADS
 NT APPROACH INDICATORS
Airfield visual aids research at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
[EAP-TH-P-431] p0351 N82-22242
LANDING SIMULATION
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[NASA-CS-3552] p0553 N82-22252
Automated optical design of wing structures. Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
[NASA-TH-80441] p0535 N82-29317
LASER APPLICATIONS
 NT LASER PROPULSION
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon signals for aircraft collision hazard warning
[ADA 1-2328] p0502 A82-15225
Mapping in tropical forests — A new approach using the laser APS — Airborne Profile Recorder
[ADD-A1020] p0560 N82-24047
Laser communications via an atmospheric link
[AD-A111027] p0575 N82-26660
Laser application in weapon guidance and active imaging
[AD-A111028] p0575 N82-26615
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
[AD-A111029] p0575 N82-26617
The Hydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder (HALS)
[AD-A111030] p0575 N82-26620
Development and utilization of a laser Doppler system for a large transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-CS-82886] p0572 N82-31663
LASER COMMUNICATION
 NT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
Measurements of velocity distributions in the leading edge vortex of a delta wing by the laser-Doppler procedure
[AD-A111301] p0563 N82-37896
Laser Doppler anemometry applied to the study of the airflow in the wake of an helicopter rotor
[OBBA, TP No. 1982-61] p0555 A82-63755
Preliminary experiments on a centrifugal research compressor using a laser -2- focus velocimeter
[AD-A111441] p0553 A82-63756
Application of laser velocimetry to large industrial wind-tunnels
[OBBA, TP No. 1982-62] p0553 A82-63757
An experimental investigation of the flow field of an ejector wing design employing a photon correlation laser velocimeter
[AD-A11113] p0594 N82-31812
Hardware and software integration for the concurrent data acquisition and reduction of photon correlated laser Doppler velocimetry
[AD-A11146] p0594 N82-35506
A color video display technique for flow field surveys
[AD-A11147] p0594 N82-35507
Development of a laser velocimeter for a large transonic wind tunnel
[AD-A11148] p0598 N82-32669
Seeding considerations for an LV system in a large transonic wind tunnel
[AD-A11149] p0598 N82-32688
LV measurements with an advanced turboprop
[AD-A11150] p0598 N82-32690
Application of a laser velocimeter in the Langley 4- by 7-meter tunnel
[AD-A11151] p0598 N82-32693
Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AD-A11152] p0598 N82-32695
Some NFF laser velocimeter installation and operation considerations
[AD-A11153] p0599 N82-32698
Beta experiment flight report
[NASA-CS-170622] p0613 N82-36988
LASER GUIDANCE
Laser application in weapon guidance and active imaging
[AD-A11155] p0633 A82-35767
U.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle program
[AD-A11156] p0633 A82-39732
LASER GYROSCOPES
Early Laser Gyro Navigator /LGNS/ flight test results
[AD-A102033] p0603 N82-12664
Laboratory and flight test of a new ELG strapdown INS
[AD-A11159] p0603 N82-12665
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Becent developments in aviation cases
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of a leading edge vortex flap
A survey of melting layer research
On evaluating the influence of local disruptions to aerodynamics to active controls — aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slat rail
The application of subscale theoretical aerodynamics to active controls — aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slit rails
Fabrication of CFRP prototype structure for aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slit rail
The sixteen to forty micron spectroscopy from the Lear Jet [NASA-CB-166864]
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge, vortex rolling program with two linear panel methods [NASA-TB-78054]
Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge devices for drag reduction at high lift — conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed tunnel [NASA-CB-165585]
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading edge separation [AIAA PAPER 82-3876]
Inflated wings [AIAA PAPER 82-39142]
An experimental investigation of leading-edge spanwise blowing [AIAA PAPER 82-40988]
Spanwise distribution of vortex drag and leading-edge suction in subsonic flow [NASA-CB-164966] [NASA-CB-4369]
Development of an efficient procedure for calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform variation [AIAA PAPER 82-16529]
Measurement of velocity distributions in the leading edge vortex of a delta wing at the laser-Doppler procedure
Vehicle test report: Battronic pickup truck [NASA-CH-166657]
Recent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet theory to the estimation of vortex flow aerodynamics [AIAA PAPER 82-0905]
Recent developments in aviation cases
Leaves icing research tunnel [NASA-CB-169876]
Effects of wing-leading-edge modifications on a 60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices (data report) [NASA-CB-16906]
Status of NASA advanced LTC airfoil high-lift study [NASA-CB-20151]
Leading edge flap influence on leading edge vortex flow aerodynamics [AIAA PAPER 82-22045]
Leading edge root for use with a liquid anti-ice system [NASA-CB-16787-1] [NASA-CB-LA-12787-1]
Leading edge slats
Fabrication of CFRP prototype structure for aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slit rail [NASA-TB-81060]
Leading edge slats
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
History of the sweptback wing [NASA-PAPER 81-070]
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges of a cooled nozzle blade of a low-compression gas turbine [NASA-CB-20151]
Crosflow shock on the suction side of a flat delta wing with supercsonic leading edges [NASA-CB-22052]
History of the sweptback wing [NASA-PAPER 81-070]
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges of a cooled nozzle blade of a low-compression gas turbine [NASA-CB-20151]
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes in a 7- by 18 etabliser [NASA-CP-22180]
Complete guide to Rutan homebuilt aircraft --- Book
The reliability and safety of small passenger aircraft
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and cantilever wings
Ultralight airplanes
The computerized cockpit for the one-man crew
Sport aircraft --- Russian book
Computational and experimental studies of light twin aerodynamic interference
Assessment of advanced technologies for high performance single-engine business airplanes
The design integration of wingtip devices for light general aviation aircraft
Exterior noise on the fuselage of light propeller driven aircraft in flight
Experimental modal analysis of the fuselage panels of an Aero Commander aircraft [NASA-CR-165750]
Socata: TB 20 Trinidad given German debut [NASA-TM-76706]
Evaluation of noise control technology and alternative noise certification procedures for propeller-driven small airplanes [AD-A1169495]

LIGHT ALLOYS
NT ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse materials for aircraft construction --- composite versus metallic materials [S81AS-811-551-104]
LIGHT BEAMS
Laser gyrocs - The guiding light
LIGHT BULBS
O LUMINAIRES
LIGHT COMMUNICATION
O OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
LIGHT EMISSION
NT FLUORESCENCE
LIGHT BRIGHTING DIODES
The multi mode matrix flat panel display: Technology and applications
Heads up display [NASA-CR-1612530-1]
LIGHT MODULATION
Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight simulation applications [AD-A110928]
LIGHT PHONES
O LIGHT BEAMS
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Nearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation characteristics of a large-scale turret model [AD-A113910]
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS
NT FLASH LAMPS
NT LUMINAIRES
NT HUBAY LIGHTS
Study of fiber optics to enhance an environmental lighting laboratory [AD-A1061177]
Effects of approach lighting and variation an variable runway length on perception of approach angle in simulated night landings [AD-A117472]
Examination of aircraft interior emergency lighting in a postcrash fire environment [AD-A117629]

LIGHT ALLOYS

LIGHTING
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program overview [IAIA PAPER 81-2412]
Direct strike lightning measurement system --- for aircraft [IAIA PAPER 81-2513]
A recursive time domain analysis of distributed line grid networks with application to the ETA/EPF problem --- Lightning Threat Analysis [AD-A114761]
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric and magnetic fields above ground [AD-A114771p]
Conductive properties for lightning strike protection on aircraft [AD-A114782]
Lightning detection and ranging [AD-A114792]
Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic pulse on an advanced composites aircraft [AD-A114802]
Triggered lightning --- resulting from aircraft atmospheric electricity interactions [AD-A114812]
Airborne warning systems for natural and aircraft-initiated lightning [AD-A114822]
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft [AD-A114832]
Electromagnetic interaction of lightning with aircraft [AD-A114842]
Lightning simulation and testing [AD-A114852]
Assessment of aircraft susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and development of lightning-protection design criteria [AD-A114862]
Lighting effects on aircraft and composites. Literature study on lightning strike and protection --- advanced composite materials [FOA-C-20388-P9]
Investigation of severe lightning strike accidents to two USAF F-106A aircraft [NASA-CR-165794]
NASA research programs responding to workshop recommendations [AD-A107326]
The 1981 direct strike lightning data --- utilizing the F-106 aircraft [NASA-TM-82721]
Proceedings of the 1st Annual Workshop on Aviation Related Electricity Hazards Associated with Atmospheric Phenomena and Aircraft Generated Inputs [AD-A110722]
Protection of advanced electrical power systems from atmospheric electromagnetic hazards [AD-A112622]
Assessment of lightning simulation test techniques, part 1 [AD-A112622]
A comparison of lightning effects on future aircraft electronic systems [AD-A114117]
Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures protected with metal surfaces against lightning strike damage [AD-A1141178]
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model development and application. Volume 1: Lightning environment modeling [AD-A114015]
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model development and application. Volume 2: Simulation of the lightning/aircraft interaction event [AD-A114016]
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model development and application. Volume 3: Electromagnetic coupling modeling of the lightning/aircraft interaction event [AD-A114017]

Deposit formation in liquid fuels. 1 - Effect of coal-derived liquid bases on storage stability of jet fuel turbine fuel

Seam-emperical analyses of liquid fuel distribution downstream of a plain orifice injector under cross-stress air flow

LIQUID HYDROGEN
Fuel for future transport aircraft

LIQUID HYDROGEN - An outstanding alternate fuel for transport aircraft

LIQUID INJECTION
Liquid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors

LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
MT CHROMIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
MT LIQUID FUELS
MT RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANTS

Determination and analysis of jet and missile fuel deposits

LIQUID SLOSHING
Airframe fuel tank slosh and vibration test

LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
Factors influencing velocity distributions at inlet/combustor interfaces

LIQUIDS
MT CHROMIC ENAMELS
MT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
MT LIQUID FUELS
MT LIQUID HYDROGEN
MT LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
MT ORGANIC LIQUIDS
MT RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANTS

A study of the effects of long-term exposure to fuels and fluids on the behavior of advanced composite materials

LISTS
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program manual. Volume 2: Sample input and output listings

LITERATURE
MT BIOGRAPHY
MT DOCUMENTATION
MT PROCEEDINGS

LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)
Fictitious vibrations of a wing carrying a concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/

A practical approach to systems mode analysis - for disc-blade-shroud assemblies

Zone loading of flight-vehicle structures

A method of accounting for the effect of aircraft deformations on its loading

Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in subsonic and transonic potential flow

Prediction of subsonic aircraft flows with jet exhaust interactions

Analysis methods for predicting structural response to projectile impact

Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structures

Analysis of multiple load path panels containing impact damage

Program presentation of the working group separated flow: Problems with rotary wings

LOAD FACTORS
0 LOADS (FORCES)

LOAD TESTS
Fatigue life of lugs under service loading - Test results and predictions

The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to a compressive stress, in the postbuckling region

Experimental structural testing on a composite aircraft canard and its applications

The effects of bird orientation on load profile and damage level

Operating flight loads and their effect on engine performance

Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life
determination

Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in composites to load/environmental spectrum variations --- in fighter aircraft structures

On the bearing strengths of CF/P substrate laminates

In-plane shear test of thin panels

Vibration test procedures for accessory angle drive gearboxes on star 90C engines --- turbojet engines

LOADING FORCES
0 LOADS (FORCES)

LOADING ROBOTS
Some notable aerodynamic effects on helicopter rotors

LOADING OPERATIONS
QOT and Z of the F-16 20mm ammunition loading system's ability to upload/download A-70 aircraft

Advanced internal cargo system concept demonstration and evaluation

LOADING WAVES
Zone loading of flight-vehicle structures

LOADING WAVES
0 LOADS (FORCES)

LOADS (FORCES)
MT AERODYNAMIC LOADS
MT AXIAL LOADS
MT BLAST LOADS
MT CONFESSION LOADS
MT CRITICAL LOADING
MT CYCLIC LOADS
MT DYNAMIC LOADS
MT ENGINE LOADS
MT GUST LOADS
MT IMPACT LOADS
MT LANDING LOADS
MT BADLAND LOADS
MT SHOCK LOADS
MT STATIC LOADS
MT VIBRATORY LOADS
MT WING LOADING

A method for observing the deterioration of airframe life in operational conditions

Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation

SUBJECT INDEX
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
Preliminary study of ground handling characteristics of Buoyant Quad Rotor (BQR)
Hurricane-induced wind loads [PO9B-132267] p0476 A82-27548
Wind tunnel studies of store separation with load factor. Freeports and captive trajectories
The lateral response of an aircraft to turbulence [AD-411597] p0559 A82-30312
Simulation of the interaction between aeropod platforms and aircraft rollers [AD-9116370] p0569 A82-31324

LOGICAL DESIGNS

LOGICAL DESIGN

Computer-in-control selection logic for a triplex digital flight control system
[AAIA Paper 81-2368] p0047 A82-13465
The DBAPO system - Materials means and logic functions
[PO437 A82-37521
Stage-state reliability analysis techniques
[PO043 A82-20276
Active beacon collision avoidance logic evaluation. Volume 2: Collision avoidance
[AAIA Paper 81-2370] p0060 A82-13947
The influence of sensor and actuator characteristics on overall aircraft AFS design
[PO251 A82-18171
[AAIA Paper 82-0960] p0386 A82-34008
Design of advanced digital flight control systems via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis methods, volume 2
[AD-4115511] p0570 A82-31332

LOGICAL NETWORKS

U LOGIC CIRCUITS

The all electric airplane - Its development and logistic support
[PO067 A82-14709
Strategic materials - Technological trends
[PO44 A82-37972
Design and implementation of USAF avionics integration support facilities
[PO44 A82-37972
Pap's theorem for nonstationary processes
[AD-4115537] p0558 A82-30307
[AD-4117095] p0614 A82-34135

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

LT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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Analysis of several glidepath and speed control autopilot concepts for a powered lift STOL aircraft [NASA-TM-62828] p0611 &82-33400

POWERED MODELS

Wind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models: Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods --- [NASA-TM-76764] p0134 &82-14091

Development of a convoluted intake seal for model 266 --- vortex wind tunnel [NASE-ABG-163] p0370 &82-23255

PRACTICES

U PROCEDURES

PREAMPLIFIERS

A balanced active antenna and impulse noise blanket system for the Hayden T radio navigation receiver p0487 &82-27275

PRECAUTIONS

U ACCIDENT PREVENTION

PRESCRIPTION (ANTHROPOLOGY)

U MEDICAL

The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using BBeiX --- Bain Echo Attenuation Compensation Hardware p004a &82-10225


Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain on the performance of aircraft [NASA-TR-0372] p0301 &82-20145

Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse doppler radar [PB82-156660] p0562 &82-30620

PRESCRIPTION HARDWARE

Forbiddability of INCLOY alloy Ni 956 - An oxide dispersion strengthened sheet alloy p0365 &82-33994

PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

A new thermal and trajectory model for high altitude balloons [AIAA PAPER 81-1926] p0067 &82-10411

A method for predicting the lifetime of gas turbine blades p0106 &82-16692

Methods and models for predicting fatigue crack growth under random loading --- Book p0168 &82-20506

New processes and methods of technical diagnostics and prognostics in the case of the engine NK-8-4, II p0315 &82-29925

Evaluation of two analytical methods for the prediction of nuint flow fields in the vicinity of generalized forebodies [AIAA PAPER 82-0959] p0374 &82-31935

Prediction of aerodynamic flow at transonic Mach numbers [AIAA PAPER 82-1021] p0375 &82-19794

Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis [AIAA PAPER 82-1056] p0115 &82-34981

Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of turbomachinery [AIAA PAPER 82-1057] p0415 &82-34982

Turbine stage heat flux measurements [AIAA PAPER 82-1289] p0519 &82-35102

Design to life cycle cost capability of the PRICE models [JAF PAPER 82-221] p0556 &82-44495

Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with external stores at transonic speeds p0101 &82-13813

Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from static tests [NASA-TM-03219] p0139 &82-14080

Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of stalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans [NASA-TM-82-15058] p0116 &82-16610

Prediction of sound radiation from different practical jet engine inlets [NASA-CR-653120] p0195 &82-17193

Gunfire blast pressure predictions p0205 &82-17193

Predictions of aerodynamic characteristics of highly maneuverable configurations p0345 &82-22170

Review of the 1980 Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation Panel p0348 &82-22199

Current status of inlet flow prediction methods [AD-111794] p0463 &82-25198

Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under variable loading using a simple crack closure model [MLB-81-0030-0] p0529 &82-28685

Effect of water on axial flow compressors. Part 2: Computational program [AD-114631] p0537 &82-29327

Effects of higher order control systems on aircraft approach and landing longitudinal handling qualities p0563 &82-30488
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### PRESSURE DEPENDENCIES
- Pressure dependence of jet noise and silencing of blow-offs  p0167  AB2-20266

### PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
- The use of the Weber method for micrometer-assisted numerical analysis of airfoils  p0005  AB2-10362
- Subsonic flow over airborne optical targets  p0114  AB2-17605
- Optimal subsonic diffuser wall design for arbitrary entry conditions  [AIAA PAPER 82-0112]  p0115  AB2-17600
- Pressure distribution on an ogue wing in supersonic flow  [AIAA PAPER 82-0141]  p0121  AB2-17934
- Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface of a moving wedge with an incident shock wave  p0126  AB2-18550
- Use of high conical flow theory for the determination of the pressure distribution on the wave rider and its agreement with experimental results for supersonic flow  p0156  AB2-19197
- Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a subsonic crossflow  [AIAA PAPER 81-2110]  p0155  AB2-19202
- Recent advances in applying free vortex sheet theory to the estimation of vortex flow aerodynamics  [AIAA PAPER 82-0095]  p0183  AB2-22045
- Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics of several wings calculated by the SOUSSA II panel method  p0341  AB2-30193
- Experimental investigation of turbulent wall-jets in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in a rectangular diffuser  p0378  AB2-32330
- Design and investigations of a three dimensionally twisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors  [ASME PAPER 82-09-102]  p0427  AB2-35337
- Joint Anglo-American experience of the analysis of helicopter rotor blade pressure distribution  p0490  AB2-37770
- Experimental and theoretical studies of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers on an aeroengine of a typical transport airplane  p0551  AB2-40955
- Study on pressure distribution on rotor blades with three-dimensional unsteady theory of compressible fluid  p0577  AB2-45188
- Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical airfoils  p0302  AB2-10983
- Initial experimental research into the response of turbomachinery compressor to distortion of intake pressure  p0316  AB2-11006
- A preliminary experimental investigation of the response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure distortion  p0316  AB2-11007
- Subcritical and supersonic airfoils for given pressure distributions  p0305  AB2-12031
- Pressure distributions on three different cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a wingless missile at Mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.  Volume 4: Trapezoidal tail  [NASA-TM-80097]  p0398  AB2-13110
- Separated flow around helicopter bodies  p0250  AB2-18163
- Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with
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powered jet exhausts

[ NASA-CH-165852 ] p0262 &82-19167
The effect of a wall on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler -- wind tunnel flow visualization and
pressure measurement

[ BS-260 ] p0263 &82-19194
Tests and analysis of a vented D thrust deflecting
nozzle on a turbfan engine -- conducted at the
outdoor aerodynamic research facility of the
Hines Research Center

[ NASA-CH-166279 ] p0301 &82-20143
Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic wing of aspect ratio
1.4 --- in a wind tunnel

[ IE-TE-80666 ] p0312 &82-21161
Pressure distributions on some delta wings at \( \alpha = 4 \)
-- wind tunnel tests

[ IE-TE-80686 ] p0313 &82-21164
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
wind tunnel interference due to angle of attack
[ BS-P2-124/4/PUB/14 ] p0320 &82-21226
A flight investigation of blade-section aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
RC-SC2 airfoil sections

[ NASA-TE-83938 ] p0363 &82-23192
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOWSSA P1.1
panel method

[ NASA-TE-84945 ] p0405 &82-25216
Aerodynamically induced vibration

[ AD-A110493 ] p0455 &82-26306
Flow and pressure field of a model propeller
[ NASA-TE-76650 ] p0557 &82-32909
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced
airfoil sections. Volume 1: Summary of the
experiment

[ NASA-TE-84920-VOL-1 ] p0566 &82-32314

**PRESSURE DRAG**

**HT INTERFERENCE DRAG**

**HT SUPERSONIC DRAG**

Part span dumper loss prediction for transonic
axial fan rotors

[ AD-1106271 ] p0205 &82-17192
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction between the engine jet and the
surrounding flow field with regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies

[ IE-TE-62286 ] p0360 &82-23158
Experimental investigation of total pressure loss and
airflow distribution for gas turbine
combustors

[ AD-A22-15606 ] p0081 &82-15606
Pressure effects

Influence of airblast atomizer design features on
mean drop size

[ AIAA PAPER 82-1073 ] p0416 &82-34993
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of MHD ducts at high \( B \)-field

[ NASA-TE-84191 ] p0191 &82-13908
A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect
on the airflow incidence due to the section at
camber walls

[ NASL-TE-680 ] p0198 &82-17123

**PRESSURE FIELDS**

**U PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION**

**PRESSURE GRADIENTS**

**HT IGNITION GASES**

**EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENT WALL-JETS IN THE PRESENCE OF ADVERSE PRESSURE GRADIENTS IN A RECTANGULAR DIFFUSER**

Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured endwall stators

[ AIAA PAPER 82-82777 ] p0454 &82-26299
Experimental study of turbulence in blade end wall
corner regions

[ NASA-CH-169283 ] p0572 &82-31639

**PRESSURE MEASUREMENT**

Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in transonic compressible flows

[ AIAA PAPER 82-0410 ] p0121 &82-17931
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct

[ BS-P2-23816 ] p0297 &82-20216
Pressure measurements on trans vertical tails in
buffeting flow

[ AIAA-08641 ] p0337 &82-30138
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at \( \alpha = 0.9 \)

[ AIAA-08665 ] p0338 &82-30153
Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
determine attitude through measurement of static
pressure

[ AIAA PAPER 82-13661 ] p0469 &82-39128
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing

Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
collection and processing. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated

[ BS-P2-16095 ] p0192 &82-16095
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel

[ AD-A106272 ] p0192 &82-16096
Sea King flight tests pitot-static probe and
directional vane instrumentation

[ AD-A106427 ] p0304 &82-20176
Pressure measurements on a wing oscillating in
supercritical flow

[ BS-P2-70046 ] p0313 &82-21163
Study of TOL in ground-effect flow field

including temperature effect

[ NASA-CH-166258 ] p0400 &82-25170

**PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS**

One reason for the onset of high-frequency
self-excited oscillations in combustion
chambers of aircraft engines

[ AD-A1106271 ] p0194 &82-11048
Experimental investigations on the flow in the
impeller of a centrifugal fan

[ AIAA PAPER 82-GT-37 ] p0421 &82-35268
Analysis of very low frequency oscillations in a
razjet combustor by use of a sensitive time lag
model

[ AIAA PAPER 82-21404 ] p0321 &82-21406
Report of the JANNAF Workshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques

[ AIAA PAPER 82-21406 ] p0321 &82-21406

**PRESSURE SENSORS**

**PRESSURE PROBES**

**PRESSURE SENSORS**

**PRESSURE PULSES**

Effect of repetition rate and impulsiveness of
simulated helicopter rotor noise on annoyance

[ NASA-TP-1969 ] p0327 &82-28993
Effects of repetition rate and impulsiveness of
simulated helicopter rotor noise on annoyance

[ AIAA PAPER 82-GT-37 ] p0421 &82-19707
Pressure ratio

Effects on an aircraft engine controls

[ ASME PAPER 82-25170 ] p0128 &82-18691
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors

[ AIAA PAPER 82-07-85 ] p0423 &82-35353
Performance analysis of the test results on a
two-stage transonic fan

[ ASME PAPER 82-07-123 ] p0425 &82-35353
Performance of a two-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios of
1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 1.82

[ NASA-TP-1970 ] p0266 &82-19222
Performance of a single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios of
1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05

[ NASA-TP-2001 ] p0355 &82-22269

**PRESSURE RECOVERY**

An experimental investigation of S-duct diffusers
for high-speed propfans

[ AIAA PAPER 82-1123 ] p0417 &82-35019
The performance of centrifugal compressor channel
diffusers

[ ASME PAPER 82-07-10 ] p0420 &82-35279
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Fuel quality processing study. Volume 1
Fuel quality/process study. Volume 2: Appen- dix

PROCESS Heat

Open-cycle vapor compression heat pump
[PB82-110503] p0259 882-18553

PROCESSORS (COMPUTERS)

Central Processing Units

PROCUREMENT

ST GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

Procurement of the new flight and tactics simulators - Experience, problems, meaning
[DGTR PAPER 81-095] p0159 882-19266

PROCUREMENT POLICY

The procurement of flight simulators at the German Luftwaffe
[DGTR PAPER 81-093] p0159 882-19268

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

ST WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT

Advanced fighter technology integration AFTI/F-16
test program overview
[46AA PAPER 81-22043] p0065 882-14398
Electromechanical actuation development program
[AD-A104437] p0067 882-14705
Airframe composite materials and structures
[AD-A104783] p0103 882-16143
The well tempered transport aircraft engine /The Sir Henry Boyce Memorial Lecture/
[AD-A104457] p0103 882-16145
Development of the Lockheed SE-71 Blackbird
evolution of the Boeing 757
[AD-A104437] p0126 882-18322
NAYSTAR global positioning system
[AD-A104457] p0175 882-20601
Evolution of the Aeroscout
[PB82-10590] p0239 882-24706
Very large aircraft - A common response to a rapidly changing global environment
[AD-A104457] p0375 882-31979
Development of an aircraft engine
[AD-A104457] p0386 882-34112
A survey regarding the German-French development program Alpha Jet
[AD-A104457] p0550 882-43332
High Order Languages /HOL/ for flight control applications
[AAS 82-026] p0578 882-45608
Study and development of an integrated head-up display
[AD-A104437] p0037 882-11062
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[46AT-72871] p0001 882-11941
Advanced technology lightweight gondola system
[AD-A104457] p0133 882-14082
Development of Integrated Programs for Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) - IPAD user requirements
[46AA-CR-2985] p0141 882-15034
Advanced compressor components, Phase 1: 1978 to 1979 --- for aircraft engines
[BMP-PB-W-81-025] p0144 882-15073
SH-60 test program
[AD-A104457] p0297 882-18141
Array Lynn: Product development matched to military combat development
[AD-A104457] p0297 882-18143
A design study of the Marshall --- lightweight twin-engine aircraft
[46AA-262] p0265 882-19215
Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology program
[46AA-CR-16508] p0266 882-19221
Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fan blade technology report
[46AA-CR-16508] p0317 882-21196

SOFTWARE

Collaborative development of aero-engines
[PB82-90003] p0355 882-22277
The Airbus family of aircraft at the dawn of the 1980's
[WB82-011-101] p0393 882-21646
Preplanned product improvement and other modifications strategies: Lessons from past aircraft modification programs
[AD-A113559] p0463 882-22720
The development of terrain following displays for the Tornado aircraft
[PB82-200G] p0577 882-32337
Aerospace system development for the Tornado /AFTI/
[AD-DP-705] p0597 882-32361
Operational flow visualization techniques in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel

PRODUCTION COSTS

Skyskrap 500 - The development of a modern production airship
[AD-A104457] p0174 882-20559
Unmanned aircraft in future combat
[AD-A104457] p0492 882-39728

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

ST PRODUCTION PLANNING

Automated Paint and Process Line /APPL/ --- for aircraft production
[AD-A104457] p0002 882-10120
Development of aircraft production engineering discipline at IIT, Bombay
[AD-A104457] p0103 882-11317
Quality optimization and unification of aviation technology
[AD-A104457] p0081 882-15721
[AD-A104457] p0229 882-24371
Design and production of fiberglass helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A104457] p0289 882-27153
Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding technology from R&D to operational use
[AD-A104457] p0293 882-27435
Applications of structural adhesives in production
[AD-A104457] p0326 882-28808
British aerospace begins update effort
[AD-A104457] p0378 882-32624
The technology of the assembly of engines for flight vehicles --- Russian book
[AD-A104457] p0578 882-45765
The automation of processes for producing aircraft engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
[AD-A104457] p0578 882-45771
A CFPP tallaron for the Tornado: Construction and production --- horizontal stabilizer
[BBB-90088] p0027 882-10035
Rational production methods for the manufacture of helicopter rotor blades --- BO-105 helicopter
[BBB-90088] p0316 882-21180
Directional solidification: Project B2 --- of gas turbine rotor blade alloys
[PB82-90088] p0356 882-22279
Specification and estimation of dynamic cost functions for airframe production airframes
[AD-A113417] p0463 882-27221

PRODUCTION METHODS

U PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

Production Planning

Mission effectiveness of the AV-8B Harrier 2 could be improved if actions are taken now
[AD-A113417] p0452 882-26284

PRODUCIVITY

CIS/CAM approach to improving industry productivity gathers momentum
[AD-A104457] p0181 882-21375

PROPERIETY

U ABILITIES PRODUCO

Developmental possibilities in civil aviation in the Federal Republic of Germany
[AD-A113417] p0350 882-22230

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

ST PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Program Verification (Computers)

The Space Shuttle vehicle checkout involving operations
Combining analysis with optimization at Langley

F/A-18 Weapons system support facilities

Forecasting and mechanical verification of SIFT — a fault-tolerant flight control system

P/B - 16 weapons system support facilities

A program testing assistant

Production of Reliable Flight Control Software: Validation Methods Research for Fault Tolerant Avionics and Control Systems Sub-Working Group Meeting

Combining analysis with optimization at Langley Research Center. An evolutionary process

DAA-AD-238

Description of projectile threats

Analytic methods for predicting structural response to projectile impact

Noise and acoustic emissions from propulsion engines

Analytic methods for ballistic damage size and type

Damage from high explosive (HE) projectiles

Damage from engine debris projectiles

Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact

Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure

Strength degradation of impact damaged structure

PROP-FAIR TECHNOLOGY

Propellers come full circle --- prop-fan technology for aircraft fuel savings

Propulsion/ACEE

[ASA-PCTS-91/2-81] p0408 N82-25251

Advanced turboprop testbed systems study. Volume 1: Testbed program objectives and priorities, drive system and aircraft design tradeoff, evaluation and recommendations and wind tunnel test plans

[NASA-CR-167928-VOL-1] p0591 N82-32370

Advanced turboprop testbed systems study

[NASA-CR-167895] p0607 N82-33375

PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)

No CRACK PROPAGATION

PLANES PROPAGATION

Influence of exit impedance on finite difference solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation in ducts

[ASA-PAPER 81-WA/ACA-13] p0235 A82-24602

PROPANE

Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels

[ASA-PAPER 82-GT-49] p0422 A82-35307

PROPPELLANT ADDITIVES

Antiwear properties of additives based on higher fatty acids --- for jet fuels

[ASA-PAPER 82-GT-49] p0548 A82-42893

PROPPELLANT CORROSION

No SOLID PROPPELLANT CORROSION

PROPPELLANT DECOMPOSITION

Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels

[ASA-PAPER 82-GT-49] p0422 A82-35307

PROPPELLANT EXPLOSIONS

Gunfire blast pressure predictions

[ASA-PAPER 82-GT-49] p0548 A82-42893

PROPPELLANT PROPERTIES

Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends

[ASA-PAPER 82-1291] p0379 A82-33025

Propellant characteristics and performance

[ASA-PAPER 82-1291] p0416 A82-35000

Characterization of an Experimental Referee - Stabilized Specification (ERSS) aviation turbine fuel and ERSS fuel blends

[NASA-TB-72883] p0595 N82-32304

PROPPELLANTS

Chlorinated rocket propellants

Liquid rocket propellants

BP-I rocket propellants

Solid propellants

PROPPELLER BLADES

Resonant whirls of aircraft propeller-engine systems

Optimization of propeller blade shape by an analytical method

[ASA-PAPER 82-1125] p0417 A82-35021

The application of small propellers to RPV propulsion

[ASA-PAPER 82-39737] p0607 N82-22170

An analysis of civil aviation propulsion-to-person accidents: 1965-1979

[ASA-PAPER 82-14857] p0075 A82-14857
Experimental methods for the prediction of the propeller/wing interaction effects

The prediction of propeller/wing interaction effects provides critical insights into the performance and aerodynamic characteristics of modern aircraft configurations, especially those with advanced propulsion systems. This is crucial for the design and optimization of future aircraft, ensuring they meet the stringent requirements for efficiency, noise reduction, and safety.

In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design turboprop propulsion system

In-flight acoustic results from advanced-design turboprop propulsion systems are essential for understanding and mitigating noise emissions, particularly in transport aircraft, where noise reduction is a key requirement. These results help in refining the design of future propulsion systems to meet noise certification standards.

Propulsion opportunities for future commuter aircraft

As aircraft manufacturers explore new technologies, propulsion opportunities for future commuter aircraft are a critical area of research. This includes considerations for sustainable fuels, electric propulsion, and innovative engine configurations that can enhance performance and reduce environmental impact.

Ground reflection effects in measuring propeller performance

Ground reflection effects can significantly impact the accuracy of measurements taken in the field, especially in complex environments. Understanding and mitigating these effects is crucial for obtaining reliable data that can be used to improve propeller design and performance.

Ground reflection effects: Preliminary results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program

Preliminary results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program provide foundational data on the impact of ground reflection on propeller performance. This research aims to refine measurement techniques and improve the accuracy of performance assessments.

Optimization of propeller/wing interaction effects

Efforts to optimize propeller/wing interaction effects aim to enhance overall aircraft performance by minimizing drag, improving efficiency, and reducing noise. This involves advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and experimental validation to ensure that the propeller design meets the performance targets.

Propeller Slipstreams

Propeller Slipstreams play a critical role in aircraft performance. The study of Slipstreams helps in understanding the aerodynamic interactions and power requirements of propellers. This knowledge is essential for the design of efficient propulsion systems for various aircraft configurations.

Low-speed propeller noise: Preliminary results

Understanding low-speed propeller noise is crucial for reducing disturbance to residents and minimizing environmental impact. Preliminary results in this area contribute to the ongoing efforts to design quieter aircraft engines.

Ground reflection effects in measuring propeller performance: Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program

Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program offer insights into the evolving approaches to mitigate ground reflection effects in propeller performance measurements. This is a critical area of research for improving the reliability of future aircraft performance data.

Impact of advanced propeller technology on aircraft/mission characteristics of several general aviation aircraft

The impact of advanced propeller technology on aircraft/mission characteristics is a vital consideration for general aviation aircraft. This research helps in assessing how new technology can improve performance, efficiency, and safety without compromising on cost or feasibility.

Impact of advanced propeller technology on aircraft/mission characteristics of several general aviation aircraft: Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program

Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced ground reflection effects program in the context of advanced propeller technology provide a comprehensive view of the developments in this area, specifically focusing on general aviation aircraft.
Evaluation of PROPELLER PROBES: a new technique for measuring propeller performance

Future technology and requirements for helicopter propulsion

Aircraft propulsion systems: Past, present and future

Naval propulsion systems

Propulsion system performance on engine/pylon/wing interference --- wind tunnel tests

Development of a rotocraft. Propulsion dynamics interface management --- Volume 1

Development of a rotocraft. Propulsion dynamics interface management --- Volume 2

PROPELLER PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development test program

Evaluating an experimental technique to investigate the effects of the engine position

Experimental determination of flow-interference effects of wing-mounted, two-dimensional, full-capture propeller nacelles at close proximity to a vehicle body at a Mach number of 0.8

Optimal filtering and control methods

A propulsion view of the all-electric airplane

A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel: User's guide

Survey on the effect of blade surface roughness on compressor performance

Helicopter propulsion systems: Past, present and future
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Aircraft turbine engine development: Current practices and new priorities

Future technology and requirements for helicopter engines

Mechanical advances in the design of small turboshaft engines

Advanced component development design basis for next generation media power helicopter engines

Aerodynamic components for small turboshaft engines

Regenerative helicopter engines: Advances in performance and expected development problems

Advanced transmission component development

Helicopter propulsion systems: 1: Vibration prevention systems on helicopters 2: Problem of noise in the cabin

Prediction of off-design performance of turbo-shaft engines a simplified method

Three-engine control system for the prototype EH-101 helicopter

HASA Advanced Helicopter Technology and Tilt Rotor Workshop. Volume 5: Propulsion system simulation

A piecewise linear state variable technique for real time propulsion system simulation

Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced High Speed Propeller Research Program

Propulsion opportunities for future combat aircraft

Integrated airframe propulsion control

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

NT ENGINEERING EFFICIENCY

An investigation of the use of a propulsive wing/canard concept for improved maneuvering

The design of compact asymmetric maximum-thrust nozzles for a given lift force

Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency of civil transport aircraft

Airbus - the year of progress

System study of application of composite materials for future transport aircraft

Optimization of propeller blade shape by an analytical method

The application of small propellers to BPF propulsion

Aircraft design for fuel efficiency

Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization document, revision 1

Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT), Appendix B

Mechanical advances in the design of small turboshaft engines

The distress regime on the bio-torpedoed helicopter

PROTECTION

NT ACCELERATION PROTECTION

NT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

NT CORROSION PREVENTION

NT THERMAL PROTECTION

Electrical ground testing of aircraft anti-icing protection

PROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY

Protection of advanced electrical power systems from atmospheric electromagnetic hazards

Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures protected with metal surfaces against lightning strike damage

HASA-U-U-290-82-02-02

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Human response to fire

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

NT CHEMICAL COATINGS

The protection of gas turbine blades - A platinum aluminode diffusion coating

Abrasion resistant coated plastic products for aircraft

An evaluation of several polymers for high density humidity PC coatings

Recent developments in materials and processes for aircraft corrosion control

An evaluation study of aluminode and chromiumalnminide coatings on X-100

Engine experience of turbine rotor blade materials and coatings

Application and testing of metallic coatings on graphite/epoxy composites

Thermal-barrier coated turbine blade study

Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas turbines: A Review of NASA sponsored research

Corrosion prevention measures used in the construction of an aircraft airframe: The case of 2014 and 2214 alloys

Recent developments in materials and processes for aircraft corrosion control

New concepts in multifunctional corrosion for aircraft and other systems

Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems

Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft structures: Some examples for the corrosion behaviour of Al alloys
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Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics interface analysis, volume I

[NASA-CR-166380] p0591 N82-32368

ROTOR DISKS
U TURBINE WHEELS
U HUBS
U MOTORS

ROTOR LIFT

A three-dimensional approach to lift and moment coefficients of rotating blades

p0245 N82-18125

Investigation of a rotor system incorporating a constant lift cap

[NASA-CR-166261] p0531 N82-29271

ROTOR SPEED

60 kVA ADF permanent magnet VSCF starter generator system - Generator system performance characteristics

p0016 A82-11721

Transient vibration of high speed lightweight rotor due to sudden imbalance

[ASRB PAPER 82-02-23] p0428 A82-35413

Problems of engine response during transient maneuvers

p0208 N82-17221

An extension of the local momentus theory to the rotors operating in twisted flow field

p0245 N82-18123

A simplifed method for predicting rotor blade airloads

p0245 N82-18124

Wind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise

p0240 N82-18146

ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Rotor systems research aircraft /BSBA/ rotor force and moment measurement system

[AIAS PAPER 81-2516] p0207 A82-13913

Performance of the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft calibrated rotor loads measurement system

p0502 A82-00459

Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor for the rotor System Research Aircraft (BSBA) --- integrating the YAH-64 main rotor

[NASA-CR-166154] p0107 N82-16043

BA/NASA advanced rotorcraft technology and Tiltrotor Workshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and Structures Session

[NASA-CR-166047] p0262 N82-19172

BSBA vertical drag test report --- rotor systems research aircraft

[NASA-CR-166399] p0587 N82-32341

ROTORCRAFT
U ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

The use of frequency methods in rotorcraft system identification

[AIAS PAPER 81-2386] p0064 A82-14392

Dynamic stability of a buoyant quad-rotor aircraft --- for allaying payloads externally on a silo

[AIAS PAPER 82-0242] p0117 A82-17061

The emerging need for improved helicopter navigation

p0182 A82-21591

Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for flight research

[NASA-CR-166246] p0201 N82-17152

Tethered rotors platforms and their mission potential

p0248 N82-18145

NASA Lewis Research Center Icing Research Program

p0311 N82-21148

Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotorcraft applications

[NASA-CR-165397] p0536 N82-29532

ROUTERS
U BATTERYLESS ROTORS
U CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
U COMPRESSOR ROTORS
U FLYWHEELS
U HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
U IMPULSES
U LIFTING ROTORS
U RIGID ROTORS
U ROTARY WINGS
U TAIL ROTORS
SATELLITE NETWORKS

Satellite geometry considerations for low cost GPS user equipment...

Prospects for Navstar -- a future worldwide civil navigation-satellite system

Consideration of an international private sector satellite search and rescue locating system

Study of the global positioning system for maritime concepts/applications: Study of the feasibility of replacing maritime shipborne navigation systems with NAVSTAR

SATELLITE OBSERVATION

A comparison of pole positions derived from GPS satellite and Navy navigation satellite observations (AD-A110765)

Scanner imaging systems, aircraft

SATELLITE SOUNDING

Rapid extraction of layer relative humidity, geopotential thickness, and atmospheric stability from satellite sounding radiometer data

SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

Data communications within the Air Navigation Services system

Radiating elements for hemispherically scanned array --- onboard aircraft for data links to satellites

SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY

Mesoscale convective weather systems and aviation operations (AIAA PAPER 82-0015)

SATELLITES

NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

NT G00DENIC SATELLITES

NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES

NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES

NT RCA SATCOM SATELLITES

NT REPSAT

NT SARRI SATSATELLITES

NT SEASTAR SATELLITES

NT TITAN

SATURN SATELLITES

NT TITAN

SCALE EFFECT

Scaling effects on leakage losses in labyrinth seals (AIAA PAPER 82-CT-157)

An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces at transonic Mach numbers with emphasis on model scale effects (AD-A104959)

SCALE MODELS

Analysis of data from a wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale model of a highly maneuverable supersonic V/STOL fighter - 2X2 configuration (AIAA PAPER 81-2620)

Experimental performance evaluation of "ventilated mixers" - a new mixer concept for high bypass turbofan engines (AIAA PAPER 82-1136)

An experimental investigation of a bearingless model rotor in hover

An investigation of scale model testing of VTOL aircraft in hover

An improved propulsion system simulation technique for scaled wind tunnel model testing of advanced fighters

Standard tests of a research model rotor in a wind tunnel, including model similarity --- calculations compared with measurements (BGW-FAST-75-16)

Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow patterns of a low-speed tunnel (NASA-CR-169413)

Rotor model for the verification of computational methods (ISO-275)

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/13-scale model of the NASA AB-1 oblique-wing research aircraft (NASA-TR-83236)

Aeroplastic survey of wind tunnel testing of small and large scale rotors (SAIAS-821-210-107)

Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical wind tunnel models (NASA-78/18)

Research model wing/empennage fabrication --- transonic wind tunnel 1/7.5-scale model (AD-A114101)

Investigation of correlation between full-scale and fifth-scale wind tunnel tests of a Bell helicopter Textron Model 222 (SAIA-S-166262)

Acoustic similarity laws for centrifugal fans (ESA-IV-712)

SCALE MATH

Model helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise

Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from static tests

SCANNERS

NT MULTISPECTRAL SATELLITE SCANNERS

NT OPTICAL SCANNERS

Current pressure measuring system in the transonic wind tunnel (AD-A106272)

SCANNING

NT RADAR SCANNING

SCANNING DEVICES

NT SCANNERS

SCAR PROGRAM

NT SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH

SCATTER PROPAGATION

NT IONOSPHERIC F-SCATTER PROPAGATION

SCATTERING

NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

NT ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING

NT BACKSCATTERING

NT CONFIGURATION INTERACTIONS

NT IONOSPHERIC F-SCATTER PROPAGATION

NT RICHERED SCATTERING

NT RADAR SCATTERING

NT REFLECTION

NT WAVE SCATTERING

SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS

Commercial airborne weather radar technology

SCATTERSTORMS

Development and test of a tactical visibility sensor

SCENE ANALYSIS

Terrain model animation (AD-A107911)

SCHEDULING

NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Dynamic scheduling of runway operations

SCHEMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Operational flow visualization techniques in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel

Shadowgraph techniques in transonic tests with powered nacelles

SCHEIMPFLUG-CRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION

A Schwarz-Cristoffel method for generating internal flow grids

SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

Linear alpha-ray altimeter

SCINTILLATIONS

NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

SCINTILLATIONSTORMS

NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

SCORING

Electro-optical vector scoring system -- for missile aims distance in flight training exercises (AIAA PAPER 81-2373)

SCOUT HELICOPTER

NT P-531 HELICOPTER

SCRAMJET ENGINES

NT SUPERSonic combustion engine engines

A-379
Development of a convoluted intake seal for model analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLARG/

Chen-Braze abradable seal practical Service sensitivity of polysulfide sealants Investigation into the utility of some quick setting cements for runway repair

Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea frontal system Real time estimation and prediction of ship motions using Kalman filtering technique

Sea States: A comparison of Seasat-derived wave height with surface data

Sea Water: Rescue at sea Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea frontal system US Naval fleet aircraft corrosion

Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at the air force base in Sandans, Turkey

Seals: Novel metal-ceramics-composite sealing coatings in aircraft engines Studies of new polyimide elastomeric sealants -- for aircraft fuel tanks

Sealing: Aeronautical applications of bonding -- The experience of corrosion on French military aerodynamic research Investigation into the utility of some quick setting cements for runway repair -- [F-80-157/60,7.0157]

Seals: (STOPPERS) NT LANTYTH SEALS Rob energetics of compressor blade tip seals Service sensitivity of polysulfide sealants -- Chew-Braze abrasible seal practical -- An experimental investigation of interfacial temperatures in blade-seal natural rubbing of aircraft compressors -- [AIAA PAPER 82-0890]

Development and application of Dubbe gas tungsten arc welding for repair of aircraft engine, seal teeth -- [AIAA PAPER 82-07-55]

Bonding procedure for Teflon seals Development of low modulus material for use in ceramic gas path seal applications -- [NASA-CH-165469]

Development of a convoluted intake seal for model R66 -- vs/wind tunnel [AB-KEG-163]


Crashworthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint, and injury findings in selected general aviation accidents -- [AD-A110470]

Crashworthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint, and injury findings in selected general aviation accidents -- [AD-A110470]

Sea Bus: Evaluation of a proposed modified F/1B-111 crew seat and restraint system -- Crashworthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint, and injury findings in selected general aviation accidents -- [AD-A110470]

Secondary flow mixing losses in a centrifugal impeller -- [ASHE PAPER 82-07-48]

Secondary flow effects and mixing of the wake behind a turbine stator -- [ASHE PAPER 82-07-46]

End-wall boundary layer calculation methods -- [AD-11-44984]

A-380
SBPABATOBS
SERVICE LIFE
SERIES (NASHEHAXICS)
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
HI PADE APPIBXIHATIOH
NT FODBIEB SEBIES
Hughes helicopters - Fatigue life methodology

A method of determining safe service life for helicopter components

On the calculation of separated flow on helicopter fuselages

Some remarks on buffeting --- of wings, wind tunnel models

Water tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel data analysis of the F/A-18 --- leading edge extension vortex effects

The Sharypin sequential probability ratio test

User's manual for interfacing a leading edge, vortex rollup program with two linear panel methods

A method for determining the lifetime of gas turbine blades

Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics

Evaluation of crack growth rates for service life tracking

Problems and options in advanced composite repair

Mechanical and metallurgical considerations in extending the life of turbine blades

A procedure for evaluating fuel composition:

The role of the scale parameter in service load assessment and simulation --- of aircraft flight

The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to improvements in the life and performance of gas turbine components

Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot section components

Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In Design (LUCID), volume 1

An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the behavior of aircraft with active control systems

A method for determination of the aeroelastic behavior of aircraft with active control systems

Implementation of a VTOL control system during hover

Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft spoiler movements through dual input commands

A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover

Design considerations for duty cycle, life and reliability of small limited life engines

An electronic control for an electrohydraulic servovalves German thesis

A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure based on a power series expansion

A-382
Bail-Bartoe Jetwing flight tests
An investigation of the use of a propulsive wing/flap concept for improved maneuvering
Tactical STOL moment balance through innovative configuration technology
Application of thrust vectoring for STOL
STOL capability impact on advanced tactical aircraft design
Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft - The first 3 years of flight research
Sea based support aircraft alternatives
Design features of a sea-based multi-purpose V/STOL, STOL, and STOL aircraft in a support role for the U.S. Navy
Performance flight test evaluation of the Bail-Bartoe JW-1 Jetwing STOL research aircraft
Analytical control law for desirable aircraft lateral handling qualities
US Navy begins slow shuffle towards V/STOL
STOL aircraft response to turbulence generated by a tall upward building
Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts utilizing spanwise blowing for aerodynamic lift enhancement
Thrust reverser induced flow interference on tactical aircraft stability and control
Application of advanced exhaust nozzles for tactical aircraft
Design and experimental verification of the USB-flap structure for STOL aircraft ---
Development of the Circulation Control Wing-Upper Surface Blowing powered-loft aircraft
Test results of chordwise and spanwise blowing for low-speed lift augmentation
Design of a longitudinal ride-control system by Zahn's method of inequalities
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization document, revision 1
Development and evaluation of automatic landing controls for lightweight wing loading STOL aircraft
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
Airlane landing on an elevated STOLport
Surveys of flow-field around and along experimental STOL-research aircraft models
Review of defense-related vertical and short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft programs
Aeroacoustic noise generated by jet wing/flap interactions of the external USB configuration of STOL aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model experiment using F21 turbofan engine
A short takeoff performance computer program
Design criteria for flightpath and airdomed control for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft
STOL aircraft structural vibration prediction from acoustic excitation
Flight experiments using the front-side control technique during piloted approach and landing in a powered lift STOL aircraft
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control autopilot concepts for a powered lift STOL aircraft
Short Wave Radiation by Millimeter Waves
SHREDDED BODIES
SHREDDED BODIES
The subsonic performance of practical military variable area convergent nozzles
SHREDDING TURBINES
Investigation of vibration of shredded turbine blades
SHEDDING TURBINES
A practical approach to systems mode analysis --- for Air/blade-shroud assemblies
SHREDDING
Effect of impeller extended shrouds on centrifugal compressor performance as a function of specific speed
Active clearance control system for a turbocharger
SHREDDING
BY BYPASSES
SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
GIC (CORRECTIFER)
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
RADAR IMAGERY
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAR/ performance in the detection of search and rescue targets
Utilization of AN/APS-94 side-looking airborne radar systems in search and rescue
SIDELOOK REDUCTION
Secondary radar problems - The presence of false echoes
SIDELINE
A cost effective method for the control of roll due to side slip on a low speed aircraft
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender wings by the suction analogy
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading edge separation
SUBJECT INDEX

Distributed airborne array concepts
p0342 882-31669

Median PTO performance analysis —
Pulse-Repetition Frequency
p0436 882-37378

Recent results in main beam nulling —
aircraft antenna design
p0553 882-43792

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Ohio University, 1981 — loran
p0445 882-26208

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

MT DATA TRANSMISSION
MT IONOSPHERIC F-SCATTER PROPAGATION
MT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
MT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
MT MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION
MT MULTIPLE ACCESS
MT PDR TELEMETRY
MT RADAR TRANSMISSION
MT RADIO TELEMETRY
MT RADIO TRANSMISSION
MT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
MT TELEMETRY
MT TRANSHORIZONT RADIO PROPAGATION

Microwave communications to remotely piloted
Vehicles
p0150 882-18911

Lead navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
p0175 882-20656

Fiber optics remoting of terminal radar and beacons
signals
p0574 882-32140

SYNTHETIC AERIAL
ADS phase flow properties for infrared analysis
— Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
p0114 882-17606

On-set vibration measurement, dynamic tracking
and balancing
p0172 882-20545

The pressure signature method for blockage
corrections, and its applications to the
industrial wind tunnel
p0267 882-19231

SIGNATURES

MT AERIAL SIGNATURES
MT RADAR SIGNATURES
MT SPECTRAL SIGNATURES

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

MT SH-3 HELICOPTER
MT SH-4A HELICOPTER

Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System
p0046 882-13224

Sikorsky RCP preliminary design —
Advanced Composite Airframe Program
p0500 882-40526

SIKORSKY SHS-2 HELICOPTER

O SH-3 HELICOPTER

SILICA

O SILICON DIOXIDE

SILICON

Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight
Simulation applications
p0413 882-26005

[S6-A110528]

SILICON CARBIDES

Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine
p0191 882-16085

[S6-A106670]

SILICON COMPOUNDS

MT SILICON CARBIDES
MT SILICON DIOXIDE
MT SILICON NITRIDES
MT SILICON OXIDES

SILICON DIOXIDE

Failure analysis of silica phenolic nozzle liners
p0391 882-36882

SILICON NITRIDES

Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine
p0191 882-16085

[S6-A106670]

SILICON OXIDES

MT SILICON DIOXIDE
MT SILICON POLYTHIRES
MT SILICONES

SILICONE

US Naval fleet aircraft corrosion
p0211 882-17350

SILTS

O SEDIMENTS

A-387
SOLID STATE LASERS

NT CRONG
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
NT PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
NT THERMISTORS
NT TAG LASERS

Solid-state VORTAC with remote maintenance and monitoring
L-band power generation in the General Electric solid-state radar
A system design for a multispectral sensor using two-dimensional solid-state imagers

SOLID STUB LASERS
SOLVBIS BEJ?I«ED COIL
SOLIDIFICATION
SOLID ABSORPTION
SOOT
SODIC H02ZIBS
SOHIC FLOI

SOLVEHIS ,
SOLOIIOIS
SOLID-SOLID INTERFACES
Displacement bonding in superplastic forming/diffusion bonding
An experimental investigation of interfacial temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of aircraft compressors
Solidification
Development of in-can melting process and equipment, 1979 and 1980

SOIIC HO2ZIBS
HI SEHICOHDOCT DEVICES
HI PHOIOVOLIAIC CELLS
HI CHOS
HI O ACOOSIIC VELOCITY
HI GAS HIXTOBES
HI AQOBOOS SOLOIIOHS

0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
0 SOOT TDANNISHIOH
0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITI
0 SOUiJD TBANSHIION
a ACOUSTICS

0 SOLVENTS
Determination of selected distillate blending solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography

0 SOLVENTS
0 ACOUSIIC VELOCITI
0 SOOT TDANNISHIOH
0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITI
0 SOUiJD TBANSHIION
a ACOUSTICS

0 SOLVENTS
Determination of selected distillate blending solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography

0 SOLVENTS
Determination of selected distillate blending solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography

0 SOLVENTS
Determination of selected distillate blending solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography

0 SOLVENTS
Determination of selected distillate blending solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography

SOUND
U ACOUSTICS
SOUND ABSORPTION
U SOUND TRANSMISSION
SOUND BARRIER
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOUND FIELDS
An iterative finite element-integral technique for predicting sound radiation from turbines using

in steady flight
[AIAA PAPER 82-0124]

Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to distorted inflow
[DE82-010471] p0595 H82-32518

SOUND GENERATORS
Experiments on propeller noise
[DE82-001050] p0195 H82-16634

SOUND LOCALIZATION
Study of the source function by the causality methods defined by Ribaer and Siddon

[DB82-205170] p0615 H82-34196

SOUND MEASUREMENT
U ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
SOUND PRESSURE
Propeller tip vortex – a possible contributor to aircraft cabin noise
Pressure dependence of jet noise and mileusing of blow-offs
Model helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise
Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability of the NASA Langley F/STOL wind tunnel test section with acoustically absorbent ceiling and floor treatments
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040

USAP bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 158: F-106A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A110010] p0113 H82-17796

USAP bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 158: F-106A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A110010] p0113 H82-17796

SOUND PROPAGATION
Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials for aircraft engine applications
Scattering of sound by a vortex ring
[U-14156] p0104 H82-16148

U comprehensive flight test flyover noise program
[DE82-001050] p0195 H82-16634

High frequency sound emission from moving point multipole sources embedded in arbitrary transversely sheared mean flow
[DE82-001050] p0195 H82-16634

SOUND TRANSDUCERS
- NT MICROPHONES
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Noise control measures in the new Singapore International Airport
Development of a transmission loss test facility for light aircraft structures
Experimantal nodal analysis of the fuselage panels of an Aero Commander aircraft
[PAS-TP-2046] p0277 A82-26318

Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise prediction methods
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
Analitical prediction of the interior noise for light aircraft structures
Models for sidewall trim, stiffened structures
[NASA-CR-165750] p0266 H82-10028
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise prediction methods

Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040

Experiments on propeller noise
[DE82-001050] p0195 H82-16634

High frequency sound emission from moving point multipole sources embedded in arbitrary transversely sheared mean flow
[DE82-001050] p0195 H82-16634

SOUND TRANSDUCERS
- NT MICROPHONES
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Noise control measures in the new Singapore International Airport
Development of a transmission loss test facility for light aircraft structures
Experimantal nodal analysis of the fuselage panels of an Aero Commander aircraft
[NASA-CR-165750] p0266 H82-10028
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise prediction methods

Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
Analitical prediction of the interior noise for light aircraft structures
Models for sidewall trim, stiffened structures
[NASA-CR-165750] p0266 H82-10028
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise prediction methods

Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating in hush house, 858 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109928] p0310 H82-21040
SPACECRAFT INDEX

SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
- KT SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
- KT SOLAR PROPULSION
  The technology of the assembly of engines for
  flight vehicles --- Russian book
  p0578 A82-19075

Electric Flight Systems
- [NASA-CR-2209]
p0260 H82-19134

Electric flight systems, overview
p0260 H82-19135

SPACECRAFT REENTRY
Selected stability and control derivatives from the
first Space Shuttle entry
p0567 A82-13800

SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES
Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
p101 A82-21391

Finite element analysis of some aerospace shell
structures
p1002 A82-33515

Electroforming of space and aircraft structures
[8BB-49-91-0]
p0258 H82-18419

Development and demonstration of manufacturing
processes for fabricating graphite/LAC 160
polyamide structural elements
[88BA-165809]
p357 H82-22215

SPACECRAFT PATTERNS
- NY POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS

SPACER
- NT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING

SPACE BLOWING
- UNSTABLE RESPONSE OF RECTANGULAR WINGS IN SPANWISE
  UNIFORM SHEAR FLOW
p0277 A82-26340

Downwash behind a wing with spanwise blowing
p1002 A82-33514

Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts using spanwise
blowing for aerodynamic lift enhancement
[88BA-PAPER 82-11312]
p0438 A82-37692

Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction and
Reynolds number effects
[88BA-PAPER 82-13681]
p0489 A82-39132

An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
p1016 A82-60988

Test results of chordwise and spanwise blowing for
low-speed lift augmentation
p1015 A82-60989

A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanwise integral in subsonic lifting-surface
theory
[81-TE-6617]
p0334 A82-11035

Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics of
flying aircraft --- Langley 4- by 7-meter
tunnel
[88BA-83277]
p0405 H82-25218

SPACE PARTS
- CANNIBALIZATION OF THE F-14 AND S-3A AIRCRAFT: A
  VIABLE LOGISTIC
  (AD-111207)
p0393 H82-24163

The Source-Generation Model System, Volume 6:
Spares submodel
(AD-110500)
p0447 H82-26226

A preliminary analysis of TF34-106/400 jet engine
rework data in support of the HSF system
implementation at NAF Alameda
(AD-A10452)
p0558 H82-30308

Faul's theorem for nonstationary processes
(AD-117089)
p0614 H82-34135

SPACE IGNITION
- A SPARK IGNITION MODEL FOR LIQUID FUEL SPRAYS
  APPLIED TO GAS TURBINE ENGINES

SPACE SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
- U SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY

SPACE FILTERING
- SOME POTENTIAL NOVEL APPROACHES TO THE AUTOMATIC
  AIRCONE DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF GROUND
  TARGETS

SPACE ORIENTATION
- G ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)

SPECIFICATIONS
- NT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
- HIERARCHICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE SIFT FAULT
  TOLERANT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

A-392
An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1: Preliminary process analyses [AD-A112681] p0197 N82-17106

A true air speed sensor for miniature unmanned aircraft [AD-A105458] p0092 N82-12126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0061 N82-26973

A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for stall/spin research [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for stall/spin research [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126

A criterion for the prediction of the recovery of spinning airplanes [AD-A110758] p0002 N82-10126
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<td>[SAE Paper 81-DET-143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite aircraft structures</td>
<td>[SAE Paper 82-1935]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary design development AV-8A forward fuselage composite structure</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing/fuselage critical component development program</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design concepts for composite fuselage structure</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous filament advanced composite isogrid - A promising structural concept</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical analysis methods for characterizing composite materials</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool use in cutting operations involving integral structures in aircraft construction</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-28873]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability and damage tolerance control plans for USAF aircraft</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-0679]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors shaping conceptual design of rotary-wing aircraft</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-30147]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A unified approach to helicopter FASTEN modeling</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-37773]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of optimization in helicopter vibration control by structural modification</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-37793]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-37797]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter vibration reduction by rotor blade modal shaping</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-37945]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of the AH-66 Structural Demonstration</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-40514]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural strength of materials and parts of gas turbine engines -- Russian book</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-40551]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of geometric programming to the structural design of aircraft wings</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-42063]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb cored structures -- Russian book on aircraft construction materials</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-42546]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predesign study for a modern 4-bladed rotor for the NASA rotor systems research aircraft</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-45775]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design philosophy of the Hughes model 600 helicopter</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-16140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-608 test program</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-16141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some case studies and the significance of fatigue thresholds -- aircraft components</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-23561]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AS RA-5P-81015-0]</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-23561]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport aircraft fuselage dynamics</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-24186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-165851]</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-24186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27313]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A112701]</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27313]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27314]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A112447]</td>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-27314]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Structural Dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor for the Rotor System Research Aircraft (BS3A) -- integrating the YAH-64 main rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-166154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautical Research Laboratories Structures Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A109349]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A note on fatal aircraft accidents involving metal fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA Paper 82-11760]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airworthiness of helicopter transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick learning diagnostics -- helicopter vibration analysis and component condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Structural Reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lineup of the H-series aircraft-derivative gas turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of a crushworthy crew seat for the Boeing Vertol Chaukook helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushworthy all-passenger seat development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special problems associated with aircraft radomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern aircraft accident investigation equipment and techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windshield system structural enhancements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture mechanics technology applied to individual aircraft cooling -- durability and structural life estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical analysis methods for characterizing composite materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural integrity of an adhesively bonded aircraft fuselage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 81-DET-129] p0162 A82-19343
An investigation of modal mode phenomena in a mistuned blade-disk
[ASME PAPER 81-DET-133] p0162 A82-19347
Measurement of influence of flow distortions on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
[ASME PAPER 81-DET-135] p0162 A82-19348
Application of structural optimization technique to reduce the external vibrations of a gas-turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 81-DET-143] p0162 A82-19351
Quick learning diagnostics --- helicopter vibration analysis and component condition monitoring
p0172 A82-20543
On-site vibration measurement, dynamic tracking and balancing
p0172 A82-20545
An automated technique for improving modal test/analysis correlation
[ASME 82-0640] p0337 A82-30137
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffet flow
[ASME 82-0641] p0337 A82-30138
Transonic time-response analysis of three B.O.P. conventional and supercritical airfoils
[ASME 82-0680] p0339 A82-30155
Identification of the form of motion of a aircraft
[ASME 82-30128] p0373 A82-31284
Parameter identification for structures with neighboring natural frequencies especially for the case of flight resonance tests
p0377 A82-32136
Structural modification to achieve antiresonance in helicopters
p0379 A82-32049
A study of the vibration loading of the turbine blades of an aircraft gas-turbine engine with dry-friction dampers
p0391 A82-34814
The use of performance-monitoring to prevent compressor and turbine blade failures
[ASME 82-GT-46] p0422 A82-35316
Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a plain, uncentralized squeeze film damper bearing
[ASME 82-GT-281] p0430 A82-35455
Low vibration design of AN for mission proficiency requirements --- advanced attack helicopter
[ASME PAPER 81-10] p0441 A82-37776
The helicopter side revolution
[ASME PAPER 81-4] p0441 A82-37780
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and vibration
[ASME PAPER 81-7] p0441 A82-37782
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback vibration controller
[ASME PAPER 81-10] p0442 A82-37783
Considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and adaptive multicylinder control systems
[ASME PAPER 81-13] p0442 A82-37786
Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/feet isolation system
[ASME PAPER 81-16] p0442 A82-37788
A finite element analysis of coupled rotor fuselage vibration
[ASME PAPER 81-21] p0442 A82-37792
A nonlinear response analysis for coupled rotor-fuselage systems
[ASME PAPER 81-23] p0443 A82-37794
Substructure program for analysis of helicopter vibrations
[ASME PAPER 81-24] p0443 A82-37795
Use of optimization in control of helicopter vibrations
[ASME PAPER 81-27] p0443 A82-37797
Correlation of predicted vibrations and test data for a wind tunnel model
[ASME PAPER 81-28] p0499 A82-40515
The nonasynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in aerogas engines
[ASME PAPER 81-494] p0510 A82-40944
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
[ASME PAPER 81-498] p0548 A82-42887
An examination of the dynamics of rotary machines
--- French thesis
p0552 A82-43724
SUBJECT INDEX

New estimation method for flutter or divergence
boundary from random responses at subcritical
speeds [NRL-TR-6677] p0308 B82-11034
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle (NASA-TS-81366)
p0109 B82-13149
Structural dynamics: Modified calculations ---
natural and harmonically excited vibrations of
modified structures; increased computation
efficiency [ERCOFTAC-TR-81-1] p0101 B82-13547
Ice-phobic biomimicry and comparison of
vibration analysis techniques
[AD-A1108115] p0189 B82-16074
Vibration of structures excited acoustically
[AD-A1109000] p0307 B82-20343
Reduction of structural vibration by a dynamic
absorber -— helicopter cabin
[DAE-PD-1080-1081] p0016 B82-21190
Development of vibration qualification test
spectra for the F-15 aircraft
[AFRL-TD-8001] p0349 B82-22160
Approach in dynamic qualification of light
helicopter stores and aircraft
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0349 B82-22166
The dynamic qualification of equipment and
external stores for use with rotary winged
aircraft
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0349 B82-22166
STOL aircraft structural vibration prediction from
acoustic excitation
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0345 B82-22169
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-A113239] p0526 B82-28301
User's manual for the coupled rotor/airframe
vibration analysis graphic package
(NASA-CR-165897) p0566 B82-31299
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
acoustic absorbers on the rotor blades
(NASA-CR-3615) p0613 B82-33734

SUBJECT INDEX

Multilevel optimum design of structures with
fiber-composite stiffened-panel components
[AIAA PAPER 81-0723] p0113 A82-17594
Optimal shape design of turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 81-DETC-126] p0162 A82-19342
Minimum-size solution of a large low-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
[AIAA PAPER 80-0723] p0225 A82-24022
Some thoughts on design optimization of transport
helicopters
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0273 A82-25771
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and
cantilever wings
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0333 A82-29628
Integration of a code for aerelastic design of
conventional and composite wings into ACSIM, an
classical synthesis program --- wing aerelastic
design (WADS) (NASA-CR-137805) p0189 B82-16069
Performance deterioration due to acceptance
testing and flight loads; ASTRO jet engine
diagnostic program
(NASA-CR-165572) p0472 B82-27309

STUDY

Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
[AFOSR-TR-80-01] p0105 A82-16290
Multiple pure tone elimination strut assembly ---
air breathing engines
(NASA-CASE-ARC-1104-11) p0193 B82-16600
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct
model technology report
(NASA-CR-167996) p0610 B82-33396

SYS

U SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
STUDIES
U INVESTIGATION
STORM-LOUVILLE OPERATOR
U STORM-LOUVILLE THEORY
STORM-LOUVILLE THEORY

An algorithm, invariant relative to the initial
data, for implementing the polynomial contouring
method --- for computer aided design and
manufacturing

SUBJECT INDEX

SUBCIRCUITS
U CIRCUITS
U GRAVITY
U REDUCED GRAVITY

SUBLATTICES
U LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)

SUBSYSTEMS
U SET THEORY
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Air-breathing integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
[ASME PAPER 81-DETC-33] p0102 A82-10520
A mathematical model of a subsonic transport
aircraft
[ASME PAPER 81-DETC-33] p0127 A82-18575
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 81-2633] p0156 A82-19213
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 81-0811] p0180 A82-26974
Numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to
traveling gust
[AD-A42-22112] p0185 B82-22112
Effects of filler materials upon fans, tail, and
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
[ASME PAPER 81-0242] p0281 B82-24662
Investigation of subsonic nacelle performance
[AIAA PAPER 82-1042] p0437 B82-37676
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
[AD-A35-43330] p0550 A82-43330
Tendencies in the development of subsonic
transport aircraft with special consideration of
coverage dynamics
[ASME-FT-705] p0255 B82-18214

SUBSONIC FLOW

The use of the Weber method for
manicoputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
[ASME PAPER 81-0725] p0005 A82-10362
Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows
past a wing
[ASME PAPER 81-0725] p0005 A82-10363
Nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
[AD-A42-11359] p0046 A82-11359
Subsonic flow over airborne optical turrets
[ASME PAPER 81-0725] p0144 B82-17605
Optimal subsonic diverter wall design for
arbitrary entry conditions
[AIAA PAPER 82-0132] p0115 A82-17606
Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 82-0410] p0121 A82-17931
Aerodynamic characteristics of a cascade of
mishaned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 81-DETC-122] p0161 A82-19337
Aerodynamic characteristics of vortices at
subsonic flight speeds
[AD-A42-19810] p0165 B82-19810
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct
[AIAA PAPER 82-0727] p0341 A82-30193
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SODA code;
panel method
[AIAA PAPER 82-0727] p0341 A82-30193
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous flows around wind-body-tail
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
Subsonic 3-D surface panel method for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[AIAA PAPER 82-0935] p0374 A82-31954
Incompressible symmetric flow characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular wing.
SUBSONIC FLUTTER

Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of complex planform under unsteady motion [p0179 A82-32850]

The unsteady motion of a wing traveling at subsonic speed above a plane [p0188 A82-34157]

Ejector powered propulsion and high lift subsonic wing [p0512 A82-40970]

Spanswise distribution of vortex drag and leading-edge suction in subsonic flow [p0956 A82-41005]

Theoretical investigations and experimental researches for higher subsonic two-dimensional compressor cascade [p0133 H82-11024]

Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust interaction [p0126 H82-11071]

On the kernel function collocation method in steady subsonic flow for wing with control surfaces [p0042 H82-12023]

Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in subsonic and transonic potential flow [p0097 H82-13095]

Prediction of subsonic aircraft flows with jet exhaust interactions [p0097 H82-13096]

Calculation of quasi-stationary aerodynamic force acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in subsonic flow [p0142 H82-15051]

Numerical experiments on unsteady flows through vibrating cascades [p0142 H82-15052]

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica [p0312 A82-21153]

The application of subsonic theoretical aerodynamics to active controls of aircraft [p0130 H82-21217]

The role of coherent structures in the generation of noise for subsonic jets [p0038 H82-22947]

The FFA wing body 81 computer program. A panel method for determination of aerodynamic characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds [p0046 H82-25230]

Investigation on rotating ailerons [p0941 H82-26162]

Wind tunnel investigations on subsonic airfoils in highsubsonic flow [p0057 H82-30296]

SUBSONIC FLUTTER

Aerelasticity of compressor blades - Subsonic stall flutter [p0925 A82-26993]

Investigation of the unsteady loads on a transport aircraft type airfoil with two interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps, at transonic speed and high Reynolds numbers [p0507 A82-40909]

Damping for turbomachine blade vibrations in subsonic flow [p0142 H82-15048]

Experiment on active flutter suppression of a cantilever wing [p0036 H82-22282]

Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics of several wings calculated by the S09SA P1.1 panel method [p0405 H82-25216]

Aerelasticity of compressor blades: Subsonic stall flutter [p0914 H82-26189]

SUBSONIC SPEED

Performance considerations in the design of subsonic cruise missiles [p0120 A82-17911]

Subsonic and transonic roll damping measurements on basic finner --- flapped, hingeless, small calibration model [p0065 A82-19958]

Fuel efficient and nuch 0.6, too [p0332 A82-29774]

The use of linearized-aerodynamics and vortex-flow methods in aircraft design /invited paper/ [p0479 A82-20949]

Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL aircraft [p0098 H82-13112]

SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Unsteady flow patterns associated with spoiler control devices [p0115 A82-17798]

Status and capabilities of the National Full Scale Facility 80- by 80-foot wind tunnel modification [p0238 A82-24676]

A new facility and technique for two-dimensional aerodynamic testing [p0238 A82-24677]

Self streamlining wind tunnels without computers [p0286 A82-27086]

Experimental study of the flowfield of an airfoil with deflected spoiler [p0286 A82-27086]

Model based study of various configurations of jet crossing a cavity - Application to the CFPS 19 wind tunnel of CEPr [p0396 A82-13091]

Programmable controller system for wind tunnel divergence vanes [p0043 A82-41846]

Subsonic cascade wind tunnel tests using a compressor configuration of DCA blades [p0038 H82-11059]

Studies of air inlets at Reynolds numbers comparable to flight in ONERA's F1 and F24 wind tunnels [p0096 H82-13091]

Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices (data report) [p0139 H82-15014]

Sonic wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid Mechanics of Lille [p0306 H82-20192]

A numerical investigation of two-dimensional, subsonic, linear, wind tunnel interference theory [p0364 H82-23197]

Wind tunnels of the Institute of mechanics of Moscow State University [p0297 A82-24213]

SUBSTANCES

7 MATERIALS

SUBSTITUTES

Replacement of aboard naval aircraft [p0590 A82-32356]

SUBSTITUTION

8 SUBSTITUTES

SUBSTRUCTURES

Substructure program for analysis of helicopter vibrations [p0473 A82-37795]

AIAA PASSENGER 81-24]

TROPICAL REGIONS

A TROPICAL REGIONS

SUCTION

Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg swept gothic wing [p0117 A82-17856]

Recent sidewall boundary-layer investigations with suction in the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel [p0117 A82-17858]

Crossflow shock on the suction side of a flat delta wing with supersonic leading edges [p0332 A82-29659]

Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender wings by the suction analogy [p0489 A82-39141]

Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on swept wings using distributed suction through porous surfaces [p0489 A82-39141]

Spanwise distribution of vortex drag and leading-edge suction in subsonic flow [p0505 A82-40894]

AIAA PASSENGER 82-40050]

AIAA PASSENGER 81-0231]

AIAA PASSENGER 82-1385]

AIAA PASSENGER 81-0231]

AIAA PASSENGER 82-1385]

AIAA PASSENGER 82-1385]
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

SUPERPLASTIC FORMING EXPLORATION

[AD-1107760] p0210 B82-17338

Evaluation of superplastic forming and co-
diffusion bonding of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy expanded sandwich structures

[AIAA-CP-165637] p0268 B82-19358

SFF/DB titanium concepts for structural efficiency for IC

P0302 B82-20154

SFF/DB titanium LFC porous panel concept

P0302 B82-20155

AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight

P0328 B82-19897

NASC research in supersonic propulsion: A decade of progress

[AIAA-TR-82-2682] p0454 B82-26300

Noise and economic characteristics of an advanced blended supersonic transport concept

[AIAA-TR-82-2356] p0565 B82-31294

SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS

Research model wing/ailor modified --- transonic wind tunnel model 7/5-scale model

[AD-1116101] p0524 B82-28288

SUPERSONIC CORROSION

Numerical investigation of supersonic base flow with parallel injection --- in scramjet combustors

[AIAA PAPER 82-1001] p0375 B82-31950

Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on nozzle performance of BBD ducts at high D-field

[AIAA-TR-82-2750] p0101 B82-13968

SUPERSONIC PROPULSION RAPID TEST ENGINES

Multiple-scale turbulence modeling of free turbulent flows

P012 B82-10934

Increased capabilities of the Langley Bach 7

Scramjet Test Facility

[AIAA PAPER 82-1249] p0148 B82-35000

Numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow field by use of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA-TR-1940] p0099 B82-13142

New developments in the field of ramjet missile propulsion

[AIAA-TR-81-2088] p0504 B82-25260

SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT

HT-TW-70 AIRCRAFT

VTOL propulsion control technology

[AIAA PAPER 81-2634] p0108 B82-16909

Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight

[AIAA PAPER 82-0366] p0119 B82-17906

STOL capability impact on advanced tactical aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 81-2617] p0155 B82-19206

Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbofan propulsion concepts for supersonic VTOL

[AIAA PAPER 81-2587] p0156 B82-19214

A new look at the Tupolev Tu-26 'Backfire'

[AIAA PAPER 82-0129] p0163 B82-22052

Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 80-0724] p0225 B82-24022

Optimum three-dimensional flight of a supersonic aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 82-0724] p0225 B82-24022

NACA 2.0 rotating arc ram erosion test apparatus

[AIAA PAPER 82-0724] p0225 B82-24022

Forward-swept wings add supersonic zip

P0201 B82-38216

Optimal three-dimensional turning performance of supersonic aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 82-1326] p0498 B82-39163

Optimal control applications in supersonic aircraft performance

[AIAA PAPER 82-1326] p0498 B82-39163

NASA research in supersonic propulsion - A decade of progress

[AIAA PAPER 82-1088] p0497 B82-00417

Calculations of transonic steady state aerelastic effects for a canard airplane

[AIAA PAPER 82-0724] p0225 B82-24022

A new look at the supersonic aerodynamics of twin-fuselage aircraft concepts

[AIAA PAPER 82-0724] p0225 B82-24022

A supersonic V/STOL fighter design project

P0546 B82-62585

Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic and supersonic aircraft

P0550 B82-63330

Minimum-time three-dimensional turn to a point of supersonic aircraft

P0550 B82-63330

Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation

[AIAA-CP-301] p0093 B82-13065

Performance of highly integrated inlets for supersonic aircraft

P0093 B82-13066

NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility

[AIAA-TR-82-01366] p0145 B82-15079

NASA research in supersonic propulsion - A decade of progress

[AIAA-TR-82-2682] p0454 B82-26300

Noise and economic characteristics of an advanced blended supersonic transport concept

[AIAA-TR-82-2356] p0565 B82-31294

SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS

Research model wing/ailor modified --- transonic wind tunnel model 7/5-scale model

[AD-1116101] p0524 B82-28288

SUPERSONIC CORROSION

Numerical investigation of supersonic base flow with parallel injection --- in scramjet combustors

[AIAA PAPER 82-1001] p0375 B82-31950

Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on nozzle performance of BBD ducts at high D-field

[AIAA-TR-82-2750] p0101 B82-13968

SUPERSONIC PROPULSION RAPID TEST ENGINES

Multiple-scale turbulence modeling of free turbulent flows

P012 B82-10934

Increased capabilities of the Langley Bach 7

Scramjet Test Facility

[AIAA PAPER 82-1249] p0148 B82-35000

Numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow field by use of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA-TR-1940] p0099 B82-13142

New developments in the field of ramjet missile propulsion

[AIAA-TR-81-2088] p0504 B82-25260

SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT

HT-TW-70 AIRCRAFT

VTOL propulsion control technology

[AIAA PAPER 81-2634] p0108 B82-16909

Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight

[AIAA PAPER 82-0366] p0119 B82-17906

STOL capability impact on advanced tactical aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 81-2617] p0156 B82-19214

Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbofan propulsion concepts for supersonic VTOL

[AIAA PAPER 81-2587] p0156 B82-19214
supersonic flow

Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of uninstalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans

Effect of mean blade loading on supersonic cascade flutter
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
- PATRIOT MISSILE
- Duplication of radar spin aerodynamic heating using the Central Receiver Test Facility polar furnace

SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
- ARTILLERY MISSILES
- CRUISE MISSILES
- BLAST MISSILES
- SUBSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE

SURFACE TREATMENT
- Surface Finishing

SURFACE VEHICLES
- AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
- AUTOMOBILES
- ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
- MOTOR VEHICLES
- BUSES
- Surface Effect Ships

SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
- TANKS (COMBAT VEHICLES)
- TRACKED VEHICLES
- TRUCKS

Characteristics and trends of energy consumption in transport missions with aircraft and surface vehicles
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Remarks on the calculation of transonic potential flow by a finite volume method

Conputational treatment of transonic canard-wing interactions

A more-accurate transonic computational method for wing-body configurations

Transonic three-dimension viscous-inviscid interaction for wing-body configuration analysis

Relaxation solution for viscous transonic flow about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies

Computations of transonic flow over an oscillating airfoil with shock-induced separation

A contribution to the hodograph method for shock-free transonic airfoil sections

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow over wing including inviscid/viscous interactions

TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT

Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-fuselage-nacelle/pylon configurations with powered jet exhausts

Numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel liner for the NASA swept-wing LFC test

Transonic flow past thin wings

Application of a transonic potential flow code to the static aerodynamic analysis of three-dimensional wings

A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and transonic viscous attached flows around wing-body configurations

The equivalent simple body /ESB/ method for transonic wing analysis

A high-frequency transonic small disturbance code for unsteady flows in a cascade

Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity of generalized forebodies

Calculations of viscous transonic flow over airfoils

Transonic computational experience for advanced tactical aircraft

Application of computational methods to transonic turbomachinery cascades

Transonic design using computational aerodynamics

Application of computational methods to transonic wing-design

A-7 transonic wing designs

Transonic computational experience for advanced tactical aircraft

Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the design and analysis of transport wings

A grid interfacing zonal algorithms for three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft configurations

Numerical solution of a problem concerning transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration

A new Transonic Airfoil Design Method and its application to helicopter rotor airfoil design

Calculations of transonic steady state aerelastic effects for a canard airplane

Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation

Transonic small disturbance code for body-wing configuration coupled with full potential code for wing alone

An implicit finite-volume method for solving the Euler equations
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and
superior characteristics at transonic speeds
(AIAA Paper 82-0235) p0166 A82-24669
Efficient aerodynamic performance on a single-decked
tunnel model
(AIAA Paper 82-0234) p0177 A82-17858
A progress report on the European Transonic Wind
Tunnel Project
(AERI, TP 80-1981-121) p0163 A82-19737
Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type
wing-tunnelage assembly
(AERI, TP 80-122-122) p0164 A82-19738
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section
flow quality in the Calisan 8-ft transonic wind
tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-0571) p0236 A82-24658
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for the supersonic wind tunnel models
(AIAA Paper 82-0568) p0237 A82-24663
Development of an aero-optimal flexible
technology HOTFF/ transonic wind tunnel model
(AIAA Paper 82-0601) p0237 A82-24673
Structural modeling of high Reynolds number wind
tunnel models
(AIAA Paper 82-0602) p0238 A82-24674
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flatter cased in
wind-tunnel tests
(AIAA Paper 82-0644) p0337 A82-30160
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at M = 0.5
(AIAA Paper 82-0686) p0338 A82-30153
The cryogenic wind tunnel for high Reynolds number
testing
(AIAA Paper 82-0639) p0361 A82-33317
Status of the national transonic facility
(AIAA Paper 82-0690) p0381 A82-33326
A review of Reynolds number studies conducted in the
Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-0541) p0386 A82-34007
Experimental testing at transonic speeds --- wind
tunnels
(AIAA Paper 82-0521) p0519 A82-35557
Transonic wind tunnel test of a subsonic nozzle
installation
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[AIAA Paper 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Aerodynamic behavior of a slender slot in a wind
wall
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0437 A82-37677
Estimation of simulation errors in the European
Transonic Wind Tunnel /ETW/
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0437 A82-37677
Adaptation and first cryogenic operation of T2
Onera/Centrale tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0510 A82-40950
Boiling procedure for Teflon seals
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0564 A82-42531
Corrections for wall effects in Onera industrial
wind tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0576 A82-42792
Application of laser velocimetry to large
industrial wind tunnels
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0576 A82-42792
Aerelasticity matters - Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the NASA Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0053 A82-12041
Construction and performance of NAS
Transonic Dynanics Tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0053 A82-12041
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel: User's guide
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0053 A82-12041
An afterbody drag balance --- transonic wind
tunnel gases
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0053 A82-12041
Research on an induction driven cryogenic wind
tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0053 A82-12041
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of a
remotely piloted research vehicle with a
supercritical wing
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0166 A82-15075
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0192 A82-16905
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0192 A82-16905
Induction driven transonic wind tunnel T2:
Operation at room temperature and cryogenic
adaptation
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0262 A82-19158
NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0301 A82-20150
Cryogenic Technology, part 1 --- conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0307 A82-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 --- conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0307 A82-20357
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
Aerospace
(AIAA Paper 82-1045) p0307 A82-20357
Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation, 1981
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0403 A82-25196
Status of the National Transonic Facility
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0403 A82-25197
Review of the 1980 Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation
Panel
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0403 A82-25198
Wind-tunnel/Flight-drag correlation
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0403 A82-25198
Tunnel-to-tunnel correlation
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0403 A82-25199
Problems in correlation caused by propulsion systems
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0404 A82-25200
Operating manual holographic interferometry system
for 2 x 2 foot transonic wind tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0404 A82-25200
National Transonic Facility (NTF) prototype fan
wind tunnel fatigue test
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0521 A82-26261
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 8: Programs for
processing data on the central site computer
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0521 A82-26261
Design basis for a new transonic wind tunnel
(AIAA Paper 82-2225) p0527 A82-28310

Wind tunnel capability related to test sections, cryogenic, and computer-wind tunnel integration
[ASME-AB-81-174]
Correlation of Preston-tube data with laminar skin friction (Log No. J12894)
[NASA-TH-80-6227]
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils in high subsonic flow
[DPFL-B-62-066]
Control software for two dimensional airfoil tests using a self-streamlining flexible walled transonic test section
[NASA-CE-165941]
Application of a transonic similarity rule to correct the effects of sidewall boundary layers in two-dimensional transonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TH-82-62866]
Surface flow visualization requirements for testing in NTF
[0596 H82-32667]
Shadowgraph techniques in transonic tests with powered nacelles
Transonic applications of the Wake Imaging System
[0597 H82-32674]
Flow visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary plans for the National Transonic Facility
[0597 H82-32677]
Seeing through flows in Langley's 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[0597 H82-32678]
Development of a laser velocimeter for a large transonic wind tunnel
[0598 H82-32688]
Seed considerations for an LV system in a large transonic wind tunnel
[0598 H82-32689]
Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[0599 H82-32696]
Velocity and flow angle measurements in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel using a laser transit anemometer
[0599 H82-32697]
Some NTF laser velocimeter installation and operation considerations
Cryogenic wind tunnels: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-TH-84876]
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Transparency development needs for military aircraft in the 1980's
[0225 AB2-24302]
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
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Transparencies - What an aircraft designer should know
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Transparency design decisions - Assessing their impact on visual performance
[0226 AB2-24306]
Aircraft transparency design guide
[0226 AB2-24307]
A new angular deviation measurement device for aircraft transparencies
[0226 AB2-24308]
Portable transparency optical test system /P-TOTS/
[0226 AB2-24309]
Abrasion resistant coated plastic products for aircraft
[0226 AB2-24310]
Proposed method for abrasion testing transparent plastics and coatings
[0227 AB2-24311]
Windshield system structural enhancement
[0227 AB2-24312]
The role of finite element analysis in the design of birdstrike resistant transparencies
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Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using the NASA computer program
[0227 AB2-24314]
Acrylic - A timely review
[0227 AB2-24315]
Lucas stretched acrylic
[0227 AB2-24317]
The effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical properties of stretched acrylic materials
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Lucas stretched acrylic
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The effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical properties of stretched acrylic materials
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Frequency sharing between passive sensors and aeronautical radionavigation systems employing ground transponders in the band 4.2 - 4.4 GHz
[NASA-CE-165941]
[0449 AB2-26261]
On-board communication for active-control transport aircraft

Operational evaluation of the new generation of jet transport aircraft

Progress in aerostatical research and technology applicable to civil air transports

An advanced facility for processing aircraft dynamic test data

Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by longitudinal dynamics mode decoupling

The well tempered transport aircraft engine. /The Sir Henry Royce Memorial Lecture/

Productivity and safety --- reducing transport aircraft operating costs and increasing safety

Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel for transport aircraft

Consideration of mechanical, physical, and chemical properties in designing selection for landing gear of large transport aircraft

A mathematical model of a subsonic transport aircraft

Analysis of selected VTOL concepts for a civil transportation mission

Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type wing-fuselage assembly

The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft

Digital avionics - Advances in maintenance designs

Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency of civil transport aircraft

Advanced subsonic transport propulsion

Airbus Industrie - The year of progress

The outlook for advanced transport aircraft

Aerodynamic evaluation of winglets for transport aircraft

Reliability centered maintenance /RCS/

Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, commuter and business aircraft

Airworthiness considerations in the design of commercial transport aircraft

Aircraft surface coatings for drag reduction/environment protection

The cargo helicopter - A logistical vehicle

Advanced electronic displays and their potential in future transport aircraft

Some thoughts on design optimization of transport helicopters

Very large vehicles - Technology looking for a need

Application of a dimensionless criterion of transport efficiency in evaluating aircraft modifications

Very large aircraft - A common response to a rapidly changing, global environment

The potential of large aircraft

Multi-body transport concept

System study of application of composite materials for future transport aircraft

Commercial transport developments for the 1980's

Transport engine control design

Commercial transports - Aerodynamic design for cruise performance efficiency

Investigation of the unstable airloads on a transport aircraft type airfoil with two interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps, at transonic speed and high Reynolds numbers

A concept for 4Q-guidance of transport aircraft as the TMA --- Terminal Maneuvering Area

Experimental and theoretical studies of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers on an airfoil of a typical transport airplane

Requirements and trends in fuel consumption in transport mission with aircraft and surface vehicles

Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport aircraft

Progress at Douglas on laminar flow control applied to commercial transport aircraft

A crack growth model under spectrum loading

Application of composite materials and new design concepts for future transport aircraft

Aerodynamic research applications at Boeing

Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected control surfaces by using a combination of 2- and 3-D methods

Aircraft R&D in Europe - A perspective view

Theoretical investigation of the influence of spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an aircraft with direct lift control

Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT)

Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT), Appendix B

Control law design for transport aircraft flight tasks

In-service inspection methods for graphite-epoxy structures on commercial transport aircraft

Electronic flight deck displays for military transport aircraft

Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installations

Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine installation on a fuselage afterbody

Accelerated development and flight evaluation of active controls concepts for subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 2: AFT C.S. simulation and analysis

Symposium on commercial-aviation energy-conservation strategies

Systems study of transport aircraft incorporating advanced aluminum alloys

Longitudinal dynamics node decoupling dynamic test data

Application of a dimensionless criterion of transport efficiency in evaluating aircraft modifications

Very large aircraft - A common response to a rapidly changing, global environment

The potential of large aircraft
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Tendencies in the development of subsonic transport aircraft with special consideration of aerodynamics

Transport aircraft cockpit standardization (Federal Aviation regulations part 25)

Extended study of vortex encounters by a twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization. Volume: 1

Extended summary

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analyses with optimization. Volume: 2

Transport design

Transport aircraft accident dynamics

Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for transport aircraft

Fuel efficiency engines for large transport aircraft

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service evaluation

Commercial jet transport crashworthiness

Definition of display/control requirements for small transport aircraft night/average weather capability

Transport aircraft crash dynamics

Study of advanced propulsion systems for small transport aircraft

Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for two engine jet transports using OPTIB and TBAGEB

Aerodynamics/ACES: Aircraft energy efficiency

Guidance and control/ACES

An analytical study of turbulence responses, including horizontal tail loads, of an aerodynamic configured jet transport with relaxed static stability

Characteristics of future aircraft impacting aircraft and airport compatibility

Cable safety in large transport aircraft

Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport

Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior system

System data communication structures for active-control transport aircraft, volume 1

System data communication structures for active-control transport aircraft, volume 2

Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type wing-body model

Integrated application of active controls (IAC) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Initial ACT configuration design study

Integrated application of active controls (IAC) technology to an advanced subsonic transport project. Conventional baseline configuration study

Environmental exposure effects on composite materials for commercial aircraft

Scenarios of economic development within the European community up to the year 2000
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Relations for the thermodynamic and transport properties in the testing environment of the Langley hypersonic CPA tunnel

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 1: Properties in SI units

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in part 1

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air. Part 3: Properties in SI customary units

Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties of hydrocarbons with air

Transportation noise, its impact, planning and regulation

Maximizing South Carolina's aviation resources: Identifying potentially profitable computer airline routes, volume 2

Transportation energy

Technological innovation for success - Liquid hydrogen propulsion

Requirements and trends in fuel consumption in transport mission with aircraft and surface vehicles

Transportation networks Beyond 2000 - The airlift challenge ahead

Air aircraft evaluation in air network planning

Transport waves

Transverse electric waves for VLF/LF communication between aircraft (AD-A115834)

Tragoidal tail surfaces

Pressure distributions on three different cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a wingless missile at Mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.76. Volume 1: Tragoidal tail

Tragoidal wings

Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows past a wing

An experimental investigation of leading-edge spanwise blowing

Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and buffeting

Travelling waves

A practical approach to systems mode analysis --- for disc-blade-rotor assemblies

Antenna (selected articles)

Assessment of aircraft capacitive carousel medium wave antennas according to their efficiency
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Tare tire temperatures during antiskid braking
The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a small engine

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-63] p0422 A82-35315

The use of performance-monitoring to prevent compressor and turbine blade failures

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-66] p0422 A82-35316

A two-dimensional boundary-layer program for turbine airfoil heat transfer calculations

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-93] p0424 A82-35336

Effect of crossflows on the discharge coefficient of film cooling holes

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-147] p0426 A82-35371

Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-162] p0426 A82-35383

Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas turbine components. I - Description, analysis and experimental verification of a technique for use in hostile environments

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-174] p0426 A82-35387

The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface finish on the performance of a small axial flow turbine

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-222] p0428 A82-35409

Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan blades with composite air-foils

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-204] p0430 A82-35456

The effect of erosion wear on the vibration characteristics of axial-turbine blades

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-124] p0433 A82-35574

Aerodynamic performance of high turning core turbine vane in a two-dimensional cascade

[AIAA PAPER 82-1288] p0439 A82-37716

Comparison of HP turbine 'deep blade design' effects in turbofan engine gas generators with different bearing structure configurations

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-184] p0445 A82-37628

Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine turbine blades for intergranular corrosion

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-204] p0450 A82-41914

Mathematical models of rotor strength and optimization in computer-aided design

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-222] p0456 A82-42462

Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade studies

[ASME-CR-165351] p0439 A82-10040

A new method of cooling turbine vanes

[ASME-CR-161027] p0439 A82-11027

New welding method of three-dimensional hollow photonic metallic and centrifugal stress analysis of air-cooled turbine blade models

[BAL-TB-42177] p0437 A82-11067

Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas turbines: A review of NASA sponsored research

[BAL-TB-82540] p0439 A82-12216

Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades at low speed

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-184] p0451 A82-15050

On the numerical analysis of stall flutter in turbine cascades

[NASA-PAP02] p0451 A82-15054

Seventh European Rotorduct and Powered Lift aircraft Forum

[ASME-PAP02] p0456 A82-15054

Fluctuating pressures on fan blades of a turbofan engine: Static and wind-tunnel investigations


Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fan blade technology report

[BAL-CR-165586] p0477 A82-21215

Engine depot maintenance repair technology

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-93] p0485 A82-22174

Repair and regeneration of turbine blades, vanes and discs

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-184] p0496 A82-22185

Laser anemometer measurements in an annular cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison with theory

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-218] p0497 A82-26320

Static internal performance characteristics of two thrust reverser concepts for asymmetric nozzles

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-204] p0501 A82-26325

Towing of wind turbines with blade cyclic-pitch variation

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-218] p0504 A82-26822
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Superalloy turbine components - Which is the superior manufacturing process, an-HIP, HIP plus laser forming, or 'gatorising' of extrusion consolidated billet

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-174] p0501 A82-12497

Superalloy powder engine components; controls employed to assure high quality hardware

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-174] p0501 A82-12499

Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends

[AIAA PAPER 82-0320] p0502 A82-26526

Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine fan blades

[AIAA 82-0656] p0503 A82-30162

Turbine stage heat flux measurements

[AIAA PAPER 82-1289] p0504 A82-35102

Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static components in a radial flow turbine

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-184] p0507 A82-35392

Ceramic turbine housings

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-293] p0508 A82-35463

Evaluation of a multivariable control design on a variable cycle engine simulation

[AIAA PAPER 82-1077] p0509 A82-37682

Development of multivariable controllers for aircraft turbine engines

[ASME PAPER 82-GT-184] p0510 A82-10587

Corrosion inhibiting engine oils

[AD-A106127] p0513 A82-10599

Interactive-graphic flowpath plotting for turbine engines

[NASA-TB-82766] p0514 A82-15041

Helicopter Propulsion Systems

[AGARD-CP-302] p0506 A82-17203

Development test programs adapted to helicopter engines

[AD-A109724] p0507 A82-17205

The influence of new turbine technologies on their components

[AD-A109715] p0508 A82-17210

Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology program

[NASA-CR-165409] p0509 A82-19221

A retirement-for-cause study of an engine turbine disk

[AD-A111151] p0510 A82-20184

Real channel fuel control program, phase 2

[AD-A111148] p0505 A82-20615

The role of modern control theory in the design of controls for aircraft engine turbine fans

[AIAA PAPER 82-GT-293] p0534 A82-22262

Advanced general aviation engine/airframe integration study

[NASA-CR-165565] p0534 A82-22266

Advanced turbine study - airfoil cooling in rocket turbines

[NASA-CR-165603] p0534 A82-23269

Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot section components

[NASA-CR-165603] p0534 A82-23269

Blade tip gap effects in turbomachines: A review

[AD-A111169] p0509 A82-25527

Turbine engine lubricant reclamation

[AD-A111298] p0509 A82-26312

Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine fan blades

[NASA-TM-82531] p0540 A82-26701

Briefs of accidents involving turbine-powered aircraft, US general aviation, 1979

[P802-138118] p0545 A82-27250

Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2

[AD-A112701] p0473 A82-27313

Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3

[AD-A112874] p0458 A82-27314

An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine
**TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES**

fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1: Preliminary process analyses

[AD-8112681] p0527 N82-28462

An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2: Process variable analyses and laboratory sample production

[AD-8112682] p0528 N82-28463

An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3: Production of specification J-4 fuel from geokinetik shale oil

[AD-8112683] p0528 N82-28464

Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on aircraft fire threat

p0532 N82-29282

Remote sensing of turbine engine gases

[AD-8115043] p0559 N82-30310

Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine uncooled rig technology report

[DE82-000796] p0461 N82-26828
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Infrared emissions from turbine fans with high aspect ratio nozzles

p0103 A82-16092

Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static components in a radial flow turbine

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-184] p0427 A82-35392

Prediction of off-design performance of turbo-shaft engines a simplified method

p0246 N82-18132

**TURBINE WHEELS**

Optima journal bearing parameters for marine rotor, Fifta engine responses in synchronous whirl

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-55] p0161 A82-19314

Natural frequencies of rotating bladed discs using clamped-free blade modes

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-124] p0162 A82-19338

An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a mistuned bladed-disc

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-133] p0142 A82-19347

Dispersion and temperature-force dependence of the high-temperature characteristic of a gas-turbine engine disk alloy

p0102 A82-21636

Sliced disc design - A composite concept for a turbo engine axial compressor

p0115 A82-40995

An examination of the dynamics of rotary machines

--- French thesis

p0552 A82-43724
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Wind tunnel tests on models: A comparison of two methods of simulating the jets of jet engines

p0095 N82-13087

Roll up model for rotor wake vortices, part 5

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-144] p0150 N82-17127

User's manual for the vertical axis wind turbine code DDARTZ

[DB-82-00876] p0461 N82-26828

CF6 jet engine performance improvements: High pressure turbine active clearance control

[NASA-CS-165556] p0526 N82-28297

Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor craft applications

[NASA-CS-165307] p0536 N82-29323

The CF6 jet engine performance improvements: Low pressure turbine active clearance control

[NASA-CS-165307] p0610 N82-33393
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Wind tunnel tests on airfoils in tandem cascade

p0112 A82-10987

Design procedures for compressor blades

p0107 A82-17135

Water ingestion into jet engine axial compressors

[AIHA PAPEB 82-0196] p0117 A82-17836
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Four pad tilting pad bearing design and application for multistage axial compressors

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-12] p0126 A82-18429

Effect of wakes of upstream stator blade on the rotor of an axial flow compressor

p0276 A82-26208

The excitation of compressor/duct systems

p0327 A82-28993

An experimental investigation of interfacial temperatures in blade-steam material rubbing of aircraft compressors

[AIHA PAPEB 82-0058] p0373 A82-31691

Test facility and data handling system for the development of axial compressors

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-74] p0163 A82-35322

Comprehensive analysis of an axial compressor test with adjustable guide vanes

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-81] p0423 A82-35323

Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings

[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-103] p0423 A82-35340
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Novel approaches to electron beam welding machine
utilization
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Proof-of-concept hydraulic system
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Wind tunnel investigations on this supercritical airfoils in high subsonic flow
[DFVL-62-06] p0557 B82-30296
Supercritical maneuvering fighter configuration: Wind-tunnel investigation at Mach numbers of .60 to .95
[NASA-TR-4513] p0567 B82-31303
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
Control laws for adaptive wind tunnels
p0612 B82-10505
On low-speed wind tunnels with deformable boundaries
p0616 B82-11462
Three-dimensional flow studies on a slotted transonic wind tunnel wall
[AINA-PAPER-72-2203] p0117 B82-17055
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference corrections for three-dimensional models
[AINA 82-0598] p0237 B82-24666
Self streaming wind tunnels without computers
p0275 B82-26181
Wind-tunnel wall interference corrections for three-dimensional flows
p0379 B82-32047
Aerodynamic behavior of a slender slot in a wind tunnel wall
p0481 B82-38261
Wind-tunnel testing of 35/STOL configurations at high lift
p0510 B82-40949
Corrections for wall effects in ORBA industrial wind tunnels
[FORRE, TP NO. 1982-34] p0548 B82-42810
The use of adaptive walls in plane flows
[ORBA, TP NO. 1982-38] p0548 B82-42813
Higher-order flow angle corrections for three-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
p0555 B82-44246
The pressure signature method for blockage corrections, and its applications to the industrial wind tunnel
[BD-263] p0267 B82-19231
Sonic wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid Mechanics of Lille
[NASA-TR-76687] p0306 B82-20192
Theoretical and experimental investigations of wind tunnel interference due to angle of attack
[NASA-PB-1240/9928/34] p0320 B82-22126
A numerical investigation of two-dimensional, subsonic, linear, wind tunnel interference theory
[AFRL/AEDO-NP-043] p0369 B82-23197
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by a unified pressure signature method. Part 1: Applications to wanged configurations
[NASA-CR-166186] p0367 B82-23234
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by a unified pressure signature method. Part 2: Application to jet-in-crossflow
[NASA-CR-166187] p0367 B82-23235
Adaptive-wall wind tunnel research at NASA-Ames Research Center
[NASA-TR-86236] p0397 B82-24214
Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation, 1981
[NASA-CP-2225] p0403 B82-25196
Tunnel-to-tunnel correlation
p0404 B82-25200
Measuring the flow properties of slotted test-section walls
[PPA-135] p0529 B82-28571
Application of a transonic similarity rule to correct the effects of sidewall boundary layers in two-dimensional transonic wind tunnels [NASA-TN-84897] p0594 A82-32304

WIND TUNNELS

- BISD TOSHELS
- BISDHIHDSIU.S (HIHDPOHBBBD HACHIIBS)
- HIHDIBS
- HIIDHILLIBG
- BUD V8LOCHI HBASOBBaBHT
- BIHD VABIAIIOHS
- BIHD TABES
- BISD VBLOCIII

Application of a transonic similarity rule to correct the effects of sidewall boundary layers in two-dimensional transonic wind tunnels [NASA-TN-84897]

Aerodynamics - Retrospect and prospect /The 21st

Lancaster Memorial Lecture/ p0275 A82-26098

Aerolechnical research and development [Owens, TP No. 1961-90] p0387 A82-36114

Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability of the NASA Langley V/STOL wind tunnel open test section with acoustically absorbent ceiling and floor treatments [NASA-CR-165796] p0030 A82-10059


A versatile data acquisition system for a low speed wind tunnel (AD-405265) p0192 A82-16907

Applications of a laser velocimeter in the Langley 4- by 7-meter tunnel p0598 A82-32693


WIND TUNNELS

Darwin’s rotor aerodynamics p0304 A82-33708

Methods for analysis of wind ripple in wind tunnels [SAND-81-7006] p0306 A82-20193

Approach to the fatigue analysis of vertical-axis wind-turbine blades [DE82-003193] p0308 A82-20573

Yawing of wind turbines with blade cyclic-pitch variation [DE81-029639] p0461 A82-26822

Aerodynamic forces acting on the blades of stall regulated propeller type windmills [DE82-901178] p0573 A82-31718

WIND VAMES

Programmable controller system for wind tunnel diversion vanes p0543 A82-41046

WIND VARIATIONS

Methods for analysis of wind ripple in wind turbines [SAND-81-7006] p0306 A82-20193

WIND VELOCITY

Gust front structure observed by Doppler radar [AD-408366] p0094 A82-10223

The characteristics and detection of low level wind shear in the critical phases of flight p0297 A82-28349

Sudden changes in wind velocity - Their effect on aircraft and means of reducing hazard, I p0334 A82-29871

Wind determination and wind shear detection from flight test and airplane flight data p0579 A82-45815

On the aerodynamics of windblast [AD-8110595] p0405 A82-25221

Computer-simulated analysis of a jet in a cross-stream p0539 A82-29555

WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

The Joint Airport Weather Studies Project p0311 A82-21152

WINDING

- BISD FILAMENT WINDING
- BISDROLLING
- BISD AUTOROLLING

WINDMILLS (WINDPOWERED MACHINES)

Source model for the verification of computational methods

[ISDO-275] p0214 A82-17638

Static investigations of rotor blades under deadweight and during stationary operation [ISDO-269] p0214 A82-17639

Stability and response to gravity of the flap lag motion for a rigid rotor blade with flap-pitch coupling [ISDO-270] p0214 A82-17640

Dynamic analysis of a rotor blade with flap and lag freedom and flap-pitch coupling [ISDO-271] p0214 A82-17641

Static and dynamic investigations for the model of a wind rotor [ISDO-272] p0214 A82-17642

An extension of the local momentum theory to the rotors operating in twisted flow field p0245 A82-18123

Modal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite element approach and measurement by ground vibration test p0245 A82-18127

WINDS (APERTURES)

Algorithms for an adaptive dynamic window in electronic map system p0711 A82-14769

Fall scale test facilities for radomes and antenna windows p0281 A82-26667

WINDPOWER UTILIZATION

Biannual Wind Energy Conference and Workshop, 5th, Washington, DC, October 5-7, 1981, Proceedings p0303 A82-33701

WINDPOWERED GENERATORS

German-Argentine experiment: Vertical-rotor wind engine p0091 A82-12648

Loading cycles and material data for the layout of a wind turbine of special hub concept [ISDO-273] p0215 A82-17643

Methods for analysis of wind ripple in wind turbines [SAND-81-7006] p0306 A82-20193

User's manual for the vertical axis wind turbine code VDAT72 [DE82-000756] p0461 A82-26828

WINDSCREENS

- U WINDSCREENS

Windshields Design analysis of high temperature transparent windshields for high performance aircraft [ASHE PAPEB BI-EHAS-S] p0011 A82-10893


Transparency development needs for military aircraft in the 1980's p0225 A82-24302

Deficiencies and constraints that affect the design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies p0226 A82-24303

Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, computer and business aircraft p0226 A82-24304

Transparencies - What an aircraft designer should know p0226 A82-24305

Aircraft transparency design guide p0226 A82-24307

A new angular deviation measurement device for aircraft transparency p0226 A82-24308

Proposed method for abrasion testing transparent plastics and coatings p0227 A82-24311

Windshield system structural enhancement p0227 A82-24312

The role of finite element analysis in the design of birdstrike resistant transparencies p0227 A82-24313

The development of high strength light-weight windshields for the new generation of Boeing 757 and 767 airliners p0228 A82-24314

D.C.9 windscreen - Effect of attachment torque p0228 A82-24323

B.A.C. One-Eleven flight deck glazing product improvement p0228 A82-24324

Concorde glazings - 5 years of Bach II Service p0228 A82-24326
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system [AIAA PAPER 82-1372] p0489 A82-39134

Experimental trim drag values for conventional and supercritical wings [NASA-CR-185500] p0198 A82-17126
Slotted variable camber flap [NASA-CASE-Lab-12561-1] p0254 A82-18203
Aerelastic tailoring for control and performance: Are requirements compatible? p0348 A82-22200

Increasing the lift/drag ratio of a flat delta wing p0016 A82-11899

Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows past a wing p0005 A82-10363

Wing design for light transport aircraft with improved fuel economy p0065 A82-14016

The NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment [AIAA PAPER 82-0567] p0381 A82-33327

The unsteady motion of a wing flying at subsonic speed above a plane p0491 A82-39356

Vortex formation over double-delta wings p0514 A82-40989

Nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads on wings and bodies at high angles of attack p0015 A82-11359

On the question of trailing airplane motion p0053 A82-13560

Divergence of a swept-forward wing p0127 A82-48586

Investigation of the stream-strain state of a rectangular wing section of variable thickness under concentrated loads and heating p0183 A82-22004

Wind-canon aerodynamics at transonic speeds - Fundamental considerations on missile drag p0238 A82-24674

Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced composite wing pivot fairing p0267 A82-27131

Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in an aircraft with high-aspect-ratio wings p0388 A82-34163

Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a transport aircraft type airfoil with two interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps, at transonic speed and high Reynolds numbers p0507 A82-40909

The design integration of wingtip devices for light general aviation aircraft p0508 A82-40933

Operation V107 - Development of a composite material wing p0509 A82-40934

A crack growth model under spectrum loading p0511 A82-40961

Test results of chordwise and spanwise blowing for low-speed lift augmentation p0515 A82-40999

Maximum induced drag of canard configurations p0518 A82-41116

The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge loading in transonic flow --- French thesis p0554 A82-44224

A study on numerical method for evaluating the spanwise integral in subsonic lifting-surface theory [NAL-TR-6611] p0034 A82-11035

Aerelastic theory for noncompact wing-gust interaction [NASA-CR-81-17] p0306 A82-11071

Effect of fighter attack spectrum on composite fatigue life [AD-10503h] p0069 A82-12143

Development of an efficient procedure for calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform variation [NASA-CR-3489] p0137 A82-14529

Some unsteady aerodynamic effects on helicopter rotors p0250 A82-18162

A surface singularity method for rotors in hover or climb [AD-A3068] p0340 A82-20786

Prediction of wing side-edge suction forces and maximum inactivit lift p0403 A82-25192

Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results for flutter and gust response of a transport wing with active controls [NASA-TP-12010] p0460 A82-26703

Automated optimum design of wing structures. Deterministic and probabilistic approaches [NASA-TR-84775] p0535 A82-29317

Aerodynamic theory for noncompact wing-gust interaction [NASA-CR-3194] p0568 A82-32346

Wing Nacelle Configurations

Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with powered jet exhausts [AIAA PAPER 82-0255] p0184 A82-22077

The use of small strakes to reduce interference drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane [AIAA PAPER 82-1323] p0407 A82-39100

The prediction of propeller/wing interaction effects p0510 A82-40948

Establishment of an experimental technique to provide accurate measurement of the installed drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe configurations, using a full span model with turbine powered engine simulators p0096 A82-13069

Evaluation of an experimental technique to investigate the effects of the engine position on engine/fuselage/nacelle/pylon/wing interaction p0096 A82-13090

A numerical method for studying nacelle-jet-airfoil interaction in inviscid three-dimensional flow p0096 A82-13094

Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with powered jet exhausts [NASA-CR-165852] p0262 A82-19167

Selected wingtip and mixed flow long duct nacelle development for DC-10 derivative aircraft [NASA-CR-32296] p0589 A82-32347

Wing Oscillations

Experimental study of airframe stall-through vibrations p0015 A82-11947

A method for locating aircraft wing damage by nonlinear vibration analysis p0109 A82-17116

Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the wake of an oscillating airfoil [AIAA PAPER 82-0352] p0119 A82-17901

L-476

SUBJECT INDEX
Responses of oscillating wings in weak shear flow
Torsional vibrations of a wing carrying a concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
A simplified wing procedure in connection with the lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method
The velocity potential for the harmonically oscillating, rectangular wing with semi-infinite span in nonlinear theory
Unsteady lifting-line theory with applications
Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient and dynamic stability derivatives on sideslipping wings in unsteady supersonic flows
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high incidence
Recent developments in wings with stores flutter suppression
Results of recent measurements on an oscillating aerofoil
Unsteady response of rectangular wings in spanwise uniform shear flow
Wing/control surface flutter analyses using experimentally corrected aerodynamics
Experimental study of oscillating-wing propulsion
Test demonstration of digital control of wing/store flutter
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50 degree clipped delta wing at H = 0.9
Comparison between computations and experimental data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of a supercritical wing with/without winglet
Feedback control of a cantilever wing in steady airflow
Fundamental torsional frequency of a class of solid wings
On the torsional modes of a uniformly tapered solid wing
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
Theoretical and experimental investigation of joint-structural damping interaction for airplane construction
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of aeroelastic stability
Transonic flutter and response analyses of two 3-degree-of-freedom airfoils
Choice of weight coefficients in the problem of the optimal damping of the elastic oscillations of a wing
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic characteristics of an oscillating profile
Aerelasticity patterns: Some reflections on two decades of testing in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
Lifting surface theory for wings in low frequency small amplitude yawing and side slipping oscillating motions at low speeds
A theoretical investigation of wing rocking

Application of the ONERA dynamic stall model to a helicopter blade in forward flight
Pressure measurements on a wing oscillating in supercritical flow
Application of modal synthesis techniques for the dynamic qualification of wings with stores
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50 degree clipped delta wing at R = 0.5 --- conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
Application of modal control to wing-flutter suppression

WING PLATFORMS
Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix using sliding interpolation
Multilevel optimum design of structures with fiber-composite stiffened-panel components
Bolted field repair of graphite/epoxy wing skin laminates
Flight service evaluation of advanced structures
Nondestructive detection of exfoliation corrosion around fastener holes in aluminum wing skins
Efficient optimum design of structures - Program DDDD
Operation V10F - Development of a composite material wing
Development of an efficient procedure for calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform variation
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge, vortex rollup program with two linear panel methods

WING PLATFORMS
AT ARROW WINGS
AT DELTA WINGS
AT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
AT SWEEP FORWARD WINGS
AT SWEEPBACK WINGS
AT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
AT VARIABLE SPAN WINGS
A simplified wing procedure in connection with the lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous interactions
YF-16 design concept and philosophy
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by utilization of swept back parabolic blade tip
Analysis of small-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces in ground effect
An experimental study at free-stream Mach 5 of the aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of plane wings of various planforms
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of complex planform under unsteady motion
Transonic computational experience for advanced tactical aircraft
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for arbitrary planform slender wings
Wind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three aerodynamically tailored wings
The effect of a weak shock wave on a wing of complex planform at supersonic velocities
Development of an efficient procedure for calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform
WINGED VEHICLES
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiHAT aerodynamically tailored wing
[AIAA PAPER 81-2450] p0063 A82-14381

WINGLETS
Aerodynamic evaluation of winglets for transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 81-1215] p0186 A82-22245

Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 A82-30171

The design integration of wingtip devices for light general aviation aircraft
p0508 A82-40933

Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of a supercritical wing with/without winglet
-- conducted in Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
NASA-TM-82239

Selected winglet and mixed flow long duct nacelle development for DC-10 derivative aircraft
[NASA-CR-3296] p0589 N82-32347

Application of an optimized winglet configuration to an advanced commercial transport
[NASA-CR-191596] p0589 N82-32348

WINGS
\[\text{ NT ARROW WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT BEARINGLESS ROTORS} \]
\[\text{ NT CARBONIZED WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT CANT WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT DELTA WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT FIXED WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT FLEXIBLE WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT LIFTING ROTORS} \]
\[\text{ NT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT OBLIQUE WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT PAIR WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT RECTANGULAR WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT RIGID ROTORS} \]
\[\text{ NT RIGID WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT ROTARY WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT SLENDER WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT SWEPT BACK WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT TWIN WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT TILTING ROTORS} \]
\[\text{ NT TRAPEZODAL WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT TWISTED WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT UNSCRIPTED WINGS} \]
\[\text{ NT VARIABLE SLEEP WINGS} \]

Angle of downwash behind a wing in unsteady flow
p0241 A82-2970

Structural design and construction of the new technology wing
p0283 A82-26541

Experimental program for general aviation -- wing design, construction and flight testing
p0283 A82-26542

One year flight testing of the Transonic Wing
p0283 A82-26543

Fracture control in ballistic-damaged graphite/epoxy wing box structure
p0284 A82-26639

Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box structure
p0290 A82-27163

Design considerations and experiences in the use of composite material for an aerelastic research wing
[AIAA 82-0978] p0338 A82-30146

The equivalent simple body /ESB/ method for transonic wing analysis
[AIAA PAPER 82-0936] p0374 A82-31923

Design of finite element grids for the computation of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a wing
[AIAA PAPER 82-1019] p0375 A82-31972

Multibody transport concept
[AIAA PAPER 82-0810] p0376 A82-31983

Application of computational methods to transonic wing design
p0431 A82-35561

A-7 transonic wing designs
p0431 A82-35562

Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the design and analysis of transport wings
p0432 A82-35567

Investigations regarding vortex formation at wings with bent leading edges
p0433 A82-35568

Optimization of flight with tilt wings
p0507 A82-40912

Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial transports -- Review of a technology program in the Netherlands
p0514 A82-40985

The application of geometric programming to the structural design of aircraft wings
p0546 A82-42546

A study of wing vorticity patterns
p0582 A82-46621

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane specimens and thin-walled structural elements of aircraft wing skins under program loading
p0508 A82-42729

Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise
[NASA CR-164952] p0589 N82-11039

On the kernel function collocation method in steady subsonic flow for wing with control surfaces
p0584 A82-12023

Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 A82-13095

Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircraft with external stores at transonic speeds
p0101 A82-13813

Integration of a code for aerelastic design of conventional and composite wings into ACSINT, an aircraft synthesis program -- wing aerelastic design (WADOD)
[NASA-CR-137805] p0189 A82-16069

Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics
[NASA CR-60046-6] p0199 A82-17128

Experimental verification of an aerodynamic parameter optimization program for wind tunnel testing
[AD-A107727] p0199 A82-17124

EFP-I2A diagnostic and development programs
[AD-A108354] p0254 A82-18206

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A1010053] p0314 A82-21180

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic analysis with optimization. Volume 2: Part 1: Transport design
[AD-A102231] p0315 A82-21181

Some remarks on buffetting --- of wings, wind tunnel models
[NASA-TH-9976-960] p0319 A82-21216

Investigation of passive shock wave-boundary layer control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
p0349 A82-22209

Experiment on active flutter suppression of a cantilever wing
[AD-TH-690] p0356 A82-22822

Application of a transonic potential flow code to the static aerelastic analysis of three-dimensional wings
[NASA CR-63296] p0363 A82-23193

Aerodynamics of an airfoil with a jet issuing from its surface
[NASA CR-84025] p0523 A82-28279

Aerodynamics of an airfoil with a jet issuing from its surface
[NASA CR-84025] p0531 A82-29267

An effective algorithm for shock-free wing design
[AD-116265] p0569 A82-31322

Investigation of the interference effects of mixed flow long duct nacelles on a DC-10 wing
[NASA CR-15202] p0586 A82-32319

A-679
Decoupler pylons: wing/store flutter suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12668-1] p0592 B82-332373
A color video display technique for flow field surveys
Langley test highlights, 1981
[NASA-Th-84519] p0603 B82-333330
NIEK
ST ELECTRIC WIRE
Wire strike protection
Techniques for overhead-wire detection -- to prevent helicopter wirestrikes
[NASA-Th-82793] p0259 B82-18612
NIEK CLOTH
Metal honeycomb to porous wireform substrate
Diffusion bond evaluation
[NASA-Th-82793] p0259 B82-18612
NIEK RESH
U WIRE CLOTH
NIEKING
The variation of induced currents in aircraft wiring
[NASA-Th-82793] p0259 B82-18612
NILED SYSTEMS
U NIEKING
WORK
The work environment
Efficient use of working fluids in aviation hydraulic systems
[NASA-Th-82793] p0534 B82-29299
WORKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY)
Assessing pilot workload - Without disturbing pilot behavior
Flight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -- Objectives
Evaluation of control consoles of modern flight and tactics simulators
[DGLN PAPER 81-007] p0159 B82-19269
Combined multisensor displays -- image preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot workload
[NASA-Th-82793] p0210 B82-22905
Utilizing the helicopter's versatility to improve the AC system
[NASA-Th-82793] p0210 B82-23316
Boeing's new 767 gains crew workload
[NASA-Th-82793] p0497 B82-40308
Electronic master monitor and advisory display systems, operational functions report
[AD-A105516] p0133 B82-14087
Update of the survey report of 1977-1978 tank force on aircraft workload
[AD-A112547] p0484 B82-26258
Real-time simulation of an airborne radar for overwater approaches
[NASA-EC-166293] p0485 B82-26262
Cockpit display of traffic information and the measurement of pilot workload: An annotated bibliography
[AD-A112547] p0487 B82-27291
Special investigation report: Air traffic control system
[PB82-136276] p0523 B82-28277
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation
[NASA-Th-82793] p0562 B82-30038
X
X BAND
O SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
X BAND ASTRONOMY
Construction and testing of an Omega navigation system for the balloon-borne X-ray experiment
German thesis
X BAND INSPECTION
Characterization of material properties by limited scan X-ray tomography
[AD-A113670] p0594 B82-32422
X BAND SPECTROGRAPHY
O X BAND SPECTROSCOPY
X BAND SPECTROSCOPY
O X BAND SPECTROSCOPY
X BAND SPECTROSCOPY
Techniques suitable for a portable X-ray analyzer
Subject Index
[AD-A111352] p0411 B82-25488
X WING ROTORS
Advanced helicopter concepts compete
[NASA-Th-84519] p0283 B82-26537
X-wing and the Navy V/STOL initiative
[NASA-Th-84519] p0385 B82-33915
An X-Wing aircraft control system concept
[AD-A113670] p0405 B82-38954
An investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor with circulation control -- area 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel
[NASA-Th-81210] p0206 B82-10030
Development of low-order model of an X-wing aircraft by system identification
[AD-A113750] p0469 B82-27286
X-14 AIRCRAFT
The X-14 -- 24 years of V/STOL flight testing
[NASA-Th-82793] p0210 B82-19427
X-70 AIRCRAFT
O X-70 AIRCRAFT
X-70 AIRCRAFT
Special investigation report: Air traffic control system
[AD-A113670] p0213 B82-17477
Implementation of a V/STOL control system -- airborne laser tracking system
[NASA-Th-82793] p0334 B82-22174
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-EC-166293] p0385 B82-44468
Simulation of the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[AD-A112547] p0395 B82-24194
Versatility of an X-V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-EC-166293] p0395 B82-24194
XV-15 AIRCRAFT
A study of the suitability of the all fiberglass IV-14 aircraft for fuel efficient general aviation flight research
[AD-A112547] p0160 B82-44468
XV-15 AIRCRAFT
Bever tests of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft
[AD-A112547] p0206 B82-44468
Advanced technology airfoil development for the XV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
Flexibility vs. XV-15 tilt-rotor concept
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
XV-15 -- Forecasting things to come
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
XV-15 program update
[AD-A112547] p0206 B82-44468
Electronics for the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft.
Volume 1: General information, revision C
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft.
Volume 2: Ship 1 instrumentation
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft.
Volume 3: Ship 2 instrumentation
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft.
Volume 4: CFE technical data
[NASA-EC-166293] p0206 B82-44468
Y
YAG LASERS
Options for GTE precision automated tracking system
-- airborne laser tracking system
[AD-A113670] p0434 B82-13020
YAK 40 AIRCRAFT
The powerplants of the Yak-40 and 8-15 aircraft
-- Russian book
[AD-A113670] p0434 B82-13020
YAK
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the implementation of a V/STOL control system during hover
[AD-A113670] p0405 B82-38990
A velocity vector measuring system with 13 asymmetric wedge type gages -- measuring flow distribution around the empennage of STOL models
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Investigation of Wilcoxon model 583 very high frequency omnidirectional radio range (VOR) system, part 3

C-14
Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier

Implementation of the recommendations made on Dnalchannel fuel control program, phase 2

Experimental and analytical studies of advanced Transonic Hind tunnel vail interference

Calculations of lightning return stroke electric and magnetic fields above ground

Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier on an aircraft engine test cell

FLOGBAFBI G.B.B.B., HAHBOBG (BBS! GBBBABI).

FLOS BBSBABCH. IBC-. KEBI. BASB.

6ABBEII COBF., PHOEHIX. ABIZ.

GALILEO BLBCIBO-OPTICS COBF., STOBBRID6B, BASS.

TBCBBISCHB TBB1DABALISEB, EOSKIBCBBB (BBST GBBBABI).

FOSTBB-HILLEB ASSOCIATES, IBC., BALTBAB. BASS.

FLOIDIBB EBGIBEBBIBG COBP-, BTBBBAPOLIS. HUH.

FLOB SIHOLATIOITS. IBC., SOBBIVILLB, CALIF.

FLORIDA IISI. OF TECH..

Sensor footprints and homing range of terminal guidance munition

Traffic intrastructure: Can planning still be

influence of turbulence models on simulation of phugoid excitation due to
turbine control tovers

Reduced performance and increased cost warrant reevaluation of the multiple stores ejector rack

Computer outages at air terminal facilities and their correlation to near miss mid-air collisions (AFMD-82-43)

Influence of contrast on spatial perception in IV display of moving images

Study of advanced propulsion systems for Small Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT) program

Mission effectiveness of the AV-8B Harrier 2 could be improved if actions are taken now

Influence of turbulence models on simulation of phugoid excitation due to
turbine control tovers

Reduced performance and increased cost warrant reevaluation of the multiple stores ejector rack

Computer outages at air terminal facilities and their correlation to near miss mid-air collisions (AFMD-82-43)

Influence of turbulence models on simulation of phugoid excitation due to
turbine control tovers

Reduced performance and increased cost warrant reevaluation of the multiple stores ejector rack

Computer outages at air terminal facilities and their correlation to near miss mid-air collisions (AFMD-82-43)
FOREIGN OBJECT IMPACT DESIGN CRITERIA, VOLUME 3

COST/BENEFIT STUDIES OF ADVANCED MATERIALS

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - AVIATION FLIGHT - ANGLE VISUAL FLOW

FORWARD VELOCITY EFFECTS ON FAN NOISE AND THE CF6 JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: HIGH CORE COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY, VOLUME 6

THRUST REVERSER FOR A LONG DUCT FAN ENGINE

ELECTRONIC MASTER MONITOR AND ADVISORY DISPLAY

OPTICAL TIP CLEARANCE SENSOR FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE

THERMAL EXPANSION ACCOMMODATION IN A JET ENGINE FRAME

V/STOL PROPULSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

THE OUTLOOK FOR ADVANCED TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

TURBINE BLADE NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL AND LIFE ANALYSIS

BLADE JONES TRANSIENT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TURBOCHARNERY

NASA/GENERAL ELECTRIC BROAD-SPECIFICATION FUELS COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM - PHASE I RESULTS AND STATUS

PROGRAM IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE COMPONENTS

OPTICAL TIP CLEARANCE SENSOR FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE CONTROLS

C6J JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE BOUNDARIES

THREE-ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE PROTOTYPE EE-101 HELICOPTER

A PROPULSION VIEW OF THE ALL-ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

C6F JET ENGINE DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM: HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSION CLEARANCE INVESTIGATION

THRUST REVERSER FOR A LONG DUCT FAN ENGINE

CORE COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY, VOLUME 6

FOREIGN OBJECT IMPACT DESIGN CRITERIA, VOLUME 2

FOREIGN OBJECT IMPACT DESIGN CRITERIA, VOLUME 3

C6F JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL

FORWARD VELOCITY EFFECTS ON FAN NOISE AND THE SUPPRESSION CHARACTERISTICS OF ADVANCED INLETS AS MEASURED IN THE NASA Ames 40 by 80 foot WIND TUNNEL

C6F JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: LOW PRESSURE TURBINE ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., DAYTONA BEACH, FLA.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - AVIATION FLAT-Angle VISUAL SYSTEM (AVATS) COMPUTER IMAGE

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SYRACUSE, NY.

COST/BENEFIT STUDIES OF ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES: MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED TURBINE ENGINES

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LITHB., IAB.

EFFECTS OF VANE/BLADE RATIO AND SPACING ON FAN NOISE

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., RESEARCHWOOD, WASH.

OPTICAL TIP CLEARANCE SENSOR FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE CONTROLS

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

THERMAL-BARRIER-COATED TURBINE BLADE STUDY

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., OTICA, N. Y.

AN INTEGRATED CONTROL PANEL UTILIZING A PROGRAMMABLE VARIOUS-ACTION ANIONIC INCH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

GENERAL MOTORS CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TURBINE ENDWALL BEHAVIOR

GOULDING (RENEE L.) AND ASSOCIATES

HEAT TRANSFER. VOLUME 1: DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE AND TEST CONDITIONS

AERODYNAMICALLY INDUCED VIBRATION

GENERAL TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS, INC., ALLINGTON, Vt.

INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATION OF A CYROGENIC BLENDING PROCESS TO PRODUCE ANTISTATIC DIESEL FUELS

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.

TRANSONIC WALL TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE CORRECTIONS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

EXPERIMENTAL TRIM DUG VALUES FOR CONVENTIONAL AND SUPERCRITICAL WINGS

GOODRICH DEW, WASHINGTON, D.C.

FRACURE AND FATIGUE CHARACTERIZATION OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS UNDER BIAXIAL LOADS

GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA

AN ITERATIVE FINITE ELEMENT-TRANSIENT TECHNIQUE FOR PREDICTING SOUND RADIATION FROM TURBOFAN INLETS IN STANDY FLYING

EVALUATION OF AN ASYMPTOTIC METHOD FOR HELICOPTER ROTOR SAILRONS

PREDICTION OF SOUND RADIATION FROM DIFFERENT PRACTICAL JET ENGINE INLETS

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING: WHAT IS IT?

HELICOPTER ROTOR LOADS USING A MATCHED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION TECHNIQUE

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM (MATICALS) INVESTIGATION, VOLUME 1

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM (MATICALS) INVESTIGATION, VOLUME 2

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF JET ENGINE AND DUCT ACOUSTIC NOISE

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF TURBOFAN INLETS

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM (MATICALS) INVESTIGATION

COMMUNITY NOISE

SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

DEVELOPMENT OF A SPINNING WAVE HEAT ENGINE

DYNAMIC STABILITY OF A BUOYANT QUAD-ROTOR AIRCRAFT

GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHIO

STUDY OF GROUND HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS OF A MARITIME PATROL AIRSHIP

PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF A HYBRID AIRSHIP FOR FLIGHT RESEARCH

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF GROUND HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS OF ISORANT QUAD ROTOR (IQR) VEHICLES

GOULDING (RENEE L.) AND ASSOCIATES, GLENDALE, CALIF.

STUDY OF THE DE-ICING PROPERTIES OF THE ASDE-3 ROTODOME

CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
### INSTITUTES FOR PERCEPTION AVO-TRG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Field of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hughes Aircraft Co.</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>Aerospace Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Research Labs.</td>
<td>Boca Raton, FL</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Inst. of Tech.</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial College of Science and Technology, London</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a cascade blade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>City/State</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 82-0690]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-CB-165939]</td>
<td></td>
<td>State of the art and recent perspectives on the transonic flows in an air inlet with large incidence and the effect of a blowing trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA-Paper 82-31898]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic qualification program in aerospace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE

duration of training on the transfer of training
[IFP-1980-29] p0257 882-18226

INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSÉ

CAMPUS (BRAZIL)

An on-board supervisory system for applications in space missions

Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite lifetimes using quasi-dynamic atmosphere models - application to a proposed Brazilian satellite
[IPEB-2325-PBE-080] p0538 882-29347

INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSÉ

BOWMAN CONSTRUCTORS, DELFT  (NETHERLANDS)

Investigation into the utility of some quick setting concrete materials for runway repair
[S-60-157/60.7.0157] p0257 882-18225

INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSÉ

The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller shaft. Part B: Vibration tests of a rotating propeller shaft in a rubber stern tube bearing
[IWCO-5072208-81-P-2] p0398 882-24514

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.

Design and evaluation of a state-feedback vibration controller
[AHS PREPRINT 81-10] p0442 882-37783

INTERTECHNICS, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.

The application of NAVSTAR differential GPS in the civil aviation community
[p235 A82-24645

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Porosity and characterization of polysulfide resilient foams of various densities for aircraft seating applications
[NASA-CR-117421] p0090 882-12230

IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AMES.

Numerical solution of Space Shuttle orbiter flow field
[AIAA PAPER 82-0020] p0206 882-27083

Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled pressure vessel with a blade in place
[AIAA PAPER 82-0751] p0336 882-30114

Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomachinery
[p057 882-29358

IOWA UNIV., OAKDALE.

Turbulent wake development behind streamlined bodies
[p097 882-13104

ITALIAN AIR FORCE PRATICA DI HARR, ROMA

Parametric criteria and impact on design trends
[p024 882-18139

ITALIAN ARMY GENERAL STAFF, ROMA.

Military requirements: Too little or too much
[p027 882-18138

ITT AERONICS, BUFFALO, N.Y.

[AD-A106052] p0136 882-18424

J

JAMES AND ASSOCIATES, LANCASHIRE, CALIF.

System for providing an integrated display of instantaneous information relative to aircraft attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal situation

JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.

Biological behavior of progressively shear-thickening solutions
[p013 882-11177

Comment on 'Optimal control via mathematical programming'
[p082 882-31125

Experimental investigation of turbulent wall-jets in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in a rectangular diffuser
[p0378 882-32330

Outline of a multiple-access communication network based on adaptive arrays
[p0390 882-34607

Synthetic aperture radar target simulator
[NASA-CAS-95024-1] p0311 882-10286

Radar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use in the Saya lowlands

K

KANAN AEROSPACE CORP., BLOOMFIELD, CONN.

General purpose research rotor
[AHS PREPRINT 81-9] p0441 882-37777

Advanced technology lightweight gondola system experimental fabrication program
[AP-A104157] p0133 882-18082

Development of manufacturing technology for fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor spar by tubular braiding
[AO-18057] p0265 882-19209

Structural system identification technology verification
[AO-110510] p0269 882-19583

Dynamic System Coupling (DSCIO) program. Volume 1: User's manual
[AO-115063] p0573 882-31975

Dynamic System Coupling (DSCIO) program. Volume 2: Theoretical manual
[AO-115064] p0573 882-31975

KANAN AEROSPACE CORP., WINDSOR, CONN.

Experimental verification of force determination and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter
[USSAVADHON-TE-81-D-11] p0395 882-24199

KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE.

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system
[p0177 A82-20756

A simple, low cost application of a flight test parameter identification system
[p0087 882-39093

Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender wings by the suction analogy
[AIAA PAPER 82-1385] p089 882-39141

Design and flight testing of a digital optimal control general aviation autopilots
[p0507 A82-40906

The design integration of wingtip devices for light general aviation aircraft
[p0508 A82-40933

KANSAS UNIV. CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE.

The use of differential pressure feedback in an automatic flight control system
[AIAA 82-1596] p0845 882-38981

Icing tunnel tests of a composite porous leading edge for use with a liquid anti-ice system
[NASA-CR-164966] p0355 882-11052

A theoretical investigation of wing rocking

A program to evaluate a control system based on feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system
[NASA-CR-168438] p0213 882-17478

Study of noise reduction characteristics of composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior panel configurations, and the application of the tuned damper concept

Development of a simple, self-contained flight test data acquisition system

A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes. Influence of depreassurization and damping material on the noise reduction characteristics of flat and curved stiffened panels

C-20
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.,

Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic 
analyses with optimisation, volume 3. Part 1: 
User's guide to transport design computer 
programmes. [NASA CR-165829-VOL-1] p0315 
H82-21883

Numerical wind tunnel constraint effects 
by a unified pressure signature method. Part 2: 
Applications to winged configurations. 
[NASA CR-166186] p0367 H82-23234

Wind tunnel flight drag correlation

Multibody aircraft study, volume 1 
[NASA CR-165829-VOL-1] p0588 H82-32344

Multibody aircraft study, volume 2 
[NASA CR-165829-VOL-2] p0588 H82-32345

Advanced turbogrip testbed system study, 
Volume I: Application program objectives and 
priorities, drive system and aircraft design 
studies, evaluation and recommendations and 
wind tunnel test plans. 
[NASA CR-167928-VOL-1] p0591 H82-32370

A computer program for the prediction of near 
field noise of aircraft in cruising flight. 
User's guide

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto, Calif.

Panel optimization with integrated software 
(Pois). Volume 1: Parda: Interactive 
program for preliminary minimum weight design 
[AD-110963] p0411 H82-25404

Supernumerary studies on the sensitivity of 
optimized structures 
[AD-110994] p0412 H82-25545

Panel optimization with integrated software 
(Pois). Volume 2. User instructions: ECHO 
and HESTS 
[AD-111224] p0477 H82-27411

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Elastic suspension of a wind tunnel test section

Logistics Management Inst., Washington, D.C.

The sortie-generation model system. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
[AD-110897] p0407 H82-26222

The sortie-generation model system. Volume 2: 
Sortie-generation model user's guide 
[AD-110898] p0407 H82-26223

The sortie-generation model system. Volume 3: 
Sortie-generation model program manual 
[AD-110899] p0407 H82-26224

The sortie-generation model system. Volume 4: 
Maintenance subsystem 
[AD-110815] p0407 H82-26225

The sortie-generation model system. Volume 5: 
Spares subsystem 
[AD-110900] p0407 H82-26226

Depot support of gas turbine engines 
[AD-107141] p0462 H82-27217

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N.Mex.

Outsider's look at flight instrumentation 
[DB81-025409] p0307 H82-11066

Longbridge Univ., of Technology (England).

An experimental study of the effects of an inlet 
flow conditioner on the noise of a low speed 
axial flow fan 
[78-0101] p0270 H82-19956

Active control technology in aircraft 
[5855 H82-32303

LOF Energy Transport Systems, Capistrano Beach, 
Calif.

Low Reynolds number airfoil survey, volume 1 
[NASA CR-165803-VOL-1] p0311 H82-14059


The use of metal finishing in aircraft fuel 
systems

Lufthansa G.E.R.A.-Hamburg (West Germany)

Side-slip indication systems as a fuel saving and 
in jet transport aircraft operation 
[AD-111594] p0402 H82-25181

Corporate Source Index


A study of general aviation community noise 
impact and annoyance 
[NASA CR-167945] p0568 H82-31066

Harold Avionics Ltd., Rochester (England).

Wide angle raster head up display design and 
application to future single seat fighters 
[AD-110505] p0453 H82-26292

Marten Hardt & Co., Orlando, Fla.

Definition of display/control requirements for 
assault transport night/ adverse weather 
capability

Hartland Univ., College Park, Md.

An experimental study of separated flow on a 
finite wing 
[AIAA PAPER 81-1082] p0315 H82-20293

Numerical investigation of supersonic base flow 
with parallel injection 
[AIAA PAPER 82-1001] p0375 H82-31960

A color video display technique for flow field 
surveys

Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, Mass.

Unsteady lifting-line theory with applications 
[AIAA PAPER 82-0356] p0380 H82-19798

Transonic wind tunnel wall interference corrections for three-dimensional models 
[AD-110814] p0437 H82-24663

Helicopter rotor low frequency broadband 
noise

p0273 H82-25772

Flight evaluation of Loran-C for general 
aviation area navigation 
[AD-109836] p0420 H82-30409

A simple system for helicopter 
Individual-Blade-Control and its application 
to stall flutter suppression 
[AD-109916] p0439 H82-37765

A simple system for helicopter 
Individual-Blade-Control and its application 
to stall-induced vibration alleviation 
[ABS PAPER 81-12] p0420 H82-37765

Dynamic surface measurements on a model 
helicopter rotor during blade slap at high 
angles of attack

p0503 H82-40555

Aerocoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust 
interaction 
[FDAR-81-7] p0442 H82-11071

Roll up model for rotor wake vortices, part 5 
[ASBRL-TR-194-A] p0493 H82-17127

A simplified approach to the free wake analysis of 
a hovering rotor 
[AD-109817] p0245 H82-18121

A program testing assistant 
[AD-109817] p0260 H82-18122

Experimental methods for the prediction of the 
effect of viscosity on propeller performance 
[AD-109866] p0308 H82-20472

Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) in transonic wind tunnel / flight test 
correlation

p0404 H82-25211

Dynamic scheduling of runway operations 
[AD-110814] p0455 H82-26200

PPPD Programmable pilot-oriented display 
[AD-110814] p0455 H82-26201

The P-PDP Project

p0445 H82-26202

Microwave ice protection 
[AD-110814] p0445 H82-26203

Heat transfer in turbines 
[AD-111594] p0455 H82-26207

Lateral control system design for VTOL landing 
on a D7963 in high sea states 
[NASA CR-169074] p0565 H82-26215

Control optimization, stabilisation and computer 
algorithms for aircraft applications 
[NASA CR-169015] p0461 H82-27009

The cost of noise reduction for departure and 
arrival operations of commercial tilt rotor

C-22
Factors influencing velocity distributions at Advanced training techniques using computer Meteorological inputs to advanced simulators The modeling and prediction of multiple jet VIO Use of test facilities for VSTOL fighter model Final report on the FueFo-4 major theme: Flight characteristics design and development of Development and trial of a rotary balance for System identification helicopter parameters. Standard tests of a research model rotor in a System identification helicopter parameters. Determination from flight tests, phase 2 Interference drag with airframe/engine angles of attack Analysis of anltiple geometry perturbations Interference drag with airframe/engine angles of attack Determination from flight tests, phase 2 Interference drag with airframe/engine angles of attack Development of helicopter fuselages on the interaction between the engine jet and the surrounding flow field with regard to the pressure drag on afterbodies Development and trial of a rotary balance for the 3 a-low speed wind tunnels in the Federal Republic of Germany Aircraft alerting systems standardization study. Impact of systems technology and integration on helicopter design Approach in dynamic qualification of light helicopter storages and equipment Effect of test facilities for VSTOL fighter model Final report on the FueFo-4 major theme: Factors influencing velocity distributions at inlet/combofator interfaces
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

[CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX]

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,

quiet short-haul research aircraft
h-cancelation document, revision 1
[NASA-TM-81298] p0026 882-1003
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Testing and utilization of
a new methodology
[NASA-TR-76628] p0042 882-11636
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes
[NASA-TR-76646] p0131 882-14056
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flow around a symmetric airfoil
[NASA-TR-76676] p0131 882-14057
Wind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[NASA-TR-76764] p0134 882-14091
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Supplementary analyses to
the study carried out around only
[NASA-TR-76627] p0137 882-14673
Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the
calculation of the popnic index
[NASA-TR-76764] p0137 882-14674
Aerodynamics and space report of the President,
1980 activities
Aircraft noise Statistics
[NASA-TR-84079] p0147 882-15986
Bibliography of NASA published reports on
general aviation, 1975 to 1981
[NASA-83017] p0260 882-19132
Advances in rotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Rotord Workshop. Volume 1: Executive Summary
Advances in rotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Rotord Workshop. Volume 2: Operators' Views
[NASA-TR-81148] p0262 882-19171
Advances in rotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Rotord Workshop. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
[NASA-TR-81147] p0262 882-19172
Advanced rotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Rotord Workshop. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Human Factors
[NASA-TR-81146] p0263 882-19173
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using
the fall-safe concept
[NASA-TR-81146] p0263 882-19173
Studies on wind tunnel straighteners
[NASA-TR-81146] p0264 882-22244
Wind tunnels of the institute of Fluid
Mechanics of Lille
[NASA-TR-81146] p0265 882-22245
Sound trials of the Institute of Fluid
Mechanics of Lille
[NASA-TR-81146] p0266 882-22246
Aerodynamic investigations to determine possible
aircraft flight paths
[NASA-TR-81146] p0267 882-22247
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
wing-body model
[NASA-TR-81146] p0268 882-22248
Revolution in airplane construction? Grob G112:
The first modern fiber glass composition
airplane shortly before its maiden flight
[NASA-TR-81146] p0269 882-22249
Socata: TB 20 Trinidad given German debut
[NASA-TR-81146] p0270 882-22250
Current developments lighter than air systems
[NASA-TR-81146] p0271 882-22251
Wind tunnels of the institute of mechanics of
Moscow State University
[NASA-TR-81146] p0272 882-22252
Aircraft noise: We're tomorrow-minded people
[NASA-TR-81146] p0273 882-22253
Aerodynamics/ACEB: Aircraft energy efficiency
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0407 882-25241
Structures and controls/ACEB
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0407 882-25242
Propulsion/ACEB
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0408 882-25243
Guidance and control/ACEB
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0409 882-25244
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
wing-body model
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0410 882-25245
Aerodynamic investigations to determine possible
aircraft flight paths
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0411 882-25246
Aerodynamic investigations to determine possible
aircraft flight paths
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0412 882-25247
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
wing-body model
[NASA-FACTS-94/6-81] p0413 882-25248
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce noise on the General purpose research rotor [AIAA PAPER 82-1078] p0416 A82-34997
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion system having vertical lift and short-field capability [AIAA PAPER 81-2625] p0156 A82-19209
Application of thrusting ejectors to tactical aircraft having vertical lift and short-field capability [AIAA PAPER 81-2629] p0156 A82-19211
Airframe effects on top-counted inlet systems for VSTOL fighter aircraft [AIAA PAPER 81-2631] p0156 A82-19212
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology studies for single-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft [AIAA PAPER 81-2667] p0157 A82-19216
Analysis of selected V/STOL concepts for a civil transportation mission [AIAA PAPER 81-2655] p0157 A82-19220
Real-Time Simulation Computation System [AIAA PAPER 81-2650] p0150 A82-19260
Analysis of flight test measurements in ground effect [AIAA PAPER 81-2651] p0142 A82-19264
The outlook for advanced transport aircraft at the end of the 70's [AIAA PAPER 81-2134] p0041 A82-19278
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section flow quality in the Calpian 6-ft transonic wind tunnel [AIAA PAPER 82-0571] p0236 A82-26450
Status and capabilities of the National Full Scale Facility 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel [AIAA PAPER 82-0607] p0230 A82-26476
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional aerodynamic testing [AIAA PAPER 82-0608] p0230 A82-26477
The design of a wind tunnel VSTOL fighter model incorporating turbine powered engine simulators [AIAA PAPER 82-2514] p0242 A82-25154
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce pitch-roll coupling of helicopter flight dynamics [AIAA PAPER 82-26383] p0278 A82-26383
Performance improvements with the free-tap rotor [AIAA PAPER 82-26387] p0279 A82-26387
Evaluation of the effect of elastomeric damping material on the stability of a bearingless main rotor system [AIAA PAPER 82-26394] p0280 A82-26394
Large scale model measurements of airframe noise using cross-correlation techniques [AIAA PAPER 82-26399] p0280 A82-26399
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow field [AIAA PAPER 82-0026] p0286 A82-27083
Bar & a fault tolerant distributed microcomputer structure for aircraft navigation and control [AIAA PAPER 82-26383] p0293 A82-27714
Test methodology for evaluation of fireworthy aircraft seat cushions [AIAA PAPER 82-26394] p0280 A82-26394
Large scale model measurements of airframe noise using cross-correlation techniques [AIAA PAPER 82-26399] p0280 A82-26399
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow field [AIAA PAPER 82-0026] p0286 A82-27083
Bar & a fault tolerant distributed microcomputer structure for aircraft navigation and control [AIAA PAPER 82-26383] p0293 A82-27714
Test methodology for evaluation of fireworthy aircraft seat cushions [AIAA PAPER 82-26394] p0280 A82-26394
Comparison between computations and experimental data on time steady, three-dimensional transonic aerodynamics, including aerelastic applications [AIAA PAPER 82-0620] p0339 A82-30157
Radiation enhancement by nonequilibrium during flight through the Taurus atmosphere [AIAA PAPER 82-0078] p0373 A82-31803
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge flows at transonic Mach numbers [AIAA PAPER 82-1021] p0375 A82-31974
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion system dynamics analysis [AIAA PAPER 82-1078] p0416 A82-24997
General purpose rotor research rotor [AIAA PAPER 81-2120] p0041 A82-27777
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback vibration controller [AIAA PAPER 81-10] p0442 A82-27783
AD-1 oblique wing aircraft program
[AIAA PAPER 81-2356] p0064 A82-14390
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical aerodynamic predictions with flight measured airloads for the D-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 81-2367] p0065 A82-14393
Flying qualities - A costly lapse in flight-control design
[p0296 A28-28280
Unique flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research airplane
[AIAA PAPER 82-1329] p0488 A82-39106
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation and its use in flight test
[AIAA PAPER 82-1377] p0489 A82-39135
Flight-determined correction terms for angle of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 82-1374] p0497 A82-40290
Flight experience with a backup flight-control system for the NASTAR research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 82-1541] p0497 A82-40429
A unique flight test facility - Description and results
[p0508 A82-40925
Aspects of clear air turbulence severity forecasting and detection
[p0579 A82-45823
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
CORNELL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBUSH, N. S.
Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea frontal system
[p0168 A82-20047
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
[p0379 A82-32920
Scanner imaging systems, aircraft
[p0529 A82-28715
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEL.
Selected stability and control derivatives from the first Space Shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPER 82-2451] p0056 A82-13880
Electromechanical actuators
[p0261 A82-19148
Full-scale flammability test data for validation of aircraft fire mathematical models
[NASA-TP-56264] p0313 A82-21166
Research and Technology Annual report FY-1981
[AIAA-TH-89192] p0379 A82-24137
Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[p0576 A82-27558
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
Lightning detection and ranging
[p0277 A82-26367
Method for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[AIAA-CASE-942-1] p0537 A82-29330
In-flight IFN procedures simulator
[AIAA-CASE-KSC-11218-1] p0537 A82-29331
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
Design predictions for nose cone control in the cryogenic Transonic Facility
[p0018 A82-12025
A decoupled control system for improved flight performance in wind shear
[p0043 A82-13079
On matching the system identification technique to the particular application
[p0044 A82-13119
Have we overlooked the pilot's role in an automated flight deck
[AIAA 81-2262] p0048 A82-13481
An advanced programmable/configurable color graphics display system for crew station technology research
[AIAA 81-23116] p0051 A82-13516
On-board communication for active-control transport aircraft
[AIAA 81-2322] p0052 A82-13520
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program overview
[AIAA PAPER 81-2412] p0053 A82-13853
Flight test experience with high-alpha control system techniques on the F-14 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 81-2505] p0057 A82-13906
Direct strike lightning measurement system
[AIAA PAPER 81-2513] p0057 A82-13910
A unique integrated flight test facility for advanced control/display research
p0058 A82-13919
Aeroelasticity matters - Some reflections on two decades of testing in the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
p0061 A82-13965
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and their application to maneuvering aircraft technology
p0061 A82-13971
The integration of control and display concepts - For improved pilot situational awareness
p0061 A82-13972
Jet V/STOL wind-tunnel simulation and groundplane effects
p0061 A82-13974
Progress in aeronautical research and technology applicable to civil air transports
p0077 A82-14553
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm penetration test flights during project Storm Hazards '80
p0078 A82-15054
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel display for three-dimensional helicopter approaches
p0083 A82-15047
Thrust reversing effects on twin-engine aircraft having nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 81-2349] p0100 A82-16911
Screech suppression in supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 82-0950] p0114 A82-17753
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg swept Gothic wing
[AIAA PAPER 82-0231] p0117 A82-17856
Recent sidewall boundary-layer investigations with suction in the Langley 0.3-x Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 82-0230] p0117 A82-17858
Evaluation of Local-C enroute navigation and non-precision approaches within the State of Vermont
p0129 A82-18160
Acceleration response of fuselage sidewall panels on a twin-engine, light aircraft
p0129 A82-16972
Quantiﬁcation of airport community noise impact in terms of noise levels, population density, and human subjective response
p0129 A82-18732
On the track of practical forward-swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 82-0243] p0114 A82-19786
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory optimization algorithm
p0167 A82-20296
Development of a digital, integrated automatic landing system (DIALS) for steep approach and landing
p0168 A82-20297
A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack growth under aircraft spectrum loading
p0168 A82-20509
Multi-parameter yield zone model for predicting spectrum crack growth
p0168 A82-20510
We have just began to create efficient transport aircraft
p0180 A82-21373
CAD/CAM approach to improving industry productivity gathers momentum
p0181 A82-21375
Recent advances in using Free Vortex Sheet theory to the estimation of vortex flow aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 82-0095] p0183 A82-22045
High angle-of-attack characteristics of three-surface fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 82-0245] p0184 A82-22074
Transonic perturbation analysis of wing-nacelle-pylon configurations with powered jet exhausts
Comparing the relationships between noise level and annoyance in different surveys - A railway
end groups

Evaluation of four subcritical response methods for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
wing/flap-type control effectiveness and effects of control hinge gap seals for a supercritical
wing [AIAA PAPER 82-0960] p0386 A82-34008

Interior noise considerations for advanced high-speed turboprop aircraft

Increased capabilities of the Langley 0.3-a Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel

A single-frequency multitransmitter telemetry technique

Approximate boundary condition procedure for the two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex
wakes

Development and validation of preliminary analytical models for aircraft interior noise prediction

Robust Kalman filter design for active flutter suppression systems

Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static stability fighter at high angle-of-attack

Applications of parameter estimation in the study of spanning airplanes

An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on an airplane model under steady state open
conditions

High angle-of-attack characteristics of a forward-swept wing fighter configuration

The use of linearized-aerodynamics and vortex-flow methods in aircraft design

The prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise

Observations and implications of natural laminar flow on practical airplane surfaces

NASA research on viscous drag reduction

Design and flight testing of a digital optimal control general aviation autopilot
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters from flight data at high angles of attack
[0508 AG-40528
Assessment of advanced technologies for high performance single-engine business airplanes
[0508 AG-40532
The design of wingtip devices for light general aviation aircraft
[0508 AG-40532
Analytical study of vortex flows on highly swept delta wings
[0515 AG-41003
Wind-tunnel investigation of vortex flows on a highly swept interceptor configuration
[0516 AG-41006
An initial look at the supersonic aerodynamics of twin-fuselage aircraft concepts
[0516 AG-41006
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale canard-configured general aviation aircraft
[0517 AG-41026
A miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
[0543 AG-41056
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
[0547 AG-42792
Statistical analysis of piloted simulation of real time trajectory optimization algorithms
[0549 AG-42626
Current perspectives on emergency spin-recovery systems
[0549 AG-42624
Two-frequency \( \delta \alpha /k \) microwave scatterometer measurements of ocean wave spectra from an aircraft
[0558 AG-47693
Determination of airplane model structure from flight data by using modified stepwise regression.
[0520 AG-10041
Estimation of airplane stability and control derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal maneuvers
[0520 AG-10042
Effects of vortex flows on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
[0533 AG-11013
Wind-tunnel results for a modified 17-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[0534 AG-11033
Computations of high Reynolds number internal/external flows
[0535 AG-11046
Parametric study of microwave-powered high-altitude airplane platforms designed for linear flight.
[0535 AG-11046
Management of redundancy in flight control systems using optimal decision theory
[0539 AG-11084
General aviation aircraft antennas for the global positioning system
[0594 AG-11339
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar boundary layer on swept wings with suction
[0594 AG-11391
SEL and EPLF noise duration coefficients for the 747 and T-38 aircraft
[0542 AG-11860
Aeroelasticity matters: Some reflections on two decades of testing in the NASA Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
[0508 AG-12041
Investigation of severe lightning strike incidents to two USAF F-106A aircraft
[0508 AG-12052
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel: User's guide
[0089 AG-12085
Research and Technology
[0091 AG-13043
Force measurements, flow-visualization, and boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model at Mach 6 [NASA-TP-1952]
[0097 AG-13106
Wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of blade tip geometry on the interaction of torsional loads and performance for an articulated helicopter rotor [NASA-TP-1926]
[0097 AG-13107

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, CONT'D

Pressure distributions on three different cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a wingless missile at Mach 1.69, 2.36, and 3.70.
[0090 AG-13110
Numerical analysis of the near-scatterer-scat field by using two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
[0090 AG-13112
Limited evaluation of an F-14A aircraft utilizing an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in the landing configuration
[0100 AG-13145
Optimization and performance calculation of dual-rotation propellers
[0106 AG-14056
Comparison of experimental and theoretical turbulence reduction characteristics for screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen combinations
[0131 AG-14055
A flight investigation of blade-section aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having 10-66C airfoil sections
[0131 AG-14058
Design and implementation of a telecommunication interface for the TAAM/TCV real-time experiment
[0132 AG-14075
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[0133 AG-14085
[0138 AG-14029
Description of a dual fail operational redundant strapdown inertial measurement unit for integrated avionics systems research
[0138 AG-14042
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from static tests
[0139 AG-14060
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a high-aspect-ratio supercritical-wing transport model equipped with full-span slat and part-span double-slotted flaps
[0139 AG-15015
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle with a supercritical wing
[0145 AG-15075
Relations for the thermodynamic and transport properties in the testing environment of the Langley hypersonic CPF tunnel
[0146 AG-15359
Optical Information Processing for aerospace applications
[0147 AG-15894
Spin tests of a single-engine, high-wing light airplane
[0189 AG-16068
Research through simulation
[0192 AG-16092
Methodology for measurement of fault latency in a digital avionic microprocessor
[0196 AG-17105
Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/13-scale model of the NASA A-1 oblique-wing research aircraft
[0252 AG-18103
Slotted variable camber flap
[0254 AG-18203
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
[0254 AG-18204
Annoyance caused by propeller airplane flyover noise: Preliminary results
[0260 AG-18596
Digital Flight Systems
[0260 AG-19134
Digital Flight systems integration
[0261 AG-19149
Effects of installation of P101 DFS exhaust nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle characteristic of the F-14 airplane
[0263 AG-19181
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics of fighter aircraft

Production version of the extended NASA-Langley Vortex Lattice FOSPAR computer program.

Evaluation of voice recognition systems for the NAPS pilot station function.

Leading edge flap system for aircraft control augmentation

In situ ozone data for comparison with laser absorption remote sensor: 1980 FEPE/EROS project.

An assessment of the real-time application capabilities of the SIFT computer system.

Joint University Program Air for Transportation Research, 1981

Effects of wing-leading-edge modifications on a full-scale, low-wing general aviation airplane: Wind-tunnel investigation of high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics

Static internal performance characteristics of two thrust reverser concepts for axisymmetric nozzles


Magnetic heading reference system

Hinged strake control system

Flight-test verification of a pictorial display for general aviation instrument approach

Fuselage structure using advanced technology fiber reinforced composites

Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results for flutter and gust response of a transport wing with active controls

Characteristics of future aircraft impacting aircraft and airport compatibility

Flight evaluation of LOHAN-C in the State of Vermont

Means for controlling aerodynamically induced twist

Design considerations and experiences in the use of composite material for an aerelastic research wing

Methodology for determining element deflections to train and maneuver the DAST vehicle with negative static margin

The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft platform with consideration of technological and societal constraints

Automated optimum design of wing structures. Deterministic and probabilistic approaches

Aircraft airplane mission time structure characteristics

Aeropropulsive characteristics of each number up to 2.2 of axisymmetric and axisymmetric nozzles installed on an F-18 model

Data acquisition system for NASA Langley impact dynamics research facility

Structures and Dynamics Division research and technology plans, FY 1982

Advanced reliability modeling of fault-tolerant computer-based systems

Noise transmission loss of aircraft panels using acoustic intensity methods

Airport/Community Noise

Noise and economic characteristics of advanced blended supersonic transport concept

Supercritical aeronautical fighter configuration. Wind-tunnel investigation at Mach numbers of 0.60 to 0.95

Effect of nacelle and vertical-tail variables on the performance of a 3.5-surface P-15 model at transonic Mach numbers

Some design considerations for solar-powered aircraft

Decoupler pylons: wing/store flutter suppressor

Application of a transonic small body rule to correct the effects of sideslip boundary layers in two-dimensional transonic wind tunnels

Operational flow visualization techniques in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel

Flow visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary plans for the National Transonic Facility

Seeing through flows in Langley's 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel

Flow field studies using holographic interferometry at Langley

Applications of a laser velocimeter in the Langley 4- by 7-meter tunnel

Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel

Velocity and flow angle measurements in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel using a laser transit anemometer

Some NTF laser velocimeter installation and operation considerations

Operational evaluation of a propeller test stand in the quiet flow facility at Langley Research Center

Measurements of area static pressure and far field acoustic of shock containing supersonic jets

Langley test highlights, 1981

NASA research on viscous drag reduction

Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades

Cryogenic wind tunnels: a selected, annotated bibliography

Results from tests of three prototype general aviation seats

C-33
A planning system for F-16 air-to-surface missions

[HAL-TB-676T] p0003 A82-10220

Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air radar detection of low-level wind shear

[HAL-TB-678T] p0005 A82-10220

Some piloting experiences with multifunction isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter

[HAL-TB-679T] p0005 A82-13005

An evaluation of the Bosemont ice detector for cloud water content measurements

[HAL-TB-672T] p0008 A82-21156

Optimum performance and wake geometry of co-axial rotor in hover

[HAL-TB-673T] p0008 A82-29321

An evaluation of an experimental technique to investigate the effects of the engine position on upstream/downstream interference

[HAL-TB-676T] p0008 A82-27297

Simulation of phased excitation due to hazardous wind shear

[HAL-TB-678T] p0011 A82-17944

A study on numerical method for evaluating time-variant, three-dimensional flows in military aircraft intakes

[HAL-TB-679T] p0011 A82-13006

Development of a clear air radar to detect meteorological hazards at airports

[HAL-TB-672T] p0026 A82-39835

Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse Doppler radar

[HAL-TB-673T] p0026 A82-18201

Three-dimensional flows in military aircraft

[HAL-TB-676T] p0026 A82-17944

American aerospace and defense models with sweptback and tapered tips

[HAL-TB-678T] p0034 A82-11035

Prediction and measurement of time-variant, three-dimensional flows in military aircraft intakes

[HAL-TB-679T] p0034 A82-11034

Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front

[HAL-TB-682T] p0107 A82-16050

Doppler radar research and application to aviation flight safety, 1977 - 1979

[HAL-TB-683T] p0188 A82-16058

Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front

[HAL-TB-684T] p0286 A82-20163

Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front

[HAL-TB-685T] p0286 A82-20163

Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front

[HAL-TB-686T] p0303 A82-23210

Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front

[HAL-TB-687T] p0303 A82-23210
C-38

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EJECTION SEAT BALLISTIC BLOCK FOR THE S-3A AIRCRAFT.

Development of a supported airbag ejection restraint (SBBER) for windblast protection.

Development of longitudinal equivalent system models for selected US Navy tactical aircraft.

Thermal and FSTOL handling qualities specifications, an overview of the current status.


Current ABS restraint system status, trade-off constraints and long range objectives for the Marine Personnel ejection system (MBPS).

An oxygen enriched air system for the AV-8B.

CABIN SAFETY IN LARGE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT.


Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make.

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a cause/factor.

Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a cause/factor.

Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a cause/factor.

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions.

Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing later discovered aircraft.

Briefs of fatal accidents involving fixed-Hing control system.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: US air carrier operations.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: US air carrier operations.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: US military aviation.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: US general aviation.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: US general aviation.

Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make and model.

Annual review of aircraft accident data: General aviation.

Briefs of fatal accidents involving missing and missing later discovered aircraft.

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered aircraft.

Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing later discovered aircraft.

Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions.

A brief investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot interaction.

A survey and update of F-14A mission profiles for the AV-8B.

The AIDS/F-18 diffractive BOD.

The military flying qualities specification, an overview of the current status.

Maintenance models for selected US Navy tactical aircraft.

A method for designing inlet distortion screens for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an interactive computer program.


A method for designing inlet distortion screens for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an interactive computer program.

Development of an ejection seat ballistic block for the S-3A aircraft.

Development of a supported airbag ejection restraint (SBBER) for windblast protection.

A short takeoff performance computer program.

Development of longitudinal equivalent system models for selected US Navy tactical aircraft.

VTOL and FSTOL handling qualities specifications, an overview of the current status.

Thermal and FSTOL handling qualities specifications, an overview of the current status.

CABIN SAFETY IN LARGE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT.
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Dilution of Precision (GDOP) concept for selecting navigation measurements
[AD-A1082561] p0253 B82-18197

HYDRO ANALYSIS CORP., VIENNA, VA.
National Airspace Data Interchange Network (NASDN) support of Remote Maintenance Monitoring System (RMMS)
[AD-A1109125] p0262 B82-19160

NEVADA UNIV. LAS VEGAS.
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and ground clutter suppression using airborne weather and mapping radar
[AD-A2-40532] p0500 A82-40532

NEW JERSEY INST. OF TECH., NEWARK.
Predictive model for jet engine test cell opacity
[AD-A1170585] p0610 B82-33397

NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE.
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A1049660] p0041 B82-11133

NEW SOUTH WALES UNIV., KEENEAU (AUSTRALIA).
Stability analysis of the twin mode model of coupled flexural/torsional vibrations in turboprops
[AD-A1-5057] p0143 B82-15057

NEW SOUTH WALES UNIV., SYDNEY (AUSTRALIA).
Acoustic emission from free jets
[AD-A102962] p0359 B82-22962

NEW YORK UNIV., NEW YORK.
Design of supercritical swept wings
[AD-A1023826] p0223 A82-23826

NEWARK (LOUIS) LTD., CROYDON (ENGLAND).
The influence of sensor and actuator characteristics on overall helicopter AFCS design
[AD-A1-18171] p0251 B82-18171

WILSON ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.
Integration of a code for aerocoustic design of conventional and composite wings into AC727, an aircraft synthesis program
[NASA-CR-178005] p0189 B82-16069

NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIV., GREENSBORO.
Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites
[AD-A102028] p0108 B82-12028

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH.
Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise
[NASA-CR-16952] p0034 B82-11039

Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft fuselages and nacelles
[NASA-CR-16919] p0368 B82-23238

NORTH CAROLINA UNIV., RALEIGH.
An advanced programmable/reconfigurable color graphics display system for crew station technology research
[AD-A1-3344] p0051 A82-13516

NORTHEASTERN UNIV., BOSTON, MASS.
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite element codes. II - Bearing element implementation, overall numerical characteristics and benchmarking
[ASME PAPER 82-CF-282] p0430 A82-35462

Control electronics for air-borne quadrupole ion mass spectrometer
[AD-A115399] p0560 B82-30356

NORTHPAC CORP., HANOVER, CALIF.
Vortex flow correlation
[AD-A108725] p0307 B82-20468

Tail configurations for highly maneuverable combat aircraft
[AD-A108959] p0221 B82-22201

Water tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel data analysis of the F/A-18
[NASA-CR-165059] p0404 B82-25215

NOTRE DAME UNIV., INDIANA.
Experimental studies of the Eppler 61 airfoil at low Reynolds numbers
[AD-A1082-036] p0164 A82-19796

Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades at low speed
[AD-A108096] p0142 B82-15050

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-168096] p0269 B82-23247

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
Testing of krita-powered runway distance and taxiway markers
[AD-A114558] p0612 B82-33408

CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE).
Application of the OHE dynamic stall model to a helicopter blade in forward flight
[AD-A108610] p0250 B82-18161

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE).
Wind tunnel tests of powered models: A comparison of two methods of simulating the jets of jet engines
[AD-A108307] p0095 B82-13007

Studies of air inlets at Reynolds numbers comparable to flight in OHEAs F1 and S1A wind tunnels
[AD-A108309] p0096 B82-13091

[AD-A7-713] p0136 B82-14388

Research on an induction driven cryogenic wind tunnel
[AD-A1-1349] p0136 B82-14394

Multivariable aircraft control by maneuver commands: An application to air to surface missile
[AD-A108218] p0262 B82-19154

Electrical ground testing of aircraft anti-static protection
[AD-A108215] p0262 B82-19156

Induction driven transonic wind tunnel Test: Operation at room temperature and cryogenic adaptation
[AD-A108216] p0262 B82-19158

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bi-monthly bulletin, number 1981-5, September - October 1981
[AD-A7-725] p0263 B82-22165

Helicopter rotor performance improvement by utilization of swept-back parabolic blade tip design
[AD-A1-12151] p0263 B82-22151

Real time digital filtering test on the SI continuous wind tunnel at Bodane
[AD-A108217] p0263 B82-22152

The influence of protective treatment on the mechanical properties of superalloy parts
[AD-A108218] p0262 B82-22180

Application of the theory of bifurcations to the study of the loss of control in combat aircraft
[AD-A108219] p0347 B82-22198

Generation of noise by turbulence
[AD-A108221] p0400 B82-20964

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bi-monthly bulletin, number 1981-6, November-December 1981
[AD-A7-741] p0264 B82-26185

Aerodynamics of compressor blades: Subsonic stall flutter
[AD-A108222] p0414 B82-26189

Wind tunnel studies of store separation with load factor. Freedrops and captive trajectories for supersonic lift
[AD-A108223] p0264 B82-30261

Computation of three dimensional unsteady nonuniform flow in the blade-free annular channel of a turbomachine
[ONERA-NT-1982-2] p0592 B82-32372

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, LONDON (ENGLAND).
A technical assessment of aeronautical engineering in Israel
[AD-A106900] p0462 B82-27218

OHIO STATE UNIV., CLEVELAND.
Effect of tip vane on the performance and flow field of a rotor in hover
[AD-A108690] p0498 A82-40511

OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS.
Improving the RSI through enhanced cockpit displays
[AD-A108691] p0009 A82-10669

Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils with ice accretions
[AD-A108692] p0104 A82-22081

Development of a computer based presentation of non-steady helicopter rotor flows
[AD-A108693] p0199 B82-17113

Rotor flow research in low speed helicopter flight
[AD-A108694] p0199 B82-17132

Non-steady velocity measurement of the wake of a helicopter rotor at low advance ratios
[AD-A108695] p0199 B82-17133

Terrain model animation
[AD-A108696] p0215 B82-17807

Hover tests of a model H-force rotor
[AD-A108697] p0250 B82-18159
Aeroelastic characteristics of a mistuned bladed-disc assembly
A tactical display aid for primary flight training
[NASA-CH-166242] p0301 H82-20142
GTD analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the presence of longy dielectric layers
[NASA-CH-168770] p0315 H82-22238
Performance evaluation of a kinesthetic-tactual display
Haze age accretion and its effect on air quality performance
[NASA-CH-165599] p0393 H82-20166
Elevation plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas
[AD-A112373] p0460 H82-26554
Gravity induced position errors in airborne inertial navigation
[AD-A113823] p0467 H82-27272
The Earth's gravity field to degree and order 180 using SHARP altimeter data, terrestrial gravity data and other data
[AD-A113098] p0470 H82-27900
Near field analysis of airborne antennas
[AD-A115074] p0561 H82-30462
Geodesic paths of an ellipsoid-mounted antenna
[AD-A116453] p0596 H82-32973
Ohio Univ., Athens.
A Lorenz-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
[AAIA 81-2-329] p0203 A82-13532
ILS performance assessment, task 4. Volume I: Evaluation procedures and equipment design
[AD-A105593] p0208 H82-12661
A prototype interface unit for microprocessor based Lorenz-C receiver
[NASA-CH-164807] p0132 H82-14078
GTD terrain reflection model with application to ILS glide slope
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio University, 1981
[AD-A104654] p0265 H82-25406
Loran-C plotting program for plotting lines of position on standard charts
[AD-A104526] p0265 H82-25204
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
[AD-A104526] p0265 H82-25205
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
[AD-A105593] p0265 H82-25207
A prototype interface unit for microcomputer-based Loran-C receiver
[AD-A105593] p0266 H82-25208
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for general aviation
[AD-A118411] p0266 H82-27259
Effects of high voltage transmission lines on non-directional beacon performance
[AD-A112311] p0266 H82-27261
Evaluation of the FAA/MTRC weather data device
[AD-A116466] p0256 H82-30800
Efficient transfer of weather information to the pilot in flight
[NASA-CH-165889] p0259 H82-32363
Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater.
On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in axisymmetric combustor geometries
A simple finite difference procedure for the vortex controlled diffuser
[AAIA PAPER 82-1-010] p0219 A82-12120
Turbulence measurements in a confined jet using a wire-orientation hot-wire probe technique
[AAIA PAPER 82-1-012] p0215 A82-17708
Flow and acoustic properties of low Reynolds number underexpanded supersonic jets
[AD-A116814] p0257 H82-30288
An aircraft wind shear detection and warning system using Doppler radar
[AD-A105593] p0203 A82-10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air radar detection of low-level wind shear
[AD-A105593] p0204 A82-10221
OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA.
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[AAIA PAPER 82-0351] p0185 A82-20208
Fluid element thermal analysis of convectively-cooled aircraft structures
[NASA-CH-164903] p0325 H82-28565
Comparative study of flare control laws
[NASA-CH-164903] p0207 H82-10032
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
[NASA-CH-165059] p0146 H82-15277
Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge devices for drag reduction at high lift
Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow patterns of a low-speed tunnel
[AD-A116130] p0209 H82-17228
Energy environment study
[NASA-CH-164856] p0215 H82-1765A
Aerodynamic performance of slender wings with separated flows
[NASA-CH-168768] p0235 H82-22206
Leading edge flap system for aircraft control augmentation
[NASA-CALIF-12787-1] p0407 H82-25240
OPERATION S, INC., NEWTON (MASS).
Evaluation of the design, construction and operation of a gas fueled engine driven heat pump
[AD-A11-034] p0213 H82-17659
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, INC., SILVER SPRING, MD.
Benefit cost analysis of the aircraft energy efficiency program
[NASA-CH-165116] p0268 H82-27280
Aircraft energy conservation during airport ground operations
[AD-A116130] p0589 H82-32352
PACE ASSOCIATES, INC., HILLSBORO, OR.
Heavy-duty engines analysis, study 4: A preliminary market analysis for gas-turbine applications in the farm market
[DBS-2-001750] p0306 H82-20549
PACE SYSTEMS, INC., AUBURN, VA.
Cockpit integration from a pilot's point of view
[AD-A104364] p0366 H82-23224
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LAB., RICHLAND, WA.
Development of in-can welding process and equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DD-B-001050] p0195 H82-16831
PACIFIC-SIERRA RESEARCH CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Transverse electric waves for VIF/OP communication between aircraft
[AD-A115834] p0259 H82-32582
PAREX, INC., Waltham, MASS.
Advanced fuel flowmeter for future naval aircraft
[AD-A104360] p0307 H82-11063
PARKS (RALPH R.) CO., PASADENA, CALIF.
Fuel quality processing study, volume 1
[NASA-CH-165327-701-1] p0359 H82-24649
Fuel quality/processing study, volume 2: Appendix. Task 1 literature survey
[NASA-CH-165327-701-2] p0399 H82-24650
FEER CONSULTANTS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.
Executive summary of systems analysis to develop future civil aircraft noise reduction alternatives
[AD-A116467] p0602 H82-33162
Effects of filter response on analysis of aircraft noise data
[AD-A116458] p0602 H82-33167
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARK.
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer development on a fan rotor blade
[AAIA PAPER 82-1-007] p0275 A82-31965
An experimental study of the effect of tail configuration on the spinning characteristics of general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CH-165576] p0267 H82-19224
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence characteristics in the annulus wall region of an axial flow compressor rotor passage
[NASA-CH-165003] p0408 H82-25252
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
[NASA-CH-165004] p0408 H82-25253
Investigation of spray characterization for flashing impingement of dissolved air and superheated fluids
[NASA-CR-3563] p0453 N82-26295

Computer simulation of three-dimensional potential flow fields in which aircraft propellers operate
[NASA-CR-166316] p0505 N82-22312

The dynamic flexural response of propeller blades
[NASA-CR-166316] p0505 N82-22313

Techniques suitable for a portable wear metal analysis
[AD-111152] p0411 N82-25488

PILATUS AIRCRAFT LTD., SINTI (SWITZERLAND)
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the operating costs of small commercial aircraft
p0508 N82-60915

POLITECNICO DI MILANO (ITALY)
An experimental analysis of the shape of a rotor wake
p0265 N82-18122

Experimental Investigation of aerodynamic instability of open field profile
p0248 N82-18151

FLY AND HUSTLER AIRCRAFT, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Flight evaluation of a digital electronic engine control system in an F-15 airplane
[ALAA PAPER 82-1000] p0928 N82-37683

FLY AND HUSTLER AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
Improved plasma sprayed HCrAlI coatings for aircraft gas turbine applications
p0176 N82-20742

Sub energetics of compressor blade tips seals
p0285 N82-22708

Sensor failure detection system
[AD-107900] p0100 N82-13145

Study of controlled diffusion stator blading. 1. Aerodynamic and mechanical design report
[NASA-CR-165560] p0190 N82-16081

Potential propulsion considerations and study areas for all-electric aircraft
p0261 N82-19137

Energy efficient engine shrouds, hollow fan blade technology report
[NASA-CR-165586] p0317 N82-21196

Energy efficient engine exhaust mixer model technology

Advanced Low-Excursions Catalytic-Combustor Program, phase 1
[NASA-CR-159865] p0354 N82-22265

Analysis of high load dampers
[NASA-CR-165503] p0369 N82-23288

Performance deterioration due to acceptance testing and flight loads; J290 jet engine diagnostic program
[NASA-CR-165572] p0672 N82-23709

B747/JJF9 flight loads and their effect on engine running clearances and performance deterioration; BCC F-111 and NASA J290 engine diagnostic programs
[NASA-CR-165573] p0610 N82-28296

Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine unloaded rig technology report
[NASA-CR-165148] p0525 N82-32383

Structural tailoring of engine blades (STAIRB)
[NASA-CR-167968] p0510 N82-32391

Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct model technology report
[NASA-CR-167966] p0610 N82-33394

PRATT AND HARTFORD AEROPRODUCT GROUP, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings
[AD-106059] p0134 N82-14097

Corrosion inhibiting engine oils
p0155 N82-14099

Damage tolerant design for cold-section turbine engine disks
[AD-107843] p0204 N82-17176

CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

Engine component retirement for cause

Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing effects on #106 response to distortion
[NASA-CR-167899] p0269 N82-22326

Chevron abreable seal attachment to aircraft gas turbine compressor components
[AD-111962] p0412 N82-25521

Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In Design (LUCID), volume 1
[AD-111939] p0455 N82-26309

Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In Design (LUCID), volume 2
[AD-111960] p0455 N82-26310

Improved penetrant process evaluation criteria
[AD-111517] p0560 N82-30386

PRINCETON UNIV., N. J.
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon signals for aircraft collision hazard warning
[AD-A1-3238] p0052 N82-13525

Wide field of view laser beacon system for three-dimensional aircraft position measurements
[AD-A1-32456] p0034 N82-25463

An introduction to stochastic optimal control theory
p0308 N82-11076

Digital command augmentation for lateral-directional aircraft dynamic control
[AD-A10274] p0319 N82-21214

Investigation of air transportation technology at Princeton University, 1981
p0496 N82-26212

Flying qualities criteria for GA single pilot IFR operations
p0496 N82-26213

Air data measurement using distributed processing and fiber optics data transmission
p0496 N82-26214

Input/output models for general aviation piston-prop aircraft fuel economy
p0496 N82-26215

Wide field of view laser beacon system for three-dimensional aircraft range measurements
p0496 N82-26216

Development of flying qualities criteria for single pilot instrument flight operations
[NASA-CR-165932] p0533 N82-29288

Pilot opinions of sampling effects in lateral directional control
p0563 N82-20849

PRIVET-KE KBAB LAB., ESO, KILBUSH (ISRAEL)
Pollution of the soil by aviation gasoline
[PM-1979-41] p0147 N82-15596

PORDGE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, Ind.
Water ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
[ALAA PAPER 82-0196] p0117 N82-17836

Diffraction by a finite strip
p0382 N82-33605

Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing aircraft
[ALAA PAPER 82-1325] p0480 N82-39102

A modern approach to pilot/vehicle analysis and the Beal-Smith criteria
[ALAA PAPER 82-1357] p0489 N82-39125

Control design of flexible spacecraft
[AD-112099] p0039 N82-11081

Interactive aircraft flight control and aerelastic stabilization
[NASA-CR-165236] p0100 N82-13150

Measured performance response to transient aircraft loadings
p0101 N82-13442

A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions for flawed fastener holes
[AD-100753] p0259 N82-16082

Flutter and time response analyses of three degree of freedom airfoils in transonic flow
[AD-108987] p0267 N82-19227

Multivariable loop control analysis and synthesis for coupled flight systems
p0347 N82-22913

Water ingestion into axial flow compressors
[AD-101677] p0537 N82-29326

Effect of water on axial flow compressors. Part 1: Experimental results and discussion
[AD-1114830] p0537 N82-29327

Effect of water on GxR compressors. Part 2: Computational program
p0537 N82-29327

C-42
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

Performance of SBC II fuels in gas-turbine combustors: Alternative-fuels-utilization program (DB82-010471) p0595 B82-32518

RADIO TECHNICAL COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Software encodings in airborne systems and equipment certification (STCA/DO-178) p0193 B82-16759
PS broadcast interference related to airborne ILS, VOR and YHF communications (STCA/DO-176) p0268 B82-19419
Investigation of technical requirements (STCA/DO-176) p0268 B82-19420
Investigation of airborne VHF communication and navigation equipment (STCA/DO-178) p0268 B82-19421
Investigation of the effects of airborne installation factors on receiver interference (STCA/DO-179) p0268 B82-19422
FAR/FCC coordination procedures for Ps broadcast stations (STCA/DO-178) p0268 B82-19423
Minimum operational performance standards for automatic direction finding (ADF) equipment (STCA/DO-179) p0523 B82-28270
RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
A new approach to modeling the cost of ownership for aircraft systems (AD-A104824) p0102 B82-13979
Distributed intelligence for air fleet control (AD-A106611) p0253 B82-18195
Proplanning, project improvement and future planning: Lessons from past -aircraft modification programs (AD-A111309) p0463 B82-27220
AUTOPilot: A distributed planner for air fleet control (AD-A107139) p0467 B82-27269
Scenarios for evolution of air traffic control (AD-A112566) p0467 B82-27270
Reflections on an F-43 in flight emergency (AD-A116673) p0605 B82-33358
Pal's theorem for nonstationary processes (AD-A117067) p0614 B82-34135
REISSER/B POLYTECHNIC INST., THOR, E. L.
Determination and analysis of jet and missile fuel deposits (AD-A105558) p0909 B82-12248
Composite structural materials (NASA-CE-165121) p0193 B82-16182
Parallel computation for developing nonlinear control procedures (AD-A107914) p0209 B82-17227
Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue (AD-A110134) p0210 B82-17343
Investigation of passive shock wave-boundary layer control for transonic airfoil drag reduction (NASA-CE-166804) p0349 B82-22209
An analytical study of turbulence responses, including horizontal tail loads, of a control configured jet transport with relaxed static stability (NASA-CE-167036) p0455 B82-26313
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, LUND/QING (SWEDEN)
Detection of obstacles by low flying aircraft (FOA-C-30227-21) p0140 B82-15026
Transparent measurements under electric pulse excitation in 37 Viggen aircraft (FOA-C-30243-41) p0370 B82-23409
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, STOCKHOLM (SWEDEN)
Lightning effects on aircraft and components. Literature study on lightning strikes and protection (FOA-C-30808-P) p0026 B82-10024
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, DUISBURG (GERMANY), RADIK simulator for aircraft instruments (FOA-C-40136-A) p0356 B82-22826
RESEARCH TUNNEL ENG., RESEARCH TUNNEL, B.C.
An advanced programmable/reconfigurable color graphics display system for crew station technology research (AIAA 81-2314) p0501 A82-13516

Problems related to the integration of fault tolerant aircraft electronic systems (NASA-CR-165926) p0530 B82-22922
RISO NATIONAL LAB., ROSKILDE (DENMARK), Aerodynamic forces acting on the bladed tail regulated propeller type windmills (DB82-90179) p0573 B82-31718
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Digital flight controls (DB82-21943) p0261 B82-21943
State-of-the-art cockpit design for the HH-65A helicopters (DB82-21943) p0366 B82-23220

Delta electrical load analysis C-141B JACC/CP aircraft (AD-A113761) p0524 B82-22823
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet thrust augmenting systems (AD-A106063) p0101 B82-13835
FTF-12A diagnostic and development programs (AD-A106063) p0101 B82-13835
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNEY, CALIF.
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area composite structural bonding with polyimide adhesives (NASA-CR-165839) p0859 B82-23665
Spiral slotted phased antenna array (NASA-CASE-MSC-14532-2) p0476 B82-23755
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
Configuration Development System/BABIES Report (AD-A1067277) p0189 B82-16072
Multiple ejection effects analysis (AD-A1082777) p0252 B82-18192
Evaluation of superplastic forming and co-diffusion bonding of Ti-61A-4V titanium alloy expanded sandwich structures (NASA-CR-165827) p0268 B82-19358
Supersonic cruise/transonic maneuver wing section development study (AD-A110666) p0488 B82-26256
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
HiBAT onboard flight computer system architecture and qualification ([AIAA 81-2107) p0001 B82-10062
HiBAT aerodynamic design and flight test experience ([AIAA PAPER 81-2833) p0055 B82-13871
Performance of FFT-lined composite joint bearing ([AIAA PROPEP 82-99-11] p0043 B82-37854
SF/58 titanium concepts for structural efficiency for HC p0302 B82-20154
Investigation of aircrew protection during emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 g (AD-A117552) p0605 B82-33359
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF.
Superplastic aluminium evaluation ([AD-A110760) p0210 B82-17338
BOLLS-BOTCH LTD., BRISTOL (ENGLAND).
The subsonic performance of practical military variable area convergent nozzles (PBB-90049) p0025 B82-13076
BOLLS-BOTCH LTD., DETHBY (ENGLAND).
Establishment of an experimental technique to provide accurate measurement of the installed drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe configurations, using a full span model with turbine powered engine simulator ([AD-A110069) p0906 B82-13089
Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of unstalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans (PBB-90049) p0143 B82-15058
Coatings in the auto gas turbine ([PHB-90049) p0310 B82-21204
Process development and evaluation of gas turbine engine components in IAI 8202 ([PHB-90050) p0310 B82-21205
The testing and approval of aircraft engine mounted accessories ([PHB-90051) p0310 B82-21206

C-43
Developments to improve the noise and combustion emissions on the Fokker F28 aircraft and its Rolls-royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: Development of the new internal 10-disc mixer [PHB-90061]

Engines for air transport [PHB-90062]

Allowing for the wall boundary layer in a stage of an axial compressor [PHB-90067]

The Rolls-Royce role in aircraft noise reduction [PHB-90058]

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines [PHB-90070]

Telemetry in aero engine development [PHB-90051]

The impact and future direction of aircraft noise certification [PHB-90052]

The benefits of data exchange [PHB-90049]

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs [PHB-90071]

RB211 powerplant deterioration: Review of current situation and lessons learned [PHB-90073]

The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to improvements in the life and performance of gas turbine components [PHB-90076]

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine [PHB-90081]

Encounters with surge: Some experiences of development of axial compressors for aero gas turbines [PHB-90071]

Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: emissions on the Fokker F28 aircraft and its Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: Development of the new internal 10-disc mixer [PHB-90061]

Engines for air transport [PHB-90062]

Allowing for the wall boundary layer in a stage of an axial compressor [PHB-90067]

The Rolls-Royce role in aircraft noise reduction [PHB-90058]

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines [PHB-90070]

Telemetry in aero engine development [PHB-90051]

The impact and future direction of aircraft noise certification [PHB-90052]

The benefits of data exchange [PHB-90049]

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs [PHB-90071]

RB211 powerplant deterioration: Review of current situation and lessons learned [PHB-90073]

The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to improvements in the life and performance of gas turbine components [PHB-90076]

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine [PHB-90081]

Encounters with surge: Some experiences of development of axial compressors for aero gas turbines [PHB-90071]

Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: emissions on the Fokker F28 aircraft and its Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: Development of the new internal 10-disc mixer [PHB-90061]

Engines for air transport [PHB-90062]

Allowing for the wall boundary layer in a stage of an axial compressor [PHB-90067]

The Rolls-Royce role in aircraft noise reduction [PHB-90058]

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines [PHB-90070]

Telemetry in aero engine development [PHB-90051]

The impact and future direction of aircraft noise certification [PHB-90052]

The benefits of data exchange [PHB-90049]

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs [PHB-90071]

RB211 powerplant deterioration: Review of current situation and lessons learned [PHB-90073]

The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to improvements in the life and performance of gas turbine components [PHB-90076]

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine [PHB-90081]

Encounters with surge: Some experiences of development of axial compressors for aero gas turbines [PHB-90071]

Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: emissions on the Fokker F28 aircraft and its Rolls-Royce RB183-555 engines. Section 1: Development of the new internal 10-disc mixer [PHB-90061]

Engines for air transport [PHB-90062]

Allowing for the wall boundary layer in a stage of an axial compressor [PHB-90067]

The Rolls-Royce role in aircraft noise reduction [PHB-90058]

The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines for aircraft gas turbine engines [PHB-90070]

Telemetry in aero engine development [PHB-90051]

The impact and future direction of aircraft noise certification [PHB-90052]

The benefits of data exchange [PHB-90049]

Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas turbine discs [PHB-90071]

RB211 powerplant deterioration: Review of current situation and lessons learned [PHB-90073]

The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to improvements in the life and performance of gas turbine components [PHB-90076]

Development of a correlated finite element dynamic model of a complete aero engine [PHB-90081]

Encounters with surge: Some experiences of development of axial compressors for aero gas turbines [PHB-90071]
Operational test and evaluation handbook for

Operational test and evaluation handbook for

A review of recent AGABD Symposia on the Angle

The experience of corrosion on French military
aerodynamics

A review of recent AGABD Symposia on the Angle

An intermediate solution between basic and
Distinct and dynamic investigations for the model of a wind rotor

Static and dynamic investigations for the model of a wind rotor

Loading cycles and material data for the layout of a wind turbine of special hub concept

Subsonic Aviation Rockford, Ill.

SST airbus constant-speed electrical generation systems

Subsonic data control, Inc., Redmond, Wash.

New techniques in data retrieval and display

A new all-purpose digital flight data recorder

Sundance, Inc., Napa, Calif.

An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1: Preliminary process analyses

An exploratory research and development program leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2: Process variable analyses and laboratory sample production

Aircraft roll over chocks

Alert aircraft roll over chocks

Sistemas General Corp., Sterling, Va.

Frequency sharing between passive sensors and aeronautical radionavigation systems employing ground transponders in the band 4.2 - 4.4 GHz

Sistemas control, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Development of multivariable controllers for aircraft turbine engines

Sensor fault detection system

Differential Omega system development and evaluation
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The image contains a list of numbers and letters, likely representing a report or access index. However, without the context of the rest of the document or a clear title, the specific meaning of this list is unclear. It appears to be a formatted list, possibly used for referencing or indexing purposes within a larger document or database. The numbers and letters are likely codes or identifiers of some sort, but without additional information, it's challenging to provide a more detailed interpretation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accession Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.51.15484659</td>
<td>p0526 862-268299**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548503</td>
<td>p0574 862-32000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548506</td>
<td>p0615 862-341919#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548509</td>
<td>p0561 862-305666*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548513</td>
<td>p0567 862-313030*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548519</td>
<td>p0603 862-333300*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548521</td>
<td>p0600 862-331500*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548533</td>
<td>p0613 862-337330*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548705</td>
<td>p0368 862-229243*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548719</td>
<td>p0523 862-209700*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548748</td>
<td>p0394 862-241766*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.15488263</td>
<td>p0531 862-292676**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548847</td>
<td>p0539 862-295566**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1548847</td>
<td>p0594 862-323833**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155166</td>
<td>p0400 862-250176*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155236</td>
<td>p0588 862-323831*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155330</td>
<td>p0589 862-323837*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155364</td>
<td>p0393 862-241669*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155370</td>
<td>p0535 862-228810*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155372</td>
<td>p0526 862-268290**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155377</td>
<td>p0567 862-313030*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155395</td>
<td>p0530 862-328881*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155446</td>
<td>p0526 862-268290**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155639</td>
<td>p0570 862-313224*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155647</td>
<td>p0613 862-337330*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.155668</td>
<td>p0535 862-293136*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1556815</td>
<td>p0558 862-302900*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1556890</td>
<td>p0559 862-328580*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1556905</td>
<td>p0560 862-323838*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1556916</td>
<td>p0592 862-323837*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1556920</td>
<td>p0586 862-323139*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1559249</td>
<td>p0593 862-323838*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1559271</td>
<td>p0593 862-323830*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.156157</td>
<td>p0536 862-323835*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.156165</td>
<td>p0600 862-2683769**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.156175</td>
<td>p0369 862-232838*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1562003</td>
<td>p0369 862-232839*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1562029</td>
<td>p0577 862-302628*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1562119</td>
<td>p0593 862-323838*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563119</td>
<td>p0593 862-323837*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563129</td>
<td>p0369 862-232838*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563277-VOL1</td>
<td>p0399 862-264699*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563277-VOL2</td>
<td>p0399 862-264650*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563388</td>
<td>p0413 862-265635*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1563408</td>
<td>p0413 862-265635*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1564558</td>
<td>p0571 862-314040*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565403</td>
<td>p0354 862-222624*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565549</td>
<td>p0458 862-264395*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565599</td>
<td>p0472 862-273100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565599</td>
<td>p0526 862-209700*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565577</td>
<td>p0610 862-333939*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565582-VOL1</td>
<td>p0309 862-210318*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565582-VOL3</td>
<td>p0309 862-210339*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565585</td>
<td>p0534 862-223839*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565572</td>
<td>p0485 862-232628*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565580</td>
<td>p0317 862-219174*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565586</td>
<td>p0317 862-219166*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565599</td>
<td>p0393 862-241664*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565610</td>
<td>p0396 862-242029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51.1565667</td>
<td>p0389 862-222114*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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